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ABSTRACT 

The Platonick Lovers (p. 1636) was published and produced during 

Davenant's resurgence of productivity after his 3-year bout with the 

Grand Pox and its cure. The primary focus of this study is the 

establishment of the genealogy of the text and of the nature and 

authority of the revisions made in two of the three seventeenth-century 

editions. The transmission of the text is direct and linear: the 1636 

quarto is the only substantive edition (likely set from author's 

manuscript); this served as the basis for the text found in the 1665 

octavo. Two Excellent Plays, which contains less than a score of very 

minor alterations, of which only a small handful are likely authorial; 

this edition was the basis for the text found in the 1673 folio Works (F̂ ) 

published by Henry Herringman, in which are found some 150 substantive 

alterations, affecting primarily the language of the play, with very 

little impact on plot or basic characterization. 

It is most likely that the revisions found in the Folio text were 

made by Davenant in anticipation of a stage revival of the play by his 

Company, as had occurred in the case of others of his plays, most notably 

The Wits, in which is found a pattern of revision congruent with that 

found in the present play. These alterations serve to make the language 

of the play more coldly efficient, to excise many figures of speech and 

other elements of the earlier elaborate comic style, to render the 

dialogue milder and more decorous, and generally to make fine adjustments 

in the diction, precision, and idiom of the language. 

Eleven copies of the Quarto, three copies of the Octavo, and six 

copies of the Folio were consulted in the preparation of this critical 

edition; the Bodleian copy of the 1636 Quarto serves as the copy-text 

(for it contains none of the altered accidentals of the Quarto's three 

corrected formes, C, F, and K). All corrections from the corrected 

Quarto formes and all substantive alterations in the second and third 

editions have been admitted to the text as authorial, except in cases 

that are clearly attributable to error or to nonauthorial intervention. 

IV 



INTRODUCTION 

The Scope and Method of the Study 

The primary objective of this study is to establish the text of 

William Davenant's The Platonick Lovers that most closely represents the 

author's final intent. To that end, copies of all of the editions in 

which he may have had a hand have been collated, all variants noted, and 

judgments made as to which alterations are authorial and which merely the 

result of compositorial or editorial error or intervention. 

The study documents the history of the publication of The Platonick 

Lovers and the manner in which the present text was produced. The 

"History of the Text" describes the state of the text in all of the 

editions from first published Quarto in 1636 through a critical edition 

of 1951. The next two chapters, "Effects of the Alterations" and 

"Authority of the Revisions," explore the effects and probable sources of 

the alterations found in the three seventeenth-century editions. 

"Rationale for the Copy-Text" explains the methods and procedures used in 

recending and rendering the present text, which immediately follows the 

rationale. After the text proper are three sections of textual 

apparatus: "Historical Collation," in which are recorded the press 

variants of the Quarto and all of the substantive variants among the 

seventeenth-century editions; "Notes on Rejected Substantives"; and 

"Explanatory Notes" to the text. In the Appendices are included a list 

of "Emendations of Accidentals" made in the present text, "The Text of 

the 1873 Works" (a discussion of the nineteenth-century edition), a 

"Census of Copies" of the play, and the identification and reproductions 

of "Watermarks of the Folio" (the third seventeenth-century edition). 

Davenant's Life and Career 

Studies of Sir William Davenant usually begin almost apologetically 

for mentioning his name in the same sentence with those of Shakespeare, 

Jonson, Milton, and Dryden (which one must), and then proceed to recount 

the reasons why he is often counted as a significant figure in English 

literature of the seventeenth century (his productivity, political 

1 



activity, laureateshlp, and contributions to the Restoration stage). 

These studies typically conclude with a mixed verdict that he was 

industrious and conscientious in both literature and statesmanship; if 

limited in the former by his talent and date of birth and in the latter 

by his plainspoken temperament and lack of political intelligence, he was 

always diligent and opportunistic in both. The only distinction 

unanimously bestowed on him (besides the dubious one of being the only 

"noseless poet") is that so many milestones marked his career. The most 

accurate and fair thing to be said of Davenant may be that he was the 

embodiment of an era in which history (or at least politics) and 

literature were thoroughly entangled. He set out to make his mark in 

both the world of literature and that of the court, and to that end, he 

always used his accomplishments in each field to advance his prospects in 

the other. It is appropriate that in his last few years he was neither 

solely courtier nor artist but stage manager/owner, combining both of the 

roles between which he had been torn for nearly half a century. 

Early Life 

William was the second son and fourth child born to the vintner John 

Davenant and his wife Jane (nee Shepherd), and was baptized 3 March 

1605/6. John kept a tavern in Oxford known as the Crown, and lived to 

become town mayor. That Shakespeare frequented the Davenant tavern is 

well documented, but that he was the real father of Sir William is 

doubtful at best, though the rumor to that effect (not wholeheartedly 

discouraged by its subject) has been persistent, due likely to its 

sensational appeal and to the paucity of verifiable biographical details 

1. The major biographies, both very good though very different, 
are Alfred Harbage's Sir William Davenant: Poet Venturer, 1606-1668 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1935, hereafter cited 
as SWD) and Arthur Nethercot's Sir William D'Avenant; Poet Laureate and 
Playwright-Manager (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1938, hereafter 
cited as SWD'A). Daniel Steible's "A Critical Edition of Sir William 
Davenant's The Temple of Love and The Platonic Lovers" (Ph.D. 
dissertation. University of Cincinnati, 1939, hereafter cited as DJS) 
includes a good biographical discussion also. 



2 
about Shakespeare. As a youngster, William was enrolled in Edward 

Sylvester's grammar school and probably at Lincoln College, studying 
3 

under Daniel Hough, though the record is ambiguous on this point. 

Early Career 

Davenant's career began when he was sixteen years old with his 

departure for London after his father's death, (preceded by his mother's 

in the same month) with "fc40 and double apparel" and instructions to 

apprentice himself to "some good merchant or tradesman," according to his 

father's express wishes. Instead, being more attracted to the gentle 

life than to commerce, he set about to climb in London society, incurring 

debts for tailoring and the like that would haunt him for years to come. 

In 1622 (at eighteen), he received fcl50 from his father's will and 

promptly married a woman named Mary (about whom we know virtually nothing 

but her first name), who bore him two children (William, born 27 October 
4 

1624, and Mary, "soon afterwards" ) and died before they were reared. 

Like Endymion Porter (a friend with whom he would later collaborate) and 

most other courtiers, Davenant led virtually a bachelor's life during 

this marriage. His first major opportunity was becoming page (probably 

also in 1622) to Frances, the soon-to-be Duchess of Richmond, a 

"handsome, energetic, but quarrelsome, eccentric, and ludicrously proud" 

lady, in whose presence he no doubt learned much. He is thought to 

have left her service in 1624. 

Davenant was at Brooke House from 1624-1628 in service to Fulke 

Greville (a friend of Philip Sidney and Edmund Spenser), at this time an 

aging counselor to Elizabeth and James. There is no evidence that 

Davenant ever received Greville's tutelage or patronage as did Bacon, 

2. Harbage discounts this legend as unsubstantiated rumor (SWD, 
7-19), but Nethercot is not so certain that it is baseless (SWD'A, 7-8) 

3. Nethercot, SWD'A, 23-27. 

4. Ibid., 30. 

5. Harbage, SWD, 26. 



Camden, Samuel Daniel, and others; though he did not formally study under 

Greville, he did attach himself to his household and became a 

practitioner of Sidney's maxim that poetry is, in Walter Scott's words, 

"an auxiliary of religion, policy, law, and virtue." 

In 1627, Davenant wrote two dramas of blood and revenge. The Cruel 

Brother (licensed 12 January and acted at Blackfriers) and Albovine 

(not acted), and in 1629, both The Seige and The Just Italian were 
Q 

licensed and acted. 

By 1628, we find Davenant lodging with Edward Hyde, who for two 

years had been a member of the Middle Temple; Harbage argues that the 

Middle Temple was now cultivating Davenant to rival the currently popular 
9 

James Shirley of Gray's Inn. It was also in this year that he stepped 

forth with a scheme to assist Buckingham in his siege against Dunkirk 

(involving the detonation of the gunpowder magazines with the aid of an 

inside confederate), and the next year he was to render his services 

again. By 1630, he had established the professional character that was 

to mold his career from then on: he was an industrious courtier who 

would exploit (and allow his patrons to exploit) his creditable literary 

skills and willing military service for the next 38 years. In Harbage's 

v7ords, 
He had made his entering wedge, but he was still on the outside 
looking in. It was to be several years yet before he was to emerge 
as the successful courtier poet. We get our truest picture of him 
at twenty-three or twenty-four if we see him simply as a young man 
strongly attracted by the glamour of fashionable circles, sincerely 
devoted to poetry, but alert to find advancement whether as a poet, 
a soldier, or a courtier. Affable and vivacious, he was finding 
popularity in a widening circle of friends. Most of these friends 
were young men of his own age, better connected than he, but as yet 

6. Ibid., 33. 

7. The Dramatic Records of Sir Henry Herbert, ed. J. Q. Adams (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1917), 31. 

8. Ibid., 32. 

9. SWD, 35-36. 

10. Ibid., 38. 



of no more importance in the world. Unfortunately for him, they 
were inclined to set up^as bon vivants as well as wits, and he 
shared their pleasures. 

In 1630, Davenant fell prey to a spectre to which virtually all his 

circle no doubt were exposed, the Grand Pox, which, in Suckling's words, 

he "got lately travelling in France" or possibly, as Aubrey was 

convinced, from a "black, handsome wench that lay in Axe-yard, 
12 

Westminster." Whatever the source, he swore in a letter to Endymion 
13 Porter never again to wax "valiant in a strange bed." He paid dearly 

for his pleasure, being virtually incapacitated for three years by the 

syphilis itself and, worse, by the horrible mercury poisoning contracted 
14 in the process of the cure. He was never to be free from the 

constant gibes of friend and foe alike for the resulting disfiguration of 

his nose, but he took the abuse well enough apparently, for as early as 

1634 we find him alluding in The Wits to "lewd Gallants that have lost a 

Nose!" (Ill.ii). 

He finally regained his health in 1633 and entered the service of 

Queen Henrietta Maria, in which he would remain until 1641. He promptly 

combated rumors of his demise by producing within the next six years 

seven plays, five masques, and a volume of verse. 

Davenant was one of a group of newly arrived court authors who were 

not wholly accepted by the established artistic community; the dramatists 

of the old school (Brome, Shirley, Ford, Massinger) were annoyed by the 

tendency of such courtiers as Berkeley, Carlell, Cartwright, Davenant, 

Killigrew, and Suckling to pander to the tastes and fads of the court, as 

witnesses Brome's prologue to The Court Beggar in 1638: 

We've come to fear yours or the Poet's frown 
For of late days (he knows not) how y'are grown 

11. Ibid., 43. 

12. John Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. Andrew Clark (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1898), 1:205. 

13. Works (London, 1673), 218 (sig. 2E2'^). 

14. Precious little is known of his activities during this 
recovery, except for an incident in which he allegedly killed one Thomas 
Warren, for details of which see Nethercot (SWD'A 100-107). 



Deeply in love with a new strayne of wit 
Which he condemns, at least disliketh it. 

He'll treat his usual way, no gaudy scene 
Shal give instructions what his plot doth mean. 
No handsome love-toy shall your time beguile 
Forcing your pitty to a sigh or smile. 

These new courtiers had inherited much talent for style from the old 

masters, and significance of theme was not their forte. Robert Markley 

remarks that the comedy of the period of these writers "may be defined as 

a style in search of something to express besides its own ingenuity," 

and in Davenant we see no notable exception, though to his credit he did 

not fall prey to the excesses that mark much of the work of his 

contemporaries. He had learned his craft well from Shakespeare and 

Jonson, but he was also a man of the world, and he used his considerable 

talents to fill the large and profitable demand for his art, treating 

whatever theme or subject was in vogue, even if it involved stooping to 

create an occasional "love-toy"; in Harbage's words, "he supplied the 

want, and to reward his adaptability his plays were usually called for 

several performances in court." 

Adapt and supply Davenant did, and with vigor. Early in 1634, The 

Wits, his greatest popular success, was staged both at the Blackfriers 

and at court; News from Pllmouth followed shortly, along with a masque. 

The Temple of Love. By 1636, he had written two more plays. Love and 

Honour and The Platonick Lovers; he also completed a masque that year 

(The Triumphs of the Prince L'Amour) and one the next (Brittania 

Triumphans). In 1638, The Unfortunate Lovers and The Fair Favourite were 

staged, as was the masque Luminalia; the same year, he published a volume 

of 42 poems, entitled Madagascar. By 1640, Davenant had also written 

another play. The Distresses, and another masque, Salmacida Spolia, 

completing his pre-civll-war production. 

15. "The Language of Comedy from Fletcher to Congreve, 1516-1700" 
(Ph.D dissertation. University of Pennsylvania, 1980), 180. 

16. SWD, 60-61. 



The Laureateshlp 

Though Davenant is often identified as the poet laureate who 

succeeded Jonson and preceded Dryden, the matter is not clear cut. On 13 

December 1638 King Charles granted to Davenant 

in consideracion of service heretofore done and hereafter to be done 
unto us by Willm Davenant gentl, one annuitie or yearlie pencon of 
one huniired pounde of lawful money of England by the 
yeare. 

Though the term "poet laureate" was not mentioned (the title was not 

formally bestowed until Dryden's tenure), virtually all of Davenant's 

peers and contemporaries acknowledged that to be his title, both in name 

and function. Aubrey cites a 1637 anecdote that refers to him as poet 

laureate, and Wood verifies the same (though neither cites the 1638 
18 

pension grant as evidence). Ironically, the only official 

recognition of Davenant's position as poet laureate was six days 

posthumous, in the warrant "for a grant to John Dryden of the Office of 
19 

Poet Laureate, void by the death of Sir William Davenant." 

Theater Management 

Davenant's first stint as theater manager was a very brief one, cut 

short by the civil unrest of 1641. On 26 March 1639, the King 

upon the humble petition of our servant William Davenant . • . 
granted . . . unto the said William Davenant . . . full power 
licence and authority . . . to frame, new-build and set up ... a 
Theatre or Playhouse . . . containing in the whole forty yards 
square at the most . . . upon a parcel of ground lying near unto or 
behind the Three Kings Ordinary in Fleet Street. . . . And . . . to 
gather together, entertain, govern, privilege and keep, such and so 
many players and persons, to exercise action, musical presentments, 
scenes, dancing, and the like, as he, the said William Davenant 
. . . shall think fit. 

17. Ibid, 65. 

18. For full discussion on the evolution of the office and its 
traditions, see E. K. Broadus, The Laureateshlp (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1921.) 

19. Calendar S. P. D., 1667-1668, viii. 341, cited in Broadus, The 
Laureateshlp, 58. 

20. Calendar S. P. D., 1639, 49, cited in Harbage, SWD, 67. 
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This theater was never built, for although Davenant had the political 

influence to secure the necessary permissions, he lacked sufficient 

financial resources, despite the backing of Endymion Porter. Though this 

ambitious venture to introduce to the public stage "musical presentments, 

scenes, dancing, and the like" failed for lack of resources, Davenant 

evidenced even at this early date the vision, ambition, and savoir faire 

that would enable him later to make such an impact on the English stage. 

In June of the following year, Davenant was named to succeed William 

Beeston as manager of the King's and Queen's Boys at the Phoenix or 

Cockpit at Drury Lane, Beeston having offended the King two months 

earlier by allowing in a play a disparaging allusion to one of the royal 

expeditions. This enterprise, however, was soon interrupted by a stint 

of military service, this time in an ill-conceived and mismanaged Second 

Bishop's War against the Scots, concluded in August by the Treaty of 

Ripon. Davenant was still in service primarily to Henrietta Maria, and 

his contribution to the war effort apparently often involved only scant 

risks. We know from Suckling that Davenant was in charge of the 

message-carrying Barbary pigeons (cf. The Platonick Lovers, I.11.) and 

had commandeered the lot of them "for the queen's use," apparently for 

the purpose of dispatching letters from the fearful queen to her 

war-waging husband. 

Service to the King 

As the civil conflicts became more heated, Davenant was caught up in 

the volatile politics. In the spring and summer of 1641, he was almost 

executed as conspirator in an abortive coup that had been conceived and 

fostered by the Queen's favorites, involving the dissolution of 

Parliament, usurpation of the Northern troops, and replacement of key 

military leaders with Royalists. Parliament caught wind of the plot 

through a turncoat, and Davenant, Percy, Jermyn, Suckling, and 

Billingsley all fled, lending credence to the accusations of high 

treason. Though the rest made it to the Continent, Davenant never 

21. Harbage, SWD, 73; Nethercot, SWD'A, 186. 



reached Dover before being apprehended. He was questioned at length 

before the House, and the general opinion was that he would hang. After 

eloquently pleading his innocence, he was released under a fc4000 bail and 

remained inconspicuous for some months, likely accompanying the Queen to 
22 

France in February of 1642. 

He participated in some military campaigns (as Lieutenant General of 

Ordnance) under William, Duke of Newcastle, and was on hand when Charles 

began his march on Gloucester, which terminated in the First Battle of 

Newbury. He had not had a brilliant military career, but there was 

consolation In the fact that in 1643, after the battle of Gloucester, he 

was knighted, an honor most awkwardly handled by the Parliament that had 

almost hanged him shortly before: when summoning him before them some 

time later, they argued over whether or not to grant him the satisfaction 

of calling him by the title of Knight, and finally compromised, 

addressing him as "William Davenant, otherwise called Sir William 
23 Davenant." During 1644-1645, he acted as mariner, running munitions 

through the Parliamentary blockade. In October of 1647, Davenant was 

sent by Queen to try to persuade Charles to make certain concessions to 

Parliament. He succeeded only in incurring the King's displeasure, 

however, and returned to France. Only months later, Charles did make 

concessions "equalling those which the poet had urged at Newcastle" but 

they came too late; he was to die in January of 1649. The Royalist 

cause, to which Davenant had been, in Henry Jermyn's words, "infinitely 
24 

faithful," had been lost. 

The Interregnum 

Davenant remained in France from 1645 to 1650, in the service of the 

Royalists. In 1649, he produced the first two books of Gondibert, his 

first literary production in ten years, due to his entanglement in the 

political turmoil of the period. 

22. Harbage, SWD, 79-87. 

23. Ibid., 91. 

24. Ibid. 
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In September 1649, he received an appointment as Treasurer of 

Virginia, and on 16 February 1650 received a commission as the new 

governor of the colony of Maryland, Lord Baltimore having been displaced 

on account of his tolerance of "rebels of England," "schismatics," and 
25 

"sectaries." ' On his way to the colony, his ship was taken by 

Parliamentary forces and he was imprisoned at an especially bad time, 

inasmuch as exiled Royalists only recently had committed some ill-advised 

assassinations. He was selected by Parliament as one of the supposed 

traitors who were to be made scapegoats for the excesses of the Royalists 

but, according to Aubrey, one Harry Martyn argued that only lambs pure 

and without blemish could be offered for sacrifice, and thus it was 

inappropriate to execute "an old rotten rascal." Aubrey also speculates 

that Davenant's life was spared by the intervention of two aldermen of 

York whom Davenant had captured while he was in service to Newcastle, and 

then encouraged to escape after falling to secure ransoms for them. 

While in prison during the summer and fall of 1650, he worked extensively 

on Gondibert, and he remained imprisoned until October 1652. It is 

thought by some (but on scant evidence) that John Milton may possibly 

have played a part in finally securing his release and that Davenant may 

have reciprocated when Milton was being beseiged by the returned 
T . 27 Royalists. 

28 
Davenant married again promptly upon release from the Tower, 

possibly to secure his fc800 bail. But he was soon back in prison, a 

result of his accumulated debts. He was finally released late in 1654, 

after almost one year of battling the bureaucracy. The following spring, 

his wife Anne died, leaving him again penniless and beset by debts and 

25. W. H. Browne, George Calvert and Cecillus Calvert, Barons 
Baltimore (1890), 141-142, cited in Harbage, SWD, 111. 

26. Aubrey, Brief Lives, 1:207-208. 

27. Harbage, SWD, 115-116. For further discussion of Milton's aid 
to and relationship with Davenant, see W. A. Turner, "Milton's Aid to 
Davenant," MLN 66(1948):538-539. 

28. Ironically, he married Dame Anne Cademan, the widow of the 
doctor who had treated his pox twenty years earlier. 
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lawsuits. Securing permission to go to France again, he succeeded in 

bringing back a new wife, the widowed (and heavily dowried) 

"Henrietta-Maria du Tremblay of an ancient family in St. Germain 
29 

Beaupri." The times were hard for Davenant financially; though he 

had recently been relieved of the burden of supporting two of the sons of 

his former wife Anne (as per the terms of their marriage contract), his 

new wife proved to be more fecund than he could easily afford. In 

Nethercot's words. 

Regularly every year for the first four or five years of their 
married life, and then approximately every other year up to the time 
of his death. Dame Henrietta Maria presented her husband with a 
thriving boy—so many boys, in fact, that history has had 
considerable difficulty in preserving all their names; and even the 
genealogical record, when compared with other information, leaves a 
doubt as to whether there were nine or ten. 

Stage Manager 

In 1655, Davenant's new freedom presented a real career dilemma: he 

was a decided outsider to the governmental faction currently in power, 

and his only real vocation had been dealt a severe blow by the closing of 

the theaters. Gravitating as he always did to his real calling, and 

despite the threateningly adverse conditions, he resolved to test the 

waters on the stage once more. After arriving back in London, he 

organized an illicit theater company, for which he solicited almost felOOO 

from four Investors, who later sued him and his partner for returning 

none of the investment capital after governmental interference had upset 

their scheme. 

Immediately after this incident, Davenant began a semi-legitimate 

operation that was instrumental in the rebirth of the theater. He moved 

his family in 1656 to Rutland House, a mansion recently auctioned by the 

Commonwealth, and began to offer (for a price) "musical entertainments 

29. Registers of Westminster Abbey, 168, cited in Harbage, SWD 
120. 

30. SWD'A, 319; for sources of the tenuous genealogical record of 
the Davenants, see ibid., 320. 
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31 and moral representations with scenes." The official opening was 23 

May 1656, with a piece entitled, cleverly enough. The First Dayes 

Entertainment at Rutland-House, by Declamations and Musick; after the 
32 

Manner of the Ancients. In Harbage's words. 

The whole thing was carefully calculated. The terminology of the 
playhouse was studiously avoided. It is interesting to observe that 
the word opera penetrated into the English language because Sir 
William Davenant had to find some substitute for the offensive words 
theatre and play. Bills were modestly distributed, and on May 23, 
1656, came the formal opening. . . . Among the auditors was a 
government spy. 

According to Nethercot, the opening was much more energetically (but 

cautiously) promoted, which would seem in keeping with Davenant's 
• A . • . 34 

industrious nature. 

At any rate, the Rutland House venture catered (at high prices) to 

London's appetite for drama; Davenant proved himself adroit at walking 

the tightrope among the Puritan moralists, the governmental censors, and 
35 the tastes of theatergoers. Easing into the presentation of actual 

plays (it would be a while before they could safely abandon the refuge of 

the term "opera"), the company offered three months later The Seige of 

Rhodes, which was and still is recognized as an important milestone in 
q ̂  

the restoration of the theater. Dryden termed it the "first light" 
37 of Restoration heroic drama, and it is generally acknowledged as the 

31. Harbage, SWD, 121. 

32. Hotson, (Commonwealth and Restoration Stage [Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1928], 139-141) believes to have discovered 
proof that these began before April of that year. 

33. Harbage, SWD, 121-122. 

34. SWD'A, 306. 

35. For a discussion of the progression of attitudes, politics, and 
mechanisms that made necessary and possible the subterfuges leading to 
the restoration of plays to the stage, see Hotson's Commonwealth and 
Restoration Stage, 133-139. 

36. Ibid., 159ff. 

37. Harbage, SWD, 124. 
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first truly English opera, offering the first English public professional 
38 

actress, movable scenes, curtains, and musical accompaniment. By 
39 July of 1658, Davenant had secured the Cockpit playhouse, and 

proceeded, with others, to circumvent the prohibition placed on the drama 

until the Restoration, which would present him with fresh opportunities. 

It was at the Cockpit that he implemented the large recessed "scene room" 

that was the immediate precursor to the modern "picture-frame" 
40 

stage. 

Two of Davenant's other productions during this period are The 

Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru and The History of Sir Francis Drake, 

which were instrumental both in facilitating the restoration of plays to 

the stage and in shaping the design and trappings of the restored. Both 

pieces were "Exprest by Instrumentall and Vocall Musick, and by Art of 

Perspective in Scenes." This addition of musical accompaniment made them 

more palatable to the censors—as did their politics, exalting England 

and soundly excoriating the Spaniards, especially Catholic Spaniards. 

With the death of Cromwell in 1658, Davenant once again found 

himself in trouble with the authorities, because the religious councils 

saw an opportunity to challenge the gains won so industriously by the 

theater managers. The incompetence of Cromwell's son and successor, 

Richard, hastened the restoration of the Stuarts and consequently of the 

legitimate stage; but before the restoration, Davenant found himself in 

prison once more, though this would be his last stay there. Apparently, 

either he had prematurely and too overtly stepped forward to support the 

Royalists in their demands for the return of Charles or he had so 

alienated the authorities with his Royalist sympathies (despite some of 

his pro-Cromwell panegyrics) that his stage affronteries more easily 

exceeded the limits of their tolerance. Whatever the case, this time he 
41 

was released from prison in fairly short order. 

38. Harbage, SWD, 124-125; Nethercot, SWD'A, 310-312, 318. 

39. Hotson, Commonwealth and Restoration Stage, 156. 

40. Harbage, SWD, 148. 

41. Nethercot, SWD'A, 328-339. 
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In the events surrounding the restoration, Davenant was largely an 

observer rather than an intimate of the court, and he was forced to 

struggle to survive financially. After several appeals to the government 

for relmbursments of personal funds spent on munitions, for compensation 

for his impounded frigates, and even for his fclOO per year annuity from 

Charles I were refused or ignored, he realized that although he was 

widely recognized as the nation's poet laureate, he was in the awkward 

position of being out of favor with the monarch. Never one to protest 

much, he did feel the injustice of the situation sufficiently to include 

in his "POEM, to the King's Most Sacred Majesty" (published in 1663) the 

following plaint: 

Too long my wither'd Lawrel I have worn; 
The Poet's Flag, by Grief's foul weather torn: 
Grief which Is taught by Reason to complain. 
That I, when all are better'd by your Reign, 
Should seem unworthy, in my faded Bays,,. 
To carry Fame a Present of your Praise. 

He clearly had no recourse but to pursue his career as theater manager, 

inasmuch as he was beset by frequent and increasingly persistent lawsuits 

for debt. 
43 

As Killigrew (who was Charles' "favorite wit") was establishing 

His Majesty's Players, Davenant took somewhat more time in organizing his 

players, which, by a patent of 1663, he called the Duke of York's 

Players. The greater part of his work as playwright was done before 

1660, but he continued during this period to adapt the old classics to 

the new stage, primarily works of Shakespeare: he had been given 

exclusive acting rights to Measure for Measure, The Tempest, Henry VIII, 
44 45 

King Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, and likely others. He continued also 

42. P. Bordinat and S. B. Blaydes, Sir William Davenant (Boston: 
Twayne, 1981), 124. 

43. Nethercot, SWD'A, 343. 

44. A. Nicoll, History of Restoration Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1923), 314. 

45. The London Stage, 1660-1800 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 1965), part 1, cxliii. 
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to expand and refine the mechanics of the stage (having learned much from 

his mentor, Inigo Jones), taking advantage of the increasingly more 

liberal stage to develop the proscenium arch, movable scenes, curtains, 

and other trappings that constituted major advances toward the 

picture-frame stage of the tv/entieth century. He had secured the tennis 

court in Lincoln's Inn Fields, renamed it the Duke's Playhouse, and 

proceeded to make of it a theater stage so appealing that his chief 

rival, Killigrew, was forced to adopt several of its features in order to 
46 

compete for audiences. Among the changes resulting from more 

elaborate (and movable) scenery was the advent of longer runs of plays. 

The time that Davenant had spent in breaking new ground in the theater, 

although it initially had put him behind Killigrew in the race for the 

new audience, now proved worthwhile. As John Freehafer notes, 

Davenant had devoted much time and skill to preparation and 
rehearsal. His coaching, costuming and staging of such productions 
as The Siege of Rhodes, The Adventures of Five Hours, and Henry VIII 
was the work of a great impresario who planned his new productions 
to achieve long runs. Besides bringing Davenant money and fame, 
such productions offset the initial.weaknesses of his company and 
revolutionized English Stagecraft." 

Pepys comments favorably more than once, both on Davenant's works that 

were revived (particularly The Wits) and on his adaptations of 
48 

Shakespeare, as being "done with Scenes very well." Not all of 

Davenant's efforts of this period have received such acclaim; his 

amalgamation of Shakespeare's Measure for Measure and Much Ado About 

Nothing into Law Against Lovers has been denounced by Hotson as a 

"harebrained effort" whose short run "meets with the contempt it 
49 deserves. ' (although Pepys declared it "a good play and well 

46. Bordinat and Blaydes, Sir William Davenant, 30-31. 

47. "The Formation of the London Patent Companies in 1660," Theatre 
Notebook 20(1965):25, cited in Bordinat and Blaydes, Sir William 
Davenant, 30. 

48. The Diary of Samuel Pepys, 11 vols., ed. R. Latham and W. 
Matthews (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970-1976), 2:161. 

49. Commonwealth and Restoration Stage, 248. 
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performed." ) 

Davenant's own Unfortunate Lovers also proved a success, as did his 

revivals of plays by Francis Beaumont, John Fletcher, Phillip Massinger, 

James Shirley, and John Webster. Davenant's company premiered George 

Etherege's The Comical Revenge and She Wou'd If She Cou'd, and of course 

included in their repertoire Davenant's and John Di^den's collaborative 

redaction of The Tempest. The last play he produced was The Man's the 

Master, early in 1668. 

After a long, varied, and adventurous career in a competitive, 

turbulent, and dangerous era, Davenant died in April of 1668, and was 

buried in Westminster Abbey, as appropriate for a poet laureate. His 

funeral, however, was without the pomp usually accorded those of his 

longevity in that office. Pepys observes that 

I up and down to the Duke of York's playhouse, there to see, which I 
did. Sir W Davenant's corps carried out toward Westminster, there to 
be buried. Here were many coaches, and six horses and many 
hackneys, that made it look, methought, as if it were the burial of 
a poor poett. He seemed to have^many children by five or six in the 
first mourning-coach, all boys. 

However, Aubrey noted at least some elegance in the occasion: 

He had a coffin of walnutt-tree; Sir John Denham sayd 'twas the 
finest coffin that ever he sawe. His body was carried in a herse 
from the play-house to Westminster-Abbey, where, at the great west 
dore, he was recieved by the sing[ing] men and choristers, who sang 
the service of the church ('I am the Resurrection, &c.') to his§ 
grave, which is in the south crosse aisle, on which, on a paving 
stone of marble, is writt, in imitation of that on Ben Johnson, 
'0 rare Sir Will. Davenant.' 

Aubrey (for whom praise did not come easily) concludes his account by 

observing wistfully that 

Sir William was Poet Laureat; and Mr. John Dryden hath his place. 
But me thought it had been proper that a^laurell should have been 
sett on his coffin—which was not donne. 

50. Diary, 3:32. 

51. Diary, 9:158. 

52. Aubrey, Brief Lives, 208. 

53. Ibid., 209. 
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The Platonick Lovers 

In 1634, as one of the heirs-apparent to Jonson as poet laureate, 

Davenant was assigned his first masque at Henrietta Maria's court, and 

its subject was to be the ideal of platonic love. The term "platonic" was 

of course derived from the name of the ancient Greek philosopher, but 

with the name all connections between Plato and the cult of platonic love 

cease. In its ideal state, platonic love was the principle behind much 

of the courtly love traditions; P. W. Souers goes so far as to state that 

in the court that Davenant knew, "Platonic Love was so much a part of the 

Cavalier poetry that to neglect it is to fail to understand the poetry 

itself; it [platonic love] is an index to the Cavalier mind, a key to 
54 Cavalier gallantry." In its seventeenth-century English state, 

however, it was an amalgam of imported elements, ranging from older 

Italian Renaissance traditions to fresh French fads dear to Henrietta 

Maria, which served, in practice, to nurture (by masking and prolonging 

anticipation) rather than to transcend preoccupation with the physical 

aspects of love. Platonic love had become perverted to a mere subcult of 

Eros, the love whose worshippers seek to enhance by dwelling on things 

peripheral to the sexual act in order to prolong anticipation (which, 

after all, is the greatest enjoyment). 

Henrietta Maria had been raised in the French court where the French 

version of the cult, preciosity, was strong. She also had received a 

letter from her mother (but likely written by Cardinal Richelieu) 

admonishing her to cherish primarily her husband's soul, to advance the 

54. The Matchless Orinda (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1931) 259, cited in DJS, xviii. For further exploration of the origins 
and development of platonic love (under several labels) and its 
expressions in literature, see the following: D. S. Berkeley, "The Art 
of 'Whining' Love," S£ 52(1955):478-496; D. S. Berkeley, "Preciosity and 
the Restoration Comedy of Manners," HL^ 18(1955):109-128; J. B. Fletcher, 
"Pr4cieuses at the Court of Charles I," Journal of Comparative Literature 
1(1903):120-153; Kathleen Lynch, "Conventions of Platonic Drama in the 
Heroic Plays of Orrery and Dryden," PMLA 44(1929):456-471; G. E. 
Sensabaugh, "Love Ethics in Platonic Court Drama," HLQ 1(1938):277-304; 
and D. J. Steible, "A Critical Edition of Sir William Davenant's The 
Temple of Love and The Platonic Lovers," Ph.D. dissertation. University 
of Cincinnati, 1939. Steible's discussion is very helpful, especially in 
examining this theme as it is seen in The Platonick Lovers. 
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English Catholic cause, and to beware the lewd conduct of Charles' 

courtiers. Whether her motive was to occupy her mind (and that of 

her court) with matters of the soul in accordance with her mother's 

letter or whether she was simply carrying along as baggage another French 

fashion is unclear; what is clear is that the Queen was the moving force 

behind the cult of platonic love at the court of Charles I. 

The Queen's promotion of the ideal of platonic love is attested by a 

letter of 3 June 1634 from James Howell to Philip Warwick, which includes 

the observation that 

the Court affords little News at present, but that there is a Love 
call'd Platonick Love, which much sways there of late; it is a Love 
abstracted from all corporeal gross Impressions and sensual 
Appetite, but consists in Contemplations and Ideas of the Mind, not 
in any Carnal Fruition. This Love sets the Wits of the Town on 
work; and they say there will be a Mask shortly of it, whereof Her 
Majesty, and her Maids of Honour, will be part. 

The masque referred to is Davenant's The Temple of Love, written with 

Inigo Jones and performed in 1634; The Platonic Lovers followed within 

the year. The latter may have been produced at court during the 

Christmas season 1635/6, but it is likely that it had little immediate 

stage success (at least in comparison to The Temple of Love) and there is 

no evidence of revival after 1660. G. E. Bentley was probably correct 

when he surmised that the play's lack of success both in the popular 

theater and at court reflected the fact that the play missed the former 

audience by virtue of the nature of its subject and the latter by virtue 

of its less than whole-hearted endorsement of it. 

Both the reputation of Charles' court and Davenant's confusion 

concerning the true nature of platonic love (which he "scarce doth 
58 

understand") rendered his treatment of it paradoxical. The cult had 

55. DJS, Ixxiii. 

56. Epistolae Ho-Elianae, ed. J. Jacobs (1892), 317-318, cited in 
Harbage, SWD, 56. 

57. The Jacobean and Caroline Stage (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967), 
212. 

58. The Platonick Lovers (London, 1636), Prologue. 
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thrived in France, but apparently it was so far removed both from its 

true origins and from the earthier and more plainspoken traditions of the 

English theater that it failed to become anything more than a 

much-parodied facade for the decidedly nonplatonic activity of the 

Caroline court. Besides being incapable of much appreciating or even 

understanding (if anyone did) this French-imported cult of the Queen's, 
59 this "woman-devised regimen of unclimaxed dallying," Davenant was 

faced with a dilemma: how was he to treat within the satiric tradition 

of English comedy a subject that was dear to the heart of his patron? 

The obvious object of comedic satire and bufoonery was the very theme 

that he was commissioned to advance, so he was forced to perform a 

delicate juggling act in order to meet the requirements of his medium, 

his subject, and his patron. Davenant's problem in short was how to deal 

with what was at heart a philosophic, metaphysical subject in a medium 

that was inherently comedic and earthy. He finally wrote a play that 

treats seriously (and states well) the ideal of platonic love but also 

satirically undercuts the assumptions and values on which it rests. 

The double plot of the play concerns friendly neighboring dukes, 

Theander and Phylomont, each of whom loves the other's sister. Phylomont 

and his Ariola are pursuing the "natural" course of love toward marriage, 

but Theander and his Eurithea are blissfully content with their marriage 

of spirits and look forward to no progeny but souls. The friendship 

between Theander and Phylomont is severely strained when the former 

forbids any but platonic overtures toward his sister. Complicating the 

main plot is a lecherous lago-type villain, Fredeline, who seeks to have 

his master, Theander, marry Eurithea in order to further his own illicit 

ambition for her bed. Equally lecherous (but thoroughly innocently and 

"naturally" so) is Gridonell, a soldier raised never having seen a woman, 

who serves to contrast Theander's and Eurithea's soaringly high-minded 

intercourse of souls with his potion-awakened, naive, animalistic lust 

for almost anything of the opposite gender. Buonateste, a benevolent 

philosopher (who takes offense at the affront to his good friend Plato by 

this "court calumny" that foists on him "a fantastic love he never 

59. Harbage, SWD, 57, 
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knew"), concocts a love potion that makes Theander sympathize with 

Phylomont's desire to marry. Fredeline's evil plot is foiled by a final 

"instant remedy" orchestrated by Buonateste, and the lovers are all 

reconciled to the necessity of natural love and consummated marriage. 

Davenant maintains throughout the play an ambivalent attitude toward 

platonic love. Davenant's point of view may well be represented by 

Phylomont, who is the most constant and level-headed character in the 

play, and who provides the most common-sensical, practical accomodation 

of reality. The meaning of his name ("lover of the world") may have been 

applied as well to Davenant, and it is with Phylomont's character that 

the audience probably most easily identified and whose perspective they 

appreciated most. He is the anchor who brings down to earth the 

high-flown metaphysical rhetoric of the platonic lovers. For example, he 

confronts Theander with the question of who is to propogate the earth if 

everyone loves platonically, and his language in expressing the realities 

of the marriage bed is so plain as to contrast nicely with the 

otherworldly attitudes of the platonic lovers. Phylomont defends 

"Nature's plain laws" against "the Art of Love," and in the end he 

counsels that "when you possesse your Ladies Bed your selfe, y'are the 

best sentinel to hinder th' onslaught of the Enemie." Speaking of the 

sort of platonic love that could produce the conflicts he was witnessing, 

the impasse between cult and nature, he asserts baldly at one point in 

the play, that "This is mad doctrine." Much of the argument of the play 

is found in the dialogue between Phylomont and Theander; J. B. Fletcher, 

in fact, describes the play as "a drama of love debate . . . for and 
60 

against the fruition of love in marriage." The crux of the argument 

is evident in the following exchange between these two characters: 

Phyl. . . . is't not lawfull sir? 
Theand. I grant it may be Law, but is it comely? 

Reduce thy reason to a cleaner Sense, 
Thinke on't a noble way. You two may live. 
And love, become your owne best arguments. 
And so contract all vertue, and all praise: 
Be ever beautious, fresh, and young, at least 
In your beliefe; for who can lessen, or 

60. "Pr&cieuses at the Court of Charles I," 145, 
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Defile th'opinion which your mutuall thoughts 
Shall fervently exchange? and then you may 
Beget reflections in each others eies. 
So you Increase not children, but your selves 
A better, and more guiltlesse progenie; 
Those immateriall creatures cannot sin. 

Phyl. But who shall make men sir? Shall the world cease? 
Theand. I know not how th'are made, but if such deeds 

Be requisite, to fill up Armies, Villages, 
And Cittie shops; that killing, labour, and 
That couz'ning still may last: know Phylomont, 
I'd rather Nature should expect such course 
And homely drudgeries from others than from mee. 

Phyl. And yet you had a Father Sir. 
But why doe I tell him so? that was 
His Mothers fault, not his. This is mad doctrine. (II.v.52-75) 

This passage is typical of the dramatic contrasts in the play: the 

philosophical subject matter could not be expected to keep the Interest 

of the audience unless it was punctuated by comedic counterpoint, which 

Phylomont provides in this case by his comedic one-liners. The basic 

thematic contrast of the play is conveyed by the dramatic and rhetorical 

counterpoints: no sooner will a character launch into an elegant 

discourse on the virtues of platonic love than someone will exclaim on 

its impracticality; no sooner has a scene of the most exquisite 

intercourse of souls been developed than it is abruptly interrupted by 

the intrusion of the realities of corporeal love. The most obvious 

example of this juxtaposition is in III.v, a scene in which Theander and 

Eurithea, the quintessential platonic lovers, have dressed up as 

shepherds and met in an Arcadian grove for a spiritual tryst, only for 

Theander to be seized in the feverish grip of an aphrodisiac potion just 

at the height of their ethereal passion. 

It is likely, however, that instead of creating a consciously 

calculated, balanced debate on platonic love, Davenant was rather simply 

playing one side against the other, in a fence-straddling exercise 

necessitated by the conflicts of his art, intellect, and patron. The two 

61. All subsequent act, scene, and line references to The Platonick 
Lovers are to the text of this critical edition except where specified 
otherwise; all signature notation is to the 1636 Quarto except where 
specified otherwise. 
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main debaters, Phylomont and Theander, never become mere mouthpieces for 

their viewpoints, and the conduct of their conflict is always 

gentlemanly. Phylomont is never cynical, bitter, or biting in his 

skepticism; he always remains the gentleman and never loses his sense of 

humor, affability, and reasonableness even to the point of genuinely 

attempting to explore with Ariola the delights of platonic love. Neither 

is Theander, the impractical devotee of the cult, portrayed as an 

unsympathetic character; he maintains (albeit not without a struggle) his 

composure and decorum even while in the grip of the love potion, and at 

the end, though still confused, he agrees to temper his idealism with 

some level-headed counsel from the philosopher. By maintaining the 

dignified dialogue between the two camps, Davenant successfully 

circumvents the difficulties imposed by the subject and medium of the 

play. 

The Platonick Lovers is not, however, without any real criticism of 

the quest for platonic love. One of the means that Davenant uses to 

satirize his subject is the character of Fredeline, who prostitutes the 

cult. He exploits the weaknesses of the other characters and of the 

cult's conventions to further his own lustful scheme. For example, in 

trying to persuade Amadine, Eurithea's woman, that his late, unchaperoned 

admission to her mistress' bedchamber is prompted by perfectly innocuous 

and honorable motives, he shrugs off all of her objections by simply 

exclaiming that "That's the Platonick way!" and by insisting that his is 

"pure Platonick love." The loosely defined nature of the cult and its 

conventions that so baffle Amadine as to make her vulnerable to 

Fredeline's ploy is portrayed in this scene. Davenant too was puzzled by 

the cult, and he recognized that it was prone to perversion and 

exploitation; in all likelihood, he had his figure for Fredeline pretty 

well cut out in the court before him. 

Davenant's philosophic perspective on platonic love may be evident 

also in the imagery associated with Ariola. Fresh from her protective 

imprisonment and lectures imposed on her by Theander, she asks of 

Phylomont "What need wee marry sir?" and proceeds to argue for the 

conservative nature of platonic love: 
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Is it not better to live thus, in a 
Perfection that wee know, than to attempt 
New joyes, which our unskilfulnesse should 
Make us doubt? this is the Angels life; 
My Brother told me so. (IV.iii.60-64) 

A parallel to Eve in the Garden of Eden is evoked here: Eve's fault also 

was to "attempt new joyes" after being instructed not to do so. Theander 

has spoken before of Ariola (at the end of Act II) in such terms, when 

ranting about her having "chang'd [her] bashfull virtue for unchaste 

desires" (in wanting to marry Phylomont) and going on to specify that it 

was by means of argument that she fell and that "understanding is become 

thy crime," as Eve's transgression was the knowledge of good and evil. 

He goes on in Act III to confront her with one of the philosophic roots 

of platonic love, the principle that vestal virginity is "a sweetnesse 

far beyond the pleasures that our appetites create." Ariola, like Eve, 

however, desires what she (and probably Davenant) sees as "the next 

degree of happinesse" that "the married challenge, and enjoy," but she is 

easily swayed by arguments on both sides, undergoing two conversions by 

the end of the play, again reflecting Davenant's ambivalence about his 

subject. 

Davenant had a real challenge before him in making his subject 

matter palatable to flesh-and-blood audiences. One must remember that he 

had only a short time before written his popular The Wits, a raucous, 

rollicking comedy, and he is faced here with portraying platonic love. 

The fact is that the playTi/right's subject simply had little dramatic 

potential, being at heart a philosophic, intellectual, otherworldly 

ideal, the central precepts of which precluded the very revelings that 

had proven to be the main attraction for stage audiences of the time. 

The consideration of audience appeal demanded at least some comic relief 

from the boredom of the philosophy, but the bias of the author's patron 

and the fact that the subject is one that can be of life-and-death 

significance dictated that it must be dealt with seriously. His solution 

to the dilemma was to lace the philosophical dose (which is administered 

with dignity) with comedic sugar, mainly by using the classic body/soul 

contrasts inherent to the theme of the play. It is this conflict between 

I 
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the idealistic desire on the part of the "platonic" faction to maintain 

an otherworldly chasteness and the practical desires and expectations of 

the more realistic characters that give the play its life. The most 

appealing scenes and passages in the play include not only those warmed 

with the earthy, intimate suits brought by the members of the physical 

faction, but also those brightened by the radiance of the ethereal 

reveling between the souls of the platonic lovers. The following 

passage, in which the two most thoroughly platonic lovers converse about 

their love, is a fair example of the credibility that Davenant lends to 

their rapture. 

[Eurith.] Would heaven had nere begun these joyes, till it 
Had kindly promis'd they should never end. 

Theand. Yet whilst they last, wee'l strive to make the strict 
Example of our love, an easie Law, unto the vaine fantastick world. 

Eurith. The nimble Dwarfe. 
And lazie Evenuch then (which are the spies 
And messengers of their blind god) might rest 
At home, for all their toyles 
And simple businesse upon earth should cease. 

Theand. And that small god himselfe (who ne're could tempt 
Wise Poets to increase his stature, or 
To mend his eyes, as knowing what 
A useless Deitie they made) might soone 
Goe shake his Quiver, and unplume his Shafts. 
The influence with which his fond Idolaters 
Are giddily inspir'd, is incident to falshood, and to change. 

Eurith. But our affection. Time, nor sad distresse 
Have power to alter or destroy. (III.v.18-36.) 

Given the lack of dramatic potential of the topic, Davenant did rather 

well at the task before him, although the play never did become a stage 

success. 

The Platonick Lovers was staged for a short run probably early in 

1635, but its lack of success was likely one of the reasons that its 

discouraged author felt a need to dedicate it to Henry Jermyn: "to shew 

the world" his attachment to such an authority in hopes that "the severe 

Rulers of the Stage will be much mended in opinion," that he may recover 

"all the declining Fame." 

There is no record of a Restoration revival of The Platonick Lovers; 

like most topical plays, once its historical context ceased to exist, it 

stood little chance of survival. This was especially true in the 
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Restoration, for there likely was little demand (after a Puritan-

dominated period of strictness and moral lecturing) for a play that, 

judging by its title, promoted chastity and intercourse of souls. There 

was much more demand for the bawdy, raucous plays, and Davenant was 

probably well aware ofhis audience's tastes. Therefore, during the 

period when he was preparing to revive stageworthy plays for his Company, 

he chose The Wits as a prime candidate. He revised this play 

extensively, pruning in many places, adding scores of lines in others, 

and it did very well on the stage. One can Imagine that he did this 

revising of The Wits from the 1665 octavo edition of it in Two Excellent 

Plays, and, having completed that long task, looked on the other play in 

that volume. The Platonick Lovers, with an eye toward reviving it also. 

But whereas The Wits had already proven its stageworthiness before 
62 

revision, the latter play was less likely to be successful because of 

its topicality, and Davenant may have felt that he could ill afford to 

expend a great deal of time and energy in revamping this play so 

thoroughly as he had its companion piece. However, being enough of a J 

realist to know that public taste cannot be predicted even by the most I 

experienced, he may have resolved to take a chance and update the I 

language and style of the play for revival. Therefore, The Platonick 

Lovers underwent a revision that could most accurately be called heavy 

editing and trimming rather than the wholesale rewriting and augmentation 

that he had lavished on The Wits. Davenant had at this time "recover'd 

all the declining Fame" that he had bemoaned, and more, but The Platonick 

Lovers had not been the vehicle upon which his success was borne. 

62. Pepys mentions seeing it on three occasions in an eight-day 
revival in 1661 (15, 17, and 23 August). 



HISTORY OF THE TEXT 

The text of William Davenant's Platonick Lovers exists in four 

published editions: a 1636 quarto published in London by R. Meighen; in 

a 1665 octavo (together with another Davenant play. The Wits) entitled 

ii 
Two Excellent Plays, printed in London for Gabriel Bedel and T. Collins; m 

in the 1673 folio Works of Davenant, published in London by Henry ?| 

Herringman; and in the 1873 Dramatic Works of Sir William D'avenant, 

edited by J. Maidment and W. H. Logan. In addition, in 1939 Daniel J. il 

Steible submitted "A Critical Edition of Sir William Davenant's The ;| 

Temple of Love and The Platonic Lovers" as a doctoral dissertation at the ii 
I? 

University of Cincinnati, and Albert S. Johnston authored another 

critical edition in his "The Wits and The Platonick Lovers by William 

D'Avenant," a master's thesis at the University of Florida in 1951. 

All of these editions were examined in the preparation of the 

present text; the following pages contain descriptions and 

characteristics of the text in each of them. Abbreviations of the ; 

locations of copies are indicated by the standard National Union Catalog. ) 

The 1636 Quarto 

Description 

"A Play called the Platonicke Lovers, by William Davenant" was 

entered on 4 February 1635/6 in the Stationer's Register by "(R.) 

Meighen" and licensed by "H. Herbert," and The Platonick Lovers was 

printed in a quarto (hereafter cited as Q) bearing a publication date of 

1636. The physical description of ̂  is as follows. 

Title: THE / PLATONICK / LOVERS. / A Tragaecomedy. / Presented at 

the private House in the / Black-Fryers, / By his Majesties 

Servants. // The Authour William D'avenant, / Servant to her 

Majestie. // [rect. orn. device, 31x36 mm., enclosing a large 

thistle bloom, 2 smaller thistles on either side, and 3 holly-like 

leaves in the bottom corners] // LONDON, / Printed for Richard 

26 

ISn 
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Meighen, next to the / Middle Temple in Fleetstreet. / 1636. 

HT] [row of type-ornaments] / THE / PLATONICK / LOVERS. // 

RT] The Platonick Lovers. 

Collation: 4°: 1[̂ , A^(-A4) B-K^ L^ (=A4), [$3 signed, CI 

signed Ĉ ]; 42 leaves unnumbered. 

Contents: 111̂ -112̂  blank; [Al'̂ ] title (verso blank); A2^ 

dedication To the most noble, M . Henry lermyn signed William 
t V 

D'avenant; A2 license This Play of The Platonick Lovers, may 

be Printed this 19. lanuary. 1635. Henry Herbert; A3 

Prologue / 'Tis worth my smiles . . .; A3 The Persons of the 

Play; Bl'̂ -L̂  HT and text; on Ll^ FINIS and Epilogue / 

Vnto the Masculine I can afford . . . . 
Type; 40 11. (F3'^), 163 (172)x99 mm., 84R; dedication 115R; 

prologue and epigram 91It. 
r V 

CW: Incorrect catchwords are printed on A3 (The for The), A3 

(om.), B2^ (Sclolto. for Sclolt.), C4^ (M̂ . for (M^,), Dl^ 

(Ariol for Ariol.), E4^ (Phylom. for Phyl.), F3^ (Hee for 

He), Gl'̂  (Sclolto. for Sciolt.) , and G3^ (Fred: for Fred.). 

Paper: laid, bulk 25 lvs./.0646 in. (Bl-Hl); trim size 137x189 

mm.; sheet size approx. 31.4x41.8 cm. (12.36x16.46 in.). 

Chainlines run horizontally, 21.5 mm. apart (26.5 on the 

binder's leaves); 30 wirelines measure 38 mm. 

Watermarks: signatures A-I bear three different watermarks of 

a pot with the letters "TA" (or possibly "AT"), all similar to 

Tromonin #1146 (1638) and #1209 (1636); signature K bears a 

very different pot with no initials. No countermarks are 

visible. 

Notes; 

1. That "the last leaf, signed 'L', was printed as the fourth 

leaf of sheet A and removed to the end" has been noted by Greg (List 

of Plays) and others, and is attested by watermark evidence. In 

CSmH, however, both this leaf and Al have been removed for repairing 

and reinserted (or replaced) by patching to a stub of approximately 

h in., whose chainlines are 26.5 mm. apart. The chainlines in 

leaves Al and LI are 21.5 mm. apart and are within normal alignment 
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tolerances of each other and of A2 and A3. It is further possible 

that Al is from another copy of ^; this is suggested by some water 

stains that survived restorative washing but that do not appear on 

A2. 

2. The CSmH copy, including boards, measures 141x193x7 mm. The 

binding is brown full leather and is in excellent condition. It is 

gold-stamped, and the spine reads (across) "D'AVE-/NANT//THE/-
-\ 

PLAT0N-/ICK/L0VERS/L0ND0N/1636." On the inside of the front board | 
if is a dark blue, gold-stamped, illustrated plate Indicating prior I 

ownership by Robert Hoe. The leather binding is stamped "Bound by m 

Riviere & Son." On the lower left inside back board paper is ii 

pencilled "Cat. 14 Jul '16 B," and, in another hand, "HRM/12-14-36." [| 

The latter notation (according to Tom Langa, Assistant Curator of 

Rare Books at the Huntington) is by the Huntington cataloguer. This 

volume was acquired by the Huntington 1 June 1925. 

3. According to Greg, "the printer appears from the ornaments 

used to have been Marmaduke Parsons" [List of Plays, in Bibliography H 
If 

of English Printed Drama to the Restoration (Oxford: Clarendon, » 

1939-1957), 651.] 

4. Watermarks appear as normally expected throughout ^. There \ 

are four identiflably different watermarks: (1) (in signatures C, j 

D, H, and I) and (2) (signatures B, E, F, and G ) , both very like j 

Tromonin #1146 (except with a crescent [as #1209] at the top, a line 

under the letters, and lacking a line at the pot neck), differing 

from each other in the width of the crescent (wider in [1]) and 

shape of the handles (more open in [2]); (3) (in signature A [where 

A4=L1]) is a very similar pot but with no letters; (4) (in signature 

K) is a quite different asymetrlcal pot with a conical base and no 

initials, not similar to anything in the Briquet, Churchill, 

Heawood, or Tromonin catalogs. 

Copy examined; CSmH. 

Copies collated; OCU, ICU, lU, PU, CSmH, MH. 

Copies consulted; CLU-C, DLC, NjP, 0, CtY, ICN. 

^ 
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Characteristics 

Q is the only edition likely to have been set from the author's 

manuscript or from prompt-book copy. The compositor was of course 
2 

prone to the orthographical irregularities and idiosyncrasies typical 

of the period, especially in pointing, spelling, and font. Typical 

examples include question marks used as exclamation marks (Bl^.4, 

12 .5up, et passim), terminal commas (Bl .9, K3 .17up, et passim), 

and numerous apostrophe errors of both omission and commission 

(H4 .lOup et passim). 

The Press Variants in Q 

There are three formes of Q that contain press variants as described 

below. The copies of Q discussed are numbered by location as follow (all 

abbreviations are NUC designations): 

Ql—OCU Q5~CSmH Q9~Bodleian 

Q2—ICU Q6—MH QIO—CtY 

Q3~IU Q7~CLU-C Q11~ICN 

Q4—PU Q8~NjP 

For a complete collational record of these formes, see "Historical 

Collation." 

The C Outer Forme 

The only variant in this forme occurs at C3 .10, where Gentry is 

changed to Genty. The word genty (meaning "neat, pretty, genteel" [OED]) 

is most probably correct, although its use here predates the first use 

mentioned in the OED (1721). Davenant uses genty elsewhere at least as 

early as 1656 (see Entertainment at Rutland House, ML 3;228). Also, the 

syntax of this passage demands an adjective (gentry was not used as even 

1. The presence of fairly consistent speech headings and some 
details of stage directions suggest that the Quarto may have been set 
from a prompt book or from the fair copy of an author already interested 
in the workings of the stage. 

2. I am using the term "orthographical" in the broader sense 
defined by A. C. Partridge in his Orthography in Shakespeare and 
Elizabethan Drama: A Study of Colloquial Contractions, Elisions, Prosody, 
and Punctuation (Lincoln; University of Nebraska Press, 1964), 3. 
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passage requires a meaning much closer to the superficiality connoted by 

genty than to the genuine gentility Implied by gentry. No other type 

appears to have been disturbed. 

This forme should be considered a corrected forme as it appears in 

^1-5, 10, and 11, and its single correction admitted as authoritative. 

The F Inner Forme 

Fl shows (in addition to the correction of slaughter to laughter) 

one probable attempt at regularization of spelling on line 1 (endeavor to 

Indeavor, to match line 14) and three substitutions of ̂ -endings for 

ie-endings (in witty, guilty, and Lady), which are uncharacteristic of 

the rest of ̂ , suggesting the work of a different compositor from the one 

who set the original type. This is evidenced also by his use of 

parentheses in line 18up and of parenthetical commas at line 12, and by 

the fact that in none of the reset matter in this forme does there occur 

the slightly lowered apostrophe that is used often throughout the rest of 

the ̂  text. The presence of this second compositor is also evidenced by 

the characteristics of the changes in the other pages of this forme. 

It is certain that F2 was totally reset because of the many 

altered accidentals. Including the doubling of several e_'s, relining of 

the verse (lines 1/2), altered use of swash capital letters, nine 

differences in speech-heading abbreviations, three instances of altered 

capitalization, and two substitutions of IJ for W . 

In F4 , the patterns of Fl and F2 continue; there are cases 

of changed capitalization, fewer swash capitals, doubled ê 's, and a vv 

replaced by a w. There is some further minor resetting, and enough type 

is misaligned to suggest that severe jostling took place before the forme 

was relocked, resulting in some dropped characters. 

This forme was probably unlocked so that the erroneous slaughter 

could be changed to laughter at Fl .5. While unlocked, this forme was 

apparently either dropped or otherwise damaged in such a way as 

necessitated the total resetting of one page (F2 ) and the partial 

resetting of two more (Fl and F4 ), leaving only one page of the 

forme (F3 ) with type intact. 

11 
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The F inner forme should be considered a corrected and repaired 

forme as it appears in ̂ 6; therefore, its one correction (slaughter to 

laughter, at Fl .5) should be admitted as an authoritative correction 

and the accidental variants introduced therein rejected. 

The K Outer Forme 

On Kl , there is a marked variation in the alignment of the 

running title, and there are two corrections, forfeture to forfeiture 

(line 13) and That to that (9up). No other type is disturbed. 

On K2 , there are no alterations, but the type in Ql-5, 7, 8, and 

11 appears to be more broken (or looser) than does that in the other 

copies, especially toward the bottom of the page. This shifting of type 

is probably the result of the forme being unlocked for corrections. 

K3 contains one altered accidental (py to pie, in line 13) and 

three corrections, Phylomount to Phylomont (16[SD]), Expericenc'd to 

Experlenc'd (14up), and credilous to credulous (12up); no other type 

appears to be disturbed. 
V 

On K4 , there is a misalignment of the running title and four 

other variants in the bottom one-half of the page, two of which are the 

removal of the question marks used for exclamatory punctuation (lines 

14up and 13up) that are typical in ̂ . The other two variants constitute 

fairly clear corrections: the removal of an erroneously placed 

apostrophe in 'its (line 9up) and the insertion of a missing comma and 

the regularization of an odd abbreviation, Fredel., which is found 

nowhere else in the play (line 9up[SD]). 

This forme was most likely removed from the press in order to make 

the several corrections found therein. The K outer forme should be 

considered a corrected forme as it appears in ̂ 1-5, 7, 8, and 11; 

therefore, its seven corrections should be admitted as authoritative and 

the accidental variants introduced therein should be rejected. 
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The corrected states of formes C, F, and K appear among the examined 

opies of ̂  as shown below (an asterisk under a siglum Indicates the 

resence of the corrected state of the forme in that copy of ̂ ) . 

Copy; Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 QIO Qll 
orme; C(outer) * * * * * * A 

F(inner) * 

K(outer) * * * * * * * * 

s can be seen in the above data, none of the copies examined contains 

11 of the corrected formes, and ̂ 9 contains none of them. That the 

orrected states of formes C and K are found in a majority of the copies 

s to be expected, because normally the reading of each proof sheet was 

ompleted early in the press run of that sheet. By the same reasoning, 

owever, one would normally expect far more than ten per cent of the 

opies to contain the corrected F forme. Assuming this sampling of 

opies (which represents fully one-third of the copies known to exist) to 

e representative of the entire press run, one explanation for the 

carcity of the corrected state of the F forme is that for some reason 

he reading of the proof sheet for this forme was not completed until 

ery late in the press run. 

The following ̂  press corrections are admitted into this critical 

dltion; 

03̂ .̂10 Genty] Gentry 

Fl^.5 laughter] slaughter 

K1^.13 forfeiture] forfeture 

9up that] That 

K3^.16[SD] Phylomont] Phylomount 

14up Experlenc'd] Expericenc'd 

12up credulous] credilous 

K4^.9up its] 'its 

9up[SD] Sclolto, Fred.] Sclolto Fredel. 

[ereafter, when the "5. text" is referred to, it shall be understood to 

ndicate (unless otherwise specified) the ideal state of 2.. characterized 

ly the incorporation of the above corrections and all of the accidentals 

if the copy-text, Qp. 

I 
? 
r 
• 

I 
I 
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The 1665 Octavo 

Description 

The next appearance of the play in print occurred in 1665, with 

another Davenant play. The Wits, in Two Excellent Plays (London), an 

octavo (hereafter cited as 0̂) "printed for Gabriel Bedel and T. Collins." 

The physical description of 0̂  is as follows. 

Title: [within a border of type-ornaments] Two Excellent PLAYS; // 

The Wits, / A Comedie: // THE / PLATONICK / LOVERS, / A 

Tragi-Comedle. // Both presented at the Private House / IN / 

BLACK-FRIERS, / By His Majesties Servants. // The AUTHOR, / Sir 

William D'avenant, Kt. // LONDON, / Printed for G. Bedel, and T. 

Collins, and are to be sold at / their Shop at the Middle Temple 

Gate in Fleet- / street, 1665. 

Section title, F8 ; [in a border of vase type-ornaments] THE 

/ PLATONICK / LOVERS. / A / TRAGI-COMEDY. / Presented at the 

Private House / IN / Black-friers, / By His Majesties Servants. 

// The Author, // Sir William D'avenant, Kt. // [2 rows (5,3) 

of vase type-ornaments // LONDON, / Printed for Gabriel Bedel, 

and T, Collins, and are to / be sold at their Shop at the 

Middle Temple- / gate in Fleetstreet, 1665. 

HT] [under a row of leaf type-ornaments] THE WITS. k5^ (p. 

1); [on a page bordered with rows of vase type-ornaments] 

THE / PLATONICK / LOVERS. // G3^ (p. 93) 

RT] A5'^-F7^ (pp. 2-86) The Wits. [sp. with VV at 03̂ ^ (p. 

29), D3^ (p. 45), E3'̂  (p. 61), and F4'̂  (p. 79)]; 

G3^-M7^ (pp. 94-182) The Platonick Lovers. 

Collation; 8°: 11̂ , A-M^, §^ [$4 signed]; 102 leaves, pp. 

[J^] (1[l'̂ -A4''), 1-182 (A5''-M7'̂ ), [6.] (M8''-§2''). 

Contents; 111-113 blank; 114̂^ volume title; 114'̂  Licensed. March 3. 

Roger L'Estrange. 1664/5.; Al^~^ blank; A2 dedication To 
V r 

the Chiefly Belov'd . . . Endymion Porter . . .; A2 -A3 To 

the Reader . . .; A3^-A4^ The Prologue; A4^ The Persons; 

AS'^-H?^ (pp. 1-86) HT and text of The Wits; HS'̂  (p. [87]) 
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title The Platonick Lovers (verso blank); Gl̂ ""̂  (pp. [89-90]) 

dedication To the most noble, M^.Henry Jermyn . . .; G2^ 

(P- [91]) Prologue. ('Tis worth my smiles . . . ) ; G2"̂  (p. 

[92]) The Persons of the Play; G3̂ -M7'̂  (pp. 93-182) HT and 

text; M8'^-§2^ blank. 

Type; 37 11. (13^), 151(159)x80 mm. 81R; dedication 152R; 

prologue and epilogue 86.5It. 

CW; incorrect catchwords are printed on pages A2^ (TO for To), 

A3'̂  (The for THE), A4'̂  (The for THE), B8'̂  (Nor for Not) 

[this appearance may result from broken type], E3'̂  (Eld. Pal. 

for Eld. Pal.), E4'̂  (Yo; Pal for Yo; Pal), E6^ (Yte for 

Yet), E8^ (Enter, for Enter), F2^ (Yo; Pal for Yo. Pal.), 

F3^ (Thwack, for Thw.), G2'̂  (The for The), 03̂ ^ (Arn for 

A m . ) , H3'̂  (My for (My), H8'̂  (As for Buon.), 11^ (Withs 

for Wlth's), 16̂ ^ (Fred for Fred.), MS"̂  (I'Id for II'd), 

M6 (Sciolt; for Sciolt.); [no catchwords are printed on 

pages Gl and G2 ]. 

Paper; laid, bulk 25 lvs./.1116 in. (.1286 in.[pp. 1-50]-.0945 

in.[pp. 91-140]); trim size, 105x171 mm.; sheet size, approx. 

50.0x36.2 cm. (19.69x14.25 in.). Chainlines run vertically, 

25.5 mm. apart; 30 wirelines measure 32.0 mm. 

Watermarks; signatures A-L bear an eagle watermark, similar to 

Heawood #1264 (1672), #1265 (1682), and #1266 (1684); in 

signature M, only on leaf 1 is a watermark distinguishable, and 

that may be a sort of fleur de lis. The countermark appearing 

on signatures A-L appears to comprise the initials "MLI" 

enclosed in a box with a flourish on each end; no countermarks 

are visible in signature M. The blank leaf immediately 

following signature M bears a watermark very like Briquet #738 

(1600/2). 

Notes; 

1. In CSmH, there appears to be no section title page for The 

Wits. 

2. The CSmH copy (acquired 18 September 1931) is bound in full 

brown leather in excellent condition, with marbled binder's leaves 
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and an oval, green bookplate gold-stamped "Est. Quad Esse Videris. 

Ex Libris Beverly Chew." The binding is so tight that the true 

nature of the preliminary signatures and of gathering A is difficult 

to ascertain without damaging the volume. 

3. Many pages in CSmH have been repaired (many holes and tears 

patched) and many leaves have been glued in (possibly replaced), 

including all end and board leaves and leaves that (judging only by 

sequence) appear to be 1(4 (volume title page), Al, A2, F8 (title 

page. The Platonick Lovers), M2, M4, M5, and M6. It is likely that 

some of these are replacement leaves from other copies. This 

probability is especially high in gathering M, where the paper 

ranges in thickness from .0038 in. (M2) to .0053 in. (M3) and blank 

leaf M8 is in much better condition (at least better preserved or 

even possibly newer) than most, although in this copy no glued edges 

can be seen on this leaf. One probable explanation for the 

discrepancy in thickness of the leaves in M is that they originated 

from different parts of the original quire of paper. The tightness 

of the binding precludes verification of the conjugacy of leaves in 

gatherings that appear to be 11, A, and M. In 1[ and A, the 

watermarks support normal conjugacy. 

4. The CSmH copy, including boards, measures 108x175x15 mm.; 

this copy was cropped very close on the top edge, leaving an average 

of 3 mm. (1 mm.[L2'̂ ]-5 mm. [F2 ]) from the crop to the ascenders 

of the running title. The same is true of the other copies, judging 

from reproductions examined; in the lU copy, for example, the crop 

removed most of the running title on LI , L2 , and L7 . 

Copy examined; CSmH 

Copies consulted; lU, OCU 

Characteristics 

The text of 0̂  was likely set from a copy of ̂  containing the 

uncorrected states of the C outer forme and the F inner forme, and the 

corrected state of the K outer forme (a state equivalent to that of 

copies ̂ 7 and ^8), judging by the corrections and accidentals it has in 

common with those states. 0 reprints the text of £ with only a small 
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number of variants that can be construed as substantive or 

semi-substantive, most of which are identifiable as the corrections, 

errors, or minor liberties of the editor or compositor, the very small 

remainder likely the result of authorial intervention. £ demonstrates 

somewhat more consistency of pointing and spelling than does £, largely 

regularizing, for example, the use of apostrophes, supplying many that 

were lacking and deleting some Improper ones. The spelling changes 

mostly involve the elimination of many unpronounced e's (as in hee, 

heere, and mee); making more uniform £'s frequent interchanging of 1̂  or ê  

with ̂ , of lu and v_, and of Ĵ  and J^; and the excision of many of £'s 

doubled consonants (as in citty, Sonne, Gridonell, generall). 

Besides the quite numerous vagaries of pointing, spelling, and font 

choice that characterize both £ and £, there are more than fifty 

noteworthy variants in £. Of this total, only six are substantives. 

Of the accidentals, twelve have to do with variant spelling or 

pointing and are worthy of note only because of their significance for 

the establishment of the genealogy of the text (and are discussed with 

the other evidence of that sort). The remaining accidental variants 

consist of fifteen corrections of £ and twenty errors introduced by £. 

The corrections are as follow: 

A3 .5 corrects learn't to learnt 

Bl .20 corrects you Lordships to your Lordships 
V 

B2 .20 corrects you eares to your eares 

B4 .3 corrects Crastra. to Castra. 

E4 .5 corrects your to you 

Fl .5 corrects slaughter to laughter 

[If the £ compositor was setting type from a copy of £ 

containing the corrected state of the F inner forme, this 

of course does not constitute a correction.] 

corrects fragant to fragrant 

corrects preseve to preserve 

corrects Sill to Still 

G3^.20up corrects transmitatlon to transmutation 

[There is a possibility that transmitatlon is what was 

F3^, 

F4^, 

F4^. 

. 6up 

,7 

,12 
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intended by Davenant; see the footnote to this passage in 

the present text.] 

12 .6up corrects Phllophers to Philosophers 

[The letter 1^ here in £ looks very like a second î  in the 

copies examined, but is likely a broken letter.] 

K4 .4 corrects to'th the Arras to to'th Arras 

[Although the superfluous the is excised here, the 

punctuation remains incorrect.] 

K4 .14up corrects fafely to safely 

K4 .Hup corrects unfornate to unfortunate 

LI .17 corrects acknowlegde to acknowledge 

The errors Introduced by £ are as follow; 

B2 .12 prints I and you for and I you 

[Probably a misreading by the compositor, who apparently 

read no more deeply than to notice what seemed an awkward 

word sequence, which he proceeded to "correct."] 

B4 .11 prints whas for what 

CI .17up prints other for others 

C3 .10 prints Gentry for Genty 

[Possibly a compositorial attempt to correct spelling, but 

if the £ compositor was using as his copy-text one of the 

copies of £ that contain the uncorrected state of the C 

outer forme, this may constitute merely a transmission of 

an error from £. ] 

03̂ .̂20 omits the Exit S.D. 

C4 .7 prints months for month's 

C4^.13up prints heel'd for hee'Id 

[A malformed contraction of hee would; likewise at 

K4^.5up, Youl'd.] 

D3 .12up prints other for others 

E1^.14 prints but that for that but 

[A simple transposition error; but is used here in the 

sense of "unless."] 
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Fl .12-13 prints Had qu te. . ./ Had quite. . ./ 

Must chlse for Must chuse 

[The u. in chuse slipped down or out and the î  from quite 

slipped into its space; the type is very loose here in £, 

and these are the last two lines on the page.] 

Fl .14 prints trusts for trust 
r 

F3 .13 prints strength in for strengthen 

[£ ruins at least the parallelism of £, if not the sense 

entirely.] 

F4'̂ .15 prints tilll for till 
V 

G2 .7up prints contraction for contaction 

[Though both make sense, £'s contraction alludes more to 

the relationship, the pact of partnership; £'s contaction 

is the touch, an appropriate tactile reference in a 

paragraph whose thrust is decidedly more sensual than 

political.] 

G4'̂ .13 prints I for H e 

H2 .4 prints u'm for 'um 

H2 .9 prints Exit for Ex. 

[£ incorrectly expands £'s stage direction abbreviation; 

Exeunt is clearly called for by the context.] 

H4 .17up prints youthful for usefull 

[Like strength in for strengthen, this seems an audile 

error on the part of an £ compositor trying to remember a 

sequence of words by repeating them under his breath.] 

14 .17up prints me_ for em 

Kl .12 prints So much as goe to bid for So much as to goe bid 

[This change too yields nonsense; the compositor likely 

simply misunderstood the syntax of the passage.] 
r 

K3 .15up prints on for one 

The six variants that can be construed as substantive include three 

single-word additions, one minor word alteration, and two punctuation 

changes. The three instances of single-word additions, all of which make 

for slightly smoother reading of the passages involved, include one 
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conjunction at CI .15up ([And] as for) and adverbs at F2^.3 (you so 

[much] admire) and H3 .13 (and [so] easily attained). 

The one alteration of a word occurs at K1^.15up (this old 

Platonick life for this cold Platonick life); it is entirely possible 

that this constitutes an error and is not a deliberate alteration. 

The two punctuation changes that yield substantively different 

readings are as follow. In B2 .17, a passage rather obtuse in £ and 

clarified not at all by £, £ reads thus: 

. . .'tis now 
Full thirteen yeares (since first of tender growth) 
I sent him to the Campe,. . . 

£ moves the opening parenthesis to precede first instead of since, 

probably impairing the syntax further and yielding a still poorly 

integrated parenthetical element. 
r 

In K3 .3-lup, £ prints 
If he permit my Sisters honour bleed. 
Without full arguments to warrant his 
Suspect, ere yet the circuit of one Moon 

The repositioning of the comma in £ to follow his and not Suspect renders 

his as recalling honour and changes Suspect from a noun to an adjective, 

modifying his honor and not hers! The change yields some sense but much 

poorer than £. 

The 1673 Folio 

Description 

The last seventeenth-century edition of The Platonick Lovers 

appeared in the Henry Herringman 1673 folio (hereafter cited as _F) Works 

of Davenant. The text, originally blank verse, is changed to prose with 

the exception of the first few lines and seven scene-ending couplets. 

The physical description of jF is as follows. 

T t 

Title; THE / WORKS / OF / S William Davenant K / Consisting 

of / Those which were formerly Printed, / AND / Those which he 

design'd for the Press: / NOW PUBLISHED / Out of the Authors / 

Originall Copies. // [rect. orn. device, 32x38 mm., enclosing an 
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elaborate rose-like flower, with 1 thistle bloom in each top corner 

and 3 holly-like leaves in each bottom corner] // LONDON; / Printed 

by T. N. for Henry Herringman, at the Sign of the / Blew Anchor in 

the Lower Walk of the New / Exchange. 1673. 

HT] [these occurr as noted below in Contents]; ^3C1^ THE / 

Platonick Lovers. / A / TRAGI-COMEDY.// 

RT] [all RT between full rules]; 23C2̂ -23H4'̂  // The 

Platonick Lovers. 

Collation; 2°; 1I-21[̂ , A-3D^ 3E^, 2A-3P^, ^hk-ko", 

§ (-§2) [$2 signed, 2E1 signed El, ̂ 202 signed G2]; 507 Ivs., 

pp. [20] (Kl'^-Al^), 1-402 (A2^-3E2^) [misprinting 55 as 

65, 56 as 66, 262 as 260, 344 as 342]; [4_] {^kV^-^kl^); 

1-68 (^ky^-^U^) 71-486 (2K1^-23P4'') [242 Ivs., 

misprinting 122 as 12, 411 as 311, 413 as 313]; l-lll 

(24Al'^-2404^), [3] (2404^-§1^). 

Contents; 111 blank; 111 plate of S. William D'avenant 

K , engraving credited to lo. Grenhill pinx. and W. Faithorne 
r r—V 

Sculp.; 1(2 volume title (verso blank); 21(1 dedication 

To his Royal Highness . . . , signed Mary D'Avenant; 21(2 a 

note to the READER, 1 here present you with A Collection . . ., 

signed Henry Herringman; 21(2̂  TABLE of contents; [Al'̂ ] 

title GONDIBERT (verso blank); A2'̂ -2B4̂  (pp. 1-198) 

prefatory material, text, and postscript; [2C1 ] (p. [200]) 

title MADAGASCAR, With other POEMS; 201̂ ^ (p. [201]) 

dedication to ENDIM. PORTER and H. JERMIN (IF THESE POEMS 

LIVE . . . ) ; 2C2^-2K4^ (pp. 201-261) commendatory letters, 

HT, and text; 2K4^-2M1^ (pp. [262 misprinted as 260]-271) 

HT and text of Poem to the King; ZMl'̂  ([272]) blank; 2M2'̂  

([273]) title POEMS ON Several Occasions (verso blank); 

2M3'̂ -2U3̂  (pp. 275-340) text; 2U4'̂ -2Zl'̂  (pp. 341-359) 

HT and text of First Dayes Entertainment at Rutland-House; 

2Z1^-3E2'^ (pp. 360-402) text of Three Masques . . .; ̂ Al 

(n.p.) title THE SEIGE OF RHODES; ̂ Al^ (n.p.) The Persons; 

^kl^~^ (n.pp.) dedication; ^k-i^-^U^ (pp. 1-66) text; 

^u'^-'^qi^ (pp. 67-119) [=51 pp.] HT and text of The 
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Play-House to be Let; 2QI^_2X4^ (pp. 120-165) HT and text 

of The Unfortunate Lovers; on ^X4^-^2F1^ (pp. 165-223) HT 

and text of The Wits; 22Fl̂ -=̂ 2Ml'̂  (pp. 224-272) HT and text 

of Love and Honor; on 22M1̂ -̂ 2T2'̂  (pp. 272-329) HT and text 

of The Law against Lovers; on ̂ 2T2^-^3C1^ (pp. 329-383) HT 

and text of The Man's the Master; ^3ci^-^37h^ (pp. 384-414) 

HT and text of The Platonick Lovers; on ^3F4^-^3Kl^ (pp. 

414-440) HT and text of The Tragedy of Albovine; 

=̂ 3K2̂ -23Nl'̂  (pp. 441-463) HT and text of The Just Italian; 

on 23N1^-23P4^ (pp. 463-486) HT and text of The Cruel 

Brother; 4̂Al'̂ -24El̂  (pp. 1-33) HT and text of News from 

Pllmouth; 24EI^-24H3^ (pp. 34-62) HT and text of The 

Distresses; ^hEii^-^AL3^ (pp. 63-86) HT and text of The 

Seige; 24L4^_24O4^ (pp. 87-111) HT and text of The Fair 

Favorite; ^404 -§1 (n.p.). 

Type; A2'̂ -C3"̂ : 63 11. (A3^), 255(271)xl32mm. , 82R+It. 

C4'̂ -='3Cl'̂ ; 54 11. (2Y1^), 257(273)xl28mm., 94R+It. 

2301^-2404^^: 63 11. (2303̂ )̂, 262(276)xl38[68+68]mra. , 

83R+It. 

CW; erroneous catchwords appear on 21(1 (TO for READER), E4 

(CANTO, for CANTO), Hl'̂  (But, for But), 14^ (CANTO, for 

CANTO), N3^ (With for With), Sl^ (Mans for Man), 2C3 

(Their for There), 2D4^ (ELIZIUM, for ELIZIUM.), 2H4'̂  (To 

for To), 204̂ ^ (Strait for Whilst), 2T4'̂  (86. That for 87. 

That), 2Y4^ (The for Th£), 3A2'̂  (Witnesse for Witness), 

3D1^ (1. She for (1.) SHe), 3E4'' (The for THE), ^AI"" 

(THE for TO THE), ^64^ (Alphon. for Alph.), ^GI^ (Who for 

Adm. Who), 2M2^ (Steers-man, for 3. Steers-man), ^^ 

(Drake for Drak.), 202"" (Make for 2. Make), ^12^ (Arthiop. 

for Arthl.), H3^ (Heaven for He), 2Y2^ (YO. Pall, for Yo 

Pall.), 22A4'' (Perhaps, for Perhaps), 2̂64'' (ACT. for ACT), 

22B4^ (Yo Pall, for Yo. Pall), 22D4^ (Another for 3. 

Another), 22Fl^ (ACT. for ACT), 22L2^ (Leon, for Leo.), 

22RI'' (Fool for Fool.), 22UI'' (ACT. for ACT), 22YI'' (D^ 

John, for D John.), =301'' (ACT. for ACT), ^3^"" (childrens 
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for Childrens). ^SEI^ (ACT. for ACT), ^303^ (than for 

then), 23K4'̂  (ACT. for ACT), 23K4^ (Sclolto. for Sciolt.), 

23M3^ (Enter, for Enter), 4̂04"̂  (Carrack. I for Carrack I) , 

and 2412̂ ^ (Bag, for Bago.). 

Paper; laid, bulk 25 Ivs./.1843 in. (A2-G2); trim size 202x326 mm.; 

sheet size approx. 34.3x42.3 cm. (13.50x16.65 in.). Chainlines 

run vertically, ave. 24 mm. apart; 30 wirelines measure 24 mm. 

Watermarks; all but 5 signatures bear a variety (17) of 

foolscap watermarks, all somewhat similar to but easily 

distinguishable from Churchill #341 (1644), #348 (1672). #349 

(1675), and #353 (1675); a total of 14 leaves, all between 2C 

and 2L, bear an arms of England very like Churchill #211 

(1661), replete with the same words and figures but differing 

(even among each other) in noticeable detail. There are 7 

different types of countermarks (all bearing different 

initials), and a total of 20 varieties among these. (For more 

details of the watermarks in the Folio, see Appendix D.) 

Notes; 

1. According to the "Table of Contents," Poems begins on 274; 

actually, [273] is the Poems title page, and they begin on 275, both 

[272] and [274] being blank. Also, the p. 260 to which the "Table" 

refers as the beginning of "Poem to the King" is actually the 

misprinted [262]. 

2. On 1(2̂  of TxLT, there is pasted in a paper book plate 

consisting of a shield with three hunting dogs, topped by a knight's 

helmet wearing a crown from which protrudes a deer neck and head 

with a 12-point rack. Leaf Kl'̂  is inscribed in ink "T. Isted." 

3. In TxLT, there is no longer a leaf conjugate with the front 

board paper. The first two leaves are conjugate and bear no 

watermarks; their chainlines are vertical. They are followed by a 

single tlpped-in leaf, again with vertical chainlines and no 

watermark. This leaf is followed by 1(1. 

In CSmH, the front board paper bears a centered, large, ornate 

fleur de lis watermark. The leaf conjugate with the board paper 

bears a watermark flush with the deckle edge, reading (from the 
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verso) HARD LOEBER. Glued both to this leaf and to Kl'̂  is a 

single blank leaf. The volume title page (1(2̂ ) is inscribed in 

ink. with what appears to be "Robt Tyard." 

There is also in both TxLT and CSmH a single blank leaf between 

^404 and the leaf conjugate with the back board paper. In TxLT, 

this leaf bears no watermark, but it is inscribed "To / The Colnol 

Mr[?]cinttoz[?]h [partially scribbled through] macintosh," In CSmH, 

this leaf bears what Is likely a countermark, only partially 

legible, apparently consisting of the Initials "KCD." 

4. The lower corner of Fl of TxLT is a folded-in, untrlmmed 

page corner, which, when unfolded, extends 8.5 mm. below and 9.5 mm. 

beyond the trimmed edge. A folded and untrlmmed lower corner occurs 

also at ^234, and extends 3.7 mm. below and 12.0 mm. beyond the 

trimmed edge. The measurements of these corners support the sheet 

size indicated above. 

5. Beginning with The Platonick Lovers (sig. ̂ 301 ), the 

remainder of F̂  is printed in double columns and in 10-point instead 

of 14-point type. The reason for this is unclear; inasmuch as 

something less than 20 percent of the some 1000 pages in F̂  are in 

this format, it is unlikely that it was done to save bulk and 

weight, and there was likely no economy of composition to be gained. 

The only other section of the book set in this size type is the 

Preface to Gondibert. 

6. In TxLT. ^'&3^ (p. 9) bears a clear offset inked image of 

the top half of ĉi"̂  (p. 14) aligned as follows; the top rule of 

^Cl^ extends from a point on ^33^ that is 68 mm. from the top 

and 37 mm. from the edge to a point 122 mm. from the bottom and 25 

mm. from the edge. ^B2^ (p.8) bears a fainter, right-reading 

image of the same. 

Page 2c4^ (p. 20) bears a clear offset inked image of the top 

half of ^ci^ (p. 13) aligned as follows: the top rule of ̂ ci 

extends from a point on ^04^ that is 66 mm. from the top and 37 

mm. from the edge to a point 124 mm. from the bottom and 24 mm. from 

the edge. ^Bl^ (p. 21) bears a fainter, right-reading image of 

the same. 
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Page ^02 (p. 15) bears a clear offset inked image of the 

bottom third of ^ci (p. 13) with the top toward the gutter, 

aligned at the same angle as in the cases above, ^^v ^̂ ^ ^^^ 

bears a fainter, right-reading image of the same. 

7. In TxLT, the leaves signed ^ci and ^04 both bear 

countermarks. 2c2 and ^cs bear a countermark and the appropriate 

watermark, respectively, and are demonstrably conjugate in TxLT. 

^Cl appears to be glued to ^34, and ^C^ to ^DI. 

In one of the three NhD copies (Special Collection, 

#824/D27/FI), on leaf ^ci, page 14 precedes page 13;"̂  if this 

leaf is removed, turned, and replaced, all details read correctly 

There is no evidence in this copy of the inked images that appear in 

TxLT (see note 6 above). The type on the pages involved (13, 14, 

19, and 20) bears no evidence of having been recomposed: all of 

these pages are (except for order) identical to the corresponding 

pages in TxLT, down to details of unevenness of the hairlines, type 

alignment and breakage, and normal bleedthrough. Inasmuch as there 

is no evidence of recomposition, the logical assumption would be 

that sheet ^Cllh was at some point cut in half, ̂ ci turned so that 

the edge normally toward the gutter became the edge, and both halves 

glued back in. However, in this NhD copy, in which ^ci and ^Ck 

could be expected to be conjugate (if assumed to be unrepaired), ̂ ci 

does indeed have a normal fold in the gutter, but ^Ck is glued to 

the stub of ^ci (according to Mr. Walt). Likewise, the orientation 

of the countermark that appears on ĉi of TxLT does not support this 

explanation. Close examination of other copies is necessary to 

determine the real nature of the states of the Folio. 

The fact that, in TxLT, both ĉi and ^Ch bear countermarks may 

be the result of multiple volumes being repaired at one time, with 

no care having been taken to replace each leaf in the volume from 

which it was removed. 

In one DLC copy (judging from the University Microfilms 

reproduction), the page sequence is normal and no inked images 

3. This according to Mr. Gary Wait, Assistant to the Curator of 
Rare Books, Baker Library, Dartmouth College. 
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(discussed in note 6, above) are visible, though bleedthrough (which 

is fainter in TxLT than are these images) is easily visible; the DLC 

type pages are identical to those in TxLT in every other detail. 

In the other two NhD copies (Ticknor Collection, LE/fD/27W and 

Hickmott Collection, #66, both of which have undergone "relatively 

recent rebinding" and in which conjugacy cannot be verified) the 

page sequence is normal, ̂ ci and ^C^ are glued in, and there are no 

inked images visible. 

In CSmH, the page sequence here is normal, and there is a 

watermark on ^ci and a countermark on ^04; the volume is too tightly 

bound to determine whether these leaves are conjugate. 

8. In NhD, the following is handv/ritten on the leaf preceding 1(1; 

D'Avenant's Works are now very scarce, as the attention of the 
Literary World has been very strongly directed towards him of 
late years, more as than during the whole of the 19 
century 

A perfect copy of his Works (which this one is) with the 
beautiful Portrait of Him by the famous William Faithorne, is 
now so rare that it always brings a high price, varying from 2 
to 3 guineas—W. Longman's catalogue of old & scarce Books, for 
1917. 

1917. W; T.— 

I find from an entry made in #a copy of this edition that in 
the year 1674 the selling price of this book was fc 7..4..0. 

^ in the library of St. Canice's[?] Cathedral; the entry is 
made by the purchaser on the Flyleaf. 

Copies examined; TxLT, CSmH. 

Copies consulted; NhD (3), DLC 

Characteristics 

The Folio contains the following supplication from Davenant's widow, 

Mary, to James, Duke of York. 

TO HIS Royal Highness. Your Highness is no sooner return'd 
from Exposing your Person, for the Honor and Safety of Three 
Kingdoms, but you are Persecuted by a poor Widow, who humbly 
begs you to Protect the Works of her Deceased Husband from the 
Envy and Malice of this Censorious Age; For whoever sees your 
Royal Highness's Name in the Front of this Book, and dares 
Oppose, what you are pleas'd to Defend, not only shews his 
Weakness, but ill Nature too. 
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I have often heard (and I have some reason to believe) that 
your Royal Father, of Ever Blessed Memory, was not displeased 
with his Writings; That your most Excellent Mother did 
Graciously take him into her Family; That she was often diverted 
by him, and as often smil'd upon his Endeavors; I am sure he 
made it the whole Study and Labor of the latter part of his 
Life, to entertain His Majesty, and your Royal Highness, and I 
hope he did it successfully. When ever we are, or when ever we 
fear to be Opprest, we always fly to your Highness for Redress 
or Prevention, and you were ever Graciously pleased to Protect 
us; 'Tis that has embolden'd me to present these Papers to your 
Royal Highness, and I humbly beg pardon for the Presumption of 

Your most Humble and Obedient Servant 
Mary D'Avenant. 

The following note is addressed from Herringman to his audience. 

READER, I Here present you with A Collection of all those 
Pieces Sir William D'avenant ever design'd for the Press; In his 
Life-time he often express'd to me his great Desire to see them 
in One Volume, which (in Honor to his Memory) with a great deal 
of Care and Pains, I have now Accomplished. 

In this Work you have Gondibert, Madagascar, &c. to which 
is added several Poems and Copies of Verses never before 
Printed; amongst them, there is the Death of Astragon, call'd 
The Philosophers Disquisition, directed to the dying Christian, 
which the Author intended as an Addition to Gondibert; In this 
Volume you have likewise Sixteen Plays, whereof Six were never 
before Printed, 

My Author was Poet Laureat to two Great Kings, which 
certainly bespeaks his Merits; besides I could say much in Honor 
of this Excellent Person, but I intend not his Panegyrick; He 
was my Worthy Friend, let his Works that are now before you, 
speak his Praise, whilst I subscribe my self. 

Your Servant 
Henry Herringman. 

Although Herringman tells us nothing about his choice of copy-text 

other than his claim to have published the Works "out of the Authors 

Original Copies," the text of F_ was without doubt set from £; the 

internal evidence seems indisputable. F̂  was probably set from a copy of 

£ marked by the author, although one is not known to exist. I-Jhere there 

are either substantive or accidental variants that distinguish £ from £, 

_F follows £ in the overwhelming preponderance of cases, even where such 

transmission renders nonsense. The internal evidence for such a line of 

transmission is presented in the following paragraphs. 

More than thirty-five passages attest to the fact that £ is the 

basis of F. F reproduces faithfully all of the £ variants that 
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constitute significant departures from the £ text (B2'̂ .17, B2^.12, 

Cl'̂ .lSup, 03^^.10, Fl^.5, F2'̂ .3, F3^.13, G2^.7up. G3^.20up, 

H3'̂ .13, H4^.17up, Kl'^.15up, K1^.12, and K3'̂ .2-lup) with two 
V r 

exceptions (B2 .12 and Kl .15up), in both of which F̂  creates a third 

variant reading of the line. Blind transmission of fouled passages in 

the £ text results in patently nonsensical renderings in two places in 5̂  

(F3 ,13 and H4 .17up) and badly damaged sense in three others 

(G2^.7up, K1^.12, and K3'^.2-lup). 

In addition, JF transmits four passages rendered nonsensical by £ 

errors in matters of accidentals. At Bl .8, _F supplies a period where 

0 had left out a question mark, thereby probably prompting the next 

editors (of the 1873 Works) to reascribe the line mistakenly; at 
r V 

14 .17up, F̂  reproduces an £ transposition of em to in£; at 112 .9, F̂  

repeats £'s erroneous expansion of £'s stage direction Ex. to Exit (the 

context clearly calls for Exeunt) ; and at D3 .12up, both £ and _F print 
other for others. 

Twenty-nine accidental variants distinguishing £ from £ also 

document the fact that F̂  was set from £, for in all of these cases, F̂  

follows £, not £. Of this number, fourteen (A3 .5, Bl .20, B2 .20, 

B4^.3, E4'̂ .5, F3^.6up, F4^.7, F4^.12, G3'̂ .20up, I2'̂ .6up, 

K4^.4, K4^.14up, K4^.11up, and L^.17) are £ corrections, five 

(B4'̂ .5, 64^^.17up, C3'̂ .9up, C4^.7, and F2^.7up) are pointing 

variants, and nine (Bl^.2, Bl^.ll, B2'̂ .14up, B2^.12up, Cl^.Sup, 

D2^.2, F3^.9, I1^.16up, and 12^.17) are spelling variants. 

Nineteen corrections occur in ¥_, eleven of which correct errors that 

originated in £: 

B4 .11 corrects whas to what 

C1^.17up corrects other to others 

C3^.20 supplies the Exit. SD omitted by £ 

C4^.13up corrects mak to make 

E1^.14 corrects but that to that but 

F1^.12 corrects qu te to quite 

F1^.13 corrects chlse to chuse 

F1^.14 corrects trusts to trust 
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F4 .15 corrects tilll to till 

G4 .13 corrects _I to H e 

H2 .4 corrects u'm to 'um 

K3 .15up corrects on to one 

In the other eight, the error corrected originated in £ and had been 

transmitted by £; 

r 
Bl .2up corrects Light to 'Light 

CI .16up corrects by'th to by th' 

corrects Enter Phylomont and Ariola to Enter Ariola 

corrects t'hath to 't hath 

deletes an erroneous period after thoughts 

corrects usde to us'd 

corrects H e to I'le 

corrects to'th to to th' 

C4^, 

E 3 ^ 

E3^, 

E4^ 

H4^ 

K4^ 

. 7up 

.9 

.20 

.13 

,12 

,4 

Substantive Alterations 

Excisions—The majority of the substantive revisions in F_ are 

excisions ranging from single words to entire speeches of several lines. 

There are more than 100 condensations, the majority of which involve 

simple excisions, with no other changes except minor ones that those 

excisions necessitated. 

Adjectives or adjectival constructions are deleted in thirty-five 

instances. In twenty-two of these cases, single adjectives (and twice an 

associated conjunction) were removed (Bl .9, CI .4up, C4 .Hup, 

Dl^,2, Dl^,14, D2^.8, D2^,9up, D3^.1, El^.4, E4'̂ .14, 

E4^.11. F4^.8up, F4^.8, F4'̂ .13, G3^.18up, G4'̂ .8up, 

H2^,15up, 14"̂ .5. Kl'̂ .3up, K2'̂ .20, K3^.19, and K4'^.16), and in 

three others, two adjectives (or an article and adjective) were removed 

(El^.6, F2^.20, and G4^.13-12up). Some five adjectival 

prepositional phrases (Dl'̂ .lO, F4^.2up, G3^.1up, HI ,7up, and 

13^,20-21), three adjectival participial phrases (C2 .6up, HI .7up, 

and H4 .6-5up), and two long adjectival clauses (F4 .12-lOup and 

Kl ,6-8) were deleted. 
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The eighteen excisions involving adverbial elements were distributed 

somewhat differently. All together, nine adverbial prepositional phrases 

(CS^'.n, El'̂ .5up, E4'^.7-8, E4'',12, F4''.9, H3^.15, 12^.18, 
r V 

K2 .7up, and K2 .7-8), five adverbial clauses of from nine words to 

three lines in length (Dl^,21, Fl^,5-6, Fl^.7-8, F3^.13-15, 

G2^.5-7, and H2^.13-12up) , two single adverbs (11̂ .1 and 13^.15), 

and one adverbial participial phrase (H1^.5up) were excised. 

Deletions in thirty passages serve to simplify the text. Fourteen 

figures of speech are eliminated, including nine similes (Bl^,5-6, 

C2'',6up, 03^.13-14, C4^,15-14up, F2'̂ ,7, F4^.9up, K1^.13-llup, 

Kl^.9-10, and K3^.14) and five metaphors (Cl^.14-15, F1^.13-10up, 
V r r 

F4 .13, K2 .12-llup, and K4 .16up). In three cases, classical 

allusions are deleted (Bl^.5-6, F4^.17-13up, and F4^.17-15up). 

Seven substantial passages, ranging from ten words to five lines, 
X 

containing some purple prose in reference to birds (E4 .14-lOup and 
V V r 

H2 .15up), a semi-mystical note (12 .11-lOup), and generally 
unnecessary or distracting elaborations (C4 .lup, Gl .17-14up, 
r r 

G2 .18-16up, and Kl .6-8), were removed. Also shortened were five 
other passages, which involved unnecessarily demeaning speeches 

X X r 

(B2 .8-6up and F4 .12-lOup) and awkward constructions (C4 .lup, 

El^.6, and H2^.1up). 

A curious category of variants in F̂  is the excision of one of a pair 

of parallel syntactical elements; in twenty-one cases, one of two 

parallel items is deleted. Take for example the three cases involving 

adjectives: you bearded Tyrant men (D2 .8) was shortened to you Tyrant 

men; his visit shall be so precise and civil (Dl .13-14) became his 

visit shall be so civil; and most sulpherous and foul (G3 .18up) became 

most foul. Such redaction occurs in ten instances involving nouns 

(Bl^.8, Cl'̂ ,14up, 03̂ .̂18, C3'̂ .13up, C4^.5up, E1^.9up, 

E2^.2, and Gl^.18-19) or noun phrases (H3'̂ .15 and L^.ll), six 

times with a verb (H4'̂ .13) or verb phrases (E4 .4up, F4 ,llup, 

H2'̂ ,6, K1^.16-15up, and K3'^,l-2), and twice with independent 

clauses (E4^,17up and L^,18-19). 

Three other excisions in F̂  seem to defy categorization and all foul 

the text in varying degrees. On A3^, the scene location has been 
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deleted; at G2 .15, the main verb of a subordinate clause is removed, 

rendering an incomplete (and nonsensical) construction; and at 04̂ ,̂19 

(Fred. This is a service I have much desir'd to do your excellence), the 

word ̂  is deleted, forcing the verb desir'd to a more obscure sense. 

Eleven changes in the text of ¥_ were likely made for sake of decorum 

(and perhaps some slight Bowdlerization). These range from alterations 

of less than one full line (01̂ .̂2, D2^.5up, F2^.20, Hl'̂ .7up, and 

HI .lup) to wholesale cutting of up to six full lines (D1^.21, 

02̂ .̂4-6, Fl^.7-8, G2'^.12-9up, 14^.15-19, and L^,3up-L^,4). 

Three of these cases (CI .2, Dl .21, and HI .lup) involve minor 

word substitution; the other eight are simple deletions. 

Revisions—A total of forty-five passages in _F underwent substantive 

revision. 

In six of the revised passages, there is a net reduction in the 
r V 

number of words used. Two of these (CI .2 and Dl ,21) involve 

probable Bowdlerization, whereas in one (F3 ,10up) the £ reading, grow 

pensive in this gloomy shade, seems slightly more platonic and cerebral 
X 

than F̂ 's enjoy this gloomy shade. Two revisions (F4 .8up and 

12 .2-lup) seem to serve only economy of style: at F4 .8up, brisk 

pert linnet becomes nimble linnet; and at II .9, £ reads I never gave / 
You cause to hold my love in your suspect, which F̂  revised to j^ • m-v 

love suspected yet, creating an ambiguity of whether yet modifies gave or 

suspected. 

Word-for-word substitutions (with no net increase or decrease in the 

number of words) are made in twenty-five passages. 

Only five of these involve multiple-word substitutions. One such 

passage (D4^.2up) is a simple transposition (much declined for declined 

much). In I4^.5up, I'Id fley thee into raggs is changed to I'Id flea 

thee for it, a substitution of one prepositonal phrase for another. At 

L^.12-13, instead of hee has / A mighty reason, and a fluent tongue, £ 

reads he has most mighty reasons, and a fluent tongue, changing the sense 

of reason from a faculty to items of argument, thereby destroying the 

parallelism with tongue. The last two lines of the Epilogue (L .2-lup) 

in £ are 
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For you (he knowes) will thinke his Doctrine good. 
Though't recreate the Mind, and not the Blood. 

whereas in F̂  these lines are rendered 

For you (he knowes) will think that Doctrine good. 
Which entertains the mind and not the Blood. 

avoiding the mildly (and sarcastically?) apologetic tone of £, and 

eliminating the possibility of word play with Though't (thought of the 

Mind), It is entirely likely that the other multiword revision is simply 
X 

a compositorial error. At CI .5-3up, £ reads 
Shall we forsake the toyles o'th Campe, and here 
With triumphs celebrate the peace that wee 
Have purchas'd and deserv'd? 

The prose of F_, however, reads (line for line) 

shall we forsake the toyIs o'th' 
peace that here with triumphs celebrate the 
Camp, and we have purchas'd and deserv'd? 

rendering much poorer sense than £. The compositor apparently removed 

the words peace that to make a correction, and reinserted them one line 

too high. Camp, and (being the same length) having slipped down one line. 

Of the twenty one-word substitutions, three constitute minor 

misconstruals of the sense of the text. The substitution of Colonel 

Clowt for Collen Clowt in F̂  at B2^.11up is likely the result of a 

typesetter ignorant of the allusion seeking to correct a misspelling. In 

H3^.6-7, where £ reads I'm hardly taught, thus rashly to renounce / 

What all the wiser world have taken so / Long leisure to aprove, F_ 

replaces world with would (a probable error) and long with much (a 

modernization?). At K2^.10-9up, whether't be with fasting out / My 

supper twice, the preposition out is replaced by without, an inferior 

reading both because of the inappropriateness of that preposition with 

fasting and because of the redundance of with. 

Five other single-word substitutions in F̂  constitute improvements in 

the sense of the text. In B4^.5, where £ reads peaceful Polliticks and 

cold Divines, _F improves at least the parallelism by replacing Polliticks 

with Politicians. At Dl'̂ .lOup, in the expression poore potage flower, 

i; substitutes humble (a concept necessitated by the flower imagery of the 

speech) for potage (a borrowed French word that, by 1660, had come to be 

used primarily for French dishes [OED], hardly humble fare!) and makes 
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flowers plural to agree with the allusion to marigolds. Another 

agreement problem is resolved at II .10, where £ makes grief singular 

to agree with the pronoun 1^ that refers back to it. An inappropriate 

double negative is eliminated at 14 .lOup by the substitution of And 

for Nor, The diction of another passage, K1^.9up, is improved by F's 

rendition of what have I done, that you should leave me and suspect my 

innocence?, where £ had . . ,leave me to suspect, , ,, 

The other twelve single-word substitutions in F̂  are as follow. At 

Bl^,3-4, which reads in £ 

Adorn'd with Titians pictures, and those frames 
Of Tintaret, last brought from Rome 

¥_ strikes frames in favor of stories, a more obscure term in the context. 

Two other possible word-plays (in addition to L ,2-lup, discussed 

above) are eliminated at CI .9 and 21, where F̂  substitutes lose for 

loose (both verbs) in reference to felicitie (1. 9) and vertue (1, 21); 

although in both cases lose (forfeit) is (consciously) meant, the theme 

of the action to come raises the possibility of foreshadowing suggested 

by loose (unleash). In opting for the former, Ĵ  eliminates any 

possibility for the pun: loose was a period (the fifteenth to eighteenth 

centuries) variant of lose, but the inverse was not true except in 

Northern dialect [OED]. In C1^.20, the substitution in £ of might for 

may serves slightly better the pleading tone of the passage. In 

D4 .21, F̂  uses the less archaic (and more accurate) draught (of Corslck 

wine) instead of £'s rowse. In E4^.11, the preposition till is 

replaced with untill, and laughter at Fl .5 becomes It in F̂. In one of 

the more minor alterations for decorum, commoditle (in HI .lup) is 

changed to Mistriss. At H2^.19, £ reads You shall know 1 could fight 

in my Youth, but in F̂, shall is replaced with should, making the tone 
X 

more warning than threatening. The rendition of F_ at H3 .14up, come to 

the Chappel, straight, seems more directive and less tender than £'s come 

to the chappel. Love. Likewise, somewhat more force (or manipulation) 

than education is implicit at I3^.14up, where the first verb in To 

teach me venture it is changed by F̂  to make. And finally, an adjective 

is changed at K1^.15up; where £ refers to this cold Platonick life, the 
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modifier F̂  uses is dull (£ had substituted old) , departing from the 

hot/cold imagery that is found throughout the play. 

Six of the revised passages in F̂  constitute net expansions of the 

text. Five of these instances involve very minor clarification; in 

B2 ,12, £'s Sir and I you! is expanded to Sir, so am I to see you!; in 

B3 .5, from sight is changed to from the sight; in B4'̂ .8, To honour 

this Solemnitle becomes to honour this Solemnity with her presence; in 
X 

F4 .7up, warme as any Bird of Paradise is further specified by warm as 

does that Bird of Paradise; and in F4 ,19-18up, thou shalt / With 

artfull needle draw is revised to read thou with thy artful Needle shalt 

draw, eliminating an unnecessary verb division. In the other case, 

14 .Hup, I'm gull'd, led by the nosthrill like an Asse is changed to 

. . .by the ears too like an Ass, evoking a somewhat more genteel image. 

The remaining thirteen revised passages provide instances in which 

changes of punctuation yield substantively different readings. In eight 

of these cases, 7_ creates readings that do not improve the text. In 

C3^.10. the parentheses enclosing I think are replaced by commas in ¥_. 

In five passages in £ (D2'̂ .2-lup, D3^,19-20, £4̂ .̂ 13-12up, 

Gl ,7-6up. and K3 ,15-16) containing couplets marking the ends of the 

otherwise unpunctuated scenes, F̂  destroys the couplets by changing 

the verse to prose {F^ retains seven such couplets). In D2 .9up, F^ 

supplied the comma in Unveil, my love, possibly seeking to emend the 

text, but the this in the same line (surely referring to love) strongly 

suggests that £ is the superior reading. The FINIS is shifted in F̂  to 

follow the Epilogue, not precede it as in £. 

The remaining five passages containing substantive pointing variants 

all improve the text. At B4'̂ . 15-lOup, £ reads as follows; 
Theand. Brave Phylomont, intreat my Sister to 

Forgive a while the tendring of my love. 
Till I have breath'd it into thine. 

Phylom. The like request. Theander to my Sister make. 
Till thine have first receiv'd the righteous vowes 
And offrings of my heart. 

4, Of the twenty-two natural scene breaks (where the stage is 
vacated). twelve have such couplets in £, 
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In line 12up, the sense is obviously hampered by the pointing, probably 

the result of compositorial error. The passage is only further fouled in 

£, where a new line is begun with Theander; the compositor, ignoring the 

sense, likely thought it a new speech. F_, however, supplies commas 

before and after Theander, rendering what is undoubtedly the originally 

intended sense. 

In B4 .11, F̂  removes unnecessary parentheses enclosing perhaps, 

allowing the passage to be read more smoothly. 
X 

The sense is improved again in D2 .lup, where Phylomont, 

frustrated by Ariola's rejection of both his advances and his marriage 

proposal, says (£, 11. 3-lup) 
Hymen! 

Goe light thy Fires, and make thy Tapers shine. 
Or cure me sacred Love, by quenching thine. 

In F_, a comma is Inserted after the word me (1. lup), making it clear 

that Phylomont is praying to the god of marriage to either arrange the 

ceremony legalizing consummation or take away his (Phylomont's) desire. 
X 

What was probably the originally intended sense in II .19-20 is 
hampered somewhat by £'s punctuation: 

lay him on his Pillow 
Tamely, to expect the bride two houres before shee came. 

By moving the comma to precede tamely, _F causes tamely to modify not lay 

(as it does in £) but expect, as better fits the context of the passage, 

in which Ariola is describing traditions that heighten the anticipation 

of the nuptial bed. 

In the same scene, at 11^.Hup, the £ punctuation again hampers 

the sense and delivery of the line. Eurithea's Shee talkes as if it were 

fit wee two, is said in astonishment and is broken off in mid-sentence 

for decorum; £'s period after two is then at best a stumbling block for 

the actor or reader. The 3-em dash that F_ provides indicates nicely the 

pregnant pause. 
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Modern Editions 

1873 Works 

In 1873, two hundred years after its appearance in £, The Platonick 

Lovers was published in volume two of the five-volume The Dramatic Works 

of Sir William D'avenant, edited by James Maidment and W. H. Logan 

(hereafter cited as ML). The editors note in their general introduction 

that 

the text of the following Plays has been carefully collated with 
that used in every known edition, and that they [M and L] have 
elected to adopt the earliest, pointing out, when necessary, 
anything of importance which occurs in the others. 

("Prefatory Memoir," Hlxxxix.) 

It is readily evident that £ was indeed the primary copy-text for ML (at 

least in the case of the present play), but it is equally clear that 

Maidment and Logan make either a very feeble attempt at a critical 

edition or a puzzlingly incompetent attempt to set type from a 

transcription of £. The editors thought £ to be "merely a reprint," 

and were thoroughly convinced that the F̂  text was hopelessly fouled by 

"some bungling hack" hired by Davenant's widow and Herringman (vol. 1, p. 

x), but they then proceeded to adopt silently dozens of variants, both 

accidentals and substantives (some good readings, some hopelessly 

nonsensical) , from £ and from Y_. There are five footnotes to the ML 

text, and they document a total of three of the several scores of 

variants found in £ and F̂. In several places it is clear that type was 

set from these two latter editions (or from transcriptions thereof), for 

we find in ML clear corruptions that originated in £ and ¥_. 

It is obvious then that ML was executed not only without the benefit 

of modern principles and techniques of editing but also with only the 

most careless attention to the text. It was only by|dint of their 

misjudgment of _F that they correctly chose £ as the copy-text: the 

accepted practice of their day was to adopt the text that was the last in 

which the author was likely to have had any hand in revising. 

5. For a fuller discussion of the state of the ML text, see 
Appendix B. 
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They modernized and regularized the orthography, making many 

"emendations" of sense, usage, and grammar as well. In what was 

apparently an attempt to affect a seventeenth-century style, they 

expanded only a few of the contractions and elisions, and introduced some 

of their own. They also took the liberty of "improving" the line 

division of the blank verse in scores of instances. 

The text of ML is not authoritative and is sufficiently fouled that 

it need not be taken into account in either the present historical 

collation or in the notes, except as it may shed light on points of 

historical interest. 

Steible's "Critical Edition" (1939) 

Daniel J. Steible's 1939 University of Cincinnati doctoral 

dissertation, "A Critical Edition of Sir William Davenant's The Temple of 

Love and The Platonic Lovers" (hereafter DJS) was the first serious 

attempt to edit the text of The Platonick Lovers. Steible examined all 

four previous editions and chose £ as his copy-text, which is reproduced 

exactly (excepting the numerous typographical errors). He regularized 

nothing and did not correct any of £'s obvious errors, failing to adopt 

any £ or F̂  readings even when the £ rendition is manifestly incredible. 

Steible admitted only a couple of variants from other editions, and those 

conjectural additions originating in ML. Scene divisions and numbers are 

provided for Acts 2-5, Acts 2-4 with five scenes and Act 5 with six; he 

also assigned line numbers in the text. Though DJS notes most of the 

variants in all editions, Steible seriously misjudged the magnitude and 

import of the changes in JF (dozens of variants, several substantive, are 

unnoted), stating in his textual introduction that the Folio contains 

"only some unimportant changes in spelling and the omission of the 

Dedication and a few lines" (clii). 

Johnston's "Critical Edition" (1951) 

Albert S. Johnston's 1951 University of Florida masters thesis, "The 

Wits and The Platonic Lovers by Sir William D'avenant," (hereafter ASJ) 

contains the most recent attempt at a critical edition of The Platonick 

Lovers, Johnston claimed to have collated his copy-text (his personal 
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copy of £) with three other copies of the Quarto (CSmH, DLC, and DFo) as 

well as with two copies (DLC and DFo) of the text in the Octavo, and in 

addition noted variants that appear in the Folio text and in the 1873 

octavo Works. Many of the substantive variants occurring in the Folio 

went unnoted, and those that were noted are recorded with inaccuracy 

sufficient as to render his text suspect, lie reported that the FU copy 

of 1636 quarto The Witts (sold to the University of Florida "as a 

duplicate copy" by the Huntington Library) is "a new and improved state" 

(xxi) of the play, but included no description or discussion of what he 

claimed to be the "unique" FU copy, beyond a note in the formal 

description ("another issue in same year without license") and four 

footnotes to the text (pp, 54, 61, 62, and 156) identifying two word 

substitutions (which seem to be corrections) and two spelling variants. 

He made no claim to have discovered a variant state of the 1636 Quarto of 

The Platonick Lovers, but in his text there is a footnote identifying (at 

B4 .3up) a variant spelling, "Epethet] Two copies of Q spell 

'Epithite'" (p. 18); in all copies examined in the present study, the 

word is spelled Epethite, as it is also in £ (Epithete in F̂) . No 

readings from any editions other than the copy-text are admitted, 

although £'s punctuation of several passages is emended. He judged the 

Folio to be without textual authority, but offered no evidence for that 

conclusion aside from the ascription of the extensive alterations in that 

edition to "the censorious hand of D'avenant's widow, who saw the Folio 

through the press and wrote a dedicatory epistle to Charles II [sic]" (p. 

xxiii). 



THE EFFECTS OF THE ALTERATIONS 

The Alterations in the Octavo 

Of the significant variants distinguishing £ from £, at most only 

four are of any substantive import; the remainder are discussed below in 

"Notes on Rejected Substantives." 

Widely scattered through the play are three instances of single 

words added to the text. At CI .15up, a conjunction is added 

(indicated in brackets below): 

Sciol. Right sir, for I believe those babies he. 
And Eurithea doe beget by gazing in 
Each others eyes; can inherit nothing, 
I meane by'th custome here in Sclcllie, 
[And] as for Plato's Love-lawes they may entaile. 
Lands on Ghosts, and shaddowes for ought I know, 
I understand not Greeke. 

Other than making a compound sentence out of a fused one, this alteration 

is of no import. An adverb is added at F2^.3 

Arnol. This creature you so [much] admire, is but 
The Princesse woman Sir. 

and again at HS'̂ .IS 

Resolve me strait; why are thy courtesies 
So great now, and [so] easily attain'd. 
Which heretofore thou didst deprive mee of 
With frownes, and strict behaviour of thy brow? 

In the latter instance, the parallelism is improved; in the former, the 

meter. 
r 

The only other significant alteration in £ is at Kl .15up, where 

one adjective is substituted for another; 

Phyl. I'm weary of this cold [old] Platonick life; 
D'you thinke that H e sit sighing thus (Ariola) 
Vnder a Poplar tree, or whining by 
A River side, like a poore Fisherman 
That had lost his Net? 

It is entirely possible that this alteration is simply the result of a 

letter being dropped by the £ compositor. Either reading, cold or old, 

makes sense, inasmuch as Phylomont bemoans the frigidity of platonic 

58 
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lovers throughout the play (thus cold) and he also has been subjected to 

this frustration for a considerable time now, this speech occurring well 

into the last act (thus old). 

The effect of the alterations found in £ is hardly notable, owing to 

their small number (three, four at most) and to the very minor change 

wrought by each. What is remarkable about these alterations is that they 

seem uncharacteristic of the sort of thorough, conscientious, massive 

revision that Davenant made to other plays; and if they represent the 

minor liberties of an editor or compositor, it is puzzling why such a 

person would have left unrepaired such errors as are found in 0. 

The Alterations in the Folio 

Unlike £, F_ shows much evidence of a consistent and thorough hand in 

the roughly 150 substantive alterations that appear in its text. These 

changes do not affect the plot or basic characterization of the play but 

rather constitute a reworking of its language; all of the revisions 

contribute to economy and colder efficiency of expression; to 

simplification and numerous other departures from the elaborate 

Renaissance comic style; to concessions to decorum and mildness of tone; 

and to fine adjustments in the diction, precision, and idiom of the 

language. 

Economy of Language 

Among these alterations, the most pervasive is the multitude of both 

major and minor adjustments to make the language more economical, less 

laden with details and expansions that further neither plot nor 

characterization significantly. For example, the fifty-four adverbial 

and adjectival elements deleted from £ are those that serve largely to 

1. For a fuller discussion of the nature of the rhetorical and 
linguistic changes that Davenant made in another 1636 play. The Wits 
(included with The Platonic Lovers in the 1665 Two Excellent Plays), see 
Robert Markley's "The Language of Comedy from Fletcher to Congreve, 
1516-1700" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1980), 
166-181; his findings are precisely congruent with the revisions found in 
the present play. 
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decorate and elaborate the language of the £ text, making it more laden 

with emotional, fanciful, and conversational details. The following 

examples (though only a fraction of the total) serve to typify these 

condensations. (The passages are quoted as they appear in the £ text, 

with the words excised by F̂  underscored and in brackets.) 

lasp. Our Kitchins smoke so. 
That the [fat] steame blowne o're a towne besleg'd. 
Would cure the Famine in't? (Bl^.8-10) 

Theand• My Lord Sclolto, I had thought your white 
And rev'rend head had held this season fit 
For sleepe; Night takes her [swarthy] Mantle up 
As shee would weare it straight. (C4 .9-12up) 

Ariol. I never knew the way how I might breake 

r 

My Faith, but till that houre arrive, wee must 
Converse no more, no not at [wary] distance Sir, 
The cause is hidden in my brest. (D2'".9up) 

Phyl. Theander, can you thinke 
To fright me hence, or is it safe to chide 
Me [from my businesse] with bold words? I would 
Be better usde; tell me (I pray) is this 
All the [fit] answer my demands shall have? (E4 .10-14) 

Phyl. Till three [round] journies of the Sun expire,^ 
H e give thee leisure to repent, (E4 .11-12) 

Eurith. The nimble Dwarfe. 
And lazie Evenuch then (which are the spies 
And messengers of their blind god) might rest 
[Upon their quilts], at home, for all their toyles ^ 
And simple businesse upon earth should cease. (F4 .6-10) 

where are those Fumes 
Of sweet Assyrian Nard, wllde Cypresse Boughes, 
And sifted Amber [of the Southern Sea], ^ 
Which ever as you mov'd, Theander burnt, (F4 .4-lup) 

Sciolt. Well Fredeline, this luckie Plot was ours; 
W'have done enough[; wee now may combe 
Our heads, stroke 'um, strew 'um ore with Nutmegs 
To gratifle our braines, then lay 'um up 
To sleepe]. Hast thou convers'd with the good Duke ^ 
Since hee did feele the med'cine in his blood? (Gl .18-13up) 

Theand. I thanke you sir; have you acquainted Phylomont 
With my desire [of peacefull conference]? (G3 .2-lup) 
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Lead on. 
Be cheerfull, and recall your health, your [owne 
Domestick] Priest, with ceremonious Rites 
Will quickly perflt your desire.— (G4^.13-lOup) 

lasp. She is at suck, and hardly six monthes old. 
Grid. At suck! nay, if shee lye at that poore Ward, 

[Tipling of milke,] shee is not for my turne, (Hl^,7-4up) 

You see your name here sir [carv'd out 
In Roman Characters]; the feat but done, (H4^.6-5up) 

Fred, That's her Chamber sir, but through a backe doore 
(Vnlesse her carefull woman hinder us 
[By a strong bolt]) I can convay you to her without noyse; 

(12^.16-18) 

Are there not many [of these Tiffany 
Young kerchiefe people] that will have their lovers in 
Their Ladies Chamber whilst shee sleepes? (13̂ 2̂0-21) 

Fred, Well, I must seeke for friendship among beasts. 
There is no [melting] courtesie, no honesty 
In men, (14 .4-6) 

Amad. I would my nayles were long enough, vlllaine, 
I'Id fley thee [into raggs]. [£; I'Id fley thee for it.] 

(I4^.6-5up) 

Fred. This fellow and his sister must be sent 
To Sea with speed, for feare some [watchfull] accident 
Discover all (K2'̂ . 19-21) 

Fred. Your Woman's false; her brother such a knave 
As were he sent to hell, the Fiends would crowd 

r 
Together [in a nooke,] t'avoid his company. (K2 .9-7up) 

The effect of these excisions and dozens of others like them is to 

render the text more even and regular, less concerned with specificity 

and detail. 

Simplification of Style 

More striking than the economization of the ¥_ text is the omission 

of many of the numerous devices found in £ that are characteristics of a 

Renaissance comic language tradition that is by now forty years old. 

Gone are several classical allusions, more than a dozen similes and 

metaphors, some purple prose, and a score of parallel syntactical 
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structures, which likely seemed somewhat out of vogue for both reading 

and theater audiences if an era four decades removed from the heyday of 

these conventions. 

The classical allusions excised by F̂  include references to Napery 

finer than Poppeas smock (Bl .5-6), the Persian loomes for weaving 

trappings like gawdy Aprlll in Cecillian Meades (F4 .17-13up), and that 

mystick nourserie of Maids the Phrygian Sybill taught (F4^.16-15up). 

The figures of speech omitted from F̂  include a passing metaphoric 

adjective ("his [Iron] wit" at F4 .13), a taunting metaphor ("you draw 

a sword? [You draw a knitting needle or a rush]" at K4 .16up), a 

diminutive simile ("an Heir [as big as my Thumb] at C4 .15-14up), a 

nature metaphor ("your kindnesse can excuse / An old sinner, [whose 

fraile, weake flesh. Nature / Intending to keepe long, a little hath / 

0're-season'd with her salt, I would be glad / Sometimes to be refresh'd] 

at Fl .13-lOup), and several others (fourteen in all). 

The removal of three fairly long passages of extravagant language 
X 

also serves to make the text less flowery. At E4 .14-9up, where £ 

reads 

Phylo. Hah! Imprison'd! I sooner would cage up 
The little Bird, that sung a Requiem or'e 
My mothers Hearse: the sad domestick Redbreast, or 
The courteous Wren, that strew'd with Cypresse leaves 
Th'unburied Pilgrim in the field: examine sir 
Your troubled memory. It cannot be. 

F̂  has simply 

Phylo. Hah! Imprison'd! examine sir 
Your troubled memory. It cannot be. 

A speech at G2^.19-16up, which in £ reads 

Fred. Ah my Phylosopher! if thy almighty Art could doe one 
In my behalfe, I'Id fill thy Standish with (courtesie 
My heart blood, e're thou shouldst want Inke to write. 
And leave thy wisedome to the world. 

is redacted in _F to the elliptical 

Fred. Ah my Phylosopher! if thy almighty Art could doe one 
In my behalfe. (courtesie 

And at I2^.12-9up, the £ reading 

Theand. My gladnesse doth orecome me Fredeline, 
Some kind celestiall power hath phisick'd me 
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With Immateriall baulme, the sickenesse of 

My bloud is gone 

is rendered in F̂  as 

Theand. My gladnesse doth orecome me Fredeline, 
The sickenesse of my bloud is gone 

There are twenty-one instances in which parallel syntactical 

elements are removed from the text of _F (indicated in italics below); 

A fall, or hammer (Bl .8) 

Ghosts, and shaddows (CI .14up) 

Lord of my functions and my life (C3 .18) 

V 

from Pepper and Tobacco (C3 .13up) 

Pray'r, or Cares (C4 .5up) 

Precise and civill (Dl'̂ . 13-14) 
X 

you bearded Tyrant men (D2 .8) 

rock or promont (El .9up) 

brldall Feasts, and Gloves (E2^.2) 

Imprison her! . . . 
You may as soone . . . 
. . . climbe heaven, reach downe ^ 
A Starr, and in a Lanthorne shut it, as imprison her! (E4 .7-4up) 
Thy Fetters shall be Silver, and thy Bonds of Silke. (E4 .17up) 

[F̂  also substitutes easie for Silver] 
it boyles my liver, and it burnes my heart (F4 .Hup) 

Bawds and Ravishers (Gl^.18-19) 

most Sulpherous and foul (G3 .18up) 

This Soldier has din'd with the devill lately. 
And fed on Sea-coale Cakes (H2 .5-6) 

With frownes, and strict behavior of thy brow (H3 .15) 

To be thy husband, and to rule (H4 .13) 

H e goe burn my bookes. and sindge my beard 
Off in the flame (Kl^.16-15up) 
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had she been but old 
Enough to weare a bondgrace on her brow. 
And nibble Gingerbread, sh'ad serv'd my turne. (K2^.lup-K3^.2) 

My Eurithea must become their Judge, 
And my Provincial Lawes shall sleep awhile (L .18-19. 

The treasure of his knowledge and his tongue (L .11) 

The result of this simplification of style is a text less rich in 

allusive detail, illustrative figures of speech, and imaginative 

connotation; ¥_ is characterized more by concision and efficiency. 

Fine Tuning of the Language 

There are in F̂  many small alterations (many attending to only the 

minutest detail) of the £ text that more finely tune the language of the 

play; these, too. have virtually no effect on the substance of plot or 

characterization, but rather serve to facilitate the flow of the reading 

or delivery of the text, to promote more precision in diction and syntax, 

and to make other minor adjustments in idiom or syntax. 

At El .6, the text of £ reads as follows; 

lasper. Times gowtie leggs may tire, if hee run on, 
Untill such true and faithfull Lovers finish their discourse. 
As wearisome and long. 

It is difficult to see how the phrase As wearisome and long fit the 

syntax of the sentence (unless one reads ̂  for ks) ; in the F̂  text, these 

words are omitted. At F4^.19-18up, £ reads thou shalt / With artfull 

needle draw in silken Imagry; this is revised in F̂  to thou with artful 

needle shalt draw in silken Imagry, which reads somewhat more smoothly. 

There is at 12^.2-lup an aside spoken by Fredeline, reading in £ thus; 

Fred. They have observ'd the language I prescrib'd. 
To the strictnesse of a sillable. 

There is no stage direction indicating that this is an aside, but the 

context demands that it must be (Fredeline is here congratulating himself 

on the precise execution of his lago-like deception of Theander, while in 

his presence).^ In F, the language is changed to make much clearer the 

2. The language in £ is sufficiently ambiguous that ML renders 
nonsense here, badly misconstruing the sense of the passage by admitting 
I's your but failing to delete £'s I prescrib'd. 
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fact that Fredeline's speech is an aside addressed to himself; 

Fred. They have observ'd your language 
To a sillable. 

In other passages, there are alterations in the punctuation of F 

that render smoother readings, most notably the removal of parentheses 

that in £ set off such words and phrases as perhaps and I think (e.g., 

B4 .11, C3 .10), and the occasional (but Inconsistent) provision of 

2-em dashes to indicate clearly the nature of speeches left uncompleted 
X 

for dramatic effect, as in II ,17, where Eurithea finally realizes (and 

is appalled at) the fact that her worldly-wise maid is preparing the bed 

for both Eurithea and her husband to occupy; 

Eurith. Shee talkes as if it were fit we two 

There are numerous similar changes that promote smoother reading of the 

dialogue. 

A dozen passages are made more precise in meaning by alterations 

found in F_. These instances include correction of parallelism (e.g., 

B4 .5) and elimination of the double-negative construction (e,g,, 

14 .lOup). Emendations to more precise diction (e.g., B4 .5, 

04̂ .̂21, I3^.14up, K1^.9up) and punctuation (D2^,lup, 11̂ .̂19-20) 

are also evident; for example, at D4 .21, where £ refers to Theander's 

regular nightcap as a rowse (of Corslck wine), the term is changed in F_ 

to draught, a more correct term for what was more likely a temperate 

glass than the excess implied by the derivation of the term rowse (cf. 

OED). There are also some very slight (three words or less) expansions 

of the text for sake of explicitness; for example, at B2 .12, £'s sir 

and you! (meaning "I, too, am glad to see you!") is expanded in F̂  to 

Sir, so am I to see you!, recalling the verb see, which in £ was 

understood but separated by 14 words; and in B4 .8, where £ reads to 

honour this Solemnitle, F_ appends . . . with her presence, making 

explicit the purpose for the entreaty of Eurithea. 

Of the eleven adjustments in idiom or syntax in ¥_, four (G4 .8up, 

11^.9, K2^.10-9up, and L'̂ .12-13) render very slightly poorer sense, 

five (01̂ .̂20, F3^.10up, H3^.6-7. K1^.15up, and L^.2-lup) seem 

not to affect the sense, and two (Bl^.3 and Dl .lOup) slightly 

improve the sense of the text. 
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The effect of these very minor adjustments is to improve the 

precision and flow of the language of the play; there is, again, little 

effect on characterization or plot. 

Changes Affecting Tone and Decorum 

Several alterations found in ¥_ have the effect of making the 

language, to use Markley's term, "more restrained," endowing it with a 

"firm sense of linguistic decorum" (178). There is no true 

Bowdlerization, no cutting for moral content, but rather a restraining 

sense of what things are "proper" and "presentable," especially in 

conversation between the sexes. Davenant was not without motive for 

making this sort of revision at this particular time in his 

entrepreneurial career. Hotson discusses a patent written in Davenant's 

hand that strongly denounces "prophaneness, scurrility, obsceneness, and 
3 

other abuses . . .," but his motives In drafting this are surely 

somewhat less than puritanical. At this time, he had still pending his 

monopoly patents, the general purpose of which was to Insulate him from 

competition; thus, the righteousness expressed therein may be simply a 

ploy to warn of the potential abuses of others. He was at this time also 

having a difficult time (as always) in getting plays approved by Henry 

Herbert, so he may have been posturing for the purpose of impressing the 

master of the revels with his fervor for maintaining the purity of the 

stage. On the other hand, he may have been expressing a real conviction, 

for Harbage mentions another patent of 1622 (years before this particular 

period of pandering) of the same tenor ("which [Davenant] himself 

probably worded") that stipulates that "no new plays shall be acted . . . 

containing any passages offensive to piety or good manners" and that 

revived plays "shall be corrected and purged" to ensure that the theaters 

would present "not only harmless delights, but useful and instructive 
4 

representations of human life." 

3. The Commonwealth and Restoration Stage (Cambridge; Harvard 
University Press, 1928), 199-201. 

4. SWD. 160; see also Nicoll. History of Restoration Drama 
(Cambridge; Cambridge University Press. 1923), 286. 
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With characteristic deletion of particulars, F_ expunges many 

references to explicit physical detail. Including some references (even 

obscure ones) to sexual encounters; a few allusions (some demeaning, all 

specifically detailed) to members of the lower classes are excised. More 

subtle is the removal of several emotional, fanciful, or figurative terms 

(mostly adjectives). 

Most of the altered references to physical explicitness have to do 

with body parts or the functions thereof. In Dl .20-18up, £ reads 

Phylo, Theander may embrace my Sisters hand 
Untill with warmth he melt it from the wrist; 
Why should I have lesse am'rous priviledge? 

but F̂  shortens this to 

Phylo, Theander's not denied my Sisters hand. 
Why should I have lesse am'rous priviledge? 

X 

Again at D2 ,1-6, where Phylomont has just Inquired of Arolia what 

defense she has against a forcible rape, she responds (in the £ text) 

Ariol. Poore Phylomont, if thou shouldst so forsake 
Thy loyaltie to Love, yet I were still secure. 
And can subdue thee with my vertuous scorne; 
For now. though but my Cambrick Helmet on. 
Thus thinly harness'd in my Lawne, my triviall Fanne 
My Shield, I stand the Champion of our Sex. 

In F̂, the last three lines of this passage are deleted, reducing the 

dramatic effect (therefore the irony) of the seductive allure of this 

staunch "Champion" of metaphysical love. 

The same sort of obtuse erotica (though on a more adolescent level) 

is found in Fl^.2-11, where Fredeline is trying to convince Amadine 

that his proposed noctural visit to her mistress is perfectly Innocent 

and in keeping with good Platonic practice; he succeeds only in 

projecting a scene of nervous adolescent courtship in Eurithea's chamber. 

Fred. Then cough and make a noise, till wee 
Grow wittie in our feares, and breake small leasts. 
Laugh out agen, and lift the apron up 
To stifle [laughter, till't be crush'd into 
A grave and silent smile]. 

Amad. But meaning sir no harme? 
Fred. And whisper close, [till in the darke, the lips 

Be oft mistaken for the eares,] and then 
Laugh out, and wake the Posset-eating Nurse. 
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Amad. Still meaning sir no harme? 

Fred. None I protest, mine's pure Platonick Love. 

In _F, the deletions (in italic and brackets) remove from the passage the 

very details with which the audience can identify, that lend some delight 

and childish detail to contrast with Fredeline's devious intent. 

Another excision of a reference to sexual dalliance occurs at 

G2 .12-4up, where Fredeline is explaining to Buonateste how Eurithea's 

marriage would aid his (Theander's) quest to bed her himself. 

Yet it is apt shee marry too; and why? 
That shee may taste man, for sir, in this cold 
And frozen life of her virginity. 
There is no meanes to prosper ray desires. 
But when shee comes to rellish Man, whose warme 
Contaction makes her thaw, then like a Spring 
Too long imprison'd in her Ice, shee'l spread 
Into a lib'rail streame, that ev'ry thirsty Lover may 
Carouse, untill his heat be quench'd. 

The first four lines of this passage are omitted in F̂, rendering somewhat 

less explicit the means by which "shee comes to relish Man." 
r v 

Another long passage (L .3up-L .4) of advice from Philomont to 

Theander to possesse your Ladies Bed your selfe to prevent someone else 

from doing so. is also removed from the play. 

Not all of the sexually suggestive passages deleted are lengthy. At 

CI .2 For the encounter of thy Love is changed to to meet thy love 

(lessening somewhat the cause to blush two lines later). A parenthetical 
V 

term of address (Virgin friend) is removed at D2 .5up, warmly enthron'd 

in thy mothers lap is deleted at HI .7up, mistress is substituted for 

commoditle (where it is clear that the speaker is pursuing merely meat) 
V V 

at HI .lup, and venerlall Love is reduced to Love at F2 .20. 
Detailed allusions to the body are eliminated at F3 ,13-15 (a 

throat-cutting description—so wide open that . . . ) , G2 ,5-7 (though / 

Shee pick it with her little fingers and / Her Bodkin), 14 .15-19 

(. . . riding halfe naked , . . ) . 14^.Hup (a reference to leading an 

ass by the nostrill, somewhat less genteel [though more realistic] than 

by the ears, as F_ reads), Kl^.6-8 (a passage that discusses braines as 

the edible organ, not in the abstract meaning of "sense"), and K2 .7-8 

(a reference to fingers Rrow[n] more knotty then a Maple roote). 
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In three passages deleted from f_, £ had made detailed reference to 
X 

coarse classes of people. At B2 .8-6up, F̂  omits Fredeline's expansion 

of Castraganio's mention of the Course Suttlers Wives; 

Fred. I know 'um perfectly. They weare no smocks 
But cut out of an old cast Tent, and bind 
Their haire in horses Girths in stead of Phylliting. 
X 

At E4 .7-8, in a discussion of town drunks, the detail that dwell / In 

Suburbe Allies, and in smoaky Lanes is deleted, as is a reference in 

F4 .12-lOup to The course and heavie finger'd people, that / Reside 1' 

the neighbour vale. 

The tone of the language of the play is altered by the omission in jF 

of several words (mostly adjectives) that provide in £ some tenderness, 

personification, and imagination characteristic of comedies of the 

period. At CI .4up, for example, a sad Phylosopher becomes simply 
X 

Phylosopher, at Dl .2 my poore heart becomes my heart, and at 

Kl .3up, with silly hope, become with hope. Come to the Chappell, Love 

(H3 .14up) becomes come to the Chappell, straight, creating a tone that 

is more imperative than tender. There are several instances of natural 
X 

personification that were excised: D3 .1 (my sober bashfull flowre 

becomes my bashfull flowre), F4 .8up (brisk pert linnet becomes nimble 

linnet), F4 .8 (the jolly Primrose becomes the Primrose), and 

H2 .15up (their little Pensive heads [in reference to birds] becomes 

their little heads). 

These alterations that render the F_ text more decorous also make it 

less fanciful and intimate but cleaner and more precise. The omission of 

some details of bodies and low thinking and warmth and physical love 

renders somewhat less vivid the background against which is contrasted 

the comedy of highmlnded, metaphysical Platonic love, by the same token, 

the streamlining effect if the excisions in some cases promotes simpler, 

more graphic characterization. The removal of some of the passages that 

served to make Fredeline a more sympathetic character, for example, are 

gone, rendering him a more coldly calculating villain. 

The text of F_, then, remains, despite the scores of alterations that 

distinguish it from the text of £ and £, unchanged in plot and most 
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characterization. The only effect of the alterations found in F is on 

the language of the play; whereas £ abounded in figurative speech, 

personification, allusions, stylized structures, comically undecorous 

speeches—in short, many of the things that made the comedy of the first 

half of the century what it was—in F̂  these are much less abundant. F is 

instead more regular in grammar, syntax, and diction, retaining little of 

£'s looseness of agreement and imprecision of word choice. There is no 

sense of an intact comic style on display in F̂; irony and wordplay are 

less important, and those bright little intimate glimpses of humanity 

(such as in £'s reading of Fredeline's speculations as to what might go 

on in Eurithea's chamber [Fl .5-9]) are sacrificed for a more reserved, 

restrained style. There are still in F̂  the rudiments of plot and 

character, the necessary elements, even the preponderance of the 

trappings of each scene but the characters' expressions of those elements 

have been significantly tampered with. The _F text of The Platonick 

Lovers seems less concerned with brightly detailed specifics of comedy 

and more concerned with the precision of the language on the page. It is 

almost as though Davenant had decided to rid his play of the clutter of 

the style and ornamentation and sentiment of an era four decades past, 

and instead to use his simpler language and characters to show off his 

current strength, his real talent for managing stage mechanics and 

presentation. 



THE AUTHORITY OF THE REVISIONS 

The Revisions in the Octavo 

The significant variants found in £ are so few in number (sixteen 

total, of which only four are substantive) and of so little effect as to 

make ascription of their origin uncertain. On the whole, it is difficult 

to imagine that Davenant had much of a hand in them; he was never known 

to have made so few changes, and those of so little Import. It seems 

obvious that the several careless slips, conjectures, and misconstruals 

in £ (see "Notes on Rejected Substantives," at 1.8, 1.77, 1.109. 1.235, 

11.1.19, II.v.15, III.iv.35, IV.1.110, IV.11.90, IV.v.6, V.iii.l, 

V.111.25, and V.vi.22/23) were made by the compositor or editor. 

There remains, however, the consideration of how to account for the three 

single-word additions, all of which improve the text ever so slightly and 

cannot be written off as compositorial carelessness. We have evidence 

(in the corrected formes of Quarto) that Davenant was involved in the 

production of the 1636 edition of the play, and it is possible that he 

also had a hand in this one, but had sufficient time neither to make any 

revisions of substance (in either of the two plays in the volume) nor to 

involve himself much with the production aspects of the book, likely 

being too preoccupied by his endless conflicts with Henry Herbert and by 

his fierce competetion with Killigrew. This being the case, £ should be 

considered an unrevlsed reprint of £, but with possible very minor 

authorial tampering. 

The Revisions in the Folio 

There is good evidence attesting to the fact that the scores of 

alterations in F (ranging from altered nuances of diction to modified 

1. The alterations in the 1665 Octavo text of The Wits seem very 
similar to those found in The Platonick Lovers. Examination of the ASJ 
text of the quarto of The Wits and a spot-collation indicate that the 
alterations in the Octavo consist of a few corrections (e.g., our to 
your. Bribe to Bride), a few errors (e.g., go ship for gossip. Motion for 
Morion, anger for danger), and an inconsequential (and likely 
inadvertant) word change (winde for windes). 
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allusions to entirely excised speeches) are authorial. The following 

paragraphs examine the external and internal evidences. 

External Evidence 

Although the 1673 folio Works was published five years after the 

author's death in 1668, we have the testimony of Herringman, who had long 

been Davenant's publisher, that the author had "often express'd . . . his 

great Desire to see them in One Volume," meaning presumably that the 

author had anticipated witnessing the event and thus may well have been 

preparing copy for the publication of his Folio, 

The claim of Maidment and Logan (the editors of the 1873 Works) 

concerning the extensive revisions evident in F̂  is that "Davenant himself 

, . , could have had no hand in the ill-judged emendations and inane 

interpolations" in that edition, and that instead "his widow and his 

publisher . . . employed some bungling hack" to alter the plays; this 
2 

stance can be clearly shown to have no basis in either fact or reason. 

It is equally clear that the alterations in F̂  are too coherent and 

extensive to be the result of compositorial carelessness; and it seems 

preposterous to suppose that either Davenant's widow or Herringman had 

either the motive or the ability to effect alterations of the quality or 

the quantity of those found in the F̂  text. No one has demonstrated a 

proclivity on the part of Herringman for performing such extensive 

revisions as are present in The Platonick Lovers or in any other of his 

editions of Davenant's works (of which he published at least 10 between 

1656 and 1673) or in those of other major figures he published, which 

included Boyle, Carew, Cowley, Crashaw, Donne, Dryden, Etherege, Jonson, 

Middleton, Shadwell, Suckling, and Waller. 

The presence of the letter printed in the Folio from Davenant's 

widow, Mary, "to His Royal Highness" indicates at least her permission, 

if not her cooperation, in the issuance of his Works, and we know that 

2. The decidedly dim view taken by these editors of the F̂  
alterations must be taken with a grain of salt; both the evidence they 
offer to support this stand and the quality of their own work serve to 
render their viewpoint moot and inconsiderable. (See Appendix B for a 
fuller discussion of their edition and their arguments.) 
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Davenant thought highly enough of his wife's judgment to leave her in 
3 

charge of the execution of his estate. The publication of the Folio 

had, then, the blessing of Davenant's executrix, who presumably would be 

in as good a position as anyone to ensure that his literary estate was 

handled according to his wishes. 

Herringman's claim to have published "out of the Authors Original 

Copies" certainly cannot mean from manuscript (at least in the case of 

the play at hand, which was undoubtedly set from £), but it does carry a 

strong implication of authorial imprimatur, probably (in light of the 

internal genealogical evidence) involving composition from a copy of £ 

marked by Davenant. I have found no record that The Platonick Lovers 
4 

ever played on stage after 1660; it would seem somewhat curious, 

therefore, that the play was published in the octavo Two Excellent Plays 

in 1665 along with The Wits, which was enjoying reasonable stage success. 

It is most probable that Davenant revised these two plays (as he 

certainly did others) with the prospect of their stage revival in mind, 

and The Platonick Lovers simply never did make it to the stage. After 

the Lord Chamberlain's assignment of certain plays to Davenant for the 

Duke's Company, that company and Killigrew's soon shared a monopoly of 

sorts on the London stage. This dominance was made possible at least in 

part by Davenant's having at his disposal more than just the plays 

assigned his company: he also had "several of his own available and 

3. He did so, however, not with the noblest of designs, having 
conspired with his wife to circumvent payment to most of his numerous 
creditors out of his estate; for evidence of his fraudulent purposes, see 
A Selection from the Wills of Eminent Persons, ed, J. G, Nichols and J, 
Bruce. Publications of the Camden Society, no. 83 (Westminster; Camden 
Society, 1863), 160; L. Hotson, The Commonwealth and Restoration Stage 
(Cambridge; Harvard University Press. 1928), 374; and Harbage, SWD, 167. 

4. There is no record of it in Van Lennep's The London Stage, Pepys 
does not mention it in his Diary, and Nicoll's A History of Restoration 
Drama does not indicate that it was revived, 

5. Eleven in number, mostly Shakespearean, according to Avery and 
Scouten in their critical introduction to The London Stage, 1660-1800, 
Part 1; 1660-1700 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1965), 
cxliii. See also Harbage, SWD, 156-157. 
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shortly was to revise and revive some older dramas." The Platonick 

Lovers was, in all likelihood, then revised for the stage as one of 

several additions to a growing company's repertoire; and who more likely 

to do the revisions than the author and manager of the Company? 

We know, for example, that The Wits enjoyed extended revivals, both 

in the early 1660s and again (revised) after 1665; Pepys mentions 

repeatedly having seen it three times, taking others to enjoy it, 

enjoying the "corrected and enlarged" version (18 April 1667), and liking 

it "better than . . , the other day" two days later, after at least his 

fifth (and not last) viewing. It is clear, then, that The Wits was 

revised well before Davenant's death, and revised in a very extensive 

fashion that is congruent with the changes evident in The Platonick 

Lovers, as the following internal evidence attests. 

Internal Evidence 

There is very good evidence in the play itself that Davenant's hand 

was Indeed involved in the alterations found in the F_ text. The 

quantity, quality, and coherence of the revisions (as seen in the 

previous chapter) make it clear that they are probably the work of the 

author. The numerous alterations that promote efficiency and economy of 

phrasing and diction indicate the hand of an experienced master of the 

language. The simplification of expression, elimination of figurative 

language, and other departures from the thirty-year-old conventional 

comic wit style of £ show Davenant's concern with timeliness of style and 

tone of the material being acted by his company of players. The changes 

made for sake of decorum and for mildness of tone reflect his awareness 

(by virtue of his long experience at court) of the much changed taste of 

the stage audience, more courtly and decorous than bawdy and earthy. 

Numerous adjustments of diction, idiom, and punctuation serve to make the 

6. Avery and Scouten, in The London Stage, xxiii, cxliii. 

7. This same conclusion has been reached by Harbage (SWD, 229, 
256-259) and by Nethercot (SWDVA. 374-377), who also asserts that by this 
time in his career, Davenant's "critical sense was being impaired with 
time" (35). 
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text of _F more precise in meaning and in syntax, marking an abandonment 

of the looseness of style and imprecision of grammar that characterized 

the earlier comic style. The caliber of these changes suggests that they 

are surely by the author's hand. 

A strong argument concerning very similar changes in The Wits (whose 

publication history is virtually identical to that of The Platonick 
Q 

Lovers) based on internal evidence is made by Robert Markley, who 

determines that "Davenant overhauled his original line by line, making 

hundreds of major and minor changes, ranging from the deletion or 

recasting of entire speeches to the cutting or adding of single words and 

phrases." Although The Platonick Lovers was not so extensively revised 
9 

as was The Wits (certainly not "line by line"), the nature of the 

revisions is largely the same; as Markley notes, "the outline of plot and 

character remain essentially unchanged, , . , Where Davenant does his 

most exhaustive and ambitious revising is in the language of the play 

itself. Numerous expressions are softened or cut, lines conflated, , , . 

and the verbal byplay between the sexes is, on the whole, made more 

decorous," Markley goes on to point out the "metrical alterations, 

. . . an occasional undecorous oath deleted, . . . an archaic form 

eliminated," and other small adjustments of language of exactly the same 

kind found in The Platonick Lovers. One of the many examples that could 

be given is in Act I of The Wits, where in £ a passage reads 

Loves loose Wit, is frighted into signes. 
And secret laughter stifled into smiles: ,, 
When nothing's loud but the old Nurses Cough! 

8. "The Language of Comedy from Fletcher to Congreve, 1516-1700," 
(Ph.D. dissertation. University of Pennsylvania, 1980), 166-181. 

9. It may fairly be said that whereas the former was heavily 
edited, the latter is thoroughly rewritten. 

10. Ibid., 167, 

11. Johnston's edition, 1.1.340-342; subsequent citations of the 
Quarto Wits are to this edition. 
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F omits this entirely, just as in Ill.ii of The Platonick Lovers, a 

passage that speaks of lovers lifting the apron up 

To stifle laughter, till't be crushed into 
A grave and silent smile. 

is reduced in ?_ to To stifle it. Another is again in Act I of The Wits, 

where £'s These gay tempting Weeds, / These Easterne Stones of cunning 

foile is altered in ¥_ to These gaudy Clothes and radiant Stones, with an 

excision of elaboratlve detail to be found in many passages in The 

Platonick Lovers. In The Wits (11,1,513-523), F̂  deletes an 11-line 

passage describing the clothing of the lowest class of people, and the 

same is true in The Platonick Lovers (1.92-93). There is also evidenced 

in The Wits a condensation of text congruent with the abundant excisions 

in The Platonick Lovers; in the passages that Markley cites, there is an 

average reduction of twenty-five percent in the number of lines in F̂  

(though the net length of the revised Wits is somewhat greater when the 

added and augmented scenes are taken into account). In both plays, the 

same sort of wholesale pruning of the conventional comic wit is evident 

in F̂, although strictly limited to small adjustments. Even though such 

excisions are numerous and sometimes involve several lines, their effect 

is always only on diction or decorum, and influences characterization or 
12 

plot very little. 

It is most probable then that the the extensive alterations that 

appear in the F̂  text of The Platonick Lovers are Davenant's, for they are 

congruent with the revisions that he is known to have made in others of 

his plays of the same period and type. The task of making such a major 

and cohesive revision as is evident in these plays surely is beyond the 

ability, desire, and province of a publisher (especially one of 

Herringman's stature), and totally out of the question for "a bungling 

hack." 

12. Markley, "Language of Comedy," 168-171, 



RATIONALE FOR THE COPY-TEXT 

There are records of the text of The Platonick Lovers progressing 

through three significant states. The £ text (1636 Quarto), probably set 

from manuscript (which has not survived). is the only substantive 

edition, £ served as copy-text for the version printed in £ (1665 

Octavo), which is a reprint bearing very little evidence of authorial 

revision. Scores of substantive revisions, though, occur in the text 

contained in F_ (1673 Folio), which was based on the text of £, F̂  is 

therefore a twice-removed, revised reprint of £, according to Greg's 

criteria. The alterations in F̂  range from minutely subtle adjustments 

in diction and punctuation to the excision of entire speeches, and were 

in all probability made by Davenant in anticipation of a stage revival. 

Collation of the texts of all of the editions and examination of the 

publication history of The Platonick Lovers indicate that the 1636 Quarto 

is the correct copy-text. In light of the relationships among the 

seventeenth-century editions, it is clear that the line of transmission 

of the text is unambiguous and that £ is the text closest to the author's 

original manuscript. 

This critical edition (hereafter cited as CE) is based on a sight 

collation of photocopies of six copies of the 1636 Quarto (OCU, ICU, lU, 

PU, CSmH, and MH) and one copy each of the other two seventeenth-century 

editions, the 1665 Octavo (lU) and the 1673 Folio (TxLT). In addition, 

five other copies of the Quarto (CLU-C, NjP, 0. CtY, and ICN), two of the 

Octavo (CSmH and OCU), and five of the Folio (CSmH, NhD[3], and DLC) have 

been consulted. In light of the distribution of the corrected formes in 

the copies of the Quarto examined, £9 (the Bodeian copy) would appear to 

be the most appropriate copy-text, inasmuch as it is the only copy 

examined in which are found none of the altered accidentals introduced as 

the formes were corrected. The recension of the present text is based on 

Greg's principles in his "Rationale of Copy-Text" and tempered by Bowers' 

practical methodology as discussed in the prefatory remarks to his 

1. W. W. Greg, "The Rationale of Copy-Text," Studies in 
Bibliography, 3(1950);24. 
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2 
edition of Thomas Dekker: The Dramatic Works. All of the substantive 

corrections found in the corrected formes of £ are adopted, as are the 

corrections of £ made in both £ and F̂, In instances of substantive 

variation, the numerous alterations in F̂  are considered to have the 

weight of authorial revision and are admitted into the present text 

(barring, of course, obvious errors or implausible readings that can be 

reasonably ascribed to a non-authorial source). Three substantive 

variants found in £ are also admitted, though it is far from clear that 

they are by the hand of Davenant; in this matter, I am subscribing to 

Greg's principle that it is preferable to risk admitting an 

unauthoritative emendation than to risk rejecting a truly authorial 
3 

one. All emendations are noted, with explanations where necessary; 

all rejected substantive variants are discussed below in "Notes on 

Rejected Substantives." 

The copy-text governs in all accidentals and in formal matters, 

with some few exceptions for sake of expediency and clarity. The 

spelling is that of the copy-text, with internal inconsistencies 

retained; only spellings either that clearly constitute errors or that 

present lexical misconstructions are emended (and are of course noted). 

Character names in speech headings and stage directions are regularized 

according to the most frequent spelling and abbreviation in the 

copy-text. The punctuation is altered only in cases that would otherwise 

present significant barriers to understanding by a modern reader familiar 

with early seventeenth-century usage; for example, the numerous commas in 

£ that are clearly intended as terminal punctuation (whether used 
4 

medially or at the and of a verse line) are emended to full stops (and 

consequent capitals supplied when necessary), but the practice typical of 

the age of using question marks to end exclamatory sentences is allowed 

to stand, as is the practice of closing up contractions to preceding or 

2. (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press. 1970), l;ix-xviii. 

3. "Rationale of Copy-Text," 31-32. 

4. Commas have been allowed to stand, however, when they can be 
reasonably construed as constituting elisions of elements that conjoin 
two sentences. 
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following words (as with's [meaning with his] or t'avoid [meaning to 

avoid]), In cases in which a speech is clearly meant to be left 

uncompleted for dramatic effect, a 2-em dash is supplied. All instances 

of the above emendations are noted in Appendix A, "Emendations of 

Accidentals." 

The following emendations of the copy-text in matters of formal 

presentation are all made silently and consistently. The old long ̂  is 

modernized throughout as is the use of vv for w, but the frequent use of 

v_ for û  and î  for j_ is retained. Decorative capitalization is reduced to 

lower case. Inconsequential errors in letterspacing and font of pointing 

are corrected; where, for example,, roman type has been used to punctuate 

the Prologue (which is set in italics) or where an occasional italic mark 

of punctuation appears in the roman text, I have emended to the typeface 

consistent with that of the copy-text. The spacing and leading of lines 

of text, act and scene notation, stage directions, and speech headings 

are regularized according to the most frequent usage in the copy-text. 

Other minor erroneous variations of font (such as in the case of initial 

capitals) are corrected, but inconsistencies in the use of italics for 

proper nouns have been allowed to stand. £'s standard practice of 

printing runover words at the right margin (most often preceded by a 

parenthesis) has been retained, simply for lack of sufficient line 

length in the present text to do otherwise. 

Many of Davenant's alterations in _F materially change the meter of 

the verse of the play; however, inasmuch as the printer of F̂  reduced the 

play to prose, we have no record of how the author rellned his verse 

5. This with three exceptions, at II,iv,47, III.v.114, and 
IV.1.227, where elimination of midline speech headings rendered such 
retention very awkward. 

6. As noted earlier, the text of the Folio Works is set 
predominantly in 14-point type in one column up to sig. 23CI ^ where 
The Platonick Lovers begins, and from that point forward in 10-point type 
in two columns; also at this point all material is reduced to prose, 
regardless of how it was published earlier. Approximately the last 20% 
of the volume is in this format; it is unclear why this was done, but it 
seems altogether likely that it was a printer's decision, probably made 
on economic grounds. 
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to accommodate these alterations. In passages in which such changes 

render lines that would fall easily into the metrical scheme (for 

example, where the last three feet of a line and the first three feet of 

the next line are deleted, naturally suggesting the combination of the 

remaining half-lines), they have been allowed to do so. However, in 

those cases in which are created either very short or fairly long lines, 

no attempt has been made to revise Davenant's verse to force the meter to 

fit precisely or to attain strict regularity of line length. The author 

likely would not have been overly distraught by this practice, for the 

lines in the Quarto text itself, though fairly consistently iambic, range 

from two to eight feet in length. 

For the sake of ease in reading, the following conventions have been 

followed. All speech headings begin new lines; the midline speech 

headings found in £ probably result from the printer's effort to 

economize on space. Scene divisions have been recognized in Acts 2-5 

wherever the stage is vacated, and the scenes have been numbered. Line 

numbers have been provided for every tenth line of the text, a new 

sequence beginning with each scene. In order that a reader may locate 

passages easily both in the present edition and in the copy-text, I have 

included in the running head of this text act and scene numbers as well 

as the £ signature notation in the following form; the page of this 

edition that is headed "II.i / C4 (b)" contains the portion of Act two. 

Scene one that appears in £ in signature C, the fourth leaf, the recto 

side, on the lower one-half of that page. This notation is not intended 

to indicate any attempt at a facsimile of the £ text but is included 

simply to facilitate close comparison of the two texts. 

The textual apparatus includes the following. The footnotes to the 

text itself include the textual glosses, notes on emendations, and notes 

on all such variants and textual considerations as would be likely to aid 

the reader in understanding correctly the transmission of the text and in 

appreciating fully (in dramatic context) the variants of any substance 

7. The footnotes to the text make clear the Instances in which this 
combining has occurred. 
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Q 

that have appeared in the three significant editions. Glossed words 

appear in the footnotes on Italics, followed by the gloss or other 

commentary. Following the text are the historical collation, notes on 

rejected substantives, and explanatory notes. In all notes on variants, 

the reading to the left of the bracket is that of the critical edition 

(CE); sigla following the bracket indicate texts that contain that 

reading (allowance being made, of course, for accidentals, which either 

follow the copy-text [£9] or are emended and noted in the list of emended 

accidentals). A semicolon precedes the variant readings, which are 

followed by sigla indicating their sources. All references to act, 

scene, and line are to the £Ê  text; all references to signature, leaf, 

and line are to the £ text unless indicated otherwise. Substantive 
9 

variants distinguishing different copies of the Quarto are noted, with 

the copy numbers as indicated in "History of the Text." The list of 

emendations of accidentals, a discussion of the text of the 1873 Works. a 

census of copies of the play, and reproductions of the watermarks of the 

Folio are Included as appendices. 

The following abbreviations are used in the footnotes to the text; 

DGRBM—Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology, ed. William 

Smith (Boston: Little, Brown, 1849.) 

DJS—Daniel J. Steible, "A Critical Edition of Sir William Davenant's 

The Temple of Love and The Platonick Lovers" (Ph.D. 

Dissertation, University of Cincinnati, 1939.) 

DNB—Dictionary of National Biography, ed. Leslie Stephen and Sidney 

Lee (London; Oxford University Press. 1917.) 

8. The potential usefulness of such thorough notes to the serious 
reader seems to more than outweigh any encumberances Incurred by the 
redundancy and explicitness of detail contained therein. 

9. As noted earlier, the siglum £ without a copy number specified 
indicates the theoretical ideal state of the Quarto, characterized by 
both the substantive press corrections found in signatures C, F, and K, 
and also the accidentals of the copy-text (£9, the Bodleian copy, which 
contains none of the corrected formes). 
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HDCLA—Harper's Dictionary of Classical Literature and Antiquities, ed. 

Harry T. Peck (New York; Harper and Bros., 1898.) 

LPP—H. B. VTheatley, London Past and Present (London: John Murray, 

1891.) 

ML—Sir William Davenant, Dramatic Works, ed. James Maidment and W. H. 

Logan (Edinburgh: Wm. Paterson, 1872-1874.) 

OCD—Oxford Classical Dictionary, 2d edition, ed. N, G, L. Hammond and 

H. H. Scullard (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970.) 

OCEL—Oxford Companion to English Literature, ed. Sir Paul Harvey. 

(Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1967.) 

OED—Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 

1971.) 

SWD—Alfred Harbage, Sir William Davenant (Philadelphia; University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 1935,) 

SWD'A—Arthur H. Nethercot, Sir William D'Avenant (1938; rev. ed.. New 

York; Russell and Russell, 1967.) 
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THE 

PLATONICK 

LOVERS. 

A Tragaecomedy. 

Presented at the private House in the 

Black-Fryers. 

By his Majesties Servants. 

The Authour William D'avenant. 

Servant to her Majestie. 
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TO THE MOST NOBLE. 
r 

M . Henry lermyn. 

SIR. 

I have boldly fix'd your name 

[illustrated] heere, to shew the world, 

where I have setled my esti

mation and service; and ex

pect, it should adde much to 

my judgement, that I have 

made so excellent a choice. When you have 10 

leisure, and can a little neglect your time, bee 

pleas'd to become my first Reader. If it shall 

gaine your liking, the severe Rulers of the Stage 

will be much mended in opinion; and then, 

it may be justlie acknowledg'd, you have reco

ver 'd all the declining Fame, belonging to 

Your unfortunate 

Servant, 

William D'avenant. 

4. boldly] CE; boldy Q, 0 [This Dedication is not included in F̂. ] 

11. neglect your time— disregard your duties long enough. 
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This Play of The Platonick 

Lovers, may be Printed this 19. 

lanuary, 1635. 

Henry Herbert. 
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Prologve. 

'Tis worth my smiles, to thinke what inforc'd wales 

And shifts, each Poet hath to helpe his Plales, 

Ours now believes, the Title needs must cause 

From the indulgent Court, a kind applause. 

Since there hee learnt it first, and had command 

T' interpret what hee scarce doth understand. 

And then (forsooth) hee sales, because 'tis new 

'Twill take; and be admit'd too, by a few; 

But all these easie hopes, I'de like t' have marr'd. 

With witnessing his Title was so hard, 10 

'Bove halfe our Citty audience would be lost. 

That knew not how to spell it on the Post. 

Nay, hee was told, some Criticks lately spent 

Their Learning to find out, it nothing meant; 

5. learnt] 0, F; learn't Q 

12. That knew not how to spell it on the Post— The bill of the play 
for the night was placed on several posts in the vicinity of the theatre; 
Davenant means that the play's title will have little significance for 
the general public. 
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They will expect but little (hee replies) 

From that which nought or little signifies. 

Well, I (your Servant) who have labour'd heere 

In Buskins, and in Socks, this thirty yeare. 

I'th truth of my experience, could not chuse 

But say, these shifts would not secure his Muse; 20 

Then straight presented to his willing feare. 

How you are growne of late, harsh, and severe. 

(Excuse mee that I'm bold to speake my mind 

I'th darke, of what so publickly I find.) 

But this hath made him mourne; I've left him now 

Wlth's limber Hat, o'reshadowing his Brow, 

His Cloke cast thus—to hinder from his eare. 

The scornes and censures hee may shortly heare; 

Such as shall teach, dispaire, lead him the way, 

Vnto a Grove of Cypresse, not of Bay. 30 

17. _I.— probably the actor John Lowin (cf. "Explanatory Notes.") 

18. Buskins— high boots worn by tragic actors in ancient Athens, hence 
a symbol for Tragedy. 

Socks— low-heeled, light shoes worn by comic actors, hence a symbol 
for Comedy. 

21. willing— compliant, easily aroused (OED). 

26. limber Hat— a wide hat worn by the Cavaliers, whose brim could be 
pulled down over the face to conceal the features (DJS). 

30. Cypress, Bay— cypress was the symbol of defeat and sorrow, bay of 
victory and joy (bay laurel particularly of poetic achievement). 
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Theander. 

Phylomont. 

Sclolto. 

Fredeline. 

Castraganio, 

Gridonell. 

Buonateste, 

Arnoldo. 
laspero, 

Eurithea. 

Ariola. 

Amadine. 

Attendant, &c. 

A young Duke, lately a Generall. 

A young Duke that borders by him. 

An old Lord, friend to Theander. 

Creature to Theander. 

Creature to Fredeline. 

A young Soldier, Sonne to Sciolio. 

A generous Artist. 

Attendants on Theander. 

ris 
M to Theander, sister to Phylomont. 
ris 

M to Phylomont, sister to Theander. 

Woman to Eurithea, sister to Castraganio. 

The Scene Sicilie. 

10 
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THE 

PLATONICK 

LOVERS. 

Act. 1. Seen. 1. 

Enter Sclolto, Arnoldo, laspero. Attendants. 

Sciolt. 

W hat hoe? Arnoldo, laspero? Dispatch, 

[illustrated] Dispatch? You move like great fat Burghers that 

Had newly din'd. Criples would stirr more nimbly 

To a whipping? Are all things prepard? 

Arnol. My Lord theres time enough. The Duke will 

Be here till night. (not 

Sciolt, From whence pray that Intelligence? 

From the Gazet, brought hither by a Mule from Paris sir? 

Arnol. Your Lordship receives yours 

(I thinke) in a little Letter ty'd to a Tartarian arrow. 10 

lasp. Or 'bout the necke of a Barbary Pigeon, 

We know hee'le not be heere till night. 

7, Intelligence?] CE; Intelligence Q, 0, F 

8. Gazet— a news sheet. 
sir?] Q; Sir 0; Sir. F [£'s omission of the punctuation here led 

to the conjecture of the F_ compositor, and possibly to Ifl̂'s ascription of 
this line to laspero.] 
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Sciolt. You know? Your knowledge (sir) will scarce prefer 

A Clearke, to dine upon the eare of a 

Tyth Pigg: death! my good serving-gentleman. 

Did not I leave him a League off, and with 

Him too, Duke Phylomont, their traine enough 

To famish our whole Sicilie, were not 

Nature bounteous to us in our good Corne? 

Arnol. Hath sprightly Phylomont Incounter'd with 20 

Our Duke Theander by the way too? 

Sciolt. 'Light! Your businesse is to aske questions sir? 

A Court examiner? are all provisions made 

13. prefer— advance, recommend. 

15. Tyth Pigg— In rural districts, the tithe was often paid in stock, 
grain, or other farm product, 

death!— likely a mild oath, an elision of "God's death!", though 
usually spelled beginning with an apostrophe; cf. the note to line 22, 
below. 

19. Corne— wheat. 

22. 'Light] F; Light Q, 0 
. 'Light— likely a mild oath, an elision of "God's light"; cf. OED, 

(sb , 1[1]; and s.v. "slight" [int.]), Henry Herbert on 9 January 1634 
voiced his objection to Davenant's use of slight in The Wits (The Dramatic 
Records of Henry Herbert, ed, J, Q. Adams [New Haven; Yale University 
Press, 1917], 22). For further discussion of this incident, see SWD, 53. 
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Of furniture and meat? 

lasp. All, all my Lord. 

Sciolt. The inner roomes new hung, and th'garden Gallerle 

Adorn'd with Titians pictures, and those stories 

Of Tintaret, last brought from Rome? 

Arnol. Yes Sir, the Cuppords crack with studded Plate, 

And Christall violls thick enough, t'endure 

A hammer Sir. 

lasp. Our Kitchins smoke so, 30 

That the steame blowne o're a towne besleg'd. 

Would cure the Famine in't? 

Arnol. The Sellers too so fill'd, that they would make 

A Danish army drunke. 

Sciolt. Arnoldo? Rogue? with good pure Muskaden 

Of Greet, I'm old, and must be nourish'd with 

My morning Sop, like Matrons that want teeth. 

Arnol. Your Lordship shall not faile to have it spic'd. 

lasp. And when tis noone, your Mallamucko Mellon of 

An Amber scent, serv'd in a Grotto Sir, 40 

To coole your Lordships wishes, not your blood; 

26. stories] F; frames Q, 0 
stories— histories, i.e., paintings of historical subjects (OED). 

28. Sir, the] F; Sir, and Tables spread with Napery finer than / Poppeas 
smock, the Q, 0 

30. A hammer] F; A fall, or hammer Q, 0 

31. the steame] F; the fat steame Q, 0 

34. Sellers— cellars (i.e., wine cellars). 

A Danish army drunke— The Danes were reputed great drinkers. 

35. Muskaden— muscadine, a wine (OED). 

37. Sop— a piece of bread or the like dipped in water or wine (OED). 

40. Grotto— a small cavern where foods were stored to keep them cool. 

41, your Lordships] 0, F; you Lordships Q 
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For that wee guesse, hath not this many yeares 

Been Feverish towards women, 

Sciolt. A merry knave. 

Goe good boyes both; call all the Waiters, and 

The Groomes, t'attend upon their severall charge. 

The Dukes will instantly arrive; our brave 

Theander sent mee for dispatch before. 

To take command of the whole house. Looke to't; 

I shall be bounteous, but severe. 

Arnol. My Lord we love your government, and will make haste. 50 

Exeunt laspero, Arnoldo. 

Enter Fredeline, Castraganio. 

Fred. Walke our horses nere the Parke gate untill 

A gen'rail care be giv'n for all the Troope. 

Within. I shall Sir. 

Fred. My Lord Sclolto, your good Horseman-ship 

Hath put us to some trouble to o'retake you; 

Let mee prefer this Gentleman unto 

Your knowledge. Hee will deserve them both. 

Sciolt. I thanke you for him Signior Fredeline. 

No friendship of your choice can deserve lesse. How is he cal'd? 

Fred. Castraganio, 'Tis hee, whom with your kind consent 60 

56. prefer— offer; recommend. 
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I would prefer to our Dukes chamber; and the Brother to 

The witty Amadine, whom late I plac'd 

Chiefe woman to Eurithea, our grand Masters Mistris. 

Sciolt. Signior give me your hand. 

I love not Courtship, but I will promise 

To befriend you, and performe it too. 

Castra. Your Lordship hath just power o're my beliefe. 

Fred. He's lately posted from Vienna Sir, 

And can present you with a Letter Castraganio gives Sclolto a letter. 

Sciolt. I hope, from the noble Colonell my Sons 70 

Governor. 

Castra. His name Sir is subscrlb'd to it. 

And straight you will behold your Son. 

The scituation of this house, hath but a while 

Imploy'd his eyes without. 

Sciolt. Fredeline, the boy comes 

As I were Master o're my wish. 'Tis now 

Full thlrteene yeares (since first of tender growth) 

I sent him to the Campe. This Letter Sir, 

My better leisure shall survay. But pray. 

67. hath . . . bellefe— i.e., I have no reason to doubt you. 

77. (since first] Q; since (first 0, F 
since first , , .— i.e., from the time when he was only , . , , 
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How is hee bred? My peevish humor gave 80 

A strange direction to his Governor, 

That he should never leame to Write, nor Reade, 

Nor never see a Woman, 

Castra, My Lord, you are obay'd in both; Hee Is 

A good Souldier, and by his Learning will 

Sooner confute the Foe, than a Phylosopher, 

As for Women, th'are things he nere heard nam'd; 

Nor can the Campe present him any, but 

Course Suttlers Wives, creatures of so much durt. 

That shovell'd well together, they will serve 90 

To make a Trench ere they are dead, more fit 

To heave the stomack, than to stir the blood. 

Sciolt. Such I dare allow him. 

Fred. Yet, with the freedome of your Lordships leave. 

These are but homely Principles to give 

For education of a Son and Heire! 

Not Write, nor Reade, nor see a Woman! 

89. Course Sutlers Wives— A sutler is one who follows an army and sells 
provisions and the like to the soldiers (OED). 

92/93. blood. / Sciolt.] F; blood. / Fred. I know 'um perfectly. They 
weare no smocks / But cut out of an old cast Tent, and bind / Their haire 
in horses Girths in stead of Phylliting, / Sciolt. Q, 0 
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Sciolt. I will endure the hazard of a new 

Experiment, and try how Nature will 

Incline him; learning (I finde) doth make men 100 

Sawcy with their Maker, and false unto 

Themselues, and Women make us all fooles. 

Enter Gridonell, 

Castra. Here comes your Sonne. 

Practise your reverence sir. There stands your Father. 

Grid. Well, which is he? stands still gazing about. 

Castra. There sir, with the gray beard. 

Grid, A comely old fellow, by this hand sir; 

I am glad to see you with all my heart! 

Sciolt. If you stand upon these points, sir so am I to see you! 

Castra. Goe aske blessing. 

Grid. Does the old man look for't? 110 

Sciolt. Not I introth, for though the custome be 

Devout enough, it showes me thinkes too like a complement. 

Grid. You are in the right sir, and I hate complement as much 

Fred. My Lord, his Governor hath follow'd your (as you. 

Directions to the shaddow of a haire. 

Hee's rarely bred to make a Favorite in the French Court. 

109. sir so am I to see you] F; sir and I you Q; Sir, I and you 0 

112. me thinkes— methinks, i.e., I think. 

116, rarely—wonderfully, uncommonly (ironic). 
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Sciolt. Goe pick your eares, good Signior, if you like 

It not. 'Tis musicke unto mine; but sonne. 

How ere these manners are not much in use. 

You can be dutifull? 120 

Grid. Sir I am taught. My Father is my officer. I must 

Performe my duties, and obey him; besides, 

I love you more than a good Sword. 

Sciolt. Why, I thanke you Sir; there is no love lost. 

Fred. Fore me, exc'lent courtship! lust like the parley 

'Twlxt Mounsier Hobbynoll, and Collen Clowt. 

Grid. I pray a word? I'm told I should expect 

Certaine duties from you too. 

Sciolt. May't please you Sonne, I shall be glad to leame. 

Grid. You must allow me still new choice of Armour, 130 

Brave Horse for service, and high pric'd Ginnets 

To curvett i'th streets, and rich cloathes. 

Sciolt. Heaven forbid else. 

Grid. lewels, and mony too. 

Sciolt. 0 Sonne, I shall know my duty. 

Grid. And when the time conspires with my necessities 

To call you to't. You must make haste and dye. 

117. pick— clean (OED, I[2]); ML's emendation to prick is unnecessary 
(see OED, s.v. "prick," VI[27]). 

your] 0, F; you Q 

126. Collen] Q, 0; Colonel F [Likely an attempt at correction of 
spelling by a compositor unfamiliar with Spenser's Shepheards Calendar.] 

131. Ginnets— jennets, small Spanish horses (OED). 

132. curvett— to leap about, to frisk, usually as of a horse (OED). 

133. else.— In most copies of £ examined, there is sufficient ink here 
to suggest an exclamation or question mark, though the shape of the upper 
part and the size of the point make it probable that this Inking is 
simply the result of a high shoulder on the type body, as occurs in 
many other places (e.g., B3^.14; C4^.16; E2'̂ .l, 6, 8up; K4^.20). 
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Fred. My Lord, how like you that? This breedings right: 

Nor is it altogether new, or strange. 

Sciolt. I'd rather ever find it on his tongue. 

Than once believe it in his heart; a rough boy; 140 

I must keepe him still from the sight of the Ladies. 

It will continue him in's Innocence; hold Sir, 

This Key will lead you through the Tarris, that 

Orelookes the Orchard walke, and then you passe 

Into an Armorie. Spend there your time 

A while, and take your choyce. I know the Duke 

That ownes it, will make good my gift: Will you walke Sir?— 

Grid. I pray Sir lead the way. 

Sciolt. Nay, I beseech you Sir.— 

Grid. I know 'tis fit. I give place to mj' Elders.— 150 

Sciolt. But I have businesse here. Doe you think sonne, 

I'd be so much uncivill else, as not to wait upon you? 

Grid. Well, take your course. I love to see good Armor, Exit. 

Sciolt. If I can keepe him from the Ladies, I 

Am happier than King Priam that had fifty Sons, 

But sure, not one like this— Flourish a far off. 

141. from the sight] F; from sight Q, 0 

143, Tarris— tarras, terrace (OED). 
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Fred. My Lord, this summons shewes the Dukes are come. 

Sir, stand you here, H e find a time for your addresse. 

Leads Castraganio aside. 

Enter Theander, Phylomont, Atendants. 

Within. Make way there, hoe! beare backe, beare backe! 

Theander embraces and whispers Phylomont. 

Fred. This is Theander Sir, whose present sway 160 

Palermo owes allegiance too, rich in 

His mind and fame, as in his large extent 

Of Land, and to augment his wealth, Hee comes 

Loaden with Spolyes of frequent victories. 

Though but i'th blossome of his life, hee hath 

Already done enough to fill a Historie, 

And is deriv'd from th' old Sicilian Kings; 

Him I have chosen to prefer you to. 

Castra. If I could double all my faculties. 

You have oblieg'd them wholly to your use. 170 

What is the other Signior, whom he seemes 

To court with such a fervent show? 
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Fred. Duke Phylomont, that neighbours to his Government, 

And rules the Western borders of this Isle; 

All that the rich Mazara yields, he equals Duke 

Theander, in the best of's vertues, and his fate; 

And now brings too, though from a climate more 

Remote, the triumphs of a war; but yet 

If midnight bowlings heard in Cities sack'd 

And fir'd, the groanes of widow'd wives, 180 

And slaughter'd childrens shrickes can pierce the eares 

Of heaven, the Learned thinke, their glorious Ghosts 

Will have a dismall welcome after death. 

How ever in this world 'tis good to follow 'um, 

I would not fright your nice and pious mind 

T' unprofitable feares. 

Castra. Kind Signior doubt me not. 

Theand. Thou breath'st into me (mighty Phylomont) 

No other soule but mine; my better thoughts 

Are moulded in thy breast; and could wee grow 

Together thus, our courteous hearts would not 190 

Be neerer, nor yet more intire; I gratulate 

Thy victories In Spaine. Thou haste undone 

175. Mazara— a river in Sicily. 

176. fate— circumstances. 
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A Nation with thy noble deeds, and taught 

Them how to fight by seeing frequent conquests on 

Themselves, when brave examples come to late 

To Immitate, and they are left no Land 

To fight for, or defend. 

Phyl. Renown'd Theander. what delight can wise 

Historians have to mention me. Whilst Naples keepes 

The sense, or memory to mourne, thou art 200 

The argument of all just praise? alas. 

My battels will be thought, when thine are nam'd; 

But village-quarrels that poore Heardsmen make 

To keepe their Common from their Land-lords sheep. 

My Ensignes not deserve to hang 

As Curtalnes at thy Shrine, when thou shalt lie 

Ador'd and stil'd the Wars first Saint, 

That taught thy Armies how to dense, not sack 

The Citties thou hast won. 

Theand. No more; be these imbraces ever hearty, and 210 

Renew'd, till time shall lay us both asleepe within one Tombe. 

Phyl. I am no more alive. When these 

199. me. Whilst] CE; — , whilst Q, 0, F [It is likely that the comma 

here in £ was intended as terminal, but it also renders good sense 

Instead to make a period of the comma following mourne in the next line.] 
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Shall cease, or thou absentst thy selfe by death— 

Theand. Sclolto, where's my sister (faire Ariola?) 

Me thinkes her welcomes are so slow, they scarse commend her 

Sciolt. Your Excellence will find (love. 

She'le bring such an excuse with her, as soone 

Shall be receiv'd; the Princess Eurithea 

Whom she's gone t'entreat, to honour this 

Solemnitle with her presence. They'le instantly appeare. 220 

Theand. That's joy indeed. The Musicke of her name. 

Salutes the eare, with sounds more cheerefull and 

More full of Triumph, then the showts of Victory! 

Phyl. As much doth faire Ariola surprize 

My sense, with gladness, wonder and with love, 

Fredeline takes Theander aside, 

Fred. This is the Gentleman to whom your Grace 

Vouchsaf'd to promise Entertalnement at 

My humble sute. 

Theand. He shall be well receiv'd; 

Sir, you had skill to know your businesse needs 

Must thrive, when you chose Fredeline your advocate. 230 

Castra. I am the creature of your excellence.— 

220. Solemnitle with her presence, They'le] F; Solemnitle, they'le Q, 0 

227. Entertalnement— employment. 

231. creature— servant, retainer, instrument (OED). 
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Enter Eurithea, Ariola. 

Theand. Brave Phylomont, intreat my Sister to 

Forgive a while the tendring of my love. 

Till I have breath'd it into thine. 

Phyl. The like request, Theander, to my Sister make. 

Till thine have first receiv'd the righteous vowes 

And offrings of my heart.— 

Eurithea runs cheerfully to imbrace Theander; Ariola 

seemes to retreat a little at Phylomonts salute. 

Castra. Sir. our Theander and his Mistris meet 

(Mee thinks) with more allacritie, and free 

Consent, than Phylomont and his Ariola; 240 

Shee weares him at a carefull distance from her eyes. 

Fred. Right Sir, the first are Lovers of a pure 

Coelestiall kind, such as some stile Platonicall; 

(A new Court Epethite scarce understood) 

But all they wooe. Sir is the Spirit, Face, 

And heart. Therefore their conversation is 

234. thine— i.e., thy sister. 

235. request, Theander, to] F; request. Theander to Q; request. / 
Theander to 0 
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More safe to Fame; the other still affect 

For naturall ends. 

Castra. As how I pray? 

Fred. Why such a way as Libertines call Lust, 250 

But peacefull Politicians, and cold Divines 

Name Matrimony Sir; therefore, although 

Their wise Intent be good and lawfull, yet 

Since it infers much Game and Pleasure I'th event. 

In subtle bashfulnesse, shee would not seeme 

To entertaine with too much forwardnesse, 

VJhat shee, perhaps, doth willingly expect; 

Sir this is but my guesse, and I beseech 

It may remaine a secret unto you, 

Castra, Signior, my lips are seal'd, 260 

Theand, 0 doe not strive t'afflict thy tendernesse 

With unkind thoughts. 'Tis not the fortune of 

A day, the victors glory, when hee toyles 

To humble others pride, that he may swell 

His owne: nor yet to leade a Nation cold 

And naked forth, then bring them home, gay and 

247. Fame— reputation. 
affect— aspire to (OED). 

251. Politicians] F; Polliticks Q, 0 [Although this word is spelled 
with the Latinate -tlan ending in F_, it is here emended to the Greek 
-clan because of the pronounced preference in the copy-text for the 
latter, as witness several instances Involving physician (e.g., CI .5up) 
and precious (e.g., C1^.2up, D1^.2up, H3^.10, 14 .1, K4 .12up). 
(But see also the minority cases of suspition [K2 .10] and suspitions 
[14 .2up], where the opposite pattern appears.) See W, W, Greg's 
"Rationale of Copy-Text," Studies in Bibliography 3(1950);30.] 

257. shee perhaps] F; shee (perhaps) Q, 0 
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Fantastick in their Silks, swettlng in Furs 

Pontificall, as they had sate 

Like civill ludges to redress those men 

Whom for their owne reliefe they slew. 270 

No Eurithea, these were not the charmes 

That have so long betrayd me from thy sight. 

Eurith, Then I have cause to feare your wearinesse 

Of love, and that would poyson my weake faculties 

With a disease, that can admit no ease 

To sooth my willing hope, nor cure, but death. 

Theand. Old Pilots, when benighted, have more cause 

To doubt their Stars direction to their Card; 

Or th'Adamants true friendship to their Steele, 

Than thou, the loyaltie of my strong faith. 280 

Eurith. Three Sommers absent from your native Land 

And mee, as many tedious winters too. 

To make up time more sorrowfull and long; 

How can you fashion an excuse so well, as to expect bellefe? 

Theand. Truth wants no power; 

I went in search of vertuous fame, to make 

277. benighted— sailing at night. 

278-279. To doubt their Stars . . . Steele— i.e., to doubt their charts 
and compasses. 
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My selfe more fit in noble worth. 

To meet thy love. 

Eurith. Alas! how are you certaine of my modesty 

That you should give me such continuall cause 290 

To Blush; I should finde courage sure 

To chide you for't, but that I'le minister 

No cause to hasten your remove from hence. 

Where I have hope my pray'rs and Innocence shall keep you long, 

Theand. Els I should loose such a felicitie. 

As he that hopes for better in the other world 

Must fast, and live severely to attain't, 

Phyl, The rugged fashion of the warre hath dull'd 

My understanding and my speech, or else 

Your eares (Ariola) have lately lost their wonted tendernesse. 300 

Ariol. Sir, you doe willingly mistake in both: 

But 'tis because you know, you have as great 

A priviledge to injure me, as to abuse your selfe. 

Phyl. Shall I be heard then when I speake, and cheerfully 

A little listned to, that by degrees, 

I might recover my sick hope? 

288. To meet] F; For the encounter of Q, 0 

295. loose] Q, 0; lose F [The F̂  change in spelling eliminates the 
possibility of wordplay here (as does the same change at line 307), but it 
is doubtful that the intent of the alteration was to do so.] 

306. might] F; may Q, 0 [_F' s might seems to fit the pleading tone of 
this passage somewhat better than does £'s may.] 
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Ariola. You cannot loose your vertue sir. and then 

I'm sure my courtesie will never faile: 

To promise more, would make me seeme too prodigall. 

Of what you cann't in noblenesse receive, 310 

Phyl. The favour of your hand I may, Offers to kisse it, 

Ariol. That not becomes your dignity.— 

Phyl. Indeed my bold ambition rather would 

Advance me to the sweetnesse of your lip,— 

Ariol. That worse becommeth mine.— 

Phyl. Forgive me kind Ariola; I thrive 

By chastisement, and meane to sinne no more. 

Theand, Me thinkes since yonder building on the Mount, 

And that large Marble square was turretted. 

The house lookes pleasant, and would tempt us to 320 

Injoy the Sommer in't; what sayes my Phylomont? 

Shall we forsake the toyles o'th Campe, and here 

With triumphs celebrate the peace that wee 

Have purchas'd and deserv'd? 

Phyl, I'm here Theander govern'd by your Lawes, 

And must consent, but they are such I like. 

307. loose] Q, 0; lose F [See the note to line 295. above.] 

322, Campe. and] Q, 0; peace that F [An interesting F̂  error, involving 
the next line also, resulting from type slipping down into a space vacated 
by type being corrected; for further details, see "History of the Text,"] 

323. peace that] Q. 0; Camp, and F 
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Theand, Come Eurithea. let me hasten to 

Begin my happinesse; lead to the Mertle-walke.—Exeunt all but 

Fred. My Lord, make me indebted to your eares Fredeline Castraganio 

A while, before you goe; this Gentleman Sclolto. 330 

May safely share with us i'th privacie. 

Castra. You doe me honour with your trust. 

Fred. How worthy 'tis of griefe, a Prince so young. 

Endow'd with all the helpes, that nature, art. 

Or fortune need to make up perfect man. 

Should weare away the happiest season of 

His strength, in tedious meditation thus. 

Severe discourses, and a cold survey. 

Of beauty that he loves, yet feares to use? 

Sciolt. Oh Signior! It hath forc'd me 340 

Weep at midnight for't. 

It is a thought too dangerous for one, 

Of's grey hayr'd friends to beare in memory. 

Fred. His name (if he continue ignorant 

O'th use of marriage thus) must perish with 

Himselfe, and all his glorious conquests have 

Atchiev'd, be left without an heire. 

340/341, me / Weep at] F; me make a very spunge / Of my Pillow, 
I've wept at Q, 0 
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Sciolt. Right sir, for I believe those babies he. 

And Eurithea doe beget by gazing in 

Each others eyes; can inherit nothing, 350 

I meane by th' custome here in Scicilie. 

And as for Plato's Love-lawes they may entaile. 

Lands on Ghosts for ought I know, 

I understand not Greeke. 

Castra. How sir is she Inclln'd? 

Fred. As coldly as himselfe. 

Castra. Is there no way to tempt their simple loves to the right 

Fred. My Lord I have conceiv'd a remedy (use? 

In my owne thoughts. 'Tis an experiment. 

Which if your Lordships ludgement can allow. 

May meet with glad successe. 

Sciolt. I'm bound to heare't. 360 

Fred. There lives within Mesina (three leagues hence) 

One Buonateste, a Physician, and 

Phylosopher, who though his wealth. 

Not makes him eminent, yet he is rich 

In precious vellum, and learn'd Manuscripts, 

Yellow'd with age, in old disjoynted Globes, 

350, others] Q, F; other 0 

351, by th'] F; by'th Q, 0 

352. And as] 0, F; As Q 
entaile— bestow (OED), 

353. Ghosts] F; Ghosts, and shaddows Q, 0 

358. experiment— a test, trial (OED). 

361. Mesina— a city in the northeast district of Sicily. 

363. Phylosopher] F; A sad Phylosopher Q, 0 

366. disjoynted Globes— probably maps in globe form, in two separable 
halves. 
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And crooked Mathematick Instruments, 

Enow to fill a Braziers shop, which with 

His Magazln of coles, and Stlls of glasse. 

For Chimick purposes is all he hath. 370 

Sciolt. A very rich Alderman Phylosopher. 

Fred. Believ't (my Lord) this Kingdome will receive 

More future fame by being honour'd with 

His birth, then by our AEschylus, our Diodore, 

Our Gorglas, and Empedocles, Euclide, 

And our Archymedes, who all tooke here 

Their knowledge, and their lives. 

Sciolt. Well Sir, wherein consists our present benefit? 

Fred. This man by Art shall make him marry whom 

Hee now so ignorantly Courts. 380 

Sciolt, That would incline much neere a Miracle, 

Fred. Reward my care but with your Patience, and 

Observe. I'm no protector of their silly faith. 

Who thinke (forsooth) that Phylters mixt with Hearbs, 

Or Min'rals can inforce a love. Those Sir 

Are Fables, made to comfort distress'd Virgins, 

That want estates to marry 'um, 

Sciolt. How then Signior? 

368. Brazier— brass-worker. 

369. Magazln— magazine; a storehouse, or its contents (OED). 
coles— coals for the fire to heat his glass stills (OED); the 

conjecture of "herbs" in ̂ tt̂  seems unwarranted. 

384. Phylters— love charms or potions (OED). 

387. want— lack. 
to marry 'um— to make them attractive enough to suitors. 
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Fred. I say my reason thinks it possible. 

With long indevour'd Art (where love is fix'd 

And enterchang'd already) by a free 390 

Consent, to heat their bloods into desire. 

And nat'rall appetite; And these desires 

They both may exercise (being married Sir) 

With leave of Custome, and our Lawes: You apprehend. 

Sciolt. With little labour Sir; Give me your hand. 

And let mee thanke you for't; for as you said. 

Though Art cannot inforce a mutuall love 

When it hath found a lover out, it can 

Provoke and warme him to doe notable feats. 

But by what subtle meanes is this perform'd? 400 

Fred. Hee hath a rare Elixir. 

Sciolt. Well Sir, you give much reason, and some hope: 

But in my greener yeares I thought no Elixir 

Like Powder'd Biefe, and good round Turnips to't. 

If eaten heartily, and warme. 

Castra. My Lord I'm your Disciple. 

Sciolt. Nay, I have found an humble Bee, pickled. 

401. Elixir— a drug or essence used as a remedy for disease; here, a 
love potion. 

404. Powder'd— preserved with salt (OED). 
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Can doe as much as your Cantarides; 

But who will you imploy unto this Man 

Of Art? It must be secretly design'd. 

Fred. Castraganio, you Sir, shall straight take horse; 410 

My former trust imboldens mee to make 

No fitter choyce. This Letter will insinuate 

Our plot, which with five hundred Crownes that Purse 

Contalnes, may speed him hither ere't be night. 

Castra. My care shall make me worthy of your love. 

Fred. Farewell. Be swift and prosperous. 

Sciolt. H e in, and wait the Dukes commands. 

Exeunt Sclolto, Castraganio, severally. 

Fred. This fellow hath a wondrous little skull; 

And sure, but halfe a soule, easie and fit 

To knead and manage in all formes, my darke 420 

Contrivements shall designe; but for 

My hum'rous Lord, that his old gowty feet 

Should stumble too into my snares, hath in't 

As much of fortune, as of mirth; Downe, downe. 

The secret troubles of my brest. I have 

407. Cantarides— the pharmacopoeial name for the dried beetle or 
Spanish Fly (OED). 
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Not long to mourne, if all my Arts prove safe; 

My midnight purposes are new and strange. 

But heavie headed Mules tread in the plaine 

And beaten Path; The fat dull Porpoyse still 

With danger, on the open water playes; 430 

Wise Serpents creep, in crook'd, and hidden wayes. Exit. 

Act. 2. Seen. 1. 

Enter Fredeline, Castraganio. 

Castra. Sir hee is come. I have divorc'd him from 

His bookes, and found his eyes imploy'd to reconcile 

Old Hlerogllphicks by their shape, and then 

T'interpret blind halfe eaten Characters. 

Fred. Hath hee consider'd our request, and gives 

Some hope wee may find remedy in Art? 

Castra. With an industrious and exact survay; 

But in his mighty Science slights our feares. 

As 'twere a thing most easie to be done. 

428. But— but only. 
heavie headed— dull, stupid, , 
plaine— smooth, even, without obstacle (OED, a , I[2]), 

4, Characters.] F; Characters, / Deform'd as Lock-smiths, or as Carvers 
tooles. Q. 0 
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Fred. My joyes (deare Sir) will grow too great for my 10 

Discretion to conceale. 

Castra. There's your Money. 

Fred. How! would hee not recelv't? 

Castra. Hee sayes hee likes your nature well, that you 

Could freely part with trifles of such high esteeme; 

And for that cause hee came, but will not sell 

The labours of his mind: Besides, profess'd. 

Those gilded Counters are not things hee loves. 

Fred. A Noble fellow! These Philosophick 

Blunt Booke-Gallants, have oft their Genty tricks 

Of nice honour, as well as Favorites, 20 

Whom Kings make wanton with their sudden wealth. 

Where have you now dispos'd him? 

Castra, Within your chamber Sir, and hee expects 

Your visitation will be straight perform'd, 

Fred. I am all speed, deare Sir; my tongue is much 

Too little to expresse my thankes; My select friend. 

Lord of my Life, weare mee 

With what title your kind indulgent memory 

Shall please, so you will weare me long,— Exit. 

17. Counters— tokens for reckoning accounts or imitation coins of 
inferior metal (OED, sb. ) 

19. Genty] Ql-5,10, 11; Gentry Q6-9, 0, F [̂ a; genty] 
Genty— fancy, genteel (OED). 

22. him?] F; him unto rest? Q, 0 

27. my Life] F; my Functions and my Life Q, 0 

29. Exit.] Q, F; om. 0 
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Castra. This Fredeline's a very Saint, so meeke, 30 

And full of courtesie, that hee would lend 

The devill his Cloake, and stand i'th raine himselfe. 

Sure I have suck'd some Sybils milke. I could 

Not be thus lucky else t'injoy his love. Enter Sclolto. 

Sciolt. So soone return'd? your haste fortels good newes. 

Castra. All will succeed my Lord (I hope) as if 

You had the certaine skill to make 

Your wishes prosperous; he is with Fredeline. 

And they expect your Interview? but looke. 

Here comes my sister, and your sonne; he never saw 40 

A woman untill now; It will be sport 

Worthy your stay, t'obseirve how he demeanes himselfe. (her. 

Sciolt. She's old and poore, he may safely enough converse with 

Enter Amadine, and Gridonell; (he gazing at her.) 

Amad. This Gentleman wants money, braine, or sleepe. 

Doe you know him Brother? 

Castra. Sweet Amadine, containe thy wit awhile; 

He never saw a woman. Use him gently. 

33. Sure . . . Sybils milke— equivalent to "I am favored by one high in 
the favor of the gods" (DJS), 

42, demeanes— conducts. 
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Grid. This is a rare sight. 

One of the Angels sure, and a great Gallant among 'em. 

Had it but blew wings on the shoulders, it 50 

Could not be of lesse degree then an Angell. 

Sciolt. I perceive nature inclines men to wonder. 

And makes 'em somewhat rellish too o'th foole. 

Grid. An Angell of the better sort, some Lieutenant 

Coronell in Heaven (I take't) it cann't be lesse. 

Sciolt. Will he not speake to her? 

Grid. Sure it hath wings, and they are made, I think. 

Of Camebrick and Bonelace. 

Sciolt. A pox upon him. 

He lookes, as he had stolne a silver spoone. 60 

Grid. If she would fly 

Aloft, me thinks I should so peepe under her. 

Sciolt. All these are documents of nature still. 

Grid. Sure those I thinke are Petticoats. I've heard 

Of such a word; 'tis a fine kind of wearing: 

My new Coulors have just Taffata enough 

50. blew— The color blue was used to refer to ethereal or vaprous 
objects (Milton speaks of "blue-haired deities" [Comus, 29]); used 
commonly with -winged (OED, I[lb], III[llb]). 

57. made, I think,] F; made (I think) Q, 0 

60. spoone.] F; spoone, and it / Were found sticking in his wrist. Q, 0 

66. Coulors— colors, i.e., his flag, or possibly his military uniform 
(OED). 
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To fashion such another; would 'twere made. 

That I might practise how to walke in't. 

Sciolt. I'd beat him, but that the villain's roughly bred. 

And perhaps would strike agen. 

Castra. Speake to him Amadine. 70 

Amad. I'm mortall Sir; no Spirit, but a Mayd. 

Pra3' feele mee. I am warme.— 

Grid. Indeed forsooth I never felt a Mayd. 

Amad. Heaven keepe him from Tobacco, 

For's braines are growne so loose in's head, they'l run 

Through's nose, next time hee chance to sneeze; 

And Dancing too will shake 'um out. It is 

An exercise too violent for that 

Disease. Sir, doe you use to dance. 

Grid. What's that forsooth? 

Amad, To dance Sir, is to move your Legs, as thus— 80 

Grid. Wee use i'th wars to march and make a halt. 

And sometimes wee double our Paces. 

Amad. Fresh straw, and a strong chaine, the Gentleman 

Is mad, Looke to him Brother. Exit. 

Sciolt, If I'd another sonne, I'de hardly trust 

Nature agen with his breeding. 

70. strike agen— return the blows. 

74. from Tobacco] F; from Pepper and Tobacco Q, 0 
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Grid. She said she was a Maid: and I've beene told 

A Maid's a kind of woman. 

Sciolt. She is a woman sonne. 

Grid. If women be such things, I wonder th'enemy 90 

Doe never bring their wives against our Campe, 

To give us battalle, sure we should all yield. 

Sciolt. Belike then you have a month's mind to her. 

Grid. 0 sir, she hath the prettiest pinking eyes; 

The holes are no bigger then a Pistoll Bore, 

Castra. An excellent Simllie for a Painter, 

That would draw a good face. 

Grid. Her fingers are so small, and longer then 

A Drum-stick; ah. how they'd bestirr themselves 

Vpon a phiph. 100 

Sciolt. Then you could leave the warres, and live with her? 

Grid. So she would still sit by and let me gaze till my eyes ake. 

Sciolt. Still he's Innocent, one of Plato's Lovers. 

Grid. Pray what was hee? 

Sciolt. An odd Greeke fellow that could write and read. 

Grid. 0 belike some Clearke of a Company. 

93. month's mind— a preoccupation, a fancy (OED). 

94. pinking— blinking (OED). 

100. phiph— fife, 

106, some Clearke of a Company— a cleric or chaplain of a company of 
soldiers, the only one likely to be able to read and write. 
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Sciolt. If he continue's wonder thus, and Ignorance 

To ev'ry woman that he meets, I may 

Intaile my Land upon the poore. Hee'11 not 

Be able to beget an Heire. HO 

I must think upon some course. 

Enter Theander, 

Theand• My Lord Sclolto, I had thought your white 

And rev'rend head had held this season fit 

For sleepe; Night takes her Mantle up 

As shee would weare it straight. What Gentleman is this? 

Sciolt. Your grace may please to owne him for my child. 

His mother Sir would justifie as much. 

Were shee alive. 

Theand. What, Gridonell? Men speake him of a great 

And daring heart, and skilfull how to vex 120 

The Foe, though hee be young. 

Sciolt. Faith if the Foe put but an Apron on. 

Or get his Corslet edg'd with Flanders Purle, 

Hee'l doe him little hurt. 

110. Heire.] F; Heire as big / As my thumb, Q, 0 

114. her Mantle] F; her swarthy Mantle Q, 0 

117. justifie— show to be true, make good or confirm (OED). 

119. speake him of . . .— speak of his having . . . . 

122. put but— The sense here suggests but put; all editions, however, 
follow £. 

123. Purle— an embroidered and puckered border or a fringe of gold or 
silver twistwork (OED). 
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Theand. My Lord, they say you bred him to no use 

Of Bookes. Hee cannot Write, nor Reade. 

Sciolt. 'Twill keep him Sir, from entring into Bond. 

Theand. Let us begin acquaintance Sir. The day 

May come, when you shall lead my Ensignes forth. 

And though you bring them shot and ragged home, 130 

Yet they'l be crown'd with Wreathes. 

Grid. Strike up your Drums too night then, if you please. 

If th'Moone be ftoward Sir, and will not shine, 

Wee'l fire small Townes to light us as wee march. 

Sciolt. Masse! I thanke nature for that yet, hee has 

Good mettall in him. 

Theand. His meaning's straight and smooth, though's words be 

I like him well. You must bestow him on mee. (rough; 

Sciolt. Most gladly Sir; and let me tell your grace, 

You'l find him one of the most exquisite 140 

Platonick Lovers this day living; hee will 

So Innocently view and admire a Lady! 

Theand. Still fitter for my use. Soldier good-night. Exit, 

Sciolt. I must to Fredeline, and the Phylosopher, Exit, 

125, Theand. My Lord, they say] F; Theand, You are accus'd. / (My Lord) 

they say Q, 0 

127. Bond— contract (OED). 

133. ftoward— contrary (OED). 

135, Masse— an oath by the religious ceremony (OED, sb , 6), 
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Castra, This woman was my Sister, Gridonell, 

Grid. And did one Father make you both? 

Castra. I Sir, and with a very little paines. 

Grid. My Father's old and lazie now. If hee'Id 

Take paines hee'Id soone make such another too 

For mee; but I shall see her Sir agen? 150 

Castra. Yes. when you please; shee must be gently us'd. 

Grid. Alas, I cannot choose. Would you would bring 

Her to ray chamber in the dead of night? 

Castra. You must excuse mee Sir. Farewell. Each houre 

I'th day shee may be yours. 

Grid. I shall so dreame. Exeunt. 

[Seen. 2.] 

Enter Ariola, Rosella with Tapers. 

A Table with Night-linnen set out. 

Ariol. Prethee unpin mee wench— If I were given 

Enough to Pray'r, I could not be 

Thus incident to sleepe; take heed, you hurt mee— 

Resell. Your Ladishlp is tenderer on the Brest 

Than you were wont; I would your heart were so. 

147. _I~ aye (OED). 

148. hee'ld] Q, F; heel'd 0 [An erroneous contraction in £. ] 

152. Would— I wish. 

[S.D.] Enter Ariola] F; Enter Phylomont and Ariola Q. 0 

2. Pray'r,] F; Pray'r, or Cares, Q, 0 

3. Incident— liable (OED). 
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Ariol. Whence comes that wish Rosella? you 

Are still complaynlng on my heart. 

Resell. Madam, these two long houres the noble Duke 

Hath waited at your Chamber dore. 

Ariol. Who? my Brother. 10 

Rosell, Duke Phylomont, who vowes t'inhabit there, 

Vnlesse you let him in. 

Ariol. Heaven comfort his sicke soule: 

VJhat does he meane—here lock these pendants up—? 

The wonder makes me sick—He use 

No powder now—alas, what shall I doe? 

I dare not let him in. The season is not fit. 

Rosell. He vowes his visit shall be so 

Civill, that you need not counsell him. 

Nor check him with a frowne. 20 

Ariol. I but at night? 

Mens busie and officious tongues will talke. 

Rosell. Introth your Ladishlp's too strict; when you 

Consider too your marriage is design'd; 

If my opinion (Madam) had authority. 

No times unfit, to Lovers so farre gone, 

Ariol. You'l be his Orator? goe, let him in. 

6. Ariol. Whence comes that] F; Ariol. H e weare my Tuscan raile too 
morrow, smooth / It out; but whence that Q. 0 

7. my heart] F; my poore heart Q. 0 

15. wonder makes] F; wonder of him makes Q, 0 

18/19. so / Civill] F; so precise / And civill Q, 0 

21. 1^— aye. 
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Enter Phylomont. 

Phyl. Me thinkes my faire Ariola, you keepe 

Your beauty overmuch infolded and 

Conceal'd. You are a flower that would become 30 

The night as sweetly as the day. 

Ariol. You make mee proud with your similitude; 

But whilst I gaine by it, your inference 

Must lose. Mary-golds now shut in their leaves. 

Phyl. Alas poore humble flowers! Ariola 

Should imitate the Lilly and the Rose: 

They boldly spread themselves still open to 

The night, yet yield the Sun so fresh and sweet 

A sacrifice, that every morne he seemes 

To blush at's owne weake Influence, which can 40 

No longer keepe them beautious on their stalks. 

But they must drop, and perish with the spring. 

Your precious colour, and your odor too; 

My gentle Mistris needs must yield to time. 

30. become— complement. 

35. poore humble flowers] F; poore potage flower Q, 0 
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Ariol. The losse will no be mourn'd for sir, since 'twill 

Be scarce discern'd. (and make 

Phyl. Sweet, you remove your understanding from my words. 

Them of no use. Their meaning would perswade 

You to enjoy this pleasant treasure, whilst 

It lasts; why are you still Inclos'd thus like 50 

An Anchoresse, as if our conversation could 

Tnferre a sinne? why am I nicely barr'd 

Your Chamber, when the Priest b'ing paid for a 

Few ceremonious words, must license me 

Your bed, your bosome too? 

Ariol. Our marriage sir may promise much. Till then, 

Your excellence will grant me leave not to 

Admit of opportunities, that may give breath to ill report. 

Phyl. Be not so cruell in your bashfull care. 

My Sister makes all houres and seasons fit 60 

To celebrate Theander, and hee knowes 

No wrinckle on her brow, that may be call'd 

A frowne: 0 be you kind and free.— Offers at her hand. 

Ariol. By your chaste vowes forbeare 

51. Anchoresse— nun. 

52. Inferre— allege, imply (OED). 
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Phyl. Theander's not deny'd my Sisters hand: 

Why should I have lesse am'rous priviledge? 

I have desires as bold, which will be made as lawfull too e're long. 

Ariol. The meaning of 

Their love is onely mutuall wonder and applause. 

And so proclaim'd; therefore can stir no jealousle 70 

In the severest thought; alas, wee must 

Be married Sir, which may perhaps inforce 

Your inclination to a dangerous hope. 

Phyl. Where is thy safety then Ariola? 

This is the dismall silent time, when Ravishers 

Reach forth their trembling guilty hands to draw 

The curtalnes where unpractis'd Virgins sleepe; 

False Tarquins houre, when he did hide his Torch 

From Lucrece eies, and would not suffer her 

Wak'd Beautle to ecclipse that sicklie flame, 80 

Till shee had quench'd a greater in his blood. 

How would thy courage faint, if I should make 

Thee subject to my eager youth and strength? 

65. Theander's not deny'd my Sisters hand;] F; Theander may embrace my 
Sisters hand / Untill with warmth he melt it from the wrist; Q. 0 

70. jealousle— censure or criticism. 
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Ariol. Poore Phylomont, if thou shouldst so forsake 

Thy loyaltie to Love, yet I were still secure. 

And can subdue thee with my vertuous scorne; 

Alas! I faine would see the proudest of 

You Tyrant men, that durst but hope 

To force from mee the least of these deshevell'd hairs. 

Which I will still as bounteous favours weare 90 

For ev'ry wanton wind to sport withall. 

But not for you. 

Phyl. Can you be angry? 

Ariol. Then you should sigh unto your selfe. 

And in your owne inamour'd eares distill 

The soothings of your cunning tongue, whilst I 

Injoy the quiet of my sleepe agen 

Without disturbance, by those midnight plaints 

Your mournfull consort at my window, made. 

Wherein you curs'd the guiltlesse Stars, who seem'd 100 

86/87. scorne; / Alas!] F; scorne; / For now, though but my Cambrick 
Helmet on, / Thus thinly harness'd in my Lawne, my triviall Fanne / My 
Shield, I stand the Champion of our Sex. / Alas! Q, 0 

88. you Tyrant] F; you bearded Tyrant Q, 0 

99. consort— ML emends this to concert, a meaning both suggested by the 
context and not far removed from consort, in the sense of "accompaniment" 
(OED); the date of the first use of concert (in the musical sense) listed 
in OED is 1674. 
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To smile, and winke upon each other in 

Their Spheares, as if they heedfull notice took of all your feigned 

Phyl. Can you be angry my Ariola? (griefe. 

Or censure ought I spoke with an unkind 

Beliefe? Heare but my vowes. 

Ariol. Good night— Your excellence hath greater power 

To move my sorrow than my rage. 

Phyl, Remember gentle Love, I have your heart 

By sacred plight. Our Nuptials now draw neere, 

Ariol. I never knew the way how I might breake 110 

My Faith, but till that houre arrive, wee must 

Converse no more, no not at distance Sir. 

The cause is hidden in my brest. Vertue 

And Peace (my Lord) still governe your desires. Exit. 

Phyl. I shall grow mad with these delaies; 

Sh'ath made a vow never to marrie mee, 

Untill her Brother seal't with his consent. H e move 

It to Theander e're I sleepe. Hymen! 

Goe light thy Fires, and make thy Tapers shine. 

Or cure me, sacred Love, by quenching thine. Exit. 120 

112. at distance] F; at wary distance Q, 0 

113. Vertue— The imperative "Let" is to be understood to introduce this 
sentence. 

117. move— propose. 

119/120. This scene-ending couplet is reduced to prose in _F, as also are 
similar couplets that end scenes II.Iii, Ill.i, III.v, and V.v. 

120. me. sacred] F; me sacred Q, 0 
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[Seen. 3.] 

Enter Amadine with a Taper, and Theander. 

Amad. Not in her Bed Sir yet, I left her with 

Her Lute, whose Musick I believe, hath woo'd her to a gentle sleep. 

Theand. Tread easie then. 

With a slow tim'rous pace; let's make less noyse 

Than Times soft feet, or Planets when they move. 

Drawes a Canopie; Eurithea is found sleeping 

on a Couch, a vaile on, with her Lute. 

Give mee the light; now leave us, and retire. 

Amad. This is an odd kind of Lover, hee comes 

Into my Ladies chamber at all houres; 

Yet thinkes it strange that people wonder at 

His priviledge. Well, opportunitie 10 

Is a dangerous thing; it would soone spoile mee. Exit. 

Theand. Shee lies as in a shady Monument, 

Secure as Pious votaries that knew 

They were forgiven e're they dy'd. 

Eurith. Who's there? my Lord, the Prince? 

5. Planets when they move— referring to the orbits of the heavenly 
spheres, each of which was thought to produce its own frequency that 
contributed to the celestial harmony of the universe. 
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Theand. 0, sleep agen, and close those eies that still 

Enlighten mine; till I have merited 

The beautie of their beames, by blessings, such. 

As loves religious Priests doe give. 

This sacred office would become mee well; 20 

'Tis not a robe of Lawne. a hallow'd Verge, 

Nor flowry Chaplets nicely wreath'd, can adde 

Prosperitle to Prayers, or to Vowes. 

No formall Pompe, or Ceremonle needs 

To wishes that are cleane and humbly made. 

Eurith. Theander sit. Where have you been so long? 

'Las, wherefore doe I aske, since I 

So lately found you in my dreame? 

Theand. Vnvaile my love—when this is but dlsplaid. 

Thou openst like a fragrant bud before 30 

The mornings eye, whilst all that's neere thee is 

Perfum'd. Thy breath converts me to a flowre; 

Weare me within thy bosome. 

And I shall last in odour all the yeare. 

Eurith. Thou art Theander, and that name includes 

The sweetnesse of the Spring and Sommers wealth, 

Theand, Thou are not Eurithea, but my Rose, 

21, Lawne— a kind of fine linen, resembling cambric (OED), 
Verge— staff (OED). 

29. Vnvaile my] Q, 0; Unveil, my F 

33. bosome,] F; bosome (Virgin friend) Q, 0 
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My bashfull flowre, and I 

Thy wanton Woodbine that must grow about 

Thee in embracements thus, untill thou art 40 

Intangled with chast courtesies of love. 

Eurith. This is a happinesse too great to last. 

Envie or Fate must lessen it, or we 

Remove 'mongst the eternall Lovers, and 

Provide our habitation neere the stars! 

My wonder growes upon me like my joy, 0 Theander! 

Theand. What sayes my Cherubine? 

Eurith. How shall I give my estimation words. 

When it would valew thee that art the warres 

Chiefe Souldier, best example and delight? 50 

So bold, thou dar'st seeke danger in a storme. 

When all the winds prepare to quarrell in 

The Baltick Sea; yet thou art milder then 

A captive Saint, so pittlfull, that I 

Have seene thee weepe o're the distress'd, till thou 

Mlghtst give a name to Rivers as their spring. 

38. My bashfull] F; My sober bashfull Q, 0 

47, Cherubine— cherubin, the plural of cherub, at one time used as the 
singular form (OED), 
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Theand. And thou (my Love) art sweeter far. 

Then Baulmy Incense in the purple smoake. 

Pure and unspotted, as the cleanly Ermine, ere 

The Hunter sullies her with his pursuit, 60 

Soft as her skin, chaste as th' Arabian bird. 

That wants a sex to woe, or as the dead. 

That are devorc'd from warmth, from objects, and from thought. 

Still Eurithea I could multiply thy praise. 

Yet still prove loyall unto truth; 

When I embrace thee thus, I strait forget. 

As weake delights, the dayes of victory. 

And glories of the warre. 

Eurith. But when you heare the Drumme, and the shrill Trumpet 

You'l mount your angry Steed agen, and haste (call, 70 

To live confin'd in Trenches, to exchange 

Your marble Palace for a Tent, whilst I 

Like a distress'd sad Turtle, am ordain'd 

To mourne without a mate. 

Theand• Doe not afflict me with thy jealous feares; 

I'm come to tell thee (Love) to morrow in 

Th'adjoyning Grove, H e meet thee like 

61, Arabian bird— the Phoenix, a mythical bird of which only one was 
thought to exist; thus, it was without a mate, 

62. wants . , . woe— lacks a mate to court, 

73, Turtle— turtle-dove. 
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A Shepherd, such as faire Arcadia bred. 

That with variety our old delights. 

May still seeme new, 

Eurith. A Lovers wish, 80 

Can imp the houres short wings, and hasten time. 

Looke up Theander, it is day. 

Theand. Where should I looke? 

Thou dost mistake the spheare, and residence 

O'th morne: let early village Labourers, 

And dull benighted Sea-men doe their homage to 

The East for light. The Region of our day 

We seeke like Lovers in the fairest eyes. 

Eurith. If you should looke in mine, twill still seeme night. 

Theand. To bed to bed; me thinke I heare the Larke, 90 

The Mornings merry Officer; and see 

Him shake his dewie wings, as he would strive 

To climbe high as his cheerefull voyce. 

Eurith. The best that Poets wishes can invent. 

Or Lovers prayers procure, thy sleepes injoy. 

Theand. And thine that precious harmony that dwells 

With quiet Hermits in their narrow cells. Exe. severall wayes. 

78. Arcadia— in Greece, the central district of Peloponnesus, but here 
rather a reference to a mythical, peaceful land of shepherds as in 
Sidney's Arcadia. 

81. imp— to lengthen, extend, or implant, usually used in reference to 
feathers in a wing (OED). 
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[Seen. 4.] 

Enter Buonateste, Sclolto, Fredeline, and Castraganio. 

Buon. I say (my Lord) your businesse doth concerne 

The blood, and not the Eyes; and since 'tis late. 

It were abuse of time to read long lectures 

Of the Opticks, to tell you their consent 

And unitle, or shew you through a perspective 

How Amorists oppos'd in levell to 

Each others sight, unite and thridd their beames, 

Vntill they make a mutuall string, on which 

Their spirits dance into each others braine. 

And so beginne short lourneys to the heart; 10 

Or to reveale the shape and colour of 

Those Spirits too. That were a miracle. 

Worthy sublime, and powerfull Art! 

Sciolt. Their Colour's Orange Tawny sir, as I conceive. 

Buon. Your Lordship can conceive no more, than your 

Weake knowledge will give leave. 

Fred. To him Doctor. 

Buon. Nor doe I thinke it can concerne you much. 

Whether the nervall Conjugations be 

5. perspective— lens or other optic device (OED). 

6. oppos'd in levell— facing each other squarely. 

7. thridd— thread. 

9. others] Q; other 0, F 

18. nervall Conjugations— pairings of cerebral nerves (cf. "Explanatory 
Notes"). 

http://II.lv
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But seven, and of that mlstick number too. 

Whether the Opticks bee the chiefe. 20 

Sciolt. For your seven Conjugations sir, you shall 

Excuse mee, but beleev't the seven wise Masters 

Is a Volume I read much in my Youth. 

Buon. Your Lordship gives good proofe oft in your age: 

But yet you never heard sir of the fam'd 

Antipheron, whom once the learned Stagerite 

Admir'd so for the selfe-reflection that 

He wore like to his perfect Image still where hee mov'd. 

Sciolt. No more, my good wise friend. Thou hast 

My wonder, that's enough; my understanding 30 

Shall come after, but not till I am dead. 

For then they say wee shall know all things 

Without paying for our Bookes. 

Buon. There is the Powder Sir. 

Fred. Give it to my care. 

Buon. The Duke must take it in his draught too night. 

To morrow, as the Sun increaseth in 

His power, it works; at noone you'l see pure Miracles. 

26. Stagerite— a native of Stagira, here meaning Aristotle (HDCLA), 

http://II.lv
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Fred. My Lord, 'tis fit our Castraganio give 

It him; hee takes a draught of Corslck wine 

Still e're hee sleepes; hee, waiting in his chamber 40 

May fitly mingle and present it to him— Castraganio takes the Paper. 

Castra. H e use my safest diligence. 

Sciolt. Where is he now? 

Castra. With Eurithea Sir; hee hath not call'd. 

Sciolt. Stales hee so long? 'tis now i'th ken of day. 

Signior Buonateste, have you no more 

Of this rare Maglcall stuffe? 

Buon. Another Doce; I came provided Sir. 

Sciolt, Pray give it me, 

Buon, Most willingly, but to whom will you dispos't? 

Sciolt. Unto no other but my Son; I find 

Hee's very much Platonically given. 50 

Buon. My Lord, I still beseech you not to wrong 

My good old friend Plato, with this court calumnie; 

They father on him a Fantastick Love 

Hee never knew, poore Gentleman. Upon 

My knowledge sir, about two thousand yeares 

Agoe, In the high street yonder 

At Athens, just by the corner as you passe 

To Diana's Conduit (a Haberdashers house) 

39. draught] F; rowse Q, 0 

41. fitly— inconspicuously. 

44. i'th ken— within sight (OED). 

54. Gentleman. Upon] CE; Gentleman, upon Q, 0. F [It is unclear whether 
the terminal punctuation of these lines was meant to follow the word knew. 
Gentleman, or sir (line 55); all of the three choices yield acceptable 
readings.] 
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It was (I thinke) hee kept a wench. 

Sciolt. How sir, a wench? 

Buon. I could say more; my friend was lewdly given. 60 

Sciolt. But with your favour Sir, a plump browne wench? 

Buon. Faith Authors differ about that; some write 

Shee had a Flaxen haire, and others too. 

That did not blush to know more private markes. 

Say shee had a Mole under her left thigh; 

Others, a hollow Tooth, that put him to 

The charge of Cloves, because her breath grew somewhat trou-

Fred. Give mee thy hand (blesome. 

Doctor; H e have some share too in thy heart 

E're long; But did not Plato write of Love? 70 

Buon. Divinely sir, but not such kind of Love 

As Ladies would have now; they mistake him, 

Sciolt. Hee wrote in Greeke, Doctor. 

Buon. True my good Lord. 

Sciolt. Why then belike my Son mistakes him too. 

Hee understands no Greeke; this Doce shall conjure him. 

I'le give't him strait. Come sir, the night decaies 

Apace, Let me direct you to your Bed. 
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Buon. Your Lordships kindnesse honors mee too much, 

Fred. My jolly deere Philosopher, good-night. Exeunt Sclolto 80 

Sir, you have found with what assur'd, and confident and Buonateste. 

A soule I give you Interest in all 

My businesse, and my thoughts. 

Castra, Signior, I plead no merit but your bounty. 

Fred, And now under the same protection of 

Your friendship and your trust, I must reveale 

A secret that doth oft inforce me walke 

With armes enfolded thus, still to combine 

And fasten In my ribs, lest it should split 

My brest; and you shall know it sir, I love, 90 

(Curs'd Fate, that I must utter it) I love 

The Princesse Eurithea, 

Castra. Signior (indeed) 

This will deserve to be a secret, and securely kept, 

Fred, So love her sir, that men 

In fierce conspiracie, dispaire, or want, 

Injoy more quiet sleepes than I; and since 

I am much declin'd into weaknesse, and 

Vnpleasant yeares; you see what narrow hopes 

97. much declin'd] F; declin'd much Q, 0 
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Are left to give my furious appetite successe. 

Castra. Introth 'tis pittie sir, 100 

Fred, There you express'd the charitie 

And melting nature of a Friend, and may 

Administer redresse, for it will much 

Reflect within your power. 

Castra. You cannot want it then; but sir, it seemes preposterous 

And strange to my dull braine, that since 

Your love doth force you wish her to your selfe. 

You strive by marriage to bestow her on 

The Duke, and with such heartinesse and care. 

Fred. In this your friendship is agen conjur'd. 110 

I doe beseech you never seeke the end 

Of that misterious cause; some Salt I have 

That shewes th'Italian humour in my Blood. 

I not affect to compasse my designes 

The Vulgar way. 

Castra. But how can I redresse your grlefe? 

Fred. Your Sister Amadine, is in affection and attendance, neere 

The Princesse person and her mind. Shee may 

By your intreatie render mee in such 

104. Reflect within— throw light upon, show the force of (OED) 

112. Salt— inordinate desire (OED). 
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A character of cunning praise, as shall 

Advance mee to her love perhaps, at least, 120 

To a refreshing of my sick desires. 

Castra. Shee's bound in conscience sir to doe good Offices. 

Fred. But wilt thou charme thy Sister with all force 

Of thy affinitie and words, to be my friend. 

Indeere us so, that I may whisper my 

Owne cause, and teach her mediate my accesse? 

This must be done to morrow, for delayes 

Will make my grlefe too dangerous to beare. 

Castra. To morrow doubt it not, my Functions shall 

Intlrely be imployd to your best use. 130 

Fred. I had almost forgot; the Med'cine; it 

Is late, and time 'twere working; 

Farewell; Command mee to the losse of Fame, 

Of Treasure, and of Life; deare Castraganio, 

Be but benigne, and chaine mee as thy slave. Exeunt severally. 

[Seen. 5.] 

Enter Phylomont, Arnoldo, and laspero with lights. 

Phyl. I thought t' have found him safe in's quiet rest. 

119. character— description. 

132. working:] F; working in his draught: Q, 0 
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Wlth's Curtains drawne ere this. Is it his use to stay so long? 

Arnol. The visits hee presents unto your Graces Sister, 

Though at night, are never hastily perform'd. 

lasp. Times leggs may tire, if hee run on, 

Untill such true and faithfull Lovers finish their discourse. 

Arnol. laspero, that's the morne 

Which so inflameth yonder Cloud. 

lasp. Is it your Graces will, wee goe to trie to hasten his ap-

Phyl. Please you to trust (proach? 10 

Mee heere alone. H e stay his comming Sir. 

My businesse askes a private conference.— Exeunt Arnoldo laspero 

My Sister is so bounteous of her love. 

And gives her favours with such bold neglect 

Of Fame, that but I knew the pure and chaste 

Condition of her soule, I should grow vex'd 

With jealous feares. Ariola will not vouch safe 

To use me so. Enter Theander. 

Theand. My Phylomont, this is a season when 

Your visit would Import some great affaire 20 

That carries haste or wonder in't. 

2. use— habit, practice. 

5. Times leggs] F; Times gowtie leggs Q, 0 

6. discourse.] F; discourse, / As wearisome and long. Q, 0 

15, that but] Q, F; but that 0 [The £ reading is an error resulting from 
a misreading by the editor or compositor; but is used here in the sense of 
"unless."] 
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Phyl. You have a Mistris sir, preserves 

Your spirits full of Fire, your glad heart keepes 

Eternall triumph in her close warme throne. 

Whilst mine increaseth not in joyes, but weight; 

'Tis heavie sir, if it continue so 

'Twill breake the strings. Your freward Sister 

Theand. Will shee not love? I'm sure her Beautie was 

Ordain'd for no felecitie but Love; 

Her sweetnesse and her formes, though shee were lesse 30 

Ally'd unto my nature, would proclaime it to the world. 

Phyl. Sir, shee hath banish'd mee. 

Theand. Upon what rock was shee by 

A Scythian nours'd. that shee is growne so cruell? 

It cannot be. 

Phyl. Th'affliction will not long Indure 

(I hope) because you may repeale the doome. 

Theand. You are assur'd my Phylomont, I needs 

Must strive to further love; what shall I doe? 

Phyl. Give your consent, that I may marrie her. 

Theand. How! marrie her! Your soules are wedded Sir. 40 

I'm sure you would not marrie bodies too. 

30/31. though . . . nature— Theander seems here to be disclaiming his 
sibling bias. 

33. rock was] CE; rock or promont. Was Q, 0; rock. Was F 

33/34. Upon . . . nours'd— The presence of promont in £ argues against 
an original authorial intention of a figurative interpretation of rock as 
"foundation" or "basis"; the JF punctuation therefore is suspect. The 
comma (in £) was likely misplaced (by the compositor) from after the word 
rock (as would be typical of his compound constructions) and was was 
erroneously capitalized. Although the specific allusion and precise 
meaning remain unclear, the presence of a very similar passage in The Wits 
("I was / Not bred on Scythian Rockes; Tygers and Wolves / I've heard of, 
but nere suck'd their milke" [II.ill]) makes it clear that for Davenant 
barbaric child rearing was somehow symbolized by Scythian rocks. 

36. doome— judgement, decision, decree; also fate or ruin (OED); here a 
double meaning Including both senses. 
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That were a needlesse charge. Come, you shall save 

Your brldall Feast. 

Phyl. This mirth Sir is a little too remote 

From th'answer I should have. 

Theand. Blame my conception then; I understand 

You not: To what purpose would you marrie her? 

Phyl. Why Sir? to lie with her, and get Children. 

Theand. Lye with my Sister Phylomont! how vile 

And horridly that sounds! I prethee sleepe 50 

A while. 'Tis thy distemper, and I pardon it. 

Phyl. This is strange. Being married, is't not lawfull sir? 

Theand. I grant it may be Law, but is it comely? 

Reduce thy reason to a cleaner Sense, 

Thinke on't a noble way. You two may live. 

And love, become your owne best arguments. 

And so contract all vertue, and all praise; 

Be ever beautious, fresh, and young, at least 

In your bellefe; for who can lessen, or 

Defile th'opinion which your mutuall thoughts 60 

Shall fervently exchange? and then you may 

42. charge— burden or expense. 
save— not incur the expense of. 

43. brldall Feast.] F; brldall Feasts, and Gloves. Q, 0 

56. become your owne best arguments— prove your love best by your own 
example. 
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Beget reflections in each others eies. 

So you increase not children, but your selves 

A better, and more guiltlesse progenie; 

Those immateriall creatures cannot sin. 

Phyl. But who shall make men sir? Shall the world cease? 

Theand. I know not how th'are made, but if such deeds 

Be requisite, to fill up Armies, Villages, 

And Cittie shops; that killing, labour, and 

That couz'ning still may last; know Phylomont, 70 

I'd rather Nature should expect such course 

And homely drudgeries from others than from mee. 

Phyl, And yet you had a Father Sir, 

But why doe I tell him so? that was 

His Mothers fault, not his. This is mad doctrine. 

H e bid your excellence good-night, but first 

H e leave this information in your eare; 

You'l find your Sister of my mind; she faine would marrie too. 

Theand. Oh prodigle! belike 

Shee understands then what it meanes. Wrong not 80 

A Ladle sir, whose innocence is such. 

62, beget reflections— The image evoked here is of the theoretically 
infinite number of reflections produced by two mirrors facing each other. 

79. belike— likely, 

80. Shee . . . meanes— Theander may be expressing dismay that his sister 
does "understand" (his query to her at 111,1.44 indicates that there is 
some doubt in his mind), or he may be defending her innocence to 
Phylomont; in the latter case, either a negative or a question mark may be 
needed for the proper sense. 
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Shee weares no blushes for her selfe, but you. 

Leave mee. Although our friendship sir be great. 

My patience is too little to subdue 

My rage; to Bed my gentle Phylomont. 

If thou art guiltlesse, thou wilt sleepe, 

Phyl. H e take your counsell sir. 

The morning may reclaime us both. Exit. 

Theand. 0 poore Ariola, where hast thou chang'd 

Thy bashfull virtue for unchaste desires? 90 

Thy eares are blister'd with lascivious breath. 

Thy understanding is become thy crime; 

I shall not know thee when I meet thee next. 

Thy very soule is sullied, and thy bloud 

That ran so pure, will now grow black with Sin, 

Till't make thy beautie like an AEthiops skin. Exit. 
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Act. 3. Seen. 1. 

Enter Theander, Ariola. 

Ariol. Your lookes are clouded sir. I feare your health 

Is alter'd. or your mind perplex'd. 

Theand. Your lookes, Ariola. will shortly too decay; 

Whilst by their strange and early perishing 

Your former Beautie must be quite forgot. 

Like sullen Roses that would wither on 

The Bough, e're throughly blowne, e're gather'd for 

The Still; so lose all memorie that they were ever sweet. 

Ariol. I need instructions what you would infer. 

Theand. Have you no secret sicknesse in your blood? 10 

Ariol. Not that I feele, nor doe I thinke my Prayers 

So vainly made, that I should perish yet. 

Theand. Have you not heard of late some new discourse. 

Such as inflam'd you to desire strange practises 

Of heate, trials of Youth? I know not what 

They are; but Nature oft doth put odd tricks 

On young and curious fooles, which still 

The bashfull may resist. 

Ariol. If to be ignorant. 

Be safe, I am to leame sir what you meane. 

Theand. Indeed! looke up, and with a Virgin confidence 20 

[S.D.] Ariola.— What appears here in some copies of £ to be a colon 
is really a bleedthrough of the ĥ  in the word which at E2 .19. 

7. throughly— thoroughly. 

8. Still— a distillery for the manufacture of perfume. 
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Contemne th'inrag'd severenesse in my brow. 

By urging that for truth without a blush. 

Ariol. Alas, you have araaz'd mee sir, but I 

Dare looke i'th face of heaven, write all my willing faults. 

And stand unvall'd whilst they are read. 

Theand. Perhaps shee is abus'd. Ariola, 

Pray tell mee the request you sent by Phylomont; 

I know not how I understood it then. 

But sure 't hath troubled all my powres. 

Ariol. I sent you none but what was good and lawfull. 30 

Theand. Are you become so wise 

In wickednesse, to chuse offences that 

The lawes protect? Th'ambitious in the worlds 

First Age, invented them to gather wild 

And wandring Nations into Townes and Forts; 

And so rais'd Common-wealths, for their owne pride 

To rule. Those cunning Scriblers knew that Lawes 

Make Subjects, and tame Slaves, not virtuous Men; 

Live thou as not to know or need their use. 

29. sure 't— it certainly, 
't hath] F; t'hath Q, 0 
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Ariol. I can be farther justifl'd, for my request 40 

Was fit and modest too. 

Theand. Then you may name't. 

Ariol. I gave him leave falrely to question your consent. 

That wee might marrie Sir. 

Theand. Doe you already know what that word meanes? 

Ariol. Your judgement had sufficient cause to blame 

My breeding else: I have been often told 

It's sacred Institution, and the use 

For which 'twas first ordain'd. 

Theand. The use, Ariola? Sh'ath rarely profitted 

Since my long absence from her at the Campe; 50 

Who read these Lectures in your eare? If't were 

A woman, sure, shee fastned on her Maske 

To hide her blushes whilst shee talk'd. 

Ariol. In my weake judgement sir, you are too nice. 

And make uncomely misterie of that 

Which both the learned and the noble have 

Allow'd and taught; and such as vestals may 

Discourse, yet not be banish'd from their holy lamp. 

Theand. But to remaine a vestall still (Ariola) 

To live in sweet unskilfull virgin-hood, 60 

54. nice— strict, prudish (OED). 

57. vestals— i.e., vestal virgins. 

60. unskilfull— ignorant, unpracticed (in the ways of lovers) 
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The Angels life, for they no sexes know. 

But ever love in Meditation, not in Act. 

Hah! is not this a sweetnesse far beyond 

The pleasures that our appetites create? 

Ariol. Sir, it is excellent and free, but I 

Am told, the next degree of happinesse. 

The married challenge, and enjoy. 

Theand. 0 she is lost! I will 

Goe weepe into the Sea, and sooner hope 

To find my unmix'd teares upon my cheeke 

Agen, than her perverted heart reclaim'd 70 

Unto her former innocence. Reach mee 

Your hand; you are my prisoner now, and must 

Be kept from sight of Men. 

Ariol. Sir, though I cannot leame m'offence, yet I 

Shall soone be taught t'obay. 

Theand. If since thy late perversion thou hast left 

But one acquaintance in sweet heaven, that dares 

Befriend thy Orizons, kneele to him strait. 

Ariol. Though you are cruell growne, you cannot want 

My tender wishes, that your angry thoughts 80 

Be to their peacefull harmony restor'd!— Exit. Theander seems to 

Theand. Yet am I not left desolat, to mourne locke her in. 

78. Orizons— prayers (OED). 

79. want— be without. 

80. thoughts] F; thoughts. Q, 0 
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With single grlefe, this ruln'd Virgins fate; 

My Eurithea when she heares of her 

Revolt, will sigh her piteous soule away to ayre. Enter Phylomont. 

Phyl. Theander I am come to learne if yet 

Your temper can with kind, discreet civillity, 

Returne an answer to my suit? 

Theand. Sir, y'have undone a noble Mayd, one nurs'd 

In such severe behaviour of her minde, 90 

So meeke and humble in desires, she seem'd 

Much fitter for a Cloister then a Court; 

But now she aymes at libertie and change. 

Phyl. What I have taught her sir. Hermits and Nunnes 

Might in their dying minutes listen to. 

Without disquiet to their parting soules; 

And things lesse chaste I know, she would not heare. 

Theand. Take heede my Princely friend? Doe not augment 

Thy crime, by owning as thy knowledge, what 

Is yet, but the mistake of thy bellefe; 100 

86. learne if] CE; leame. If Q, 0. F [In all copies of £ examined, 
there is a capital and an inked image that resembles a period but seems 
much smaller than normal; MIJ emends as the present text.] 
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I had a hope thy valne conceptions would 

Be mended much by sleepe. 

Phyl. Well, H e be brlefe. 

Your Sister I would marry sir, and then 

As Lords and Princes use, that love their wives, 

Ly with her. 

Theand. You are too Masculine? 

Name not those words agen; you blast me with 

Your breath. Poore Ruffians in their drinke. 

Are not so rude; leave me; My anger may 

Vndoe us both. 

Phyl. Theander, can you thinke 

To fright me hence, or is it safe to chide HO 

Me with bold words? I would 

Be better us'd; tell me (I pray) is this 

All the answer my demands shall have? 

Theand. All sir, and more then I can patiently 

Allow. Your conversation never could be lesse esteem'd. 

Phyl. I feare your noble reason is diseas'd. 

Where I have lov'd, affliction makes me pittlfull. 

And where I pitty, I can nere intend 

Revenge; farewell injurious Prince, but know. 

If I can get your Sisters kinde consent, 120 

H e not endeavour yours. 

105. you] 0. F; your Q 

107. drinke.] F; drinke. that dwell / In Suburbe Alleles, and In smoaky 
Lanes, Q, 0 

111. Me with] F; Me from my businesse with Q, 0 

112. us'd] F; usde Q, 0 

113. the answer] F; the fit answer Q, 0 
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Theand. Goe not deluded with that triviall hope: 

She is my prisoner lock'd and Inclos'd, 

From all addresse that force or oportunity 

Would make. Thou shalt behold her face no more. 

Phyl. Hah! Imprison'd! Examine sir 

Your troubled memory. It cannot be, 

Theand. You'le find it most expedient, and a truth. 

Phyl. Imprison her! her beauty will breake foorth. 

You may as soone in Christall layles confine 130 

The Sunnes refulgent Beames, climbe heaven, reach downe 

A Starr, as imprison her! 

Theand. This iteration will 

But vexe us both. Farewel! you may believe't 

At leasure sir. Time will perswade you to't. 

126. Imprison'd! Examine] F; Imprison'd! I sooner would cage up / The 
little Bird, that sung a Requiem or'e / My mothers Hearse: the sad 
domestick Redbreast, or / The courteous Wren, that strew'd with Cypresse 
leaves / Th'unburied Pilgrim in the field; examine Q, 0 

130. Christall layles— jails made of glass. 

132. Starr, as] F; Starr, and in a Lanthorne shut it, as Q, 0 
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Phyl. Theander, stay; marke how I cancell all 

Th'affection, merit, and the glorious vowes 

Wee Interchang'd in war, the parting teares 

Wee shed, when in the day of battell our 

Bold troopes wee did divide against the Foe; 140 

And those embraces made, when met agen, 

loy'd and exalted with our victorie. 

Are now eternally forgot. 

Theand. I should lament this losse, had you preserv'd 

Your vertue still, and puritie of heart. 

Phyl. Untill three journies of the Sun expire. 

H e give thee leisure to repent, but then 

Release thy Sister to her free converse. 

And publike view, or I will spread my Ensignes here, 

And 'gainst thy Pallace fix my Cannon, till 150 

I batter It to dust, 

Theand. Poore Phylomont, how I neglect thy furle when it dares 

Inkindle mine? If Fate resolve, wee that 

In forraigne Climes made others mourne, so soone 

Must bleed at home; yet e're wee part, let us 

146. Untill three journies] F; Till three round journies Q, 0 

148. free converse— freedom of action and discourse (OED). 
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Salute like civill Enemies—Farewell. 

When next wee meet, 'twill be in danger, noyse. 

And sulph'rous smoke; for Eurithea's sake. 

Thy Fetters shall be easie. 

Phyl. And for Ariola's. If thou shalt fall 160 

Beneath my Sword, I will imbalme thee with my Teares; 

My eyes grow moist with pittie of our Fates. 

Theand. And mine with sorrow melt so fast away, 

I shall be left in darknesse if I stay. Exeunt. 

[Seen. 2.] 

Enter Castraganio, Fredeline, and Amadine. 

Castra. This Gridonell is young and simple sir. 

Admires all women with a tame extasie. 

And then my Sister Amadine (you know) 

Hath a most pure contriving Wit; if wee 

Could get him marrie her, it were a stratagem 

Would make us rich and famous, 

Fred. But will you bring her to him now? 

Castra. That's our designe. 

Fred. Hast thou o'rewatch'd thy selfe? art mad? 

Castra. Why Signior? 10 

159. be easie.] F; be Silver, and thy Bonds of Silke. Q. 0 

161. imbalme— embalm. 

9. o'rewatch'd— wearied with too much watching (OED). 
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Fred. 'Tis past the time two houres, when by our great 

Physitions date, the Med'cine 'gan to worke. 

I doe believe, the Duke e're this hath felt 

Some sudden diff'rence in his Mayden bloud; 

And Gridonell I'm sure, drunke his full share; 

'Twill worke him to such furle, hee will ravish 

Thy poore Sister, nay eate her up, not leave 

A morsell big enough to beare her name. 

Or memorie that such a creature was. 

Castra. Shee's old, and tough, and will be sure to put 20 

Him Sir, to tli'triall of his teeth; but I 

Had quite forgot, hee tooke the Med'cine. Wee 

Must chuse some other time. 

Fred. As for your sisters marriage 

Sir, with Gridonell, trust my plots, such I 

Have laid, as shall joyne hearts and hands, then straight 

Bring 'um to bed. I thinke sir, shee desires no more. 

Castra. Sir, you obliege us with new benefits. 

Fred. Some cause you'l have to say so now; read that— 

'Tis a Commission I procur'd the Duke 

This morning signe, which gives you a company 30 

22. quite] Q, F; qu te 0 [The type in £ is very loose here; the letter 
missing from this word likely slipped down to the next line to create the 
erroneous spelling that occurs there.] 

23. chuse] Q, F; chlse 0 

24. trust] Q. F; trusts 0 

29. procur'd— persuaded. 

30. signe— i.e., to sign. 
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In's Regiment garison'd at Mesina: 

So you are now my friend and Captaine Castraganio, 

Castra, The latter adds to my revenew sir, the first to my content. 

Fred. Have you imploy'd your Sister Amadine in my behalfe? 

Castra. Sir, there shee stands, readie to execute 

All you Injoine, to th'hazard of her life, 

Fred, Sweet Amadine, your kindnesse can excuse 

An old sinner; I know you hold 

The Princesse in your power; will you Indeere 

Mee to her faire esteeme, procure mee such 40 

Addresse as may be oportune and fit? 

Amad. Sir, I've alreadie mov'd your praises with 

Some vehemence; it prospers too. as far 

As good opinion of your person and your parts. 

Fred. And is there hope wee may converse, by Star, 

Or Moone-light. yet be so maydenlle to call 

To have the Curtalnes drawne? 

38. sinner; I] F; sinner, whose fraile, weake flesh, Nature / Intending 
to keepe long, a little hath / 0're-season'd with her salt, I would be 
glad / Sometimes to be refresh'd; I Q, 0 

42. mov'd— expressed, promoted, 

44. parts— qualities, talents (OED), 
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Amad. This sir, with good endeavour may be done, 

Fred. Then cough and make a noise, till wee 

Grow wittie in our feares, and breake small leasts. 50 

Laugh out agen, and lift the apron up 

To stifle it. 

Amad. But meaning sir no harme? 

Fred. And whisper close, and then 

Laugh out. and wake the Posset-eating Nurse, 

Amad, Still meaning sir no harme? 

Fred. None I protest. Mine's pure Platonick Love. 

Castra. My Sister Signior is inquisitive, 

Guiltle of my offence. Shee ask'd mee e're 

You came, why you Indevour'd thus to have 

The Ladle married to another, whom you meant to love? 60 

Fred, That's the Platonick way; for so 

The Bals, the Banquets, Chariot, Canopie, 

And quilted Couch, which are the places where 

This new wise Sect doe meditate, are kept. 

Not at the Lovers, but the Husbands charge. 

52. stifle it.] F; stifle laughter, till't be crush'd into / A grave and 
silent smile. Q, 0 

it] F; slaughter Ql-5, 7-11; laughter Q6, 0 

53. close, and] F; close, till in the darke, the lips / Be oft mistaken 
for the eares, and Q, 0 

54. Posset-eating— A posset was a drink of wine or treacle boiled with 
milk, usually taken before retiring to rest (OED). 
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And it is fit; for marriage makes him none. 

Though shee be still of the Societie. 

Amad. And may besides her husband, have 

A sad Platonicall servant to helpe her meditate. 

Fred. All moderne best Court Authors doe allow't. 70 

Amad. You give good light into the businesse sir, 

Fred. Were Eurithea married, I would teach 

Her the true Art. Shee is unskilfull yet, 

Amad. Hymen may burne his Taper to a snuffe 

Before wee see her wedding day; there's nothing comes 

So seldome in Theanders thought. 

Fred, But are you serious? 

Amad. I've newly dress'd her like a Shepherdesse; 

And hee i'th old Arcadian habit meets 

Her strait, to whine and kisse. That's all they doe. 

Fred. How? 'tis two full houres since the prefix'd time 80 

Our Artist did prescribe his Chamne should operate; 

I hope hee hath not us'd us thus. Castraganio, 

Captaine, I'd forgot: deare sir, hasten, and see 

How it doth worke with Gridonell; 

You, gentle Mistris, shall conduct mee to 

80. prefix'd— fixed beforehand, anticipated. 

81. prescribe— predict. 
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Some covert in the grove, where I may best 

Observe Theander and his talke; it will concern me much. Exeunt. 

[Seen. 3.] 

Enter Arnoldo, laspero, Gridonell. 

Arnol. This creature you so much admire, is but 

The Princesse woman Sir, 

lasp. A very creature, and doth serve. 

Grid. Would I might serve her. Gentlemen; I long 

To weare a Fan. I have a tossing Feather 

In my chamber. 

It will make two dozen of Fans. 

Arnol. But for what uses could you serve a woman? 

Grid. Instead of rearing a square Sconse. I'd learne 

To raise up Paste; and then for push o' Pike, 

Practise to poke a Ruffe. 10 

lasp. These qualllties will make your wages Sir, 

At least foure Markes a yeare. 

Grid. My Corp'rail shall serve too. 

It is an honest fellow, and a Lover; 

He may wash bucks, and scowre dishes, instead of Armour. 

86. covert— cover, hiding place (OED). 

86/87. best / Observe Theander] Ql-5, 7-11, 0; best observe / Theander Q6 
[prose in F] 

1. so much admire] 0, F; so admire Q 

5. chamber.] F; chamber as broad as a Sycamore tree, Q, 0 

8. Sconse— a military barrier of earthwork (OED). 

9. raise up Paste— concoct a cosmetic substance (OED). 
for push o' Pike . . .— Instead of combat with lances . . . . 

10. poke a Ruffe— crimp or form with a stick (called a pike) the folds 
in an article of fluted linen that stands out around the neck (OED). 

15. bucks— dirty clothes (ML 2:53). 
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Arnol. Is he a Lover too? 

Grid. 0 I! he loves women; dares talke and handle'em; 

And would tell such pretty tales of a 

Fine gentle damsell that he knew. 

lasp. What was she? 

Grid. I never saw her sir, but she boyld Chestnuts, 20 

And sold bloat herring in the Leaguer. 

Arnol. There are wales left for you to compasse Amadine, 

Better then service: you should woe, and wlnne her. 

Grid. Pray Gentlemen, how doe they use to woe? 

Arnol. Why, with fine language. 

Grid. What's that sir, French? 

lasp. French is indeede the smothest and most prosperous. 

Grid. Alas! I can speake none, but a few words 

We use i'th warre, as at our court de Guard, 

We cry. Que v̂ a la. 

Arnol. That sir, will serve. 

When you shall meet your Mlstrisse in the darke. 30 

Grid. And then after a battalle, Randee vous, 

lasp. That may be us'd sir, when shee's obstinate. 

And will not yield to love. 

Grid. This is all my fine language. 

lasp. Women are woo'd with Musicke too? 

Grid. Will the Drumme and Trumpet serve, with sad songs 

Set to 'em, to the tune of a dead March? 

Arnol. Yes, at the Fun'rail of a Generalls wife; 

21. bloat herring— herring cured with brine and smoke but yet still 
relatively tender, unlike dried or "red" herring (OED). 

Leaguer— a military camp, especially one engaged in a siege (OED) 

28. court de Guard— probably a corruption of corps de garde (Fr.), 
referring either to a body of guards or to the guardhouse itself (OED). 

29. Que va la— Qui va la (Who goes there?); a challenge. 

31. Randee vous— rendezvous. 
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But there is yet another meanes. They oft 

Are woo'd by letters elegantly penn'd. 

Grid. I, you are happy that can write and read. 40 

I was taught once to set my marke to a Shoo-makers Bill. 

Enter Castraganio. 

Castra. Arnoldo. do's this Soldiers humor last? 

Arnol. Still more, hee's growne demurer than 

A young Geneva Bride; commits Idolatrle 

To every Lawndresse in the house, and dares 

Not speake to 'um, but with his hat in's eies. 

Castra. Belike the Med'cine hath not wrought; H e lead 

Him to my Sister; Follow sir, this is 

The blessed houre, wherein you shall behold 

Faire Amadine, and court her too. 50 

Grid. Good Gentlemen, pray goe and beare mee out; 

But teach mee how to weare my Cloake, and when 

I should pull on my Gloves Exeunt. 

[Seen. 4.] 

Enter Fredeline, Sclolto, Buonateste. 

Fred. Wee are undone; I found him lying in 

A Poplar shade, with colder thoughts about him. 

40. _I— aye. 

41. marke— signature. 

44. Geneva Bride— i.e., a bride of puritanical leanings (OED) 

47. wrought— worked. 
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Than old Carthusians have when they are sick; 

Lesse apt for Love than Muscovites 

Benighted when they travell on the Ice. 

Sciolt. And workes so little with my Son, hee stands 

Moping, and fix'd, as hee were to be sold 

To a Stone-cutter for a Marble statue. 

Buon. My Lord, I'm lost in my astonishment. 

Some envious Spirit checks my Art. It was 10 

Not wont to faile the strictest minute given. 

To make the virtue and effect appeare. 

Sciolt. This is the Powder that you priz'd so high. 

As 'twere a grated Carbuncle, or that 

Long Diamond pounded which the Sultan weares upon his thumb. 

Fred. Where's your Phylosophie? your strong deepe Art, 

That piercing through the Center, would looke downe 

To Hell, there number all the Fiends, and take 

Account, how many load of Coales is every yeare 

Allow'd for their expense? 

Sciolt. Yes sir. and when the Sun 20 

Is blowne out by a strong Northerly wind. 

You'Id undertake agen to light him with 

3. Carthusians— an order of monks known for their severity (OED). 

4. for Love] F; for our venerlall Love. Q, 0 
Muscovites— Russians; used here simply to denote inhabitants of a 

cold region. 

14, 15. grated Carbuncle, Diamond— a powder made by pulverizing 
carbuncles (any of a variety of stones of a red or fiery color) or 
diamonds (OED); obviously very expensive and precious. 
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A Torch heav'd up by a long lacobs staffe. 

Buon. My Lord, I smile at these vaine injuries 

You doe to Art, not mee. 'Tis fitter for 

Your wonder than your mirth; but take your course. 

Fred. Since your great Master Aristotle dy'd, 

(Who fool'd the drunken Macedon out, of 

A thousand Talents to buy Bookes) what have 

The multitude of's learn'd successors done. 30 

Wrote Comments on his workes; 'light, I could beat 

You all. Have you so many Ages toyl'd 

T'interpret what hee writ in a few yeares? 

Is there yet nothing new, to render benefit 

For humane life, or strengthen reason for 

Our after hopes? Why, doe wee build you Colledges? 

Sciolt. Yes. and allow 'um Pensions too, that they 

May scribble for no end, but to make Paper deare. 

Buon. For one unluckie scape in knowledge, must 

I suffer all this tyrannie? 

Sciolt. You studie Phlsick too? 40 

Fred. Hee knowes to cure sick Chickens o'the Pip. 

Sciolt. I'Id faine see one of that profession live 

23. lacobs staffe— an instrument formerly used for taking the altitude 
of the sun or for measuring distances and heights (OED). 

28. the drunken Macedon— Alexander the Great. 

35. strengthen] Q; strength in 0, F [An error, probably audile, of the £ 
compositor.] 

39. scape—mistake (OED). 

41, knowes— knows how. 
pip— a disease affecting poultry and some hawks (OED). 
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Five hundred yeares without losse of a tooth. 

Fred. No Sir, they'l suffer ruine and decay 

In their owne bodies for examples sake. 

That others may fall sick and make 'um rich. 

Sciolt. Right Fredeline. for notwithstanding, all 

Their Min'rals and their hearbs, wee must be faine 

At last to betake our selves to the wide yawne. 

Grinning, and the long stretch. 

Buon. You make all knowledge 50 

But deception sir, and Cheaters of the learn'd Phylosophers. 

Fred. Troth little lesse, the merry Fop of Thrace, 

That alwaies laugh'd, pretending, 'twas at vanitie; 

Alas, 'twas his disease, going to steale 

Mushromes for his supper. The blew mouth'd Serpent skulk'd 

Under a Dock leafe, and bit him by the thumbe. 

From whence hee tooke that laughing Maladle. 

Sciolt. And his Antagonist would ever seeme 

To weepe out of a Pious cause, a fine 

Dissembling fellow. 'Twas not sorrow made him weepe. 60 

Buon. No sir, make that appeare. 

Sciolt. H e shew a Manuscript, now kept i'th Vatican that proves 

52. Fop of Thrace— Democritus, commonly known as "The Laughing 
Philosopher" (OCD). 

55. blew mouth'd— A blue vapor (or breath) was supposed to be at 
physically unhealthy and often associated with ghosts or the Devil 
himself, possibly because brimstone (the element of Hell) burns with a 
blue flame (OED); the term serpent also evokes a Satanic image. 
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He had nine yeares a Fistula in's eie. 

Fred. Meere couz'ners all. 

Sciolt. As for Diogenes, that fasted much. 

And tooke his habitation in a Tub, 

To make the world believe hee lov'd a strict 

And severe life, hee tooke the diet sir, 

And in that very Tub, swet for the French disease. 

Fred. And some unlearn'd Apothecarie since. 

Mistaking's name, call'd it Cornelius Tub. 70 

Buon. My noble friends, make much still of your spleenes. 

Tickle your selves with strawes, if you want sport. 

I shall have my revenge e're long, 

Sciolt. I thinke y'have poyson'd the Duke, and my Son too. 

If it be found. H e cut your throat. 

Buon. My Lord, I scorne your callumnies; 

H e to Messina, and contemne you both. Exit. 

Sciolt. My feares mis-give mee Fredeline; if hee 

Should now take horse, and leave us here to owne 

His trecherous fact, that were a fine Phylosophie. 80 

63. Fistula— an ulcer (OED). 
couz'ners— cheaters. 

64. Diogenes— Diogenes of Sinopi, whose reputed residence in a large 
public vessel (of tub) in Corinth has been much celebrated (HDCLA). 

67. tooke— adhered to (OED). 

68. the French disease— a term applied to various venereal diseases, 
usually syphilis (OED). 

70. Cornelius Tub— Cornelius was the inventor of the sweating tub used 
to cure Lues Veneris (ML). 

75. throat.] F; throat so wide / Open, that when you take your Morning's 
draught, / You shall goe neere to spill your drinke. Q, 0 
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Fred. Unlesse he have the subtle art to file, wee'l overtake him; 

He shall not stir, untill we know his med'clnes quality. Exeunt. 

[Seen. 5,] 

Enter Theander like a noble Shepherd. 

Theand. Three wearie circuits of the Sun explr'd. 

Fierce Phylomont and I shall meet 

To know the diffrence of our Stars. Till then 

H e practise Rites of Love; My Eurithea must 

Not know our anger, nor the cause. Come forth 

My Princely Shepherdesse, and leave thy Lambs 

(Less gentle than thy selfe) whilst wee a while Enter Eurithea 

Enjoy this gloomy shade, like a Shepherdess. 

Eurith. Why should we hide our selves Theander from 

The free discoveries of the light, that know 10 

Not guiltinesse to cause a bashfull feare. 

Theand. This greene and fragrant pallace tempts our stay. 

Here sit, where Nature made the sharper sented bryer. 

And luscious lesmlne meet to quallifie 

And reconcile their diffring smels within 

The hunnie woodbines weak and slender armes; sit neerer, wee are 

Too remote— 

Eurith. How, my Theander, am I still subdu'd 

8. Enjoy] F; Grow pensive in Q, 0 

12, fragrant] 0, F; fragant Q 

14, to quallifie— to moderate, to temper the force or effect of; here, 
to make more agreeable, to harmonize (OED). 

16, hunnie woodbine— honeysuckle. 
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With thy chaste victories upon my heart? 

Would heaven had nere begun these joyes. till it 

Had kindly promis'd they should never end. 20 

Theand. Yet whilst they last, wee'l strive to make the strict 

Example of our love, an easie Law, unto the vaine fantastick world. 

Eurith. The nimble Dwarfe. 

And lazie Evenuch then (which are the spies 

And messengers of their blind god) might rest 

At home, for all their toyles 

And simple businesse upon earth should cease. 

Theand. And that small god himselfe (who ne're could tempt 

Wise Poets to increase his stature, or 

To mend his eyes, as knowing what 30 

A useless Deitie they made) might soone 

Goe shake his Quiver, and unplume his Shafts. 

The influence with which his fond Idolaters 

Are giddily Inspir'd, is incident to falshood, and to change. 

Eurith. But our affection. Time, nor sad distresse 

Have power to alter or destroy. 

Theand. Yet say the furle of some sudden war 

Should leade us captive to a cruell Land, 

24. Evenuch— eunuch. 

26. At home] F; Upon their quilts, at home Q, 0 

28. small god— Cupid. 

30. To mend his eyes— Cupid is always spoken of as being blind. 
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Couldst thou indure the frownes of Destlnie, 

And be thus beautious still? When scornfull men 40 

Shall aske, where now your gawdle vestments are, 

When you appear'd 

Like various Tulips in the Ides of May? 

Eurith. Feare not my love; the homeliest weeds 

Should well become 

My beauty then, since humbled by my thoughts. 

The nimble Linnet in his russet Feathers flyes. 

As warme as does that Bird of Paradise 

With all his painted and his guilded trim. 

Theand. But oh! me thinkes I heare thy mourning, and 50 

The sawcie Foe demand, where are those Fumes 

Of sweet Assyrian Nard, wilde Cypresse Boughes, 

And sifted Amber, 

Which ever as you mov'd, Theander burnt. 

41/43. now your gawdle vestments are, / When you appear'd / Like various] 
F; now are all those Persian Loomes / Your Lovers flowing wealth imploy'd 
to weave / Your vestments ever new, when you appear'd / Like gawdle Aprlll 
in Cecillian Meades / Or various Q, 0 

42. When] Q, 0; then F 

43. Tulips— This term is used by Cowley and others in reference to a 
showy person or thing (OED); the tulip, introduced to western Europe late 
in the previous century, was still an exotic novelty in Europe in 1636. 

44. weeds— humble apparel. 

44/45. homeliest weeds / Should] F; homely weeds spun by / The course and 
heavie finger'd people, that / Reside i'th neighbour vale, should Q, 0 

47. nimble Linnet] F; briske pert Linnet Q, 0 

48. as does that Bird] F; as any Bird Q, 0 

51. Fumes— vapors or smoke from something burning, as from incense, 
here Assyrian Nard, an aromatic ointment from the middle east (OED). 

53. sifted Amber— powdered ambergris, probably an Incense. 
Amber] F; Amber of the Southern Sea Q, 0 
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Pretending sacrifice, but 'twas to hide 

You in those costly mists, from Rivals eyes. 

Eurith. Then with my wiser scorne I shall reply. 

For sweets, behold yond' bed of Violets, 

That leane and hang their heads together, as 

They seem'd to whisper and consult, how to 60 

Preserve their odor to themselves, whilst neere 

Each Christall brooke the Primrose stands 

Triumphing on his stalke, as he disdain'd 

Ills hidden roote, ambitious to be worne 

Within a chaste, although a captives breast. 

Theand. Still, still me thinkes, this rugged conqueror 

Derides thee with his wit. and askes 

Where are the whispers of your amorous Lute, 

That sooth'd you into slumbers till your dreames 

Became your greatest sinne. 70 

Eurith. When I shall musick need. H e say each tree 

Doth entertaine a Quire at natures charge; 

And what is he dares touch the Tuscan Lute, 

Whilst in the night he heares the Bird begin (wrong'd? 

Her pensive notes; whose feather'd Ancestor the firie Tereus 

61. preserve] 0, F; preseve Q 

62. the Primrose] F; the jolly Primrose Q, 0 

66. Still] 0, F; Sill Q 

67. his wit] F; his Iron wit Q, 0 

72. entertaine— to find room for. to accommodate (OED). 
Quire— choir (OED). 

75. Ancestor— Philomela. Tereus' sister-in-law, whom he raped (cf. OCD). 
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Theand. And whilst thy dayes of bondage last, thou 

With thy artfull needle shalt draw in silken Imagry, 

The stories of our fatall love. Theander gazing 

(on her, rises and starts. 

Eurith. Ay me. what sudden terrour shakes you thus. 

Into a wild demeanor of your lookes? 80 

Theand. Such fire as this, I have not felt before. 

It burnes my heart. 

My blood runs flaming till my scorched veines, 

Together cur'11. 

Eurith. Tell me, the best of Princes, what's your grlefe? 

Theand. Tis strange; come Eurithea let us walke. 

Eurith. Will you divide your troubles from my breast? 

Shall I not know your grlefe, which though 

My pitie cannot remedy, my prayers may? 

Theand. It is a Fire, kindled and bred in Hell; 90 

For it perswades, and warmes me to a guilt: 

As strange and distant from my knowledge, as 

76/77. thou / With thy artfull needle shalt draw] F; thou shalt / With 
artfull needle draw Q, 0 

78. love.] F; love, and learne / T'outworke that mistic nourserie of 
Maids— / The Phrygian Sybill taught. Q, 0 

82. It burnes] F; It boyles my liver, and it burnes Q, 0 

84. cur'11.] F; cur'11 like broken treble strings. Q, 0 
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My will; move on my gentle Love. Oh stay! goe back! 

Goe back a while, till I've subdu'd my thoughts. 

Eurith. Helpe him sweet heaven, preserve his reason safe.— 

Theand. Nay, doe not weepe; those watrie obsequies 

Serve to lament, not quench such Fun'rail fire as mine. 

Eurith. A Funerall fire? 

Theand. 0 yes; 'twill burne me after death, though thou 

Couldst drop more showres than Aprlll weepes when March 100 

Hath blowne the ruder winds into his eies; 

Though every teare thou shedd'st were swell'd into 

A wave, thou couldst not quench this secret fire. 

Eurith. Deare Theander! 

Theand. Hide, hide thy beauty e're 

Thou speak'St; put on thy vaile: nay, closer yet— She vailes her self. 

Eurith. You carefull Angels that reside above. 

Can you have businesse of more grace or need. 

Than to consider such a change as this? 

Theander, speake; what may it meane? 

Theand. To name it, were such Impudence, as 110 

Ravishers cannot attaine, till they 

Are growne long exercls'd, and old. 

97. lament— "foment" has been suggested by ML (2:61), but "lament" does 
not seem Incorrect. 

110/111. as / Ravishers] F; as Bawds / And Ravishers Q, 0 
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Eurith. These words are newer than the wondrous cause 

That gives them breath. 

Theand. Bold devill! thou Imperious flame. 

Sure I shall stifle thee at last. Now come 

My Eurithea, let's move on. Thy strong 

O'recomming beautie clouded thus, wee may 

Converse, and safely too I hope. Alas, 

Why do'st thou weepe? 0 sad, sinister change! 

I am resolv'd; for if my tainted vaines 120 

Still harbour this disease, I will not need 

Thy anger Phylomont, to make mee bleed. Exeunt. 

Act 4. Seen. 1. 

Enter Buonateste, Sclolto, Fredeline. 

Buon. Where is the honor of my Science now? 

Are my assertions true? I told you, though 

Their cold unpractis'd constitutions might 

For two short houres be an impediment 

To our fierce hopes, it could not faile to worke. 
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Sciolt. Magnanimous Rabbin, thou hast conquer'd us. 

Wee yield to thy Phylosophie; I would 

Kneele downe for expiation of my mis-beliefe. 

But that my joints are old. and it were troublesome 

To rise agen. My fine Maglcall Mounsier, 10 

Be courtly in thy Learning, embrace us, and forgive our Heresie. 

Buon. But are you reconcll'd (with Pious thoughts) 

Vnto the ancient Sages, and believe their knowledge of some use? 

Sciolt. They are Right Worshipfull. 

I rev'rence all their Ghosts; but for th'old fellow 

That walk'd wlth's Lanthorne to find honest men, 

Introth hee did an Ancestor of mine 

A private wrong, sticks in my stomack yet. 

Fred, My Lord, it needs must be so long agoe 

Your goodnesse should perswade your memorie 20 

To blot it out; but pray, what wrong could poore 

Diogenes afford your Ancestor? 

Sciolt. Why meeting him in a blind Lane, hee deny'd 

To lend him that Lanthorne, which you know (Signior) 

To a gentleman in silk Stockings, and white Shoes, was a discurtesie. 

6, Rabbin— rabbi; master. 

11. Heresie— disbelief. 

15. th'old fellow— i.e., Diogenes. 
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Buon. Your Lordship's subtle in antiquities. 

And have kept a very nice Intelligence. 

Sciolt. Well Fredeline, this luckie Plot was ours; 

w'have done enough. 

Hast thou convers'd with the good Duke 30 

Since hee did feele the med'cine in his blood? 

Fred. 0 Sir, the Ice is melted that hath kept his vaines 

So frozen and condenc'd; hee must find out. 

That nature made a woman for some use 

More consequent, than to converse with, and admire; 

Besides, this our belov'd and knotty Sophister 

Hath fill'd mee with such Potent arguments. 

Divine and Morall, to perswade the Rites 

Of Marriage, wise, and seemly too, as hee 

Shall needs consent in's reason and his will, 40 

That hee was once begotten, and must now beget. 

Sciolt. Th'ast drawne this Circle with my owne compasse. 

And rais'd a spirit in't, Agrippa's selfe. 

26. Your] Q, 0; you F [An omission by the F_ compositor.] 

27. nice Intelligence— careful record, accurate information (said 
sarcastically about Sclolto's blundering misinformation). 

29. enough.] F; enough; wee now may combe / Our heads, stroke 'um, strew 
'um ore with Nutmegs / To gratifle our braines, then lay 'um up / To 
sleepe, Q, 0 

43, Agrippa— Cornelius Agrippa. 
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Were hee alive, could not allay. 

Fred. Nay more, by my appointment sir, there waits 

A Priest, at th'chappell dore, who just upon 

The nick of his conversion may appeare. 

And tye that mlstick knot; which Eurithea 

Hardly will unloose agen. 

Sciolt. Exquisite Fredeline, I heare the Doce 50 

I gave my Son, hath turn'd him from a tame 

Soldier to a towne Bull; I will goe seeke 

Him strait, and find some meanes t'appease his am'rous wrath. Exit. 

Fred. Phylosopher, wee two must scale a Brother-hood; 

Come, let mee shake thy Hebrew and thy Greeke 

Transcribing Fist; Not all thy Leatherne, nor 

Thy Vellum friends, those dead companions on 

Thy shelves, shall be more faithful! co thee than 

Thy humble Fredeline. 

Buon. Though my owne studies sir. 

Be solemne and profound, I honor a 60 

Good Wit, and can be tickled with pure Fancie 

As well as youthfull Poets in their wine. 

Yours I have plac'd in my first choice. 

48/49. Eurithea / Hardly] F; Eurithea, though / Shee pick it with her 
little fingers, and / Her Bodkin, hardly Q. 0 
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Fred. Ah my Phylosopher! if thy almighty Art could doe one 

In my behalfe. (courtesie 

Buon, But name it sir; we that are rich in treasure of the mind. 

Like others wealthy in their gold, doe oft 

Preserve the best and chiefest part conceal'd, 

Fred, Couldst thou by some rare subtle compound worke 

On Nature so, that whom I lov'd, might be 70 

Inforc'd to make returne of an affection hot 

And violent as mine; mee thinkes I see 

A cheerfull answer in thy lookes. Be kind. 

And speake some comfort e're I faint. 

Buon. This may be done. 

Fred. How, how? my sage Immortall friend? 

Buon. You are in love? 

Fred. Platonically sir, no otherwaies. 

Buon. Fie, fie! professe a friendship, and presume 

To gull mee with a Ladies Paradox! 

Doe not I know what that imports? 

Fred. Well sir, you that have skill t'interpret all 80 

65. behalfe.] F; behalfe, I'Id fill thy Standish with / Ky heart blood, 
e're thou shouldst want inke to write, / And leave thy wisedome to the 
world. Q, 0 

67. o f t — of it; ML emends this to oft, which is the more common modem 
usage, although of it makes good sense. 
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The Eastern tongues, may mannage my weake words 

Into what sense you please, 

Buon. If you expect redresse, the Mistris whom 

You love must grow familiar to my sight. 

That I may study her complexion, and 

Her yeares; then marke which way her soule's Inclin'd. 

Fred. I know 'twill be as safe a secret in 

Your knowledge as in mine, 'tis Eurithea.— 

Buon. I thanke you much, not for the trust you put 

Into my brest, but for your brave ambition sir, 90 

For I affect great Spirits like great Wits; 

But give mee leave to aske 

Fred. I will prevent you sir, for I presume 

You'l but demand what others prlvie to 

My bold designe have question'd twice, why I 

Thus toile to make Theander marry her. 

Since by my hopes prescrib'd for mine owne bed? 

Buon. You guesse my wonder to the full. 

Fred. My other Instruments I thought too thick 

And heavie soul'd, to merit knowledge of 100 

This mysterie, but you have reason sir, and shall be satisfl'd. 

93. prevent— anticipate (OED). 

95. have question'd twice] Q, 0; om. F [This omission in F̂  makes the 
sentence a fragment, and is likely a compositorial error.] 
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Buon. Signior, I weare your praise as my best dignity. 

Fred. Pray listen then. If I should thinke t'enjoy 

Her by the tame and formall title of 

A Wife, I were but simply gull'd by my 

O'reweening, and too sawcie Ignorance. 

As knowing well my birth, my fortune, and 

My yeares make me unfit for such a hope; 

But when shee comes to rellish Man, whose warme 

Contaction makes her thaw, then like a Spring 110 

Too long imprison'd in her Ice, shee'l spread 

Into a lib'rail streame, that ev'ry thirsty Lover may 

Carouse, untill his heat be quench'd. 

Buon. 'Tis subtly said; but Signior, now suppose 

The wedding past, have you no other meanes 

To prosecute your love? 

Fred. More cunning and sublime! 

108/109. hope; / But] F; hope; / Yet it is apt shee marry too; and why? / 
That shee may taste man, for sir, in this cold / And frozen life of her 
virginity, / There is no meanes to prosper my desires, / But Q, 0 

110. Contaction] Q; Contraction 0, F [Though both readings make sense, 
£'s contaction (the touch, a tactile reference) fits much better than does 
£'s contraction (alluding more to the relationship, the pact of 
partnership) into the sense of the paragraph, the thrust of which is 
decidedly more sensual than political. This is most likely a 
compositorial attempt at correction in £, followed by F̂. ] 

Contaction— contact, the act of touching (OED). 
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My deepe designements have contriv'd, before 

His brldall kisses coole upon her lips, 

Hee shall grow jealous of her chastitie. 

This sir is certaine as the nights 120 

Succession to the day, and well you know, 

Shee that finds her husband jealous without cause. 

Will lye Perdu untill shee give him one. 

Buon, Thy bold ambition and thy wit, indeer'd 

Thee first unto my thoughts, but now I find 

Thee deeply read in Lovers Polliticks; 

The lustfull Priests of Paphos might have been 

Disciples to thy skill. How I affect 

Mischiefe, when mannag'd by a braine, can lead 

And usher it in new untrodden wales?— 130 

Fred, But will you make this compound sir? 

Buon, It shall be strait prepar'd, which, e're you sleepe 

You must receive into your nosthrill by a fume 

Made on a little fire of Cassia roots; then gaze 

On her to morrow but two minutes space, 

Untill your am'rous Optick spirits by 

123, Perdu— in wait, as in ambush (OED, a,, A[3]), 

127, lustfull Priests of Paphos— Paphos was a city of Cyprus and the 
chief seat of the worship of Aphrodite, at whose temple sacred 
prostitution took place (OCD), 

134. Cassia— an Inferior kind of cinnamon; poetically, a fragrant shrub 
or plant (OED). 
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A secret transmutation steale into 

Her eyes, and straight the worke is crown'd. Enter Theander, 

Fred. I am oblieg'd to sacrifice my life; 

The Duke is come, away. It is not fit 140 

Your friendship should be yet begun; goe to 

Your Limbeck deare Phylosopher. Exit Buonateste, 

Theand, Leisure, and drowsle sloath, did first beget 

These crooked and abortive thoughts: they are 

The progenie of ease. What doe I heere? 

When I had businesse in the Campe they ne're 

Durst tempt mee in my idlest dreames; But oh! 

They have o'recome my nature, and my strength! 

If there be remedies. H e chuse the best. 

Fred. This morne your excellence was pleas'd to thinke 150 

My councels, learn'd, and requisite; I wish 

Your wise opinion may not change her faith; 

There waits a Priest within will give a sweet 

And sudden cure to your disease. 

Theand. I thanke you sir; have you acquainted Phylomont 

With my desire? 

137. transmutation] 0, F; transmitatlon Q [Likely a correction by the £ 
editor or compositor, but the following verb (steale) argues for the £ 
reading of transmitatlon. which may mean a method of transmittal (of 
Fredeline's Optick spirits); transmitatlon is not found in the OED, 
however. 

142. Limbeck— alembic, an apparatus used in distilling (OED). 

156, desire?] F; desire of peacefull conference? Q, 0 
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Fred, He will obay you sir—look where hee comes. 

Enter Phylomont. 

Phyl. Sir, I am told, you wlsh'd mee here on some 

Affaire, may much concerne us both, and that 

Our meeting should be full of equall courtesie. 160 

Theand. Sir, I have done you wrong, and made mine eyes 

Severe Inquisitors to find your faults. 

But vayl'd them when they look'd upon mine owne; 

I'm growne lesse temp'rate than your selfe, something 

I feele, which to extenuate with civility 

I'Id name, unrulinesse of youth, though I 

Was wont to call't a Sin. 

Phyl. 0, is it come to this? H e cashiere my new levy'd troops. 

Wee'l kill no Souldlers sir. There's hope wee may beget 

Some now. Theander, speake? Shall wee preserve 170 

Our Ensignes folded, and proclaime a peace? 

Theand. My Sister you shall marry, Phylomont. 

Phyl. I thanke you Sir, most heartily; You, if 

You please, shall marry mine, and then doe with 

Her what you list; for H e make bold with yours. 
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Fred. This Duke is one of Plato's Heretlcks. 

Theand. How e're our Inward Inclinations are 

Most foule, let us (I pray) 

Inforce a little vertue from Hypocrisie, 

And hide it from extemall view. 180 

Phyl. Theander, I was bred under as chaste 

And modest Discipline as any Prince alive; 

And can affect a Lovers tendernesse. 

And decencle of speech, but not to know 

The order, and the course of things were fond 

Unmettal'd Ignorance. Is't not the custome Sir, 

That wee must marry first, and then to Bed? 

Theand. To Bed, that is to sleepe. 

Phyl. Right, if the Bridegroome Sir be mad, sleepe is 

His Med'cine then; I'm sober, I thanke heaven, 190 

And know my businesse. Your Sister shall find it. 

Theand. All this is newes to mee. Either thou knowst 

Too much, or I have thought a virtue what 

More pregnant men, may terme a dull mistake; 

It cannot be. I have a strange Instinct 

178, Most foule] F; Most sulpherous and foule Q, 0 

185, fond— foolish. 

186. Unmettal'd— unspirited (OED). 
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That gives mee pleasure in my former faith. 

Phyl. Injoy it still. Your life and motion sir. 

You can preserve by immateriall fire. 

Wee that are forc'd to keepe our spirits warme 

In flesh and blood, must be content to live 200 

As other mortals doe. 

Theand. I prethee let's dispute it bashfully; 

Yet I would learne, is custome growne so bold? 

First marry Phylomont, and strait to bed! 

Phyl. To bed, that's as you said to sleepe; and then 

'Tween sleepe and waking sir, to touch, as 'twere 

By chance, not purpose, and so fall into 

You guesse the rest. 

Theand. Enough, H e heare no more. 

Phyl. But Where's your Sister? I would faine dispatch. 

Theand. Conduct him to her, Fredeline; this Key 210 

Will open you the way. If I shall need 

Her pardon to excuse m'unskilfulnesse, 

Intreat it for mee sir. 

Phyl. It shall be easily attain'd. 

Fred. This is a service I have much desir'd to do your excellence. 

Phyl. Signior, you have deserv'd my thanks. Exeunt. Phylomont 

Fredeline. 

208. He] Q, F; 1 0 [Though the £ reading makes some sense, it likely 
results from a slip by the £ compositor.] 

214. to do your] Q, 0; to your F [This deletion in F̂  imposes on the verb 
desir'd a more obscure sense, and is likely a compositorial error.] 
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Theand. This noble youth was by the generall voice 

Held most exact and heavenly in the whole 

Demeanor of his life. His judgment Is 

Of late defil'd, or what I feele Is no 

Rebellion of my reason, but my strength. 220 

Not a disease, but some odd sawclnesse Enter Eurithea vayl'd. 

Of health, which hee doth merrily commend. 

Behold my faire Cathusian now appeares. 

Whose purer thoughts and beauty soone will turne 

This new opinion to an heresie. 

Eurith. I was perswaded sir. thus vayl'd, to wait 

On your commands. 

Theand. Tis now (sweet Eurithea) in thy power 

To shew mercle that may save my life. 

Slaves that are chain'd unto the heavie Oare, 

Who labour till they chafe the restlesse waves 230 

Into a foame, are not Inthrall'd like mee. 

Eurith. Can you believe my Lord, your griefes are so 

Contracted to your selfe, so slow and lame 

With their sad weight, that in this tedious space 

They nere could travell to my heart? 

223. Cathusian— See the footnote at III.lv.3. 

228. shew mercle] F; shew a mercle Q, 0 
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Know they have made a visit here, here they 

Are lodg'd; and I could wish (though strangers much 

Vnwelcom'd at the first) they never would 

Returne from whence they came. 

Theand. Thou art too pittlfull; but be so still, 240 

That I may flatter my oppressions with 

Some hope, if not with remedy. Grant a 

Request which I unwillingly must urge. 

And thou shalt faintly heare. 

Eurith. Why doe I languish with delaies? call't not 

(Theander) a request, but a command. 

And justly confident reveale it strait. 

Theand. 0 that we could 

Exchange intelligence with our dumbe thoughts. 

And make our meaning knowne e're it should need 

The tongue! I cannot, dare not nam't. 250 

Eurith. You wrong th'umblemish'd vertue of your soule. 

Your contemplation never could create 

A businesse so deform'd, as not deserves 

To be deliver'd by your voice. I sigh. 

And mourne untill I heare't. 
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Theand. If I must speake, I would some Northern frost 

That purifies the morn's infected mists, would purge 

My breath, e're it arrive unto thine eare. 

Poore Eurithea, you must marrie mee. 

Eurith. Is't this, that so hath vex'd your utterance? 260 

More willingly than I would leave the black 

And sootie Caves, where Fiends reside, to walke 

I'th fragrant dwellings of the blest; Lead on. 

Be cheerfull, and recall your health, 

Your Priest, with ceremonious Rites 

Will quickly perflt your desire.— 

Theand. So willingly! stay Eurithea, can you guesse th'intent 

Of what you would performe, of many new 

And undlscover'd trials you shall make 

Of things, we had not courage yet to learne; 270 

Darke deeds, and practis'd in the night, which when 

Our hastie youth shall aske our wisdome leave. 

May seeme perhaps convenient, but not good. 

Eurith. Why should I make my meditation judge 

Of what your better knowledge hath resolv'd? 

265. Your Priest] F; your owne / Domestick Priest Q, 0 [The word Your 
is moved to line 265 in the present edition in order to avoid doing 
violence to the meter of both lines.] 

266. perflt— perfect, complete (v.t.). 
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Thus I unvayle, to tell the world I dare 

I'th open interview of light, approve 

And justifie your worst and secret thoughts. 

Theander, lead the way. 279 

Theand. 0 cruell stars! I shall betray a Virgin now. whose inno-

Is so extreame, it yields,.and turnes to guilt! (cence 

Eurith. Why doe you stay my Lord, and strive to make. 

Or find new sorrowes, e're the old are lost. 

Theand. Leave mee my gentle Love; I will not goe. 

Nor tell the cause; Would thou wer't wicked as 

My selfe awhile, that thou might'st know't; my eyes 

Grow sick; 'tis not secure to weare 

Thy beauties thus display'd, 

Eurith. Alas, these are but couz'ning formes. There Is 

No truth in your delayes; I know you spoke 290 

In the sincerenesse of your soule, when you 

Profess'd our marriage would assist your minds 

Recoverie. Theander. come. 

Theand. Dull Fate! where is the vigour that I show'd 

When our lowd Cannon seem'd to stifle the 

285. wer't— This is likely a simple typographical error for wert 
(second person singular past subjunctive of to be). although the 
apostrophe is allowed to stand in all subsequent editions £ (as £), F̂  
(were't), and ML (were*t). OED records no forms of wert with an 
apostrophe. 
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Affrighted day with smoke, and Rivers flow'd 

Themselves into a new extent, swelling 

Their tides with humane blood? In Lovers soft 

And simple war, I'm weaker than a child. 

Eurith. Still more delayes! you kill mee if you stay. 300 

Theand. Shee is resolv'd. Her better Angell sure 

Is ever by her side. No danger then 

Can harbour where shee goes, and yet I blush 

As I should need her vayle to hide my shame 

E're I commit the Sin—lead you the way. 

Eurith. This is a strange command! here, follow sir. 

Theand. Thou little, though imperious God of love. 

How wilt thou sit and smile when thou shalt see 

To sooth thy wantonnesse, and swell thy pride. 

The Bridegroome woo'd, and usher'd by the Bride? Exeunt. 310 

[Seen. 2.] 

Enter Gridonell, Castraganio, Arnoldo, laspero. 

Grid. I will not follow a Platonick Duke, 

So tell him sir, I am inspir'd, and know 

The meaning of the word. 

307. God of love— Cupid; his mother mentioned in £ is Aphrodite. 

307/308. love, / How] F; love, / (Warmely inthron'd within thy mothers 
lap,) / How Q, 0 
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Castra. Be not so furious sir. I'm of your Sect. 

Vnlesse hee suddenly recant, I am 

Resolv'd sooner to serve the great Turke. 

Grid, The Turke! Is hee Platonically given? 

Castra. Troth sir, not much; hee hath some seven hundred 

Of those taff'tie creatures you admire so, in's owne house. 

Grid. Would I were the great Turke 10 

But for one Month; yet 'tis a chargeable place: 

Hee cann't spend lesse than a Corronels pay 

In Pins among these Damsels, besides Muffes, 

And fine white Gloves! Poore Gentleman, hee lives 

At a great rate. Castraganio, a word takes him aside. 

Castra. Be not so boisterous sir. The Powder workes strangely. 

Grid, Fetch mee your Sister hither strait. 

Castra. But for what purpose? 

Grid. What's that to you. I've occasion to use her. 

Something I must doe, I know not what 'tis, 20 

But I begin to feele she will be very 

Convenient for mee at this time. 

Castra. If you'l agree upon the wedding houre. 

11. chargeable— burdensome, expensive (OED), 
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Grid. How long then must I stay? 

Castra. Till a License be brought from Palermo, 

And the Priest have done his office. 

Grid. I have not patience to expect till then. 

Goe bring her hither strait; dispatch. 

Or H e weare out my Fist upon your smooth countenance. 

Castra, You are too rude, I'le leave you sir. Exit. 30 

Grid. Deny mee such a poore request? 'tis an 

111 natur'd Rogue! Come hither laspero. Have you a Sister? 

lasp. Yes, and a pretty one, I thanke my Stars. 

Grid. Fetch her to mee instantly. I cannot stay. 

lasp. You must have patience till her Nurse have made 

Her ready sir. 

Grid. Her Nurse, what does shee with a Nurse? 

lasp. She is at suck, and hardly six monthes old. 

Grid. At suck! nay, if shee lye at that poore Ward, 

Shee is not for my turne. 

Arnoldo? prethee fetch mee thine. 40 

Arnol. I would be glad to doe my friend a courtesie. 

Would you had spoke in time, for sir, introth shee's dead. 

Grid. I doe not like a dead Mistriss. 

24. stay— wait. 

27. expect— wait with anticipation, delay. 

38/39. Ward, / Shee] F; Ward, / Tipling of milke, shee Q, 0 

43, Mistriss,] F; commoditle Q, 0 [The ¥_ spelling is Mistress, but £ 
consistently spells this word with two I's.] 
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Well Gentlemen, you must each stand Sentinell 

Close at the Laundry dore, and bring mee the 

First prize; no words, it must be done. 

Arnol. Gladly, wee love th'imployment sir. 

lasp. This Soldier has din'd with the devill lately. 

Hee's vildly alter'd.— Ex. laspero Arnoldo. 

Grid. I'm wondrous hot within; my guts are dry'd 50 

To a bundle of match; and I breath Gunpowder. 

What have I done of late, where have I bin? Let me consider it.— 

Enter Sclolto, 

Sciolt, Hah! Melancholly, Son; thy Corporall would 

Looke merrier when hee see's his Feather worne 

I'th Enemies hat, and's Knapsack without bread. 

Tell mee, what do'st thou want? 

Grid. Something that you may helpe mee to; you sir 

Are old, and well experlenc'd in the world. 

Sciolt. And thou shalt have it then; tell mee, what is't? 

Grid. Why sir, a wench. 

Sciolt. How boy! make me your pimp! 60 

Doe not vex mee. You should know I could fight in my Youth. 

Grid. I sir, any man will fight for a wench. 

48/49. lately. / Hee's] F; lately, / And fed on Sea-coale Cakes, 
hee's Q, 0 

49. vildly— vilely (OED). 

61. should] F; shall Q, 0 
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Sciolt. You will provoke mee. Get you in, and give 

Attendance to Theanders marriage rites, Tis strait to be perform'd. 

Grid, Alas, I dare not goe; there is a cause not fit to be told, 

Sciolt. You know what's fit! y'had best to tell it me. 

Speake, what's the cause you dare not goe? 

Grid. Sir, I should ravish the Bride. 

Sciolt. Are you so eager bent? Rare Phylosopher! 

Grid. If I but see a Priest, and a Maid by, 70 

I shall beat him sir, 

Vnlesse hee doe his office strait, and marrie us. 

Sciolt. Hah! Tis high time to weare mine eyes open. 

Hee may chance in this mad fit, contract himselfe 

To some Inheretrix that's landed on 

The High-way, whose Father sels fine Crab-sticks. 

And hazle Nuts to riding Citizens, 

Come Son, this Key must lock you up; you shall 

Remaine a Prisoner in my Chamber till you grow more tame. 

Grid. H e not be taken Prisoner sir. by any man alive. 80 

Sciolt. Nor yet obay your Father; you'l not 

70. by,] F; by, / Though her dowrle be but a Silver Thimble, / And a 
skein of Silke, Q, 0 

76. Crab-sticks— sticks or cudgels of crabtree wood (OED). 

81. Father;] F; Father, you; Q, 0 
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Inforce mee draw my Sword? 

Grid, No sir, you had not best. 

Sciolt. D'you threaten boy! not best to draw my sword? 

Grid, No sir, for feare you spralne your arme: these weake 

Old fellowes know not what's good for 'um. 

Sciolt. Slrra go in! One disobedient word, & I will dls-lnherit thee. 

Grid. My Lord, H e yield, but if you would but lock 

Fair Amadine•a prisoner i'th same roome. 

Sciolt. Thou traitor, get thee in. 

Grid. Perhaps she would be willing sir, 

Sciolt. Go in I say. Ex, 90 

[Seen, 3.] 

Enter Phylomont. and Ariola. 

Phyl, Let mee a while containe thee in mine armes 

(Belov'd Ariola). The force of Indian winds 

That shake the aged Cedar from his root 

Shall not divide us now. 

Ariol, Here I would stay 

(My valiant Phylomont) till death should wave 

His dart, and becken us to follow him 

Vnto the hidden shades, till hee should make 

By angry power these kind embraces cold. 

Phyl. How sad and dismall sound the farewels which 

Poore Lovers take, whom destiny dis-joynes, 10 

90. Ex. ] Q; Exit. 0, F [An erroneous expansion of this abbreviation by 
the £ editor or compositor.] 
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Although they know their absence will be short? 

And when they meet agen, how muslcall 

And sweet, are all the mutuall joyes they breath? 

Ariol. Like Birds, who when they see the wearie Sun 

Forsake the world, they lay 

Their little heads beneath their wings. 

To ease that weight which his departure adds unto their grlefe. 

Phyl. 'Tis true my love: but when 

They see that bright perpetuall traveller 

Returne, they warme and aire their Feathers at 20 

His beames, and sing untill their gratitude 

Hath made them hoarse. 

Ariol. My Brother I request may be forgiven, and call not my 

Restraint his cruelty. T'hath mended me 

Within, and fill'd mee with such bless'd designes. 

As will deserve your wonder and your thanks. 

Forgive him, Phylomont. 

Phyl. Our friendship is 

Restor'd, which thus I will confirme with vowes 

Vpon thy sacred hand, but surely it 

Were better ratifi'd upon thy baulmie lip, 30 

16. little heads] F; little Pensive heads Q, 0 
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Which after absence, decent custome will. 

Allow to those, who are delighted when they meet. 

Ariol. Your virtues have such great and safe 

Authority, they cannot aske what's fit to be deny'd—he kisses her. 

Phyl. This seemes (me thinks) a new 

Demeanor. Shee is alter'd much, more free 

And kind than shee was wont. 

Ariol, Why dost thou ruminate aside, as If 

Thy Meditation were too guilty, or too great to be reveal'd? 

Phyl. Give mee (thou precious darling of my heart) 40 

The privilege to doubt a little, and 

Resolve me strait; why are thy courtesies 

So great now, and so easily attain'd, 

\^ich heretofore thou didst deprive mee of 

With frownes? 

Ariol. It shall be ever thus. My passion, and 

My thoughts are chang'd; as Eurithea with 

My Brother lives, so shall our conversation take 

All liberty, and our salutes be far 

More amorous and bold, though vertuous still. 50 

43. and so easily] 0, F; and easily Q 

45. frownes?] F; frownes, and strict behaviour of thy brow? Q, 0 
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Phyl. This bounty had been excellent, when you 

Had privilege to give, or to deny; but now 

Your charter's out of date, and mine 

Begins to rule; the Priest attends below 

To celebrate our Nuptiall rites, which is 

The happy houre that doth advance 

The husbands government; come, to the Chappell, straight. 

Ariol. A little pawse; what need wee marry sir? 

I lately was instructed to 

A clearer choice of our felicitie; is it not better to live thus, in a 60 

Perfection that wee know, than to attempt 

New joyes, which our unskilfulnesse should 

Make us doubt? this is the Angels life; 

My Brother told me so, and then hee breath'd 

Such holy Lectures as have prosper'd much upon my soule. 

Phyl. Not marry (my Ariola?) is that the fatall word? 

Take heed how you are sooth'd into a strange, and fond beliefe. 

Ariol. Your caution (sir) is onely needfull to 

Your selfe. Can you desire a blessing more 

Exact than this wee may possesse, to live 70 

53. charter— privilege, immunity, rule (OED). 

56. advance— promote. 

57. government— governance, control, 
straight] F; Love Q, 0 
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In everlasting confidence of what 

Wee doe, yet still embrace, and love, although 

In persons not conjoyn'd. united in our soules? 

Phyl. These are but triviall documents, alas! 

I'm hardly taught; thus rashly to renounce 

What all the wiser world have taken so 

Much leisure to aprove; besides, Ariola, 

You much mistake your Brother, for just now 

I saw him married. The deeds past: these hands 

Gave, and presented him to Hymens use. 80 

And hee's preparing for my Sisters bed. 

Ariol. Your Sisters bed! (gentle my Lord) beware 

How you confer a callumnie, which all 

Your Orizons and mine, to helpe them cann't excuse to heaven. 

Phyl. Let mee conduct you to him, and your eyes 

Shall witnesse my assertion for a truth. 

Ariol. No sir, if hee be guilty growne, I shall 

Not wish to see him so; can hee recant 

Thus soone. the faire religion hee did preach 

With all the fervencle of mind? 

Phyl, Do not lament, 90 

74. triviall documents— insubstantial evidence (arguments) (OED). 

76, world] Q, 0; would F [An F̂  typographical error,] 

77. Much] F; Long Q, 0 

84. Orizons— prayers. 

90. lament,— It is doubtful that this is one of the many commas in £ 
that were intended as terminal punctuation (see Appendix D); ML construes 
it as such, however. 
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Th'example you should rather follow, than 

Accuse; come, my Ariola, like him 

Wee'l marry too. Our wisdome shall perswade us to't. 

Ariol. Some wicked spirit strives sir, to betray 

Vs both; make triall of this new 

Vnusuall happinesse awhile, live, and 

Converse beneath the spreading poplar for 

Our shade, and for variety wee'l sit 

On yonder Rivers flowry bankes. 

Phyl. There whisper till wee court him to delay 100 

His journey to the Sea, and swell, untill 

Hee leave his scalie deafe inhabitants 

Vpon the Shore, as tribute to our Loves. 

Ariol. I, Phylomont, these are the guiltlesse sports. 

Phyl. Fine holy dreames indeed, but cannot last. 

You and I must marry. 'Tis resolv'd. 

Ariol. Banish that thought, or I will take my leave. 

And be estrang'd for ever from thy sight. 

But when reclaim'd, seeke mee i'th mirtle Grove. 

Phyl. Stay, faire Ariola. My reason sure must laugh 110 

104. I^~ aye. 
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At this subjection of my faith, but I 

Will on, Fredome and kind addresses shee 

Hath still assur'd; come, follow mee. Like an 

Vnwilling Proselyte, I slowly move 

To try the pleasures of Platonick Love. Exeunt• 

[Seen. 4.] 

Enter Amadine, Fredeline with a Paper, and Castraganio. 

Amad. Dispatch sir, it growes late, my Lady will 

Expect I wait on her to bed. Th'intelligence 

I bring is full of certainty and truth. 

Make your advantage oft with your best skill. 

Fred. Wilt thou adventure Amadine? 'Tis but 

(At worst) the forfeiture of thy poore service. 

Which H e requite, with giving thee young Gridonell 

To be thy husband; my plots 

Have so design'd. Why did I order't else 

That hee should take the Med'cine which hath forc'd 10 

Him to such Foeminine attempts? 

Amad. Indeed hee's growne more bold with mee of late. 

And will come falrely on in time. 

7, I'll] F; ile Q. 0 

8. husband;] F; husband, and to rule; Q, 0 
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Fred. 0 doubt it not. Can my experlenc'd head study in vaine? 

Captaine, my indeer'd friend, will you forsake 

Mee now, when such a ripe occasion showes 

It selfe, to give successe unto my hopes? 

Your sister is content to hazard all. 

Castra. Tis full of danger sir. 

Fred. I will be there my selfe, and stand between 

Your person and his wrath. 20 

Castra. Tis certaine losse sir, of my company. 

Fred. How? what's a company that brings as fraile 

Revenew, and uncertaine, as our purchases 

At dice? Who'd live, and be maintain'd by others deaths? 

Looke here, just now I caus'd him signe this grant. 

The Provostship of Necosla newly voyd. 

Which being under's hand and seale confirm'd. 

No new relapse of favour can recall 

The gift. You see your name here sir; 

The feat but done, 30 

lie put it in your hand, then strait you may 

Take horse, ride post unto your government. 

Your Sister with you, on some Parsons strong 

Tall double Gelding sir, kept in my stable for 

26. Necosia— a district of Cyprus. 

29. sir;] F; sir carv'd out / In Roman Characters; Q, 0 
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That use; and then laugh at your Patron till he sicken at your mirth. 

Amad. But shall my husband Elect follow us? 

Fred. And ride as swiftly as a Scythian from a battell lost. 

Amad. In my weak judgement Brother, our rewards are faire. 

I am resolv'd to venture it. 

Castra. Early i'th morning sir? 

Fred. lust at the first appearance of the light. 40 

The dore I told you of, must be the place. 

Castra. You will be there protected with your sword? 

Fred. A Captaine, and raise doubts, that sound like feares! 

Come sir, all shall be safe. You to your Lady. 

Let's meet i'th upper lobby two houres hence. 

And there consult. My Chymlck fume I have 

Already t'ane. If that succeed, and this 

Plot thrive, I will require no more from my 

Vncertaine Fate, nor Art, whose usuall scope. 

Is but to pay learn'd industry with hope. Exeunt. 50 

[Seen. 5.] 

Enter Theander, Eurithea, a Table, stooles, and lights set out. 

Theand. Husband, and Wife, wee have a calling now; 

Shewes it not strange, disquieting thy tender eares 

With sounds th'are unacquainted with? Titles 

46. Chymlck fume— a vapor for chemical or medicinal use. 
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(Mee thinks) that yet wee know not how to weare. 

Wee should be taught behaviour, and some formes 

Of gravity, are they not usefull, Eurithea? 

Eurith. My Lord, I am more ignorant than you. 

If wee have ventur'd upon errours, wee'l 

Conceale them, and forgive our selves, 

Theand. Her beauty kindles in my brest new fires, 10 

Before the old are quench'd; wise Fredeline 

Told mee, our marriage would procure my remedle, 

Alas! the cure's to come, and now I must 

Require't as custome, or a duty from her; 

In my nice thoughts 'twill teach her impudence, 

0 curs'd disease! What shall I doe? 

Eurith. Theander, you are still perplex'd. I thought 

The holy Priest had a Mysterious power 

To make these troubles cease. Did you not vow 

Our Nuptials was the meanes to save your life? 20 

Theand. To bed, my Eurithea, it is late. 

They say the married paire are incident 

6, usefull] Q; youthful 0, F [This is most likely simply an audile 
error by the £ compositor.] 

22. incident— liable. 
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To cares. Tis fit they should sleepe, prethee 

To bed; shall I goe call thy woman? 

Eurith. My Lord, you are not kind; the tedious houres 

I could contract to Minutes in your company. 

And waste them faster than our village girles 

That dance in Meadows in the Month of May, 

lie take my leave, yet boldly too. 

With all the solemne sweetnesse of a Bride Kisses 30 

My Lord, good-night. 

Theand. I am inflam'd agen; did she not take her leave, and say 

Good-night? Then whither must I goe? 

One bed I thought kind Hymen had allow'd 

To both, since by his God-head wee are made 

But one; thus it is gen'rally receiv'd: stay Eurithea, wee must talk. 

Enter Amadine. 

Amad. Madam, your Bed's prepar'd. Shall I undresse 

Your Ladishlp, or the Bridegroome first? 

I'th Province where I liv'd, wee us'd to call 

A dozen apron Squires t'uncloath the husband, 40 

Then sow him in a Sheet, and lay him on his Pillow, 

Tamely to expect the Bride two houres before shee came. 

23. fit they ] F; fit then they Q, 0 

40. apron Squires— apple-squires, i.e., pimps (OED); however, the term 
may here be referring simply to female squires (who wear aprons). 

41/42. Pillow, / Tamely to] F; Pillow / Tamely, to Q, 0 

42. expect— await. 
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Eurith, Wench, thou art mad! D'you understand her sir? 

Theand, A little. Eurithea. Doe not you? 

Eurith. Shee talkes as it were fit wee two 

Amad. Should lye together. That's my meaning Madam, 

Eurith, Hence, and leave us, immodest foole, 

Amad. I knew t'would come to this—Fredeline will 

Find my words true; the morning may perhaps 

Make yee both Melancholly. Exit, 50 

Eurith. This wench, Theander, hath been fam'd for wit; 

I doubt shee hath experience too, in things 

Not decent for th'observance of a Mayd, 

Theand, Alas, shee talkes but what she heares, and in 

Her understanding seemes proper and fit! 

Eurith. That we should sleepe together in one bed. 

Theand. Indeed it sounds most strangely to us yet. 

But use will dull those scruples to the eare; 

It must be done. Custome will be obay'd. 

Eurith. Never by us. We'le live to be examples, 60 

Not sir to follow those, we cannot like. 

45. two ] F; two. Q, 0 

52. doubt— suspect (OED). 
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Theand. Consider gentle Love, ere you believe 

Your owne opinions best. Why did we marry? 

Eurith. That's easily resolv'd. I thought Theander, 

Some wild sad jealousle had vex'd thy heart 

With feare of rivallship, and by this sacred band 

Thou would'st secure and tie me to thy selfe. 

More safely to destroy anothers hope. 

Though these were needlesse doubts. I never gave 

You cause to hold my love suspected yet. 70 

Theand. Thou dost mistake my grlefe. It hath a cause 

More foule, which I'Id aqualnt thee with, if it 

Were comely to reveale't, but since I have 

Betray'd and led thy guiltlesse feet into 

This sacred snare, 'tis fit t'avoid the scornes 

Which singularity, and overbashfull 

Nlcenesse will beget; we'le live as others doe. 

As much i'th practises of night, as day. 

Eurith. 0 Theander! the sweetnesse of thy soule 

Is sowr'd, like Cretan wines that are too excellent 80 

To last; my blood thou hast to water turn'd. 

And I shall soone consume it all in teares. 

70. love suspected yet,] F; love in your suspect. Q, 0 

71. grlefe] F; grelfes Q, 0 
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Theand. Goe Eurithea to thy bed, sleepe like 

A Virgin not a wife, be by thy owne 

Embraces warm'd. Injoy thy bosome to 

Thy selfe, away! hast to thy bed, I to 

My grave, and let my Coffin lye 

Vngarnlsh'd in the earth. Come not to strew 

It o're with flowres: I am so pestilent 

That I should blast thee after death. 90 

Eurith. Theander stay! Who knowes but heaven may give 

Such mighty blessings to my speech, that stralte 

I m^y perswade thee from thy guilty thoughts? 

Theand. Never; my breast is now become 

The burning prison of the fiends. It is 

So sulpherous and hot, me thinkes they find 

Their punishment Increasde, and would to coole 

Themselves, returne vnto their former hell. 

Eurith. 0 direfull extacle! can I heare this and live? 

Theand. lie tell thee more, to make thee fly 100 

With some kind Angels borrow'd wings, from this 
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Infected Region where I breath. Know all 

Our marriage vowes (which certainely were first 

Ordain'd for holy use) I meerely tooke. 

As formall helpes to my pernicious lust, 

Eurith. Yet stay. In this short tyranny of Time, 

Thou canst not be so sinfull growne, as to despise 

My pitty and my praiers too! 8 stay. 

Theand. I dare not, for thine eyes augment my smart. 

Each small neglected beame they shed, HO 

I gather up in flames, and quite pervert 

Their vertuous Influence to a lustfull fire, 

Eurith, Thou lost remainder of the noblest Prince, 

The active Warre, or wiser Courts e're knew. 

How doe I blush to find my groanes and sighes 

Have left me breath enough to speake ray last 

Farewell? 

Theand. How farre is it to heaven, that yet 

This Ladyes mournings are not heard, for if 

They were, my sufferings and my guilt would cease; 

Or cannot our petitions climbe, and get 120 

Accesse as nimbly as our faults? 0 this 

108, ^ — The nature of the mark over this letter in £ is unclear; it is 
not an umlaut, but rather more like two short slashes. It is clear and 
uniform in all copies of £ examined. 
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Is it that so emboldens vex'd humanity. 

Makes us complaine. Those undiscem'd 

Immortall governors are often in 

Their bounty slow, in lustice too severe. 

And give not what we beg, but what we feare. Exeunt. 

Act 5. Seen. 1 

Enter Theander. Fredeline. 

Theand. My gladnesse doth orecome me Fredeline. 

The sickenesse of 

My bloud is gone, my hot and eager thoughts 

Grow temp'rat now. my vaines are coole within. 

As silver pipes replenish'd from a spring, 

Fred. It seemes the Philosophers Doce hath done 

Working. 'Tis well he is already married? 

Theand. 0 I am light, more nimble then a Dove. 

Or empty Eagles in their mornings flight; 

Me thinkes this sinfull vestment of my flesh 10 

Showes cleane and new upon my soule. Now I 

1/2. Fredeline. / The] F; Fredeline, / Some kind celestiall power hath 
phisick'd me / With Immateriall baulme, the Q, 0 

6. Philosophers] 0, F; Phllophers Q [A correction by the £ editor or 
compositor; although in the examined copies of £ the letter following the 
1 in this word looks very like a second î , it may be Instead a broken H ] 
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Shall sleepe agen, and have such guiltlesse dreames. 

As I may tell my Mother when I wake. 

Fred. 'Tis strange the operation should decay 

So soone; some few howres hence my subtile Fume 

Will governe in mine Eies: and there I hope 

Continue longer then his Lust hath done with him. 

Theand. I'm thinking Fredeline how Eurithea will 

Rejoyce, when she shall finde what mastery 

Her holy friends above have wrought in my behalfe. 20 

Fred. 'Tis now neere birth of day, and as I told 

You sir, to finde her pensive in her bed. 

To draw her curtalnes, and reveale your selfe 

Quite alter'd and recover'd in your minde. 

Will by the sudden wonder much augment 

Her joy. 

Theand. It must be full of pleasure. Show the way. 

Fred. That's her Chamber sir, but through a backe doore 

(Vnlesse her carefull woman hinder us) 

I can convay you to her without noyse; 

Make me your guide, and move to your right hand. 30 

20. Her holy friends above— I.e., saints to whom she has offered 
particular devotion. 

28. us)] F; us / By a strong bolt) Q, 0 
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Theand. I shall be welcom'd and admir'd, as I 

Had made my visit from a Region so 

Remote, that my returne would be no more 

Believ'd, then from the grave— 

Fred. Here I Injoyn'd my Captaine and his sister stand conceal'd. 

If he should proove too cowardly for such 

A guilt, I were undone—Sure that's his voice. 

Enter Castraganio (in a night gown unready) & Amadine. 

Castra. They both are come. Speake lowder Amadine, 

He cannot heare us else. 

Theand. Hah! who are these? 

Fred. They come from Euritheas Chamber, sir, 40 

Lets retire to the Arras, and listen to their talke— 

Amad. Brother take heede how you discourse 

And boast of your accesse. Theander would 

Goe neere to kill us both, if he but knew 

Of this nights revelling. 

Castra. Dost thinke I weare my tongue so slipp'ry in 

My mouth. These are not pleasures fit to be 

Reveald: away, w'have said enough?—Ex. Castraganio & Amadine. 

Fred. They have observ'd your language 

To a sillable. 50 

49/50, observ'd your language / To a] F; observ'd the language I 
prescrib'd, / To the strictnesse of a Q, 0 
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Theand. Sure he did urge my name; and spoke as it 

Concern'd my lustice to destroy em both. 

Who are they; thou knowst em Fredeline? 

Fred, My indeer'd friend; can you be guilty of 

Such close night exercise? 

Theand, Who is thy friend? death on thy courteous feares? 

Why dost conceale't so long? What is he call'd? 

Fred. Were he my brother, and thus iniur'd you. 

My secrecie should never make him safe. 

'Tis Castraganeo and his sister Amadine. 60 

She that attends upon your wife. 

Theand. My wife: that title's new, and will grow horrid now! 

Her Chamber was their Sphere of revelling: 

They came from thence. 

Fred. Can you thinke so, my Lord? 

Theand. Why dost thou strive to lessen my beliefe. 

With wearing such disguises on thine owne? 

Thou saw'st they came from thence. 

Fred. Sir, if they did, that can inferre no cause. 

To make your reason so disquieted; 

Are there not many 70 

That will have their lovers in 

70/71. many / That] F; many of these Tiffany / Young kerchiefe people 
that Q, 0 
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Their Ladies Chamber whilst shee sleepes? 

Theand. Her Lover Fredeline! thou wouldst beguile 

My lealousle with hopes impossible; 

It is her brother, thinke on that. 

Fred. Can Incest seeme so strange to your conceit? 

The sooner sir, for by that meanes th'are sure 

T'Increase th'alliance, of those children which 

They get, and make them more a klnne unto themselues; 

But if the gentle Eurithea you 80 

Suspect (as be it farre from my dull thoughts 

To raise a sawcy feare) let me kill him— 

Theand Goe, follow straite; bring me his heart, that I 

May see it pant and bleed within my hand. 

Kill him. his sister too. Yet stay, stay Fredeline; 

'Tis not the custome of my soule, to be 

Reveng'd by Deputie, or fix my anger where 

There is not equall strength and valour to incounter it. 

Fred. But sir, if he should live 

To prattle in his Wine, and boast what he hath done? 90 

76. conceit— imagination. 
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Theand. Goe then, take care thou see him strait Imbarqu'd. 

And let some cunning Pilote steere him to 

A coast so wild and distant from this Clime. 

That's language never may be understood; 

Not to secure my fame, but in a piteous tendernesse 

To Euritheas Sex. False Eurithea! 

When I had purg'd my memory of all 

My raw unwholesome thoughts, couldst thou defile't 

Agen with acting what I but unwillingly desir'd? 

Fred. 'Tis worth my poore vexation too, 100 

When I consider how the scomefuH, that 

Malign'd the pure caelestlall sect of 

Lovers, which you mutually conspir'd 

To raise, will smile when they shall heare of this. 

And say, 'twas an old Platonick trick. 

Theand. Leave me, and see him suddenly imbarqu'd. 

Fred. Sir, your command shall be obey'd; but I 

Beseech you not proceed to danger, on 

These weake unlucky doubts. 

105. 'twas an] F; 'twas but an Q, 0 
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Theand. This was the cause she did disswade me from 110 

Her bed, that she might make another roome. 

Most virgin-like pretending 'twas a crime to aske 

A husbands priviledge: prethee leave me. 

Fred. I dare not yet my noble injur'd Prince. Exeunt. 

[Seen. 2.] 

Enter Castraganio, and Amadine. 

Castra. I'm glad the danger's past; It had beene hard 

To make me venture it, but that the Provostship 

Was a most powerfull balte. 

Amad. And then to make the rich yong Gridonel my husband too. 

For all his plotts are sure. 

Castra. But that which perfected 

My confidence, was thy assurance of 

The Ladye's easie inclination to 

Forgive; for as thou told'st me, if the worst 

Succeed, and we should be constrain'd to tell 

The truth, she'le pitty young beginners, that 10 

Are forc'd to hazard a little honesty 

To make em rich, and is able to 

Procure Theanders pardon as her owne. 

Amad. You may presume it and rejoyce, for I 

Have felt her breast; 'tis soft and tender as a Pellicans.— 

111. make another roome— i.e., make room for another man. 

2. make] F; teach Q, 0 
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Enter Fredeline, with a Parchment writing, and Pocket Inckhorne. 

Fred. My noble Captaine, and my precious friend, 

I will not name what lasting gratitude. 

Your cares and courage have oblieg'd me to: 

Men that are hearty and sincere come late 

With promises, and earely with their deedes. 20 

Castra. I hope sir, though your dialogue were short. 

We utter'd your meaning in your owne words. 

Amad. My voice was valiant too, and lowd enough. 

Fred. All was exacter then my hopes desir'd; 

And now (just dealing sir doth strengthen love) 

There is the Patent for your Provostship. 

Pray put it in your pocket safe. Make choice 

Of all my Horses, straite to hasten you 

Vnto your government. 

Amad. And shal my husband follow us? 

Fred. lust now, he's drawing on his bootes. 30 

Friend, I implore I may by ev'ry Post 

30/31. bootes. Friend] F; bootes, hee'le ride / Halfe naked with his 
leggs, for out of hast, / He hath forgot to put his stockings on. / Amad. 
Were he quite nak'd, he should be welcome, sir. / Fred. Friend Q, 0 
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Have letters of thy businesse, and thy health; 

And pretty Amadine when you have children, 

(As heaven no doubt, will send you store) pray keepe 

Them warme, and let em eate no fruit, nor fish; 

You goe into a cold raw clime, and I 

Desire all your posteritie might thrive. 

Amad. It is the kindest gentleman, 

Fred. Wee'le meete i'th stable straite, there have 

A parting teare or two, and so farewell, 40 

Mischiefe on my fraile memory, I had 

Forgot a written Scedule here, to which drawes out a paper 

I must intreat your hands Pen and Inke, 

Castra. How! what is it sir? 

Fred. Onely a short certificate, that justifies 

You lay with Eurithea sir, and Amadine 

Must needs subscribe, as witnesse that she saw you in her bed. 

Castra. You shall excuse me. 

Fred. Can you deny me this? 

Amad. What w'have already done can raise but his 

Suspitions. This will make him mad. 50 

Fred. Speake, will you write? 

35. em] Q; me 0. F [A transposition by the £ compositor.] 
fruit, fish— The origins and nature of the maxims against eating 

these foods are unclear. 
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Castra. Our other crime if it be found may be 

Forgiven, but once consent to this, hee'le grow 

Too wise sir, to be merclfull. 

Fred. Well, I must seeke for friendship among beasts. 

There is no courtesie, no honesty 

In men. Determine straite, will ye subscribe? 

Castra. You have our answer, Signior, pray receive't. 

Fred. Deare friend I take my leave. Sweet Amadine 

Farewell. I'm sorry we must part, as blind 60 

Men doe, never to see each other more. 

Castra. Believe not so vnklndly of our destinies, 

Fred. Never, I feare: for I suspecting youl'd deny 

This small request, was faine to hire 

Two shaggy ill-look'd Gentlemen, a brace 

Of massie hilted rogues, who waite below 

To cut your throats, 

Castra. Y'are not in earnest sir. 

Fred. Deare friend, when did you find I was in jeast. 

However if you'le fixe your names in writing here. 

You may goe on with safety to your government; 70 

Shall they come up? 

Amad. No, no sir, if they be rogues. 

56. no courtesie] F; no melting courtesie Q, 0 

66. massie hilted rogues— i.e., hirelings with heavy blades (knives). 
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And have such shaggy lookes; Brother, I finde 

He's mischievous. 

Castra. Give me the paper sir— He writes, and 

Fred. Gentle Mistresse, your name too— gives it Amadine. 

So, now ye are kind, let me embrace you both. 

And pray looke on the Pattent sir, I gave 

You to assure the Provostship,— Castraganio takes it out 

Castra. Hah! here wants the Dukes hand. and opens it. 

Fred. Right: to what purpose pray should it be there. 

When th'office is not faine. 80 

Castra. I'm gull'd, led by the ears too like an Asse. 

Amad. And shall I have no husband, Signior? 

Fred. Introth I have been busied much of late. 

And never spoke unto the Gentleman; 

Besides, I thought y' had beene inclin'd to the Platonicke way. 

Amad. I would my nayles were long enough, vlllaine. 

I'id fley thee for it. 

Fred. Alas, I smile at Injuries. 

Castra. Peace, doe not anger him; come sister wee'le 

Vnto my Garrison. I've a Commission for 

A Company. I hope you'le speake unto 90 

The Duke I may injoy't. I'm sure his hand is to't. 

78. wants— is missing. 

80. faine— fallen, i.e., vacated. 

81. the ears too like] F; the nosthrill like Q, 0 

82. And] F; Nor Q, 0 

87. fley— flay, here meaning "scratch," although more properly, 
"scourge" (OED). 

thee for it.] F; thee into raggs. Q, 0 
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Fred. But yet you'le find a willing small 

Mistake too in that grant; the Captaine is 

Not dead that had the place. 

Castra. Would I had spirit but to beate my selfe. 

Fred. You are a Florentine; one of the subtle Tribe, 

That thinke your neighbours have no braines; 

I pray believe you found 

A dull Sicilian once, that could out-wit a Tuscan Gentleman. 

Castra. Y'are master of your pleasure sir; whither shall we go? 100 

Fred. You must to Sea. 

Amad. To sea, Ile drowne here first. 

Or aske pardon, and confesse all. 

Fred. Not one word more on forfeiture of life. 

Castra. My wonder makes me dumbe. 1 need no threats. 

Fred. You shall to the Bermudoes friend, and there 

Plant Cotton whilst your Sister learnes to spinne: 

It is the Dukes command, and till I can 

Provide a Ship, I must inclose you in 

A garret safe, where you may weepe and meditate. 

No howling now, nor crying lowd, for feare 110 

97. braines;] F; braines, but what / They meete serv'd in with sage and 
vinegar, / To a calfes head; Q, 0 

103. forfeiture] Ql-5, 7, 8, 11, 0, F; forfeture Q6, 9, 10 

105. Bermudoes— the Bermuda Islands, 
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My ill-fac'd blades below ore heare't, and strait 

To quallifie your voyces cut your throats; 

Nor doe not grumble curses out. I hold 

Them much unwholsome in a morning ere I breake my fast.—Ex. 

[Seen. 3.] 

Enter Phylomont, Buonateste, Ariola. 

Phyl. I'm weary of this dull Platonick life: 

D'you thinke that Ile sit sighing thus (Ariola) 

Vnder a Poplar tree, or whining by 

A River side? Either consent to marry. 

Or I will strait take horse, ride to my Province 

And seeke some downe right virgin out. that knowes 

Natures plaine lawes. though not the Art of love. 

Ariol. Can you complaine I am unkinde, or the 

Sweet freedome which I give, is not so much 

As eithers vertue might allow? 10 

Phyl. It is enough! Men that are satisfy'd 

With winde and ayre, may keepe Camelions company; 

I'm of an other diet; I, my learned 

New acquaintance here, laughes to conceive 

112. quallifie— alter, modify (OED). 

1. dull] F; cold Q; old 0 

4. side?] F; side, like a poore Fisherman / That had lost his Net? Q, 0 

6. that] Ql-5, 7, 8, 11, 0, F; That Q6, 9, 10 

11-12. Men that are satisfy'd . . . company— Chamelions were thought to 
subsist on only air (OED). 

13. I — aye. 
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What Hercules and 's 50 Mistresses 

Would have thought of a Platonick lover, 

Buon, He would have beaten's braines out with his Clubb, 

Phyl. Will you consent to marry, speake? 

Ariol. If I am powerfull with thee Phylomont, 

Let me but woe thee to the Woods agen, 20 

And try how my perswasions can subdue 

Thy minde, unto our former temp'rat love. 

Phyl. No I thanke heaven; my sage. 

And learned Author, shall I humble you 

So much as to goe bid my followers 

Prepare for my departure hence. 

Buon. Stay a little sir. The Lady may relent. 

Phyl. My hopes grow cold, I'le instantly away. 

Ariol. Stay Phylomont; I doe command thee stay. 

By the religion of thy sacred vowes. 30 

Phyl. One houre I will; upon condition too. 

You walke aside with my Philosopher, 

And listen reverently to his advice. 

15. Hercules and 's 50 Mistresses— During one of Hercules' twelve 
labors, he is supposed to have deflowered fifty virgins in one night. 

23. heaven; my] F; heaven; I'le sooner goe thither / To rob poore 
Squirrels of their nuts, my Q, 0 

25. to goe] Q; goe to 0, F [The 0 compositor seems to have misread the 
sense of this passage.] 
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Ariol, My reason's fortify'd. Let him come in, 

Phyl. Away? Use all the force of your capacltie, 

Buon. Plato shall lose one fond disciple sir. 

Or I'le goe burne my bookes.— Exeunt. 

[Seen. 4.] 

Enter Theander, and Eurithea, at severall doores. 

Theand. In this course Pilgrimes weed, I shall injoy 

That quietnesse, which though great Princes have 

The power oft to preserve in others, yet 

Can ne're command unto themselves, 

Eurith. Alas, my Lord, what have I done. 

That you should leave me and suspect 

My Innocence? Why, will you thus become 

A holy wanderer to seeke that happinesse 

In other Lands, which here you scomefully 

Forsake? What have I done? 

Theand. Is thy offence 10 

Growne up to be thy glory now? Dost love 

To heare it told? or art thou sooth'd with hope 

It is conceald. The Starres are witnesses; 

They all grew weary of the night, and wlsh'd 

37. bookes,] F; bookes. and sindge my beard / Off in the flame. Q, 0 

6. and] F; to Q, 0 

12, with hope] F; with silly hope Q, 0 
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For clowdes to hide their radient eyes, from what 

Vnwilllngly they saw? 

Eurith. Ease my amazement quickly, or I dye, 

Theand. Thou Eurithea, and the world are growne 

Too false and subtile, for the easie dull 

Sincerenesse of my heart. I will retyre 20 

To Desarts and to Rocks, there feed the winds 

With my continuall sighes: untill I raise 

A storme shall nightly shake this Pallace towres. 

And give thy flattr'ing conscience cause to feare. 

Though I am gone still my revenge dwells here. Exit. 

Eurith. 0 I would follow, but my griefes are growne 

So burdensome, they bow me to the ground. She fals. 

How various are the changes of our fate. 

Now must I lose him, when he's safe restor'd 

To all his chaste and noble thoughts; which way 30 

Could I consent to an offence? I am 

By some conspiracie betray'd. 

Enter Fredeline. 
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Fred. This fellow and his sister must be sent 

To Sea with speed, for feare some accident 

Discover all. Eurithea! the most 

Illustrious Princesse of this Isle; looke up 

Faire Virgin-wife; alas, why doe you weepe? 

Eurith. I am forsaken, lost! Theander is 

Vnkind, o'recome with jealousle and scorne. 

Fred. Madame, I thinke, I partly know the cause. 40 

Believ't, there are more villaines in the world. 

Then will appeare so in the face. 

Eurith. But sir. know you what thus disturbs my Lord? 

Fred. Your Woman's false; her brother such a knave 

As were he sent to hell, the Fiends would crowd 

Together t'avoid his company. 

Eurith. She and her brother false to me! 

Fred, Rise up. I doe beseech your Excellence; 

And having wip'd away those liquid pearles 

From of your beuteous eyes, read this and wonder,—She rises & 50 

Eurith, 0 dismall! horrid treachery— takes a paper from him, 

Fred. There you perceive, he doth affirme, he did 

34. some accident] F; some watchfull accident Q, 0 

35. discover— expose. 

42. face,] F; face, though it / Be wash'd. and shav'd, then vlew'd with 
open lights, Q. 0 

46. Together t'avoid] F; Together in a nooke. t'avoid Q, 0 
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Injoy your bed, and Amadine subscribes 

To witnesse what he certifies, 

Eurith. Though they are cruell, I forgive them both. 

Fred. That's heavenly said; yet marke their impudence. 

This note they sent to me, t'intreat me give 

It to the Duke, but when I doe. 

Let the quotidian gowt cease on my hands. 

Eurith. Sir. I believe you'le strive 60 

Rather to lessen his suspition, than 

By new contrivements give it growth, 

Fred, D'you thinke I am of humane race? this roome 

Is much too publicke for your miseries. 

I pray retyre within, and wee'le consult. 

How to dispell all these inchanted clowdes, 

Eurith, You are become the treasure of my hope. 

And will obliege me when my fortune smiles 

Agen, unto a gratitude, that shall 

Be great, and suffer no decay. 70 

59, quotidian— recurring daily (OED). 
cease— seize (OED), 
hands.] F; hands, / Vntill my fingers grow more knotty then a Maple 

roote. Q, 0 
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Fred. Already she is very kind. I hope 

My fume begins to worke, I'le gaze upon 

Her still untill mine eyes melt into hers. Exeunt. 

[Seen. 5,] 

Enter laspero. Gridonell, Arnoldo. 

lasp. Your Father sent us to release you sir. 

You have the house at liberty agen. 

He sayes. he may trust you with women now. 

For there is such a blemish found in one 

Of the fairest of the sex. as he presumes. 

Will teach all men to fly their company. 

Grid. Indeed my danger towards women's past. 

For whether't be with fasting without 

My supper twice, or walking gently in 

My shirt, whilst the Moone shin'd, I cannot tell, 10 

But I am strangely alter'd, growne so cold 

Within, as I had layne a whole night perdu 

O'top o'th Alpes. 

Arnol. But you were very hot before? 

Grid. 0 Arnoldo, thou maist be glad thy sister 

Was dead, I had so mauld her else. 

lasp. 'Twas happy mine was at sucke too. 

Grid. Th'art in the right; for had she beene but old 

8. without] F; out Q. 0 

12. layne . . . perdu— stood watch (OED) 
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Enough to weare a bondgrace on her brow. 

Sh'ad serv'd my turne. 

Arnol. 'Twas a miraculous feaver you was in. 20 

Grid, Well, shall I tell you gentlemen, believ't, 

I had eaten some strange odd meat, the pickled kidney of 

A Goate, or the rumpe of a devill broyld. 

But have you heard of a faire Lady that had got a blemish? 

lasp. Our brave new Dutchesse sir, sh'ath troubled all 

The house, and in her very brldall night 

They say, playd the Adultresse. 

Grid. How, gentlemen? 

Pray heare me speake; I've judgement in these things, 

I will be hang'd, if sh'ath not dipp'd her finger 

In a French py, some kickshaw made of severall 30 

Strange bits, lust such as I encountred with. 

And there devour'd the kidney of a Goate, 

Come let's goe seeke my Father out. Exeunt. 

[Seen, 6.] 

Enter Phylomont, Sclolto, and Buonateste. 

Phyl. Though I esteeme Theander at a rate. 

As if I vallew'd all his victories. 

18. bondgrace— bongrace, a forehead cloth (OED), 

18/19. brow, / Sh'ad] F; brow, / And nibble Gingerbread, sh'ad Q, 0 

22/23. kidney of / A Goate— The goat is symbolic of licentiousness, and 
the kidney was thought by some (especially the Hebrews) to represent the 
essence or choicest morsel of an animal (OED), 

30, French py. some kickshaw— a fancy dish of cookery, in a contemptuous 
sense; "something" French, not one of the familiar "substantial English" 
dishes (OED), 

[SD] Phylomont] Ql-5, 7. 8. 11, 0, F; Phylomount Q6, 9, 10 
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And all the honours he hath wonne. 

By conqu'ring the misterious sense of bookes; 

And adde to this our loves, begotten in 

Our Infancy, our noble friendship of 

A better growth. Yet Eurithea is 

My Sister, and the chiefest of my blood. 

One whose virtue and perfection I'm so well 

Experlenc'd in. that neither can admit 10 

My least suspition or my feare. Th'are both 

Abus'd, but if my friend will grow too credulous, 

lie leame to use him as my Enemy. 

Sciolt, For my part sir, I want Instructions, what 

I should believe, and words to utter halfe 

The dismall wonders I have heard; But sure 

He doth proceed on grounds so relative. 

As would perswade the wisest to a lealousie. 

Yet on my soule shee's cleare. 

Phyl, Then there is treachery. Let it be found; 20 

If he permit my Sisters honour bleed. 

Without full arguments to warrant his 

Suspect, ere yet the circuit of one Moone 

3. the honours] F; the civill honours Q, 0 

9. One] Q, F; On 0 [A compositorial error in £. ] 

10. Experlenc'd] Ql-5, 7, 8, 11, 0, F; Expericenc'd Q6, 9, 10 

12. credulous] Ql-5, 7, 8, 11, 0, F; credilous Q6, 9, 10 

14. want— lack. 

17. relative— relevant, pertinent (OED). 

22/23. his / Suspect,] Q; his, / Suspect 0, F [This error in £ badly 
twists the sense of the passage.] 

23. Suspect— suspicion, accusation. 
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Be added to my age, I'le give 

The people of this Province cause to curse 

Their Princes negligence. 

Buon. Your Grace hath found I've beene a little prosperous 

Of late in your affaire. Trust me with this; 

Be pleas'd to tarry here a while conceal'd. 

You both shall finde I will untie these Magick knots, 30 

And strait restore the Innocent to such 

A light, as shall have force to make their virtue shine, 

Sciolt, My man o'Medicines, if thou performe this 

Although old AEsculape had but a Cock 

Allow'd him for a cure, thou every meale, 

Shalt have a brace of fat cram'd Capons at thy board? 

Enter Theander like a Pilgrime. 

Theand. I seeke thee Phylimont, and like a friend 

Whose kindnesse growes upon him neere his death; 

I come to give thee Legacies. The Armes I woone 

At Capua are thine, and those Sardinian horse 40 

I chose for our last warre; my glories are 

34, AEsculape— Aesculapius. 

35, cram'd— fattened, usually with grain (OED), 

36, at thy board?] F; at / Thy board, each of em larger than a 
Dragon? Q. 0 
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Ecclips'd. and I will goe where there's no neede 

Of pollicie nor strength, unto some darke 

And emptie wildernesse. where Fame can put 

Her trumpet to no use. where all my danger is 

Leanenesse. and cold, but I shall live secure. 

From Ladies that are faire and false. 

Phyl. Were I so cruell to beleeve the cause 

Of thy calamity a truth, I would 

Inuest me too in such a homely weed, 50 

And wander with thee where the Sunne, 

In's vniversall journey should not find 

Vs out? but thou are govern'd by mistakes. 

Some treacherous practise hath subdu'd thy sense; 

For both our safeties thinke my sister such. 

As I pronounce of thine. I must not find her in thy doubts. 

Theand. 0 Phylomont! I have 

Not blood enough to use in blushes, should I name her crime. 

Phyl. Thy passions I forgive agen! but marke 

How much they are mis-led. This learned Gentleman, 60 

Will free disguised truth out of that Labyrinth, 
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And dismall shade where she resides, then give 

An instant remedy to all our griefes. 

Buon. But you must promise patience sir, and when 

I give the signe, retire to th'Arras all silent and conceal'd, 

Theand. Such blessings as you promise seldome come 

From heaven. I'm sure no humane helpe can doe't. 

Enter Fredeline creeping in, as he were sicke, 

Buon, Away, listen and hide your selues. There stands 

The Conjurer that I must first outcharme. 

Fred. How am I Planet-struck, how suddenly 70 

Depriv'd of strength. I breath faintly, and short; 

Like wearied Coursers when the race is done; 

My sinewes shrlnke, and beare me crooked when 

I move, as I had beene their load a hundred yeares. 

Palsies and Agues have possess'd my joints, 

I quiver like a naked Russian in 

The snow; and my dimme eyes begin to glare. 

And winke like to a long neglected Lampe 

Whose oyle is wasted to a dropp. 

Buon. The generous Fredeline? how doe you sir. 80 

65. to th'Arras] F; to'th the Arras Q; to'th Arras 0 

70. Planet-struck— blasted, under the influence of a malignant 
influence. 
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Fred. Vlllaine! Th'ast poyson'd me! The minerals which 

Thou gavest me in thy fume were full of death? 

Buon, I must confesse they were not very wholesome—Frede-

Nay, be not angry sir. You draw a sword? line offers to draw, 

'Las poore weake gentleman? but if you could. 

Here at my old friend Archymedes ward 

I'Id stand.—We Mathematick Mounsiers have 

Our lines revers'd. and our stoccato's too. 

Fred. This scorne will bring a worse disease into 

My gaule, than whats already in my blood. 90 

Buon. You have beene bred in Cities, Courts, and Campes, 

And weighed the hearts and braines of men in your 

Owne scales, would foole the wisest Conclave too. 

Though they went fasting to consult; so wise. 

You'Id make the Devill oversee at Cards, 

And then perswade him's homes hung in his light. 

You had your plots, but wee dull bookemen have 

Our counterplots. 

Fred. Sir, 'tis confess'd too late. 

Buon. It was not in the power of Art to make 

84/85. sword? / 'Las] F; sword? / You draw a knitting needle or a rush, / 
Las Q, 0 

86. Archymedes ward— A reference to the death of Archimedes at the 
hands of a soldier. 

88. stoccato's— points, attacks (OED); i.e., Fredeline is the victim of 
his own devices. 
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That fume I promis'd you, els you had had 100 

It sir, but this will serve your turne as well. 

'Twill end your lust and give it ease at once, 

Fred, Have pitty on my languishment and paines, 

Buon, Y'are now within the armes of death; but I've 

A cordiall that may proove restorative. 

If you will justly answer what I aske. 

Fred, All sir, and not disguise an article, 

Buon. How did you raise this jealousle in the 

Offended Duke? I've heard he found two at 

His Ladies Chamber doore, where they discours'd 110 

Such language as inferr'd Eurithea false, 

Fred. Sir. they were planted there by me. and what 

They said was counterfeit, such as I then 

Appointed them to speake? 

Theand. 0 damn'd Infemail slave! 

Phyl, I held him for a Saint. 

Sciolt. Containe your selfe my Lord; you shall heare more. 

Buon. Where have you hid those pious Instruments? 

Fred. 'Twas Castraganio, and his Sister Amadine; 

Th'are lock'd i'th Garret neere the Turret leads? 

115. a Saint] F; a sober Saint Q, 0 

119. leads— pieces of roofing made of lead (OED); here probably 
referring to the roof Itself. 
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Theand. Give way to my revenge, that I may kill 120 

Him with my foot, spume out his monstrous soule— 

Phyl. Theander hold! Your anger was not wont to stoope so 

Theand. Your counsel's timely sir, (low? 

I give you thankes; Sclolto beare him from 

My sight: let him and's cursed Instruments be safely kept? 

Sciolt. Doe you grinne now? a pox o'your milde lookes? 

You tooke a precious care o'th Duke's posteritie? 

Fred, I'm an unfortunate Platonicke Gentleman, 

Buon, Keepe him for justice Sir. The Physicke which 

He tooke will quickly cease its violence. Exeunt Sclolto Fredeline, 130 

Enter Ariola, Eurithea, 

Ariol, Where is Theander, that hath vex'd the best 

And gentlest Lady in the world to such 

Astonishment, that shee is drown'd in teares? 

Theand. Kind Eurithea pardon me. Thy fate 

Decreed, that thou who hast so long preserv'd 

My life, shouldst by thy mercie now have privilege 

To give it too. 

Eurith. Restore me to your love (my Lord) and then 

128. unfortunate] 0, F; unfornate Q 

130. its] Ql-5, 7, 8, 11, 0, F; 'its Q6, 9, 10 

130[S.D.] Fredeline] Ql-5, 7, 8, 11, 0, F; Fredel. Q6, 9, 10 
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Your bounty is so great, that all I can bestow, will be declin'd. 

And not seeme worthy of your thankes. 140 

Theand. Things are reveal'd. Thou'It heare of horrid Miracles; 

But sure, henceforth I shall not dare to trust 

My heart within mine owne inconstant brest; 

It must be lodg'd in thine. 

Eurith. I shall be tender how I give it cause 

Of a remove, 'lesse mine goe with it too. 

Phyl. Ariola, my Philosopher sayes 

His Lectures pierc'd quite through your tender eares. 

Ariol. Well sir, y'had best to take mee whilst 

My new Religion is i'th fit; hee has 150 

Most mighty reasons, and a fluent tongue. 

Enter Sclolto and Gridonell. 

Phyl. To th'Chappell then. My businesse will lye there. 

Sciolt. The vlllaine is imprison'd sir, and his 

Confederates acknowledge all that hee 

Reveal'd, for an unhappy truth. 

Theand. My Eurithea must become their Judge. 

151, Most mighty reasons F;] A mighty reason Q, 0 

154, acknowledge] 0, F; acknowlegde Q 

156, Judge.] F; Judge, / And my Provlnciall Lawes shall sleepe 
awhile. Q, 0 
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Eurith. That will but hearten others to doe wrong. 

For mine will be an easie doome. 

Sciolt. Pray sir, bee knowne to my Phylosopher. 

Theand. I must embrace him for my friend. 160 

Sciolt, Well, he hath done strange feats; you tooke a powder. 

And my Son too. There was no harme intended. 

You shall heare all within, perhaps find cause 

To swaddle my old Hide. 

Grid. By this hand sir, were you not my Father I would begin; 

I thought y'had powder'd mee. 'Tis well the heat 

Is past. Lord, how I dream't of Taffatie 

Kittles, French Gownes, and fine Italian tires. 

That hung (mee thought) by my Bed side. 

Sciolt. Son, lie requite thee with a wife; my friend 170 

Hath so behav'd himselfe for th'credit of 

The Arts, that Ile be at charge of a Primmer, 

And a Fescue till thou leame to reade, 

Phyl. Theander, my advice is good. When you 

Possesse your Ladies Bed your selfe, y'are the 

Best sentinell to hinder th'onslaught of 

164, swaddle— beat soundly (OED), 

168. Klrtles— kirtle, a woman's gown; a skirt or outer petticoat (OED) 
tires— attire, 

173, Fescue— a stick or rod with which teachers point out letters to 
students (OED). 

174-180. Theander, . . . And] Q. 0; om. F [This deletion in F_ creates 
problems with the sense of the passage; for details, see "Notes on 
Rejected Substantives"; it may be either an ill-conceived authorial 
revision or an editorial or compositorial deletion.] 
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The Enemie. Whining and puling Love is fit 

For Evenuches and for old revolted Nunnes. 

Theand. I shall incline in time. 

Phyl. And when I'm married sir. I strait command 180 

You heare this briske Phylosopher one houre 

Vpon that Theame. 

Buon. Wise Nature is my Mlstrisse sir. I shall 

Demeane my selfe most stoutly in her cause. 

Theand. Then surely I must yield; Come Phylomont. 

Your Nuptiall Rites perform'd. Let's all enjoy 

The treasure of his knowledge. 

Yet wee (my Eurithea) have a while 

So rul'd each other with nice feares, that none 

Hereafter will in civill kindnesse doubt 190 

There are Platonick Lovers, though but few. 

The Sect conceal'd, and still imagin'd new. Exeunt omnes. 

184. Demeane— conduct (v.t.), not "derogate." 

187. knowledge.] F; knowledge and his tongue. Q, 0 

189. nice feares— strict governance (i.e., adherance to the tenets of 
platonic love). 
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Epllogve. 

Vnto the Masculine I can afford 

By strict Commission scarce one courteous word; 

Our Author hath so little cause to boast 

His hopes from you, that hee esteeraes them lost. 

Since not these two long houres amongst you all 

Hee can find one will prove Platonicall; 

But these soft Ladies, in whose gentle eyes 

The richest Blessings of his Fortune lyes, 

With such obsequious homage hee doth greet. 

As hee would lay his Laurell at your feet; 10 

For you (hee knowes) will thinke that Doctrine good. 

Which entertains the Mind, and not the Blood. 

FINIS. 

? 

10. lay his Laurell— This cannot be a reference to Davenant's 
laureateshlp, inasmuch as he was not so honored until two years later in 
1638; it is likely merely a reference to his being a poet. 

11-12. thinke that Doctrine good, / Which entertains the] F; thinke his 
Doctrine good, / Though't recreate the Q, 0 

FINIS. [follows the Epilogue in F̂, but precedes it in £ and £, ] 



HISTORICAL COLLATION 

The Press Variants in the Quarto 

There are three formes in £ that contain press variants as indicated 

below; the reading to the left of the bracket is that of the corrected 

state of the forme, and to the right, the uncorrected. Sigla following a 

heading Indicate copies of £ in which the corrected state of that forme 

is found; the copies of £ are numbered by location as follows (all 

abbreviations are NUC designations); 

£1—OCU £5—CSmH £9—Bodleian 

£2—ICU £6—MH £10—CtY 

£3—lU £7—CLU-C £11—ICN 

£4—PU £8—NjP 

An asterisk preceding a word indicates that that word begins with a swash 

capital. 

The Corrected C Outer Forme (£1-5, 10, 11) 

C3^,10, Genty] Gentry 

The Corrected F Inner Forme (£6) 

Fl ,1. indeavour] endeavour 

3, witty] wittie 

leasts;] — , 

5. laughter] slaughter 

12. Castra,] *—. 

Sister, Signior,] 

13. Guilty] Guiltie 

15. Lady] Ladle 

18up. (besides her husband)] , 

lOup. Theander's] Theanders 

9up, *Amad.] — . 

I've] I,ve [This lowered apostrophe is found often 

elsewhere in Q, but not in any of the reset type of the altered 

formes; this change occurs .again on this page at line 3up,] 

238 
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4up. *Castraganlo] — 

3up, I'd] I,d 

Sir] sir 

F2 .1/2. best observe] best / Observe / [The effect of this 

change on the meter of these lines is negligible,] 

2. Theander,] — 

concerne] concern 

Exeunt.] *—. 

6. Fan; ] — , 

10. In stead] Instead 

13. sir] Sir 

17. Hee] He 

18. Arnold.] Arnol. 

hee] he 

19. I,] — ! 

hee] he 

talke.] — 

'em;] — ; 

19up. Damsell] damsell 

hee] he 

lasp.] las. 

shee] she 

18up. Grid.] Grido. 

shee] she 

boyl'd] boyld 

17up. Bloat-herrlng] bloat herring 

16up. Arnol.] Arnold. 

Amadine] * — 

15up. than] then 

win] wlnne 

14up. Grid.] Grido. 

12up. lasp.] las. 

indeed,] indeede 

smoothest] smothest. 
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Hup 

lOup 

9up. 

8up. 

7up. 

6up, 

4up. 

3up. 

lup. 

, Grid.] Grido. 

Alas,] — ! 

Wee] We 

war] warre 

Court] court 

*Guard] — 

Wee] We 

Mistris] Mlstrisse 

Grid,] Grido. 

battell] battalle 

lasp.] las. 

lasp.] las. 

Women] Women 

too.] — ? 

Will] Will 

Drum] Drumme 

Generals] Generalls 

F3^ [No variants,] 

F4^.5. Law] — . 

world] — . 

6. Eurith.] *—. 

8. God] god 

11. God] god 

nere] ne're 

17. falshood.] — 

18. Eurith.] *—. 

17up. Persian] Persian 

14up. *Aprill] — 

13up. *May] — 

Hup. course.] — 

8up. Russet] russet 

feathers] Feathers 

flies] flyes 
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5up. mee thinks] me thinkes 

3up. wilde] wllde 

The Corrected K Outer Forme (£1-5, 7, 8) 
r 

Kl .13. forfeiture] forfeture 

9up, that] That 

[Otherwise, very little type disturbed,] 

K2 [No alterations, but the type in the corrected forme appears 

to bear more evidence of breakage or droppage than does 

that in £6, 9, and 10.] 

KS'^.IS, pie] py 

16[SD], Phylomont] Phylomount 

14up, Experlenc'd] Expericenc'd 

12up. credulous] credilous 

[No other type disturbed,] 

K4^.14up, kept,] — ? 

13up, lookes.] — ? 

9up. its] 'its 

9up[SD], Sclolto, Fred.] Sclolto Fredel, 

Substantive Variants among Editions 

All substantive variants that distinguish the copy-text (£9) from 

all other seventeenth-century editions of the text appear In the 

following list. The reading to the left of the bracket is that of the 

present critical edition (CE). A siglum following the bracket indicates 

an edition or copy of £ that agrees with the substance of the reading in 

question (that is, disregarding errors emended in £E and accidentals, in 

which the copy-text [£9] governs). Each variant reading is followed by a 

siglum indicating a text in which it is found. An asterisk indicates the 

presence of a note on the passage in "Notes on Rejected Substantives." 

Act, scene, and line numbers refer to CE. 
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Prologue 

5. learnt] 0, F; learn't Q 

The Persons 

15.* The Scene Sicilie.] Q. 0; om. F 

1_ 

8,* sir?] Q; Sir 0; Sir. F 

22. 'Light] F; Light Q, 0 

26. stories] F; frames Q, 0 

28, Sir, the] F; Sir, and Tables spread with Napery finer than / 

Poppeas smock, the Q, 0 

30. A hammer] F; A fall, or hammer Q, 0 

31. the steame] F; the fat steame Q, 0 

41. your] 0, F; you Q 

77.* (since first] Q; since (first 0. F 

92/93. blood, / Sciolt,] F; blood. / Fred. I know 'um perfectly. They 

weare no smocks / But cut out of an old cast Tent, and bind / Their 

haire in horses Girths in stead of Phylliting. / Sciolt, Q. 0 

102.* make] Q, 0; makes F 

109,* sir so am I to see you] F; sir and I you Q; Sir. I and you 0 

126.* Collen] Q, 0; Colonel F 

141, from the sight] F; from sight Q, 0 

220, Solemnitle with her presence, They'le] F; Solemnitle, they'le Q, 0 

235,* request, Theander, to] F; request. Theander to Q; request. / 

Theander to 0 

251. Politicians] F; Polliticks Q, 0 

257. shee perhaps] F; shee (perhaps) Q, 0 

288. To meet thy] F; For the encounter of thy Q, 0 

295.* loose] Q. 0; lose F 

306. might] F; may Q, 0 

307.* loose] Q, 0; lose F 

322/323.* o'th Campe, and here / With triumphs celebrate the peace that 

wee] Q, 0; o'th peace that here with triumphs celebrate the Camp, 

and wee F 
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340/341. me / Weep at] F; me make a very spunge / Of my Pillow, I've 

wept at Q, 0 

350, others] Q, F; other 0 

352. And as for] 0, F; As for Q 

353. Ghosts for] F; Ghosts, and shaddows for Q, 0 

363. Phylosopher] F; A sad Phylosopher Q, 0 

II.1 

4. Characters.] F; Characters, / Deform'd as Lock-smiths, or as 

Carvers tooles. Q, 0 

19.* Genty] Ql-5, 10, 11; Gentry Q6-9, 0, F 

22. him?] F; him unto rest? Q, 0 

27. my Life] F; my Functions and my Life Q, 0 

29.* Exit.] Q, F; om. 0 

57. made, I think,] F; made (I think) Q, 0 

60. spoone.] F; spoone, and it / Were found sticking in his wrist. Q, 0 

74. from Tobacco] F; from Pepper and Tobacco Q, 0 

110. Heire.] F; Heire as big / As my thumb. Q, 0 

114. her Mantle] F; her swarthy Mantle Q, 0 

125. Theand. My Lord, they] F; Theand. You are accus'd. / (My Lord) 

they Q, 0 

148.* hee'ld] Q, F; heel'd 0 

11.11 

[S.D.] Enter Ariola] F; Enter Phylomont and Ariola Q, 0 

2. Pray'r,] F; Pray'r, or Cares, Q, 0 

6. Ariol. Whence comes that] F; Ariol. lie wear my Tuscan raile too 

morrow, smooth / It out; but whence that Q, 0 

7. my heart] F; my poore heart Q, 0 

15. wonder makes] F; wonder of him makes Q, 0 

18/19. so / Civill] F; so precise / And civill Q, 0 

35. poore humble flowers] F; poore potage flower Q, 0 

65. Theander's not deny'd my Sisters hand;] F; Theander may embrace my 

Sisters hand / Untill with warmth he melt it from the wrist; Q, 0 
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86/87. scorne; / Alas!] F; scorne; / For now, though but my Cambrick 

Helmet on, / Thus thinly harness'd in my Lawne, my triviall Fanne / 

My Shield, I stand the Champion of our Sex. / Alas! Q, 0 

88. you Tyrant men] F; you bearded Tyrant men Q, 0 

112. at distance] F; at wary distance Q, 0 

119/120.* Goe light thy Fires, and make thy Tapers shine, / Or cure me, 

sacred Love, by quenching thine.] Q, 0; reduced to prose F 

[Also at the ends of II.ill, III.l, III.v, and V.v.] 

II.iii 

29.* Vnvaile my] Q, 0; Unvail, my F 

33. bosome,] F; bosome (Virgin friend) Q, 0 

38. My bashfull] F; My sober bashfull Q, 0 

II.lv 

9.* others] Q; other 0, F 

39. draught] F; rowse Q, 0 

97. much declin'd] F; declin'd much Q, 0 

132. working:] F; working in his draught; Q, 0 

II.V 

5. Times leggs] F; Times gowtie leggs Q, 0 

6. discourse.] F; discourse, / As wearisome and long. Q, 0 

15.* that but] Q, F; but that 0 

33.* rock was] CE; rock or promont. Was Q, 0; rock. Was F 

43. brldall Feast.] F; brldall Feasts, and Gloves. Q,0 

III.l 

105. you] 0, F; your Q 

107. drinke,] F; drinke, that dwell / In Suburbe Alleles, and 

in smoaky Lanes, Q, 0 

111. Me with] F; Me from my businesse with Q, 0 

113. the answer] F; the fit answer Q, 0 

126. Imprison'd! Examine] F; Imprison'd! I sooner would cage up / The 

little Bird, that sung a Requiem or'e / My mothers Hearse; the sad 

http://II.lv
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domestick Redbreast, or / The courteous Wren, that strew'd with 

Cypresse leaves / Th'unburied Pilgrim in the field; examine Q, 0 

132. Starr, as] F; Starr, and in a Lanthorne shut it, as Q, 0 

146. Untill three journies] F; Till three round journies Q, 0 

159. be easie.] F; be Silver, and thy Bonds of Silke. Q, 0 

Ill.ii 

24. trust] Q, F; trusts 0 

38. sinner; I] F; sinner, whose frail, weake flesh. Nature / 

Intending to keepe long, a little hath / 0're-season'd with her 

salt, I would be glad / Sometimes to be refresh'd; I Q, 0 

52. stifle it.] F; stifle laughter, till't be crushed into / A 

grave and silent smile. Q, 0 

52.* it] F; slaughter Ql-5. 7-11; laughter Q6. 0 

53. close, and] F; close, till in the darke, the lips / Be oft mistaken 

for the eares, and Q, 0 

86/87. best / Observe Theander] Ql-5,7-11, 0; best observe/ Theander Q6 

[prose in F] 

III.ill 

1. so much admire] 0, F; so admire Q 

5. chamber.] F; chamber as broad as a Sycamore tree, Q, 0 

III.lv 

4. for Love] F; for our venerlall Love, Q, 0 

35.* strengthen] Q; strength in 0, F 

75. throat.] F; throat so wide / Open, that when you take your 

Morning's draught, / You shall goe neere to spill your drinke. Q, 0 

III.v 

8. Enjoy] F; Grow pensive in Q, 0 

26. At home] F; Upon their quilts, at home Q, 0 

41/43. now your gawdle vestments are, / When you appear'd / Like 

various] F; now are all those Persian Loomes / Your Lovers flowing 
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wealth Imploy'd to weave / Your vestments ever new, when you 

appear'd / Like gawdle Aprlll in Cecillian Meades / Or various Q, 0 

42.* When] Q.,0; then F 

44/45. homeliest weeds / Should] F; homely weeds spun by / The course 

and heavie finger'd people, that / Reside i'th neighbour vale. 

should Q. 0 

47. nimble Linnet] F; briske pert Linnet Q, 0 

48. as does that Bird] F; as any Bird Q. 0 

53. Amber] F; Amber of the Southern Sea Q. 0 

62. the Primrose] F; the jolly Primrose Q. 0 

67. his wit] F; his Iron wit Q. 0 

76/77. thou / With thy artfull needle shalt draw] F; thou shalt / With 

artfull needle draw Q, 0 

78. love.] F; love, and leame / T'outworke that mlstick nourserie of 

Maids— / The Phrygian Sybill taught. Q. 0 

82. It burnes] F; It boyles my liver, and it burnes Q, 0 

84. cur'll.] F; cur'll like broken treble strings. Q, 0 

110/111. as / Ravishers] F; as Bawds / And Ravishers Q, 0 

IV. 1 

26.* Your] Q, F; You F 

29, enough.] F; enough; wee now may combe / Our heads, stroke 

'um, strew 'um ore with Nutmegs / To gratifle our braines, then lay 

'um up / To sleepe. Q, 0 

48/49. Eurithea / Hardly] F; Eurithea, though / Shee pick it with her 

little fingers, and / Her Bodkin, hardly Q. 0 

65. behalfe.] F; behalfe. I'Id fill thy Standish with / My heart blood, 

e're thou shouldst want inke to write, / And leave thy wisedome to 

the world. Q, 0 

95.* have question'd twice] Q, 0; om. F 

108/109. hope; / But] F; hope; / Yet it is apt shee marry too; and why? 

/ That shee may taste man, for sir, in this cold / And frozen life 

of her virginity. / There is no meanes to prosper my desires. / 

But Q. 0 
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110.* Contaction] Q; Contraction 0, F 

137. transmutation] 0, F; transmitatlon Q 

156. desire?] F; desire of peacefull conference? Q, 0 

178. Most foule] F; Most sulpherous and foule Q, 0 

208.* lie] Q, F; I 0 

214.* to do your] Q, 0; to your F 

228. shew mercle] F; shew a mercie Q, 0 

265. Your Priest] F; your owne / Domestick Priest Q, 0 

307/308. love, / How] F; love, / (Warmely inthron'd within thy mothers 

lap,) / How Q, 0 

IV.il 

38/39. Ward, / Shee] F; Ward, / Tipling of milke, shee Q, 0 

43. Mistriss.] F; commoditle Q, 0 

48/49. lately. / Hee's] F; lately, / And fed on Sea-coale Cakes, 

hee's Q, 0 

61. should] F; shall Q, 0 

70. by,] F; by, / Though her dowrle be but a Silver Thimble, / And a 

skein of Silke, Q, 0 

81. Father:] F; Father, you: Q, 0 

90.* Ex.] Q; Exit. 0, F 

IV.iii 

16. little heads] F; little Pensive heads Q, 0 

43. and so easily] 0, F; and easily Q 

45. frownes?] F; frownes, and strict behaviour of thy brow? Q, 0 

57. straight] F; Love Q, 0 

76.* world] Q, 0; would F 

77. Much] F; Long Q, 0 

IV. iv 

8. husband;] F; husband, and to rule; Q, 0 

29. sir;] F; sir carv'd out / In Roman Characters; Q, 0 

http://IV.il
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IV,V 

6,* usefull] Q; youthful 0, F 

23. fit they ] F; fit then they Q. 0 

41/42. Pillow. / Tamely to] F; Pillow / Tamely, to Q, 0 

45. two ] F; two. Q, 0 

70. love suspected yet,] F; love in your suspect, Q, 0 

71, grlefe] F; grelfes Q, 0 

V,i 

1/2. Fredeline. / The] F; Fredeline, / Some kind celestiall power hath 

phisick'd me / With Immateriall baulme, the Q, 0 

28. us)] F; us / By a strong bolt) Q, 0 

49/50. observ'd your language / To a] F; observ'd the language I 

prescrib'd, / To the strictnesse of a Q, 0 

70/71. many / That] F; many of these Tiffany / Young kerchiefe people 

that Q, 0 

105. 'twas an] F; 'twas but an Q, 0 

V.ii 

2. make] F; teach Q, 0 

30/31. bootes. Friend] F; bootes, hee'le ride / Halfe naked with his 

leggs, for out of hast, / He hath forgot to put his stockings on. / 

Amad. Were he quite nak'd, he should be welcome, sir. / Fred. 

Friend Q, 0 

35.* em] Q; me 0, F 

56. no courtesie] F; no melting courtesie Q, 0 

81. the ears too like] F; the nosthrill like Q, 0 

82. And] F; Nor Q, 0 

87. thee for it.] F; thee Into raggs. Q, 0 

97. braines;] F; braines, but what / They meete serv'd in with sage and 

vinegar, / To a calfes head; Q, 0 

V.iii 

1,* dull] F; cold Q; old 0 

4. side?] F; side, like a poore Fisherman / That had lost his 

Net? Q, 0 
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23. heaven; my] F; heaven; I'le sooner goe thither / To rob poore 

Squirrels of their nuts, my Q. 0 

25.* to goe] Q; goe to 0, F 

37. bookes.] F; bookes, and sindge my beard / Off in the flame. Q, 0 

V.iv 

6. and] F; to Q, 0 

12. with hope] F; with silly hope Q, 0 

34. some accident] F; some watchfull accident Q, 0 

42. face.] F; face, though it / Be wash'd, and shav'd, then vlew'd with 

open lights. Q, 0 

46. Together t'avoid] F; Together in a nooke, t'avoid Q, 0 

59. hands.] F; hands, / Vntill my fingers grow more knotty then a Maple 

roote. Q, 0 

V.v 

8. without] F; out Q, 0 

18/19. brow. / Sh'ad] F; brow. / And nibble Gingerbread, sh'ad Q, 0 

V.vi 

3. the honours] F; the civill honours Q, 0 

9.* One] Q, F; On 0 

22/23.* his / Suspect,] Q; his, / Suspect 0, F 

36. board?] F; board, each of em larger than a Dragon? Q, 0 

65. to th'Arras] F; to'th the Arras Q; to'th Arras 0 

84/85. sword? / 'Las] F; sword? / You draw a knitting needle or a rush, 

/ Las Q, 0 

115. a Saint] F; a sober Saint Q, 0 

151. Most mighty reasons] F; A mighty reason Q, 0 

156. Judge.] F; Judge, / And my Provlnciall Lawes shall sleepe awhile. 

Q, 0 

174-180.* Theander, my advice is good. When you / Possesse your 

Ladles Bed your selfe, y'are the / Best sentinell to hinder 

th'onslaught of / The Enemie. Whining and puling Love is fit / For 
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Evenuches and for old revolted Nunnes. / Theand. I shall incline in 

time. / Phyl, And] Q, 0; om, F 

187, knowledge,] F; knowledge and his tongue. Q, 0 

Epilogue 

11/12, thinke that Doctrine good, / Which entertains the] F; thinke his 

Doctrine good, / Though't recreate the Q, 0 

FINIS. [follows the Epilogue in F̂, but precedes it in £ and £. ] 



NOTES ON REJECTED SUBSTANTIVES 

The following is a list of substantive variants from the copy-text 

(£9) that were not admitted into this critical edition (CE), along with 

explanations for rejection. The reading to the left of the bracket is 

that of CE; each variant reading is followed by a siglum Indicating an 

edition that contains that variant. Omission of a siglum following the 

bracket indicates an edition that agrees with the reading of £Ê . Act, 

scene, and line numbers refer to the text of CE. 

The Persons 

15. The Scene Sicilie.] om. F 

Compositorial error. 

1 

8. sir?] Sir 0; Sir. F 

Compositorial omission by £, erroneously reconstructed by Ĵ. 

77. (since first] since (first 0, F 

Compositorial error in £, followed by F^. 

102. make] makes F 

Compositorial error in F̂. 

109. sir so am I to see you] Sir I and you 0 

Compositorial transposition of £'s sir and I you, superseded by F̂ 's 

revision. 

126. Collen] Colonel F 

Erroneous attempt at correction by a compositor not familiar with 

Spenser's Shepheards Calender. 

235. request, Theander, to] request, Theander to Q; request, / 

Theander to 0 

Compositorial error in both £ and £. 

295, 307, loose] lose F 

In all likelihood a compositorial spelling variant; loose was a 

period variant spelling of lose, but the obverse was not true except 

in dialect, F̂ 's change therefore eliminated any possibility of a 

251 
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portentious pun: though the Intended meaning in both cases is 

clearly "be without," Theander later will, at least temporarily, 

loose ("play loosely with," "unleash") both his felicitie and his 

vertue here mentioned. There is likely, however, no intent to alter 

meaning or to avoid wordplay, 

322/323, Campe, and . . . peace that] peace that . . . camp, and F 

A result of slipped type; see "History of the Text" for more detail. 

II.1 

19. Genty] Gentry 0, F 

This error in £, followed by F̂, is most likely the result of the £ 

compositor either setting from a copy of £ that contains the 

corrected state of the C outer forme or attempting to "correct" the 

spelling of a word with which he was unfamiliar. 

29. Exit.] om. 0 

This seems simply an inadvertant omission by the £ compositor. 

148. hee'ld] heel'd 0 

A malformed contraction of hee would; likewise at K4 .5up, Youl'd. 

11.11 

119/120. Goe light thy Fires, and make thy Tapers shine, / Or cure me. 

sacred Love, by quenching thine,] Q. 0; reduced to prose F 

Although F_ is set in prose, seven of £'s twelve scene-ending 

couplets are retained in £; in five scenes (here and at the ends of 

II.iii. III.l, III.v, and V.v), such couplets were reduced to prose, 

probably as a result of editorial or compositorial error. 

II.iii 

29. Vnvail my love] Unvail, my love F 

The pronoun this two words later (referring to love) makes it 

probable that the comma here was supplied by a compositor who 

misread my love as an indirect object rather than a direct object. 
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II. iv 

9. others] other 0, F 

This error seems to be simply the result of a careless slip by the 0 

compositor. 

II.V 

15. that but] but that 0 

A transposition error resulting from misreading by the £ editor or 

compositor; but is used here in the sense of "unless." 

33. rock was] rock. Was Q, 0; rock. Was F 

Davenant referred elsewhere to a Scythian rock as a context of a 

barbarous breeding (see the footnote to this passage in the text); 

likely a compositorial error of punctuation in both £ and F̂ , 

although the deletion of or promont is very probably authorial. 

Ill.ii 

52. it] slaughter Ql-5, 7-11; laughter Q6, 0 

A correction, superseded by jF's revision. 

III.lv 

35. strengthen] strength in 0, F 

The £ reading ruins at least the parallelism of £, if not the sense 

entirely; like the youthful/usefull error at IV,v,6, this seems to 

be an audile error on the part of an £ compositor trying to remember 

a sequence of words by repeating them under his breath. 

III.v 

42. When] then F 

Compositorial error. 

26, Your] you F 

Compositorial error. 

IV. 1 
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95. have question'd twice] ̂ . F 

This omission yields a nonsensical fragment, and is likely a 

compositorial error. 

110. Contaction] Contraction 0, F 

Though both readings make sense, £'s contraction alludes more to the 

relationship, the pact of partnership; £'s contaction is the touch, 

an effective tactile reference in a paragraph whose thrust is 

decidedly more sensual than political. This is most likely a 

compositorial attempt at correction in £, followed by jF. 

208. lie] I 0 

This is probably simply a slip by the 0 compositor, though I_ makes 

some sense here, 

214. desir'd to do your] desired to your F 

Likely a compositorial error, forcing desir'd to a more obscure 

sense, 

IV, 11 

90. Ex.] Exit. 0, F 

An erroneous expansion by £ of £'s stage direction abbreviation; 

Exeunt is clearly called for by the context. 

IV,iii 

76. world] would F 

Compositorial error. 

IV,V 

6, usefull] youthful 0, F 

Likely a compositorial audile error in £, similar to the case of 

strengthen/strength in at III,lv.35, 

V.ii 

35. em] me 0, F 

Compositorial transposition in £, followed by F_. 
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V.iii 

1. dull] old 0 

The £ compositor likely dropped a letter from £'s cold; superseded 

by F̂ 's revision. 

25, to goe] goe to 0, F 

Compositorial transposition in £, due probably to misunderstanding 

of the syntax of the passage. 

V.vi 

22/23. his / Suspect,] his, / Suspect 0, F 

Compositorial error in £, followed by F̂. 

174-180. Theander . . . And] om. F 

The omission of this passage in F̂  renders some real problems of 

sense; (1) the words that Theame (meaning Phylomont's advice) two 

lines later are bereft of an antecedent, and (2) Phylomont is left 

delivering his command inappropriately to Sclolto, who, unlike 

Theander, is certainly in no need of the philosopher's lecture. 



EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Credit is due for several of these observations to D. J. Steible's 

study (DJS) and to the Maidment and Logan edition of Davenant's works 

(ML). The following abbreviations of works consulted are employed 

herein; 

DGRBM—Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology, ed, William 

Smith (Boston; Little, Brown, 1849.) 

DJS—Daniel J. Steible, "A Critical Edition of Sir William Davenant's 

The Temple of Love and The Platonick Lovers" (Ph.D. 

Dissertation, University of Cincinnati, 1939.) 

DNB—Dictionary of National Biography, ed. Leslie Stephen and Sidney 

Lee (London; Oxford University Press, 1917.) 

HDCLA—HaiTjer's Dictionary of Classical Literature and Antiquities, ed. 

Harry T. Peck (New York; Harper and Bros., 1898.) 

LPP—H. B. Wheatley, London Past and Present (London; John Murray, 

1891.) 

ML—Sir William Davenant, Dramatic Works, ed. James Maidment and W. H. 

Logan (Edinburgh; Wm. Paterson, 1872-1874.) 

OCD—Oxford Classical Dictionary, 2d edition, ed. N. G. L. Hammond and 

H. H. Scullard (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1970.) 

OCEL—Oxford Companion to English Literature, ed. Sir Paul Harvey. 

(Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1967.) 

OED—Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 

1971.) 

SWD—Alfred Harbage, Sir William Davenant (Philadelphia; University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 1935.) 

SWD'A—Arthur H. Nethercot, Sir William D'Avenant (1938; rev. ed., New 

York; Russell and Russell, 1967.) 

Title Page 

6. Black-Fryers— The Blackfriars Theater was named for the district 

in which it was located, so called because during the Middle Ages 
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the order of Black, or Dominican. Friars had their convent in that 

section of London. It was founded by James Burbage in 1596/7. In 

1619, the Lord Mayor and Council of London ordered a discontinuance 

of the playhouse because of complaints of inconvenience occasioned 

by the crowds of people. The players were able to keep it open, 

however, on the plea that it was a private house. In 1629, a 

company of French players, including women, were hissed from the 

stage. It was to these that Prynne made bitter reference in his 

Histiomastrix, In 1655, it was pulled down and tenements were built 

in its place (LPP), 

Dedication 

2. Henry Jermyn— Earl of St, Albans (d, 1684), His rise is thought to 

be entirely owing to his skill in courtly arts and the consequent 

favor of the queen. In 1633, he was banished from the court for his 

seduction of Eleanor Vllllers, one of the queen's maids of honor, 

and his refusal to marry her. He was quickly restored in favor, and 

in 1644 accompanied the queen to France. The scandalmongers of his 

own day affirmed that he was secretly married to Henrietta Maria 

during the exile, but no proof is available. He is also known as 

the master and patron of Cowley, who acted for many years as his 

secretary. Davenant had addressed two early poems to him (DNB; also 

cf. ML 2;14). 

Prologue 

17. 2.— According to G.E. Bentley, the speaker is thought to be the 

actor John Lowin, the "only King's man who had been a member of the 

company for over thirty years" (The Jacobean and Caroline Stage 

[Oxford: Clarendon, 1967], 2:503. 

27. His Cloke cast thus— At this line, the actor speaking might have 

hidden his head behind his cloak thrown over his arm (DJS). 

58. purple smoake— The Incense in common use did not emit purple smoke; 

such a property exists in sandalwood and others of the more choice 

gums (ML 2:34). 
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The Persons 

2-11. Theander— From theos (God) and anthros (man). 

Phylomont— From phllo (loving) and monde (world)? 

Sclolto— From sclolto (Ital., free). 

Fredeline— From freddo (Ital., cool)? 

Gridonell— From gridio (Ital., bawling or brawling). 

Buonateste— From buono (Ital., good), and testa (Ital., head). 

Eurithea— From euron (favorable) and thea (goddess)? 

15. SICILIE— Davenant's fondness for an Italian scene is evidenced by 

his use of it in at least five other plays (Albovine, The Cruel 

Brother, The Just Italian, The Unfortunate Lovers, and The Siege). 

1_ 

8. Gazet— Cf. Davenant, News from Plymouth IV; 

All's true, I assure you. Can the gazets lie? 

Or the courants fail? (ML 2:171) 

11. Barbary Pigeon— Davenant more than once used carrier pigeons in the 

service of the Queen during her exile in France (Nethercot, SWD'A, 

186; Harbage, SWD, 73.) 

26. Titians— Titian, Tlziano Vecellio, or Vecelli (1477-1576), one 

of the greatest representatives of the Venetian school of painting, 

27. Tintaret— Jacopo Roleustl (1518-1584), another of the great 

painters of the Venetian school. His father, Bathista Roleustl, was 

a dyer, or "tintore"; hence the son got the nickname of 

"Tintoretto," little dyer. 

39. Mallamucko Mellon— The meaning and origin of this term remain 

thoroughly indeterminate and decidedly unclear. 

40. Amber scent— Scented with ambergris, which has, among other 

uses, that of sweetener (Cf. ML 2:244). Cf. The Wits; 

Tempt thee from cambric sheet, fine active thighs. 

From caudles where the precious amber swims? (ML 2:121) 

89. Course Sutlers Wives— Cf. Davenant, Albovine; 

But suttlers' wives, who. Instead of fillets. 

Wrap their sooty hair in horses' girts. (ML 2;29) 

126. Hobbynoll, and Collen Clowt— Two characters in Spenser's The 
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Shepheards Calendar; Hobbynol is thought to be Gabriel Harvey, and 

Colin, Spenser himself. 

155. King Priam . . . Sons— Priamus was the son of Laomedon and the 

last king of Troy. He is supposed to have had fifty sons and fifty 

daughters by different wives (Oskar Seyffert [A Dictionary of 

Classical Antiquities, London, 1894]). 

286-288. I went in search . . . of thy love— Cf. Lovelace's "To 

Lucasta, On Going to The Wars": 

I could not love thee, dear, so much 

Loved I not honour more, 

348-349, those babies . . . do beget— Davenant also mentions 

"generation not of bodies but of souls" in The Temple of Love (ML 

1:293). Also, cf. John Donne, "The Extasie": 

Our eye-beames twisted, and did thred 

Our eyes, upon one double string;. . . 

And pictures in our eyes to get 

Was all our propagation. 

Also cf. John Cleveland, "Upon an Hermaphrodite"; 

When I look babies in thine eyes 

Here Venus, there Adonis, lies. 

See Hardin Craig, The Enchanted Glass (New York; Oxford University 

Press, 1936), 43-44. 

374. AEschylus— A Greek tragedian (525-462 BC) said to have composed up 

to ninety dramas, only seven of which have survived, among which the 

Orestela trilogy (Agamemnon, Choephroe, and Eumenides), Suppliants, 

Seven against Thebes, and Prometheus Bound (with its companion 

pieces) are best known; retired to Sicily (OCD). 

Diodore— Dlodorus, a classical historian born in Sicily, who wrote 

a World History (ca. 60-30 BC) in forty books (OCD). 

375. Gorglas— A Greek sophist and rhetorician (ca. 483-386 BC) born in 

Sicily, a popular speaker and main proponent of nihilism (OCD). 

Empedocles— A native of Sicily (fl. ca. 450 BC), accomplished not 

only as a philosopher but also as scientist, poet, orator, and 

statesman; only fragments of his work have survived (OCD). 

Euclide— A mathematician of Alexandria (fl. ca. 300 BC), credited 
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with giving systematic form to the science of mathematics, 

especially to geometry; we know him primarily through his Elements 

(of mathematics) (OCD). 

376. Archymedes— A mathematician of Syracuse (ca. 287-212 BC), credited 

with inventing various kinds of mechanical screws used in launching 

ships and raising water, and catapults used for defense; also 

credited with the invention of a number system designed for 

expressing quantities of enormous magnitude (OCD). 

404, 406. Powder'd Biefe, Turnips, Bee, pickled— All apparently thought 

to be aphrodisiacs, though the reference to beef and turnips may 

merely suggest that hearty English meals are sufficient stimulus for 

the young and virile. 

431. Serpents— traditionally symbolize guile (as in Eden), wisdom, and 

cunning, but also represent treachery, and are literally and 

figuratively a low life form, from the Latin serpere, to creep 

(OED). 

424-425. Down, down, . . . breast— Cf. King Lear II.lv.57; 

Hysterica passlo, down, thou climbing sorrow. 

II.1 

19. Genty— Cf. Davenant, Entertainment at Rutland House; 

They both sunk under their burdens, and so died, dividing the 

eternal honour of genty education. (ML 3:228) 

83. Fresh straw, and a strong chain— The Insane had been treated worse 

than criminals, being kept in miserable quarters, and the violent 

were chained and often whipped. Cf. Thomas Dekker, The Honest 

Whore, Part 1, ed. Ernest Rhys (Mermaid Series, London, 1894), 

2:177; 

Fluello. Now, honest fellow? dost thou belong to the 

(mad) house? 

Sweeper. Yes forsooth, I am one of the implements, I 

sweep the madmen's rooms, and fetch straw for 'em, and buy 

chains to tie 'em, and rods to whip 'em. I was a mad wag 

myself here, once, but I thank Father Anselmo, he lashed 

me into my right mind again. 

http://II.lv
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94. pinking— Cf. Davenant, News from Plymouth; 

0 thou that sleep'st like pig in straw. 

Thou lady dear, arise' 

Open, to keep the sun in awe. 

Thy pretty pinking eyes. (ML 4:146) 

114. Night . . . Mantle up— Cf. 1 Henry VI, II.11.1-2: 

Bed, The day begins to break, and night is fled, 

Whose pitchy mantle over-veil'd earth. 

123. Purle— Cf. Davenant, Britannia Triumphans; 

their bands and cuffs made of purls cut work. (ML 2:286) 

Also cf. News from Plymouth; 

They show rich lace, and purl and without magic have shut a 

manor in a trunk of clothes. (ML 4:116) 

11.11 

1. Prethee unpin me wench— Cf. Othello, IV.ill.19-21; 

my love doth so approve him. 

That even his stubbornness, his checks, his frown— 

Prithee, unpin me,—have grace and favour in them. 

120. Or cure me, sacred Love, by quenching thine— Cf. Thomas Stanley's 

"Expostulation with Love, in Despair" (DJS). 

11.111 

22. flowry Chaplets— Cf. A Midsummer Night's Dream, II.1.110; 

An odorous chaplet of sweet summer buds. 

87-88. The region . . . fairest eyes— Cf. Romeo and Juliet; 

her eyes in heaven 

Would through the airy region stream so bright 

That birds would sing and think it were not night. (11.11.20-22) 

II. iv 

6, Amorists— Cf. Characters in Sir Thomas Overbury his Wife, (London, 

1664): "An Amorist is a man blasted or planet-strooken and is the 

dogge that leads blind Cupid. He is never with out verses, and musk 

comfects, and sighs to the hazard of his buttons; his eyes are all 
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white, either to wear the livery of his mistris complexion, or to 

keep Cupid from hitting the black. He answers not, or not to the 

purpose and no marvel, for he is not at home. He scotcheth time 

wearing his feathers, is confined to her colour, and dares not pass 

out of the circuit of her memory." (ML 2:36) 

18. nervall Conjugations— There were thought to be seven main pairs or 

junctures of the cerebral nervous system, the seventh of which 

controlled the tongue, the fifth the visual faculties (according to 

Derham—auditory according to Crooke), and so forth (OED, s.v. 

"conjugation," 4). 

22. the seven wise Masters— A collection of Oriental tales supposed to 

have been told to an Eastern King by his seven wise advisers, each 

of whom told a story on each of seven days (Cf. E. C. Brewer, The 

Reader's Handbook Philadelphia. 1900]; also his Dictionary of 

Phrase and Fable. 1923). Thomas Dekker had a hand in a play (1600) 

called The Seven Wise Masters, 

27-32. selfe-reflection . . . know all things— This passage echoes much 

of I Corinthians 13. in message (temporal. Imperfect knowledge 

versus eternal, perfect knowledge), image (mirrors), and Authorized 

Version phrasing and language. 

71. Divinely Sir, but not such kind of Love— Mitford calls attention to 

Jasper Mayne's City Match (1639) IV.vli; 

two. they say. that live 

By the new heresy. Platonic Love. (Dodsley, 13:289 [DJS]) 

II.V 

53. it . . . comely?— This clearly echoes St. Paul's expression in II 

Corinthians of the Christian maxim against legalistic liberty: 

"Everything is permissible"— but not everything is beneficial; 

"Everything is permissible"— but not everything is 

constructive. 

62. Beget reflections In each others eyes— See note to 1.348-349. 

Hardin Craig speaks of the Importance of Agrippa's Three Books of 

Occult Philosophy, "on the subject of fascination, which is vitally 

connected with the all-important subjects of love and friendship. 
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The Instrument of fascination is the spirit—a lucid, subtle vapor 

generated out of the purer blood by the heat of the heart. This 

spirit sends forth through the eyes rays like itself. These rays 

strike into the eyes and possess the breast of him that is stricken; 

they wound his heart and possess in turn his spirit" (The Enchanted 

Glass [New York: Oxford University Press, 1936], 43-44). 

III.l 

6. Like sullen Roses that would wither on— Williams (Davenant's 

Relation to Shakespeare, 15) calls attention to a passage in Â  

Midsummer Night's Dream, I.1.76-78. 

33/34. ambitious . . . First Age— This is probably a reference to the 

sort of antediluvian arrogance that led to the catastrophe of the 

Tower of Babel, 

61f, they no sexes know— For the opposite point of view, cf. Milton's 

description in Paradise Lost (1667) of the sexual activity of angels 

(VIII, 612-629); see also below, the note to IV,ill,63, 

[128], the sad domestick Red Breast— Cf. John Webster, The White Devil 

(in Complete Works, ed. F. L. Lucas, Boston and New York, 1928): 

Call for the RobIn-Red-bteast and the wren. 

Since ore shady groves they hover. 

And with leaves and flowers do cover 

The friendless bodies of unburied men. (V.iv) 

Also, cf. Cymbeline, IV.11.224. 

III.lv 

28. the drunken Macedon— Alexander the Great had been educated by 

Aristotle, who exerted great influence over his mind and character. 

About 328 B.C. Alexander killed his friend Clitus in a drunken 

brawl; his own death in 323 B,C, was caused by a fever, which was 

probably aggravated by the quantity of wine he had drunk at a 

banquet given to his principal officers (HDCLA), 

64-65, Diogenes— Probably the son of Hlcesias of Slnop4 (founder of the 

Cynic sect), ca. 400-325 BC, well known for his startling utterances 
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and drastic actions based on the principles of simplicity and 

efficiency of survival and on unbridled public 

gratification of all "natural" needs (OCD). Hence the reference to 

his dietary strictures (in keeping with his survlvalist principles) 

and to his venereal disease (a natural result of his uninhibited 

lifestyle), 

70. Cornelius Tub— Cornelius was the inventor of the sweating-tub used 

In the cure of the Lues Venera. Cf. The Wits; 

where he 

Lies bath'd, sir, in a greater sweat than ere 

Cornelius took in his own tub. (ML 2:212) 

III.v 

101. Hath blown the ruder winds into his eyes— Cf. King Lear; 

You are not worth the dust which the rude wind 

Blows in your face. (IV.11.30-31) 

104. Hide, hide thy beauty— Cf. Davenant's The Unfortunate Lovers; 

but look not back! 

For then you share the guilt of my next crime. 

You carry in your face the fire that feeds 

My flame, which, if I see, 'twill kindle soon 

What I will strive to quench. (ML 3;65) 

IV. 1 

43. Agrippa— Possibly the Sceptic (of the Ciceronian period) known for 

his five "Grounds of Doubt." Cf. The Wits; 

her secrets are 

Thine own; by what charms attain'd. 

Let him determine that has read Agrippa. (ML 2:175) 

95. design— Harbage (SWD, 239) notes that F. E. Schilling (Elizabethan 

Drama [1908], 2:347) believes this scheme of Fredeline's to have 

been influenced by Massinger's Parliament of Love. Donald W. Rude 

(personal communication) thinks that Etherege, in Man of Mode 

(1676), may have, in turn, adopted the device from The Platonic 

Lovers. 
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IV.il 

20. Something I must doe, I know not what 'tis— Cf. Davenant's version 

of The Tempest, Ill.vi.; 

Hlppolito. Just my disease.— 

Do you not wish, you do not know for what? (ML 5:479) 

49. vildly— Cf. Davenant's Love and Honor: 

My patience would become my vildest guilt. (ML 3:110; here 

"vilest" has been suggested by ML.) 

IV. H i 

63. the Angels life— Cf. Donne, "The Rellque": 

First, we lov'd well and faithfully. 

Yet knew not what we lov'd, nor why. 

Difference of sex no more wee knew. 

Then our Guardian Angells doe. 

89. fair Religion— Cf. Suckling's phrase, "the new religion in love," 

V,i 

64. Can you think so my Lord?— Cf, Othello; 

0th. Was not that Cassio parted from my wife? 

lago. Cassio, my Lord! No, sure, I cannot think it. 

That he would steal away so guilty-like. 

Seeing you coming. (III.ill.37-40) 

V.ii 

15. Pelllcan— The female pelican was said by the ancients to feed her 

young with blood from her own breast (OED). Lear speaks of the 

greedy Goneril and Regan as "pelican daughters" (III.lv.77). 

V.vi 

34. AEsculape . . . Cock— Aesculapius, the god of the medical art; in 

Homer he is not a divinity, but simply the "blameless physician." 

Serpents were sacred to him, and cocks were sacrificed to him 

(HDCLA). 

http://IV.il
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177. Whining— Although Berkeley ("The Art of 'Whining' Love," ^ 

52[1952]:478-496) dates the use of the term whining as a pejorative 

against the priciosite cult as beginning in the mld-1650s, this is a 

clear instance of such a use 20 years earlier. 

Epilogue 

11-12. For . . . Blood— Cp. the following lines from The Temple of 

Love; 

They raise strange new doctrines, and new sects of 

love: 

\^ich must not woo or court the person, but 

The mind; and practice generation not 

Of bodies but of souls. (ML 1:292-293) 
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APPENDIX A 

EMENDATIONS OF ACCIDENTALS 

The following emendations to the copy-text (£9) have been made in 

the present edition. The first list pertains to the text proper, the 

second to the character names in the speech headings and stage 

directions. 

Emendations of Textual Accidentals 

The following accidentals of the copy-text have been emended; this 

has been done only as necessary to eliminate ambiguity and to avoid what 

otherwise would be reading obstacles even to those familiar with 

orthographic practices characteristic of the early seventeenth century. 

The reading preceding the bracket is that of this critical edition (CE); 

the reading after the bracket is that of £9. Act, scene, and line 

numbers refer to C^. A raised double underscore is used herein in place 

of the conventional wavy dash for repeated words. 

Dedication 

4. boldly] boldy 

I.i 

3. din'd. Criples] — , criples 

5. enough. The] — , the 

7. Intelligence?] — , 

9 • Arnol.] — , 

11. Pigeon.] — , 

45. charge.] — , 

48. house. Looke] — , looke 

57. knowledge. Hee] — , hee 

58. Fredeline.] — , 

64. hand.] — , 

72. Son.] — , 

76. wish. 'Tis] — , 'tis 
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78. Campe. This] — , this 

104. sir. There] — , there 

115. haire.] — . 

118. not. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

123. officer.] — , 

145. Armorie. Spend] — , spend 

146. choyce.] — , 

150. fit.] — , 

151. here. Doe] — , doe 

153. course.] — , 

157. come.] — , 

164. victories.] — , 

186. feares.] — , 

192. Spaine. Thou] — , thou 

199. me. Whilst] — , whilst 

218. receiv'd;] — ; 

220. Solemnitle. They'le] — , they'le 

221. indeed. The] — , the 

246. heart. Therefore] — , therefore 

262. thoughts. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

341. for't.] — , 

351. Scicilie.] — , 

358. thoughts. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

385. love. Those] — , those 

412. choyce. This] — , this 

416. Farewell. This] — , this 

425. brest.] — , 

II.1 

1. 

33. 

47. 

49. 

59. 

64. 

come.] — , 

milke.] — , 

woman.] — , 

'em.] — , 

him. ] — , 

Petticoats.] — , 
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72. mee. ] — , 

77. out. It] — , it 

82. paces.] — , 

84. mad. Looke] — , looke 

109. poore. Hee'11] — , hee'11 

111. Heire.] — , 

126. bookes. Hee] — , hee 

128. Sir. The] — , the 

132. please.] — , 

138. well. You] — , you 

148. now. If] — . if 

154. Sir. Farewell] — . farewell 

11.11 

14. meane—] — . 

up—?] — ? 

17. in. The] — , the 

30. Conceal'd. You] — , you 

34. lose.] — , 

42. spring.] — , 

48. use. Their] — , their 

56. much. Till] — , till 

109 plight. Our] — , our 

112. Sir.] — , 

11,111 

7, Lover. Hee] — , hee 

23. Vowes.] — , 

26. sit. Where] — , where 

32. flowre;] — , 

Perfum'd. Thy] — , thy 

42. last.] — , 

81. time.] — , 

87. light. The] — , the 
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II. iv 

12. too. That] — , that 

29. friend. Thou] — , thou 

54. Gentleman. Upon] — , upon 

60. more;] — , 

72. now;] — , 

75. too.] — , 

76. him.] — , 

78. Apace. Let] — , let 

90. sir.] — , 

110. conjur'd.] — , 

117. mind. Shee] — , shee 

II.V 

11. 

27. 

33. 

40. 

41. 

51. 

52. 

66. 

78. 

80. 

81. 

83. 

85, 

87. 

93. 

alone.] — , 

Sir.] — , 

Sister ] — . 

rock was] — , Was 

Sir.] — , 

too.] — , 

while. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

strange. Being] — , being 

sir? Shall] — , shall 

mind;] — , 

meanes. Wrong] — , wrong 

such.] — , 

mee. Although] — , althou 

Phylomont.] — , 

sir.] — , 

next.] — , 

III.l 

1. sir,] — , 

15. Youth?] — , 

37. rule. Those] — , those 

86. learne if] — . If 
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107. breath, Poore] — , poore 

115. Allow. Your] — , your 

116. diseas'd.] — , 

125. make. Thou] — , thou 

126. Examine] examine 

135. sir. Time] — , time 

Ill.ii 

22. Med'cine, Wee] — , wee 

26, bed,] — , 

56. protest. Mine's] — , mine's 

58. offence. Shee] — , shee 

73. Art. Shee] — , shee 

79. kisse. That's] — , that's 

III. H i 

4. Fan.] — , 

5. chamber.] — , 

38. meanes. They] — , they 

53. Gloves ] — . — 

III.lv 

9. astonishment.] — , 

10. Art. It] — , it 

25. mee. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

30. done. ] — , 

32. all. Have] — , have 

55. supper. The] — , the 

60. fellow. 'Twas] — , 'twas 

71. spleenes.] — , 

72. sport.] — , 

III.v 

3. Stars. Till] — . till 

12. stay.] — , 
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46. thoughts.] — , 

81. before.] — , 

82. heart.] — , 

116. on. Thy] — , thy 

IV. 1 

6. us. ] — , 

10. agen. My] — , my 

14. Worshipfull.] — . 

73. lookes. Be] — , be 

92. ask ] — . 

169. sir. There's] — , there's 

191. businesse. Your] — , your 

192. mee. Either] — , either 

195. be.] — , 

197. still.] — , 

198. fire.] — , 

207. into ] — 

211. way. If] — , if 

218. life. His] — , his 

242. remedy. Grant] — , grant 

251. soule.] — , 

254. voice.] — , 

289. formes. There] — , there 

301. resolv'd. Her] — , her 

302. side. No] — , no 

IV. 11 

4. Sect.] — , 

11. place; ] — , 

16. sir. The] — , the 

27. then.] — , 

30. rude.] — , 

32. laspero. Have] — , have 

34. instantly.] — , 
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48. 

55. 

61. 

63. 

64. 

85. 

lately.] — , 

bread.] — , 

mee. You] — , you 

mee. Get] — , get 

rites. Tis] — , tis 

in! One] — , one 

IV.Hi 

2. Ariola). The] — , the 

24. cruelty. T'hath] — . t'hath 

36. Demeanor. Shee] — shee 

46. thus. My] — , my 

47. chang'd;] — , 

69. selfe. Can] — . can 

79. married. The] — , the 

past;] — , 

93. too. Our] — , our 

105. last.] — , 

106. marry. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

110, Ariola, My] — , my 

112. on. Fredome] — , fredome 

113. mee. Like] — , like 

IV. iv 

2. bed. Th'] — , th' 

5. Amadine? 'Tis] — , 'tis 

9. design'd. Why] — , why 

14. not. Can] — , can 

24. dice? Who'd] — , who'd 

27. confirm'd.] — , 

38. faire.] — . 

47. t'ane. If] — , if 
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IV. V 

4. weare.] — , 

12. remedle.] — , 

17, perplex'd,] — , 

23. cares. Tis] — , tis 

37. prepar'd. Shall] — , shall 

44. Eurithea. Doe] — , doe 

46. together. That's] — , that's 

59. done. Custome] — , custome 

64. resolv'd.] — , 

71. grlefe. It] — , it 

85. warm'd. ] — , 

88. earth. Come] — , come 

95. fiends. It] — , It 

106. stay. In] — , in 

109. smart.] — , 

123. complaine. Those] — , those 

V.i 

1/2. Fredeline. / The] — , . . . the 

7. Working. 'Tis] — , 'tis 

11. soule. Now] — , now 

26. pleasure. Show] — , show 

38. come. Speake] — , speake 

43. accesse.] — , 

47. mouth. These] — . these 

53, they;] — , 

V.ii 

27, safe. Make] — , make 

50. Suspitions. This] — , this 

86. vlllaine.] — , 

90. Company.] — , 

104. dumbe,] — , 

113, out,] — , 
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V . i i i 

27. s i r . The] —, the 

34. fo r t i fy ' d . Let] —, le t 

i n . ] —, 

35, Away? Use] —, use 

V.iv 

11. now? Dost] —, dost 

13. conceald. The] —, the 

20, hea r t . ] —, 

24. feare . ] —, 

28. f a t e . ] —, 

35. a l l . ] —, 

40. cause.] —, 

56. impudence.] —, 

71. kind.] —, 

72. worke.] —, 

V.v 

1. s i r . ] —, 

2. agen.] —, 

31. b i t s , lus t ] — . lus t 

V.vi 

7. growth.] —, 

11. feare . Th'are] —, t h ' a r e 

20. treachery. Let] —, l e t 

28. a f f a i r e . Trust] —, t m s t 

29. conceal 'd .] —, 

39. Legacies. The] — , the 

56. thine.] — , 

60. mis-led. This] — , this 

67. heaven.] — , 

68. selues. There] — , there 

71. strength.] — , 
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81. Villaine!] — . 

me! The] — . the 

84. sir. You] — , you 

101. well.] — . 

122. hold!] — , 

129. Sir. The] — , the 

134. me. Thy] — , thy 

141. reveal'd. Thou'It] — , thou'It 

152. then. My] — , my 

162. too. There] — . there 

166. mee. 'Tis] — . 'tis 

174. good. When] — . when 

177. Enemie. Whining] — , whining 

183. sir.] — . 

186. perform'd. Let's] — , let's 

Emendations of Speech Headings and Stage Directions 

The following is a list of irregularities in the spelling and 

abbreviation of character names that appear in the speech headings and 

stage directions of the copy-text (£9). These are all regularized in the 

present text according to the predominant practice of the copy-text; all 

names in stage directions are spelled out, and the speech headings used 

are as follow; 

Theand. Fred. Buon. Eurith. Rosell. 

Phyl. Castra. Arnol. Ariol. 

Sciolt. Grid. lasp. Amad. 

Though not underlined here, all are Italic in the copy-text. 

Irregularities in the names used in the text proper are not emended. 

1 

1. Sclolto. 

5, Arn, 

7. Sciol, 

22, Sciol, 
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28. 

50. 

Arn. 

Arn. 

69[SD]. Castr 

71. 

84. 

103. 

110. 

139. 

149. 

186. 

212. 

221. 

224. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

Castrag. 

Cast. 

Sciolt; 

Sciol. 

Castr. 

Phylom. 

Thean. 

Phylo. 

225[SD]. Fred. 

235. 

260, 

301. 

307. 

311. 

312. 

313. 

315. 

316. 

325. 

Phylom. 

Castr. 

Arlo. 

Ariola. 

Phylo. 

Arlo. 

Phylo. 

Arlo. 

Phylo, 

Phylo, 

328[SD]. Frede. 

340. 

348. 

371. 

Cast, 

Sciol. 

Sciol. 

Sciol. 

I I . 1 

13. Castr. 

48. Grido. 

70. Cast. 

145. Castr. 
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151. Castr. 

154. Castr. 

11.11 

1. Arlo. 

13. Arlo. 

28. Phylo. 

47. Phylo. 

65. Phylo. 

74. Phylo. 

93. Phylo. 

103. Phylo. 

108. Phylo. 

115. Phylo. 

II. iv 

1. Buonat. 

14. Sciol. 

15. Buonat. 

21. Sciol. 

41[SD]. Castra: 

42. Castr. 

Sciol, 

47. Sciol. 

49. Sciol. 

80[SD], Buon, 

84, Castr. 

92. Castr. 

115. Castr. 

129. Castr. 

131. Frede. 

II.V 

[SD]. Philomont 

1. Phylo. 
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5. 

10. 

lasper. 

Phylo. 

12[SD]. Arnol. 

32. 

39. 

41. 

67. 

Phylo. 

Phylo. 

III.l 

Thean. 

Thean. 

81[SD]. Thean. 

85[SD]. Phylom. 

126. 

1, 

33, 

17, 

19. 

20. 

22. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

31. 

32. 

34. 

42. 

47. 

105. 

Phylo. 

Ill.ii 

Castr. 

Cast. 

III.ill 

Grido. 

las. 

Grido. 

Arnold. 

Grido. 

Arn. 

las. 

Grido. 

Grido. 

las. 

las. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

III.v 

Thea. 
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IV. 1 

142[SD]. Buon. 

181. Phylo. 

208. Thean. 

215[SD]. Phyl. 

Fred. 

227. Thean. 

247. Thean. 

IV, 11 

16, Castr. 

18. Castr. 

23. Castr. 

30. Castr, 

49[SD], lasp. 

Amol. 

60. Sciol. 

86. Scio. 

90. Sciol. 

IV.lv 

21. Castr. 

39. Castr. 

IV.v 

109. Thean. 

117. Thean. 

V.i 

26. Thean. 

38. Castr. 

39. Thean. 

48[SD], Castra. 

Amad. 

http://IV.lv
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V. i i 

1. 

4. 

5. 

21, 

44. 

48. 

58. 

62. 

67. 

73. 

Cast. 

Ama. 

Cast. 

Cast. 

Cast. 

Cast. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

Cast. 

Cast. 

77[SD]. Castra 

78. 

81. 

88. 

95. 

100. 

104. 

28. 

31. 

35. 

14, 

17, 

20, 

21. 

20. 

33. 

59. 

115. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

Castr. 

V.iii 

Phlyo. 

Phlyo. 

Phlyo. 

V.v 

Grido. 

Grido. 

Arnold. 

Grido. 

V.vi 

Phylo. 

Sciol. 

Phylo, 

Phylo. 
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116. Sciol. 

122. Phylo. 

126. Sciol. 

130[SD]. Fredel. 

147. Phylo. 

174. Phylo. 



APPENDIX B 

THE TEXT OF THE 1873 WORKS 

The text of the 1873 Works (ML) was set largely from £, in 

accordance with the editors' selection of £ as their copy-text: 

The text of the following Plays has been carefully collated with 
that used In every known edition, and [we] have elected to adopt the 
earliest, pointing out, when necessary, anything of importance which 
occurs in the others. ("Prefatory Memoir," l;lxxxlx) 

It is evident that the editors consulted both £ and F̂  (adopting some 

readings from the latter) but there are dozens of variants "of 

Importance" that go unnoted in this edition. The orthography has been 

largely modernized and thoroughly regularized, and in several places the 

sense and grammar have been corrected, all silently. In scores of 

places, the line-division of the blank verse was altered, again silently 

and with no mention of method or rationale in the "Prefatory Memoir." 

Treatment of the Copy-Text 

It is clearly evident that at least the preponderance of M^ was set 

from £ (or a transcription thereof); many passages attest to this fact. 
r r 

ML reverts to the £ reading in many cases (e.g., B2 .17, F3 .13, 

H2^.9, H4^.17up, I4^.17up, and K3^.1up) in which variant readings 

introduced by £ (and transmitted by ¥) alter significantly the sense of 

the text but not by misspellings or other errors likely to be caught by 

the compositor of ttt̂  (errors such as since (first for (since first, 

strength in for strengthen, youthful for usefull, or me for em, which 

simply do not strike the eye as errors when read out of context as a 

compositor is likely to do). There are in addition other passages (e.g.. 

1. There are so many accidentals silently emended in the m^ text as to 
render very difficult the determination of the state of £ used for the 
copy-text. However, judging by the transmittal by^ML of Genty (at 
C3 .10 in £), laughter (Fl^.5), best / Observe ̂ F2 .1/2), bloat 
herring (F2 .17up), kept. (K4 14up), looks. (K4 .13up), and many 
others of the accidentals. It appears as though the copy-text for the ML 
text was a copy of £ containing the corrected state of formes C and K and 
the uncorrected state of forme F. 
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C3 .10. F2 .3, G2 .7up, and Kl .15up) containing variants in both 

£ and £ that make perfect sense but that ML rejected in favor of £'s 

reading (consistent with its declaration of £ as its copy-text). 

The modernization and resulting regularization of the ML text is 

most obvious in the thousands of spelling and punctuation changes. 

Proper terminal punctuation especially is provided (always), as well as 

the capitals necessitated by it (most often). Hundreds of apostrophes 

are provided, deleted, or changed to conform with modern usage (e.g., 

o're to o'er, ne're to ne'er, lie to I'll), and the use of question marks 

for exclamation marks is modernized. Much archaic diction is corrected 

(e.g., this many years to these many years [adverbially]), as well as 

obsolete words forms (e.g., then to than [as comparative], 1^ to Aye [as 

interjection], \m to em, hast to haste [as nouns]); however, in many 

cases (even some where £ and F̂  have both updated diction and spelling) ^ 

opts for the older word form found in £ (e.g., perflt for perfect [£, F̂] 

at G4 .lOup). Words like too morrow, mee thinks, and your selves are 

spelled solid, and unpronounced final (or medial doubled) jê's are deleted 

(humane to human, heere to here, hee to li£, etc.). Many contractions are 

expanded, but many are retained (even when £ and F̂  had expanded them); in 

fact, in some cases, contractions are Introduced by ML (in the to i'th', 

gavest to gavst), probably for the sake of uniformity. In several 

places, dashes have been provided at the end of speeches left uncompleted 

for dramatic effect, and many items enclosed in parentheses (e.g., names, 

adverbs, and prepositional phrases) have been instead set off by commas. 

ML introduces into the text a few substantive changes found nowhere 

else. They are all minor and do not change the meaning of the passages 

significantly, but neither can they be all written off as accidentals. 

CI .12up prints worst for worse 

[Probably compositorial error; the context clearly calls 

for the comparative, not the superlative.] 

Cl^.lOup prints M̂ . ̂ °^ IZ 
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X 

CI .3up prints have [surely] purchased for have purchas'd 

[A rare addition of a word (and brackets) by >tt̂; but this 

is the least of the problems with this passage, as 

discussed below.] 

03̂ .̂20 prints The for My 
r 

C4 .lOup prints Would you bring for Would you would bring 

[The compositor probably construed £'s question mark at 

the end of this sentence as denoting a question,but it is 

in fact more likely meant to indicate exclamation, as it 

does in many other places.] 
X 

D2 .6 prints I stand the champion of my sex where £ reads 

. . . our Sex 

[A distinct Improvement, considering the ludicrous irony 

of the £ reading if one reads Sex as denoting not gender 

but carnally amorous activity (as. by 1873, one could), 

the very thing Eurithea is struggling to ward off.] 
X 

D2 .19 prints concert for consort 

[Either word fits the sense of the passage, and they are 

closely related in meaning (in the common sense of 

"accompaniment"), especially during the period (OED).] 

El .3 prints express for express'd 

[The sense is not affected at all.] 
X 

E4 .9up prints with tame for with a tame 

G2'̂ .14up prints oft for oft 

[Though both make good sense, oft is probably the slightly 

more natural reading (and possibly the original intent).] 

G3 .6 prints husband's for husband 

[Again, no change in sense here.] 

G3^.10up prints It's for Is't 

[The sense of the sentence survives this change, but the 

type of structure rendered is one not at all common to the 

play; likely compositorial error.] 

HI .7up prints i^ for thy 

12^.2 prints married for marriage 

[Again, no change in sense here.] 
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V 

12 .17 prints women for woman 

K3 .19 prints or for nor 
[No sense alteration.] 

prints won for wont 

[Nonsense rendered here; probably compositorial error.] 

K4 .17up prints won for wont 

Treatment of Other Editions 

The above evidence notwithstanding, the W^ text cannot be thought of 

as an accurate (though modernized) reprint of £. Besides the many 

corrections of spelling, grammar, and syntax, several of which were made 

collaterally by £ and F̂  (e.g., A3^,5, C4^.7up, and Fl^,5), there 

are many silent emendations that constitute significant (and unnoted) 

departures from the copy-text, the purpose, method, and rationale for 

which are, in most cases, unclear. 

At places, the editors were attempting to resolve difficult 
r r 

passages. In two instances (Bl .8 and B4 .12up), for example, ML 

clarifies muddled speeches that had been confusing in previous editions. 
X 

In Bl .8, £ reads as follows. 

Sciol. From whence pray that Intelligence, 
From the Gazet, brought hither by a Mule from Paris sir? 

ML reads here 

Scio. From whence, pray, that Intelligence? 
[Jasp.] From the Gazet, brought hither by a mule 

From Paris, Sir. 

ascribing the second line of this speech to Jaspero, which may have been 

suggested by the word sir and further encouraged by £'s lack of 

pointing after sir; the fact that F̂  supplied a period here may have been 

misleading also. Seeing the ambiguity in the previous editions, the ML 

editor (or perhaps even the compositor) apparently opted to "correct" the 

line ascription rather than the punctuation, not having considered how 

ludicrous such an answer would be if taken seriously. The overall sense 

and tone of the passage, Sclolto's parallel sarcastic Sir five lines 

later, and the proclivity of the £ compositor toward exceedingly erratic 

terminal punctuation all make it likely that the original intent was 

Sciolt. From whence that Intelligence? 
From the Gazet, brought hither by a Mule from Paris, sir? 
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X 

At B4 .12up, ML clarifies (or adopts F̂ 's clarification of) another 

passage muddied by £'s punctuation. £ reads as follows (11. 15-lOup). 
Theand. Brave Phylomont, intreat my Sister to 

Forgive a while the tendring of my love. 
Till I have breath'd it into thine. 

Phylom. The like request, Theander to my Sister make. 
Till thine have first receiv'd the righteous vowes 
And offrings of my heart. 

£ had only Increased the confusion by beginning a new line with Theander. 

F̂  restored what was undoubtedly the originally Intended sense by 

supplying commas before and after Theander, and W^ does the same. 

There are several other passages that evidence the ML editors' close 

(but not always entirely thorough or judicious) scrutiny of the £ and F̂  
2 

texts. Though £ was surely used as the copy-text, there are just 

enough shreds of £ and F_ present in ML to indicate that both texts were 

at least consulted and in places even followed, and most often without 

note of the variants, much less that they are being adopted. 

Three of these instances constitute clear corruptions of the text, 

rendering much poorer sense. At CI .5-4up, £ reads 

Shall we forsake the toyles o'th Campe, and here 
With triumphs celebrate the peace that wee 
Have purchas'd and deserv'd? 

By dint of an interesting printer's error (discussed above in "History of 

the Text"), _F transposed two pairs of words, switching Campe. and with 

peace that, rendering badly damaged sense. This error is transmitted by 

ML repunctuated and with the addition of a word in the next line, 

yielding 

Shall we forsake the toils o' th' peace and here 
With triumphs celebrate the camp? That, we 
Have [surely] purchas'd and deserv'd. 

which at the very least distorts the originally intended meaning, and 

raises the question of just how this corruption was admitted into the >DL 

2. Whether the editors simply failed to notice the scores of 
significant variants in 7_ or whether they dismissed them as not being 
"anything of importance" is unclear; at any rate, there are in £ and ¥_ 
some 200 variants from £, and only five variant notes in ML. It is 
equally puzzling, given the obvious attention paid to the £ and F_ texts, 
how the ML editors could have classified 0 as a "12mo," when it is 
obviously an 8 . 
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text. It seems obviously enough an error, but either the l^ editor or 

compositor took pains to adjust the punctuation and supply a conjectural 

reading to force sense out of a corrupt text, rather than to verify it 

with the original. 

At 12^.2-lup, £ reads 

They have observ'd the language I prescrib'd. 
To the strictness of a sillable. 

This is an aside by Fredeline, who has just listened, with Theander (the 

victim of his lago-llke scheme), to Castraganio and Amadine delivering 

their prescribed lines. F̂  (in addition to economizing the text) changes 

the aside to the second person (addressed, of course, to himself): 

They have observ'd your language to a Syllable. 

ML does not adopt F̂ 's excision, but Inexplicably retains the shift of 

person, rendering nonsense; 

They have observ'd your language I prescrib'd 
To the strictness of a syllable. 

At Kl .12, ML adopts a corruption (goe to for to goe), one that 

originated with £ and was transmitted by F̂. 

ML follows _F in other passages that do not result in damaged sense. 

There is a minor point at C4 .13 (where ML transmits ^^ s &^ instead of 

£' s and), which might be written off as coincidental were it not followed 

so closely by the adoption of a clearly substantive variant; at 

C4^.1up/Dl^.l, £ reads 

Ariol. lie wear my Tuscan raile too morrow, smooth 
It out; but whence that wish Rosella? 

With characteristic economizing of text, _F shortens this to 

Ariol. When comes that wish, Rosella? 

ML does not shorten the passage but does transmit £'s addition of comes, 
3 X 

and does so silently. In D2 .9up, m^ transmits £'s addition of the 

adjective in not at wary distance, which does not alter the sense, and 

adopts F's changed punctuation at II .19-20 (discussed below), which 

3. Of the five variant notes in Itt̂, one notes an added word in £ 
(and), two note an S.D. error in and a query about £, and two note F̂  
variants (one of which [strengthen/strength in] actually originated with 
£; the other is in the Epilogue). 
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does alter the sense but probably also corrects it. ^j^ adopts three 

other excisions (at Bl^,9, B3^.5, E4^.11, and K2'̂ .7up) and a 

substituted preposition (at K2 .10-9up), none of which damage or much 

clarify the sense of the text. At H3 .13, ttt, transmits (presumably 

from 77) one of the very rare additions originating with £; this too does 

not alter the sense of the passage. 

In light of the large numbers of silent emendations and the 

pervasive modernization of the text, it is impossible to determine what 

edition the editors used as their copy-text, whether they used a single 

one, or any at all. 

The Authority of the Folio 

The opinion of Maidment and Logan (editors of the 1873 Works) 

concerning the authority of the changes found in F̂  is vehement. 

The cause of such neglect [of attention to the works of Davenant], 
whose plays . . . are ably constructed . . . may, there is every 
reason to believe, be ascribed to the careless and garbled manner in 
which the Editor has dealt with the collected edition of his works 
published in the folio of 1673. 
, , , Many [of the plays] have had such unnecessary liberties taken 
with them as to render them scarcely to be identified with the 
original editions, , . , D'avenant himself, it is pretty evident, 
could have had no hand in the ill-judged emendations and inane 
interpolations; and the chance is that both his widow and his 
publisher, in a mistaken idea of compromising their own character, 
have employed some bungling hack to take cognizance of such words 
and phrases as he might deem objectionable, and calculated to give 
offence to the more straight-laced of the subscribers—if any such 
then existed, (ML, l;v,vi,x) 

The editors (in this "Prefatory Memoir" to their Works, which of course 

needed a raison d'etre) proceed further to decry the Folio's reduction of 

several of the works to prose and to criticize the typography of F̂, 

declaring it to be "of a most uninviting character even for an antiquary, 

far less for the general reader" (vl). The latter two points 

undoubtedly have their merits; it is indeed very unlikely that the shift 

to prose in F̂  had Davenant's blessing, and the Folio was surely executed 

in a manner that was far from the state of the art, being apparently 

ill-planned, certainly incomplete, and in numerous places simply shoddy. 

To make the others of their charges convincing, however, the editors 

should have demonstrated much more familiarity with the material they 
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damned. Had they not examined £ so superficially as to declare it (an 

obvious 8 ) a "12 "; had they not referred (on many occasions) to 

the publisher of the Folio as Henry Herrlngham; had they not silently 

(and inadvertantly?) incorporated into their own text several substantive 

variants (including corruptions) from the damned F̂  text itself; had they 

not even set some type from jF (or a transcript thereof) instead of from 

their true copy-text, £; had they not silently substituted for the 

Davenant/Dryden version of The Tempest Shadwell's version—then their 

pronouncements and speculations on the foul nature of F̂  might carry a 

good deal more weight. One cannot help but suspect, though, that they 

were simply overwhelmed by the sheer number of the changes that occur in 

F̂  (and there are many more changes in other plays than in the present 

one), and failed to take sufficient time and effort to analyze 

responsibly the real nature of those changes. The evidence in The 

Platonick Lovers, at least, certainly does not indicate the hand of a 

"bungling hack" at work in the Folio. 

4. This according to Harbage, SWD, 289; and P. Bordinat and S. B. 
Blaydes, Sir William Davenant (Boston; Twayne, 1981), 174. See ML 
4:400-412, and Nethercot, SWD'A, 402-403. This substitution is ironic 
(and similar to the case at hand), because Maidment and Logan severely 
disparage Shadwell's Tempest (ML, 5;400), exclaiming that the writer "had 
the good sense not to print it." 



APPENDIX C 

CENSUS OF SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY COPIES OF THE PLATONICK LOVERS 

The following is a list of the locations of the known copies of the 

three seventeenth-century editions of The Platonick Lovers. Both recent 

updating and attempts to verify some of these locations suggest that this 

list is neither exhaustive not thoroughly realistic; it does, however, 

represent accurately the information available from the standard 

reference sources, which are abbreviated in the table as indicated below. 

G—Walter W. Greg, Bibliography of English Printed Drama to the 

Restoration (Oxford; Clarendon, 1939-1957.) 

JM—John J. Morrison (editor of the updated Wing STC), personal 

correspondence. 

KP—Katharine F. Pantzer (editor of the updated STC), personal 

correspondence. 

N—National Union Catalog; A Cumulative Author List (Washington, 

D.C.; Library of Congress, 1953—.) 

P—Alfred W. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave, A Short-Title Catalogue 

of Books Printed in England, Scotland, & Ireland and of English 

Books Printed Abroad, 1475-1640, 2d edition (London; 

Bibliographical Society, 1926.) 

W—Donald Wing, Short-Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, 

Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British America and of English 

Books Printed in Other Countries, 1641-1700. 2d edition, 

revised (New York: Index Committee, Modern Languages 

Association, 1972—.) 

X—Other 
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Abbrev. Repository 

1636 4 1665 8" 1673 1 

(G #506a (G #506b (G #506c) 

STC 6305) Wing D347) 

N/DLC Library of Congress, D.C. N, G 

N/MWiW-C Chapln Library, Wms. 

Coll., Wmstn., Mass. N, G 

N, W N, JM 

JM 

N/IU 

N/DFo 

N/CtY 

N/CLU-C 

N/NjP 

N/CSmH 

N/MH 

N/OCU 

N/ICJ 

N/PU 

N/FU 

N/ICU 

P/L 

P/L^ 

P/O 

P/C^ 

P/WS 

P/CL 

P/WH 

W/OW 

U. Illinois, Urbana 

Folger 

Yale (Elizabethan Club) 

UCLA (Clark) 

Princeton 

Huntington* 

Harvard 

U. Cincinnati 

John Crerar Library, 

Chicago 

U. Penn., Phila. 

U. Flor., Gainesville 

U. Chicago Library 

British Museum, London 

(2 copies. Including 

the T.J. Wise copy, 

formerly in the Ashley 

collection.) 

Dyce Collection, Victoria 

and Albert Museum 

N. 111. U., DeKalb 

Bodleian 

Trinity Coll., Dublin 

T. J. Wise (Ashley Lib.) 

J. L. Clawson 

W. A. White (N. Y.) 

Worcester Coll., Oxford 

N 

N, G 

N, G 

N 

N 

N, P, G 

N, G 

N 

[N]** 

N 

N 

N 

P, G, 

P. G 

X** 

P, G 

P. G 

P, G*** 

P 

P 

G 

N, 

JM 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N, 

W 

W 

W 

W 

JM 

W 

W 

w 
w 
JM 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N 

JM 

N 

JM 

W 

W 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

W 
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Abbrev. Repository 1636 4 1665 8 1673 2 

W/EN 

KP/ICN 

KP/TCU 

KP/E 

KP/LEEDS 
,2 

KP/G 

KP/M^ 

KP/WN 

KP/O^ 

N/TxU 

N/OU 

N/TNJ 

N/MIU 

N/TxLT 

N/NhD 

N/NjR 

N/NBU 

N/MB 

N/CU-A 

N/CU 

N/PPL 

N/PPL-R 

N/MBAt 

N/MnU 

Nat'l Llbr. of Scotland 

Newberry Llbr., Chicago 

Texas Christian U. 

Mrs. Donald F. Hyde 

(Four Oaks Farm, 

RFD 3, Somervllle, 

N. J. 08876) 

National Library of 

Scotland 

Leeds U. 

Glasgow U. 

Chetham's Library, 

Manchester 

Winchester College 

Queen's College, Oxford 

King's College, Cambridge 

Auckland Pub. Llbr. (N.Z.) 

U. Texas, Austin 

Ohio St., Columbus 

Joint U. Llbr., Nashville 

U. Mich., Ann Arbor 

Texas Tech U. Library 

Dartmouth College 

(3 copies) 

Rutgers 

U. Nebraska, Lincoln 

Boston Public Llbr. 

U. Cal., Davis 

U. Cal., Berkeley 

Llbr. Co. of Phila. 

Llbr, Company of Phila., 

Ridgeway Branch 

Boston Athenaeum 

U, Minn,, Minneapolis 

KP 

KP 

KP 

KP 

W 

JM 

KP 

KP 

KP 

KP 

KP 

KP**** 

w. 
JM 

N, 

JM 

N 

KP, JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

N, 

N 

N 

X 

JM 

X***** 

N 

N 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N. 

N, 

N, 

N, 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 
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Abbrev. Repository 1636 4 1665 8 1673 2 

N/ScU U. S. Car., Columbia 

N/KyU U, Ky. Lexington 

N/WaU U. Wash,, Seattle 

N/CSt Stanford 

N/N N,Y, State Libr., Albany 

N/LU LSU, Baton Rouge 

N/Vi Va. St. Llbr., Richmond 

N/NShM ?(MShM = Mount Holyoke 

C , South Hadley, Mass.) 

N/NcGW U. N. Car., Greensboro 

N/NcU U. N. Car., Chapel Hill 

N/TU U. Tenn., Knoxville 

N/OrU U. Oregon, Eugene 

N/MsU U. Miss., Univ. 

N/CoU U. Colo., Boulder 

N/MdBP Peabody Inst., Baltimore 

N/PPT Temple U., Phila. 

W/C Cambridge 

W/BN Biblioth^que Natlonale, 

Paris 

Buffalo and Erie Pub. Libr. 

Cornell 

New York Pub. 

U. Western Ontario 

U. of Sydney, Fisher Lib. 

Victoria State Libr., 

Melbourne 

Turnbull Coll, 

Wellington, N.Z. 

London Libr. 

Balliol Coll., Oxford 

Merton Coll., Oxford 

Chatsworth House, 

Derbyshire 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N, 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N, 

N 

N, 

N 

N. 

N. 

W 

W 

W 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 
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Abbrev. Repository 1636 4° 1665 8° 1673 2° 

Ely Cathedral 

U. Libr. of Manchester 

Petyt Libr., Skipton 

Abbotsford, Scotland 

Edinburgh U. 

New College, Edinburgh 

Sir Geoffrey Keynes 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

JM 

NOTES; 
* Reference is made to "Bridgewater Library" copies of both £ and F̂  

on the front flyleaves of the CSmH Quarto and Folio, respectively. 

** According to Barbara Sellars, librarian at the John Crerar 
Library, the ICJ copy is "no longer here; OCLC shows It at Northern 
Illinois University, DeKalb." 

*** The T.J. Wise copy is now apparently in the British Museum. 

**** There is some doubt as to the authenticity of this location, 
according to Katharine Pantzer. 

***** For this information, I am indebted to Mr. Gary Walt, Assistant 
to the Curator of Rare Books, Baker Library, Dartmouth College. 



APPENDIX D 

THE WATERMARKS OF THE FOLIO 

This appendix contains the record of the watermarks and countermarks 

in the 1673 Folio Works, published by Henry Herringman, as they appear in 

the TxLT copy of that volume. The tabular data identify the locations of 

these marks, which are keyed by letters to the reproductions of the 

tracings that follow the tables. 

Locations of the Watermarks 

The lowercase letters following signature notations are keyed to the 

tracings that follow these tables. These letters indicate the presence of 

a watermark on that leaf; there appears, of course, on the leaf that 

comprises the other half of the sheet in question the corresponding 

countermark. An asterisk indicates a sheet that was printed with the 

watermarks upside down. (Note, however, that in the case of watermark â , 

the foolscap appears upside down when the countermark reads correctly.) 

Outer 

leaf 

1(2 

21(2 

A4 

Bl 

C4 

Dl 

E4 

Fl 

Gl 

HI 

14 

Sheet 

wm. 

a* 

b 

c* 

e* 

c* 

c 

c 

c 

f* 

e* 

f 

Inner Sheet 

leaf wm. 

A3 

B2 

C2 

D3 

E3 

F3 

G3 

H2 

12 

d* 

d* 

f* 

c 

d* 

f* 

g* 

d* 

c 

1. The sole exception is at sheet ^Cl/4, which bears two 
countermarks. 
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Outer 

leaf 

Kl 

L4 

Ml 

N4 

01 

P4 

Q4 

R4 

S4 

T4 

U4 

X4 

Yl 

Zl 

2A1 

2B1 

2C1 

2D1 

2E1 

2F4 

2G1 

2H4 

214 

2K1 

2L1 

2M1 

2N1 

204 

2P4 

2Q4 

2R1 

2S1 

Sheet 

wm. 

c* 

f* 

f* 

c* 

f* 

f* 

f* 

f* 

f* 

f 

c 

e 

f 

d 

i* 

c* 

k 

g 

f 

k* 

k 

1* 

k* 

1* 

k* 

e 

c 

f* 
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The following list indicates the leaves on which each of the 

watermarks are found. 

Watermark £—112, 2Z3, 3A1, 3A2, 2313, 2302, 23pi^ 23p3^ 2^31, z^g^^ 

24E2, 24G3, 24LI, 24L3 

Watermark b—21(2, 3B1, 22B4, 22D3, 22YI. 2352, 23CI, 2304, 23E4, 

23E3, 23F4, 23H3, 23L3, 23N2, 230I, 24F4 

Watermark £ — A 4 , C4, Dl. D3. E4. Fl. 12. Kl. N4, 02, Q3, U4, U3, 2A2, 

2B1, 2B2, 2C2, 2N1, 2 B 1 , ^ 3 , 2c3, 2F2, 2 K 4 , 2 N I , 2QI^ 252, 2x2, 

2Z1, 2 Z 2 , 22A2 

Watermark d^—A3. B2. E3, H2. M2. N3. P3, T3. X2. Zl 

Watermark e—Bl, HI, R2, X4, 2M1, 203 
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Watermark ̂ — C2, F3, Gl, 14, K3, L4, L3, Ml, 01, P4. Q4, R4, S4, S3, 

T4, Yl, 2E1, 2M2, 2N3, 204, 2A4, 2A3, 2DI, 2D3^ 2^^^ 2^^^ 2^4^ 

=̂ 11. 2K2. 2R2, 2^1^ 2^2, 2u3^ 2x4^ 22H2, 22K2. 22M3, 2203 

Watermark £—G3, 2D1, 2H3, 2P2, 2Q4, 2M4, 2M2. 2U4, 22^4^ 2251^ 22F3^ 

22K4. 22T2. 22Y2, 22Z2 

Watermark li—Y3 

Watermark i^—Z2. 2A1. 2303 

Watermark k—2Cl. 2F4, 2F2, 2G1, 2G2, 214, 212, 2K3, 2L1, 2S3 

Watermark 1^—2D2, 2E2, 2H4, 2K1, 2R1, 2R3, 2S1 

Watermark m^—2L3 

Watermark n—2P4, 2U1, 2X1, 2Y1, 2Y2, 3C4, 22B2, 22C4, 22E3, 22FI, 

2213, 22Q4, 22Q2, 22R2, 2251, 22U4, 22U3, 22x4, 22x2, 22Z1, 

24C4, 24K3, 2403 

Watermark o—2Q2, 2X2, 22N4, 2404 

Watermark £—2Tl, 2T2, 2U2, 2E3, 2LI, 22C3, 2291, 2202, 22HI, 2211^ 

22M4, 22P4, 22P3, 23^3 

Watermark £—2Zl. 3D1, 22L4, 22N3, 220I, 2253, 23AI, 2351^ 23^3^ 

23G2, 2311, 23ĵ 2, 24A2, 2404, 2411^ 2̂ 5̂ ^̂  24ĵ 2 

Watermark _r—3B3, 3C2, 3D2, 3E1, 23K4, 23L4, 23m, ^3m, ^hkl, ^kZly 

24D2, 24F3, 24H4, 24^3^ 24^3^ 24^^^ 2̂ ^̂ ^̂  24^3^ 240^^ 24Q3 

Watermark £ — 2 G 3 , 2112, 213^ 2^2, ^^3^ ZQ^^ ayi 

Watermark £ — 2 H 1 , 2o2, 2pi, 2p2^ 2Q3^ 2ĵ 4̂  251^ 2Y2^ 22^3 

Watermark u—22A1, 22R4, 22T4, 2302, 23H4, 2433 

Tracings of the Watermarks 

On each of the following tracings is indicated at least one leaf from 

which that tracing was made. Each page represents an original sheet of 

paper, with each mark turned and oriented correctly and chainlines noted. 

The tracings are actual size, of course, but the distance between the 

countermark and watermark is not accurate, the original sheet being much 

larger than 8̂ 5x11 inches. The sequence of the tracings corresponds to the 

order of appearance of the marks (e.g., the marks labeled "Sheet a" are 

the first marks encountered in the volume, although they were not traced 

from leaves 1(1 and 112.) 
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